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PREFACE
This guide book is a joint production of the partners of the CAPTURED programme. It is being compiled on the
basis of the experiences and expertise of the members: The University for Development Studies in Tamale, Ghana, AGRUCO of the Universidad Mayor de San Simon in Cochabamba, Bolivia and The Foundation for the Revitalisation of Local Health Traditions, Bangalore, India. It also builds heavily on the experiences of the Compas programme coordinated by ETC Foundation in the Netherlands and of the Centre for Development and Environment
of the University in Bern.
A team of authors and editors consisting of, Agnes Apusigah (UDS), Freddy Delgado (AGRUCO/UMSS), Darshan
Shankar (FRLHT), Bertus Haverkort (CAPTURED/KKKinO) and Stephan Rist (CDE/Unibern) were nominated to
work on the book.
The challenges ahead are: to make the text more systematic and comprehensive, to include contributions of different authors, to include photographic materials and make it accessible on web 2.0
Each chapter has been developed by a core author, in cooperation with some members of the editorial team or of
the CAPTURED programme. In some cases texts of other authors have been included. The core authors that have
produced the bulk of this material that has been authored by the Team of authors above are: Bertus Haverkort,
Darshan Shankar, Agnes Apusigah, David Millar, and Freddy Delgado.
Readers are invited to read, test and improve the text and to contribute to the further development of the book
by sending their experiences, comments, contributions and suggestions to one of the editors. Especially Ph. D
students are invited to make substantial contributions.
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SOME CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS USED
In the CAPTURED program we aim at enhancing endogenous development, endogenous education and endogenous research.
In our work we use the term ‘’endogenous knowledges and sciences’’ as the container concepts, which include
the knowledges and sciences of indigenous peoples as well as other marginalized, traditional and local
knowledge communities that have its originating in their own societies, but have been modified and enhanced
by inter-scientific dialogues and co-evolution with other sciences
The central concept is endogenous, which means, something that has emerged from within; something that has
the main cause of its existence in the original system, but may express itself in an external system with which it
also has an interaction. Endogenous stands in contrast with exogenous, which refers to an action or object that
has emerged from outside a system. The term is also different from indigenous, which means something that
has generated and is existing naturally within a system (an environment or region).
Other terms being used in this context are: aboriginal, native, first people, first nation, autochthonous, local,
classical. These terms all have their specific meanings, but we consider them to be encompassed by the term
endogenous.
We propose to use the following definitions:
Science: a body of knowledge about nature1 and society, formulated within a specific worldview, value
system and theoretical framework. It includes the processes for producing, selecting and retrieving
knowledge, formulating assumptions, general principles, theories and methodologies and it involves an
active role of a specific knowledge community that has reached consensus on the basics of its science.
Knowledge: the assumptions, concepts, and information acquired and processed by people.
Endogenous knowledge and science: Evolving knowledge and sciences originating from indigenous cultures,
while its evolution may be enhanced by inter-scientific dialogues and co-evolution with other sciences.
Endogenous research is research being carried out by indigenous and local knowledge communities using indigenous ways of learning, transdisciplinary methods and co-learning with other sciences, aiming to develop endogenous sciences.
Endogenous learning and education is are activities to develop and transfer knowledge, skills and wisdoms by
people in indigenous or local communities that combine traditional with other indigenous and mainstream ways
of learning.

Different worldviews have different notions of nature: some limit the notion to the bio-physical reality, others include the
manifest as well as the unmanifest or spiritual reality. The latter notion is generally used in this book.
1
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Traditional knowledges and sciences science: Knowledges and sciences developed within traditional societies
and mostly transferred from generation to generation in non-written forms.
Indigenous knowledges and sciences: Knowledges and Sciences developed and used in indigenous, traditional
and local people as well as ancient or classical sciences available in written or classified form.
Conventional science or Mainstream science: Sciences that generally are considered to be the most important
science, and being practiced in the formal education, research centers in all corners of the globe. It has its origin
in the Enlightenment, has a focus on mechanistic worldview, and use positivistic and quantitative methods.
Sometimes the term Western science is being used. That term refers to sciences developed in Europe and other
Euro-centered countries. The term is often referring to mainstream or conventional sciences. But, as these latter sciences have not exclusively been built by European scientists and at present are being practiced and enhanced all over the globe, we suggest to avoid the use of the term ‘’western science’ when reference is being
made to the mainstream science . A similar problem occurs in the use of the term ‘’modern science’’. Claiming
this term for mainstream science, suggests that other endogenous sciences would not be modern in the sense
that they would adapt their stock of knowledge to the present-day needs.
Co-evolution of sciences: The process where different sciences are engaged in and interact about: learning,
research and adaptation of its paradigms which is mainly based on their own efforts, but partly also on a response to exchange with other sciences.

1.0 ABOUT THIS BOOK

1.1 CONTEXT, SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
Context
Internationally, a number of universities and institutes of higher learning offer education and research, which
are building on indigenous cultures and related endogenous knowledge. This is done in the context of a dialogue
between academic and indigenous scientific traditions, and is considered to be an important mutual learning
process. It is seen as a constructive response to the still dominant spread of Western sciences.
Higher education based on transdisciplinarity and dialogue between different scientific traditions aims at enhancing the emancipation and vitalization of traditional knowledges and sciences, building on the rich diversity
of scientific traditions all over the world.
This book is intended as a Guidebook for students and researchers in endogenous development, education and
research. The book is in the process of being written as part of the CAPTURED2 program. CAPTURED is an acronym
for Capacity and Theory Building of Universities and Research Centres in Endogenous Development. It is an interuniversity program being implemented by the University for Development Studies in Ghana3, the Universidad
2
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Mayor San Simon in Bolivia4 and the Foundation for the Revitalization of Local Health Traditions in India5, in partnership with the COMPAS program and a number of universities in Africa, Latin America, India and Europe. The
main aim of the program is to develop the institutional and scientific capacity for universities and research centers in the south to carry out strategic research and education programs that strengthen Endogenous Development, Education and Research for poverty reduction and sustainable development.
CAPTURED is developing a critical mass of highly qualified academics who can lead the processes of communitybased services, teaching, learning and research with a focus on Endogenous Development (ED). Endogenous Development harnesses, preserves and revitalizes indigenous knowledge's, traditions, sciences and technologies for
shaping local development. At the same time it is open to and supports internally inspired modifications and revitalization of indigenous systems and integration with appropriate outside knowledge and practices. It entails
built-in mechanisms for local learning and experimenting, building local economies and retention of benefits in
the local area6.
The program was launched in order to address the mono-cultural (i.e. Western-biased) focus of ongoing development, education and research activities of universities in the South. In these universities, the non-Western,
traditional or indigenous knowledges7 and sciences, remain largely unexplored and undocumented: They are
hardly being appreciated, understood. Neither are they being revitalised or used as basis for development activities. Through its educational programme CAPTURED will prepare people who can lead the processes of endogenous development, intra-cultural education, critical and innovative research, design technologies for documenting, sharing and re-vitalising indigenous systems and practices and explore possibilities for connecting to other
systems.
The basis for capacity and theory building is the critical assessment and revitalisation of the diverse knowledge
traditions and histories of non-Western cultures. The history of the COMPAS program (i.e., comparing and supporting endogenous development8) and experiences of its partners and of other networks and initiatives that
support the revitalisation of indigenous knowledge and sciences, has revealed the relevance, strengths as well as
the limitations or weaknesses of the existing worldviews, sciences and knowledge processes in the different parts
of the globe. CAPTURED provides an opportunity for enhancing the co-evolution of such diverse experiences. Of
particular interest is the exploration of the interconnectedness between contemporary knowledges and sciences
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Compas has a history of 10 years in studying and supporting practical experiences with ED. Compas has published a number of
books, amongst others: Food for Thought (Zed books, 1999) Ancient roots-New shoots (Zed books 2003) and Learning for
Endogenous Development (IT, 2007) a series of 6 books on worldviews and sciences and six monthly magazines. On-line
publications are available at www.compasnet.org
6

7 In this text we often use the word ‘’knowledge’’ in plural, in order to indicate its possible multiple identity and diversity in
approach and focus.
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in the different cultures and between these and the mainstream, modern and postmodern sciences, and the
joined learning through research, development and education.
Scope
This book explores the different experiences, concepts and approaches for building inclusive knowledges and
sciences. It is working towards inclusiveness as it presents the lessons learnt in endogenous development, research and education by different people in different cultures, based on different worldviews , different methods
of collecting and processing data and different theoretical and ethical frameworks. It explores the main characteristics of different sciences and ways of knowing across the globe, their relationships to the mainstream modern
and postmodern sciences and their own (internal) dynamics. In the process, the implications of the processes of
domination, substitution, repression, marginalization as well as revitalization and co-evolution of ways of knowing
will be explored.
Across the globe, people perceive existence in different ways and these different cosmovisions or worldviews lead
to different ways of interpreting and learning about the world, to different ways to coming to knowledge, and
subsequently to different content of knowledge. The different worldviews, ways of learning and ways of knowing
as manifested in different parts of the globe are the result of deep-seated historic processes in different cultural,
ecological, social, religious and economic situations.
Worldviews and knowledges can be seen as mental and behavioural responses of people to the specific ecological, cultural and economic conditions. They emerge from the experiences of peoples living in relative isolation,
but most often also in interaction with people with different cultural backgrounds, worldviews and power base.
The interactions could lead to learning from other cultures and complementing each other, but they have often
rather resulted in domination and substitution of knowledge. This way the contemporary diversity of worldviews
and ways of knowing emerges, can be changed and sometimes is being threatened.
We see a major challenge for the different sciences and ways of knowing to strengthen its own basis and to
search for complementarity and synergy. This book therefore explores the possibility for revitalization of traditional sciences and co-evolution of sciences.
Limitations
We fully recognize that in this stage it is impossible to present a comprehensive overview of relevant experiences,
concepts and theories or of the methods to be used. We should rather see this book as a reflection of work in
progress. Each reader who observes a gap in the content is invited to contribute.
The experiences of some of the contributors of this volume has been research, education or development work in
the context of the COMPAS program, which covers only a limited number of countries and cultures and we recognize our limitations to cover the enormous and diverse literature in these domains and experiences of likeminded
organizations.
We recognize that the available literature, on which this volume is partly based, is biased by mainstream science,
with mainly western origins and focus. We see this as a reflection of the state of the art and as a challenge to be
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overcome through our own efforts and by the contributions of knowledgeable, scientific and wise persons from
different cultures such as indigenous experts, philosophers, historians and development practitioners.
CAPTURED offers the opportunity to explore domains of knowledge and wisdom that are at the core of the cultures and identities of the local peoples of India, Africa and Latin America and to seek their revitalization, complementarity and co-evolution. In this process also, possible contradictions, and incommensurability’s may be
identified.

1.2 ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT, EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
Endogenous Development is development based mainly, but not exclusively, on locally available resources,
indigenous knowledge, culture and leadership. By the same token: endogenous education and endogenous research are activities based mainly but not exclusively on indigenous knowledge, ways of learning sciences.
In our work we use the term ‘’endogenous knowledges and sciences’’ as the container concepts, which include
the knowledges and sciences of indigenous peoples as well as other marginalized, traditional and local
knowledge communities that has its originating from indigenous societies, but has been modified and enhanced by inter-scientific dialogues and co-evolution with other sciences
Endogenous research then is research being carried out by indigenous and local knowledge communities using
indigenous ways of learning, transdisciplinary methods and co-learning with other sciences, aiming to develop
endogenous sciences.
Endogenous learning and education are activities to transfer knowledge, skills and wisdoms by people in indigenous or local communities that combine traditional with mainstream ways of learning.
In its action research to support Endogenous Development, the COMPAS partners found that in the worldviews
and ways of knowing of the peoples in the so-called global south, knowledge entails more than physical, biological
and social realities. Knowledge is produced by discerning both the material and the immaterial realities. Thus, in
addition to the physical, social and biological realm, in the perspective of the holders of knowledge in different
cultures, the spiritual realm is an important source of knowledge. Together they inspire, shape and inform meanings and practices. Consequently, learning is more than a rational or cognitive process, and knowledge is not limited to the world that can be perceived with the senses and can be explained in a rational way: The acquisition of
the deep and complex knowledges is a result of the combination of experiences, observations, perceptions, reasoning’s, intuitions, emotions and actions.
Oyeronke Oyewumi (1994),9 who writes on African knowledge productions and meaning making with particular
reference to the Yoruba of Nigeria, examines the complex of productions that extend beyond reason and vision.
She argues that the use of multiple senses yield complex meanings for interpreting, articulating and living in the
Oyeronke Oyewumi (1994). The Invention of Women: Making an African Sense of Western Gender Discourse. University of
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis.
9
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world. She asserts that Western use of view limits meaning to the eye and visual and unitary, which is limiting in
the Yoruba and African context where meaning generates from beyond the visual to include the even extra sensory.To that extent knowledge should be viewed as that which reaches beyond the material and as such cannot be
treated as a mere manifestation of physical productions. It is only when its spiritual (through discernment, mediums) and social (informed by people; their values, actions, use etc) dimensions are integrated with the physical
that it can re/present knowledge realistically.
Indigenous knowledge experts in Latin America10 , criticise the domination of the western model for development
and for learning. They present the model of ‘’ learning based on unity’’ , a model where the cosmovision of unity
of the natural, social and spiritual reality is emphasized, and where the notion of Pacha Mama as the concept for
the sacred time-space in which all beings interrelate, create and are being created, plays an important role.
Authors like A.V. Balusubramanian ( Is there an Indian way of doing science?) , Rama Manohar (Research in Ayurveda) and Ananda Wood (New physics and old sciences) 11 explore the idiosyncrasies of classical Indian knowledges and sciences with its material and non-material dimensions.
Questions related to holism, the meaning of the spiritual world and immaterial powers, the relations between
matter and mind, the subtle character and properties of mind and the role of beliefs and emotions and morality
and intuitive ways of learning have not received much attention of the mainstream modern scientists. These
subjects are considered to be intangible and not quantifiable. Mainstream sciences often do not have a satisfactory theoretical framework to understand the spiritual processes and immaterial phenomena. But in indigenous and
traditional ways of knowing the theories and practices of mind can be central. Also in the more open and innovative scientific approaches circles labeled as, emerging’’, ‘’postmodern’’ ‘’ transdisciplinary’’ or ‘’holistic’’, initiatives can be observed to deal with these issues.
Below, we will explore some of these initiatives and approaches with the aim to relate them to the work of CAPTURED. We will give a brief overview of the contemporary sciences and ways of knowing: Modern sciences, postmodern sciences and sciences from Africa, India and South America.
We will engage in a critical reflection of the notion of development and international cooperation and then focus
on the option of development from within: endogenous development.
We will share some insights about the way differences in worldviews reflect on the different ways of learning and
teaching. Finally, we will present our position on the diversity of sciences and intra-cultural and intercultural
learning and co-evolution of different sciences.

1.3 KEY QUESTIONS FOR THE CAPTURED PROGRAM

10 A.o. Jimena Gonzales and Jose Illescas: Acerca de la ontolidia, gnoseologia y epistemologia de los pueblos originarios y de la
ciencia occidental moderna. In: Dialogo intercultural e intercientifico. Agruco/Plural La Paz 2006.
11

In: Traditional Knowledge Systems of India and Sri Lanka, CIKS and Compas Chennai, 2006.
9

The present book summarizes the key results of a collective learning process in and between different cultures
involved in the global network of CAPTURED. It is important to point out that the contents of what follows are
an expression of ‘state of the art’ of Universities, research and training institutions and their learning from NGO
and community partners that are – at the same time – deeply engaged in the revitalization, revalorization and
innovation of endogenous sciences. They carry out t a dialogue with the global network of public and private
universities. In this regard the following questions appear to be of paramount importance:
1. How can indigenous and traditional sciences be understood from the perspective of their holders? What
are their worldviews, their ways of learning and ways of producing and organizing their knowledge and
wisdom?
2. How can indigenous and traditional wisdoms and knowledges be strengthened and revitalized in order to
enhance the endogenous sciences in which they are rooted?
3. What are the most relevant methods and theories for understanding the material, biological, social, and
mental, spiritual worlds and their inter-connectedness?
4. How can we understand the possible complementarities, contradictions, and synergies between academic conventional and postmodern sciences on the one hand and indigenous and traditional sciences on the
other hand?
5. To what extent and under which conditions and how could co-evolution of different sciences be enhanced?

CAPTURED aspires to make a contribution in the process of endogenous scientific development during which
some of these questions will be addressed. For a start, this book presents some of the key concepts of endogenous development that emphasize the enhancement of non-academic ways of knowing as a basis for engaging in
a dialogue with globalised academic and post-modern sciences.
We conclude that such a dialogue requires that intra-cultural learning is a necessary first step. It facilitates
awareness of one’s own worldviews and the related ways of learning and of knowing and identifying - through
this - the next steps that aim at the revitalization and innovation of endogenous sciences. On this, basis interand trans-cultural exchanges can really translate into dialogues between different forms of sciences aiming at
possible forms of co-evolution. In this regard we learn that strengthening the South-South cooperation can significantly enhance a more autonomous co-evolution of sciences. South-North exchange can play an important
role too, but only if dominating positions of academic sciences and their relationships with political, military and
economic power groups are made explicit and can be critically revised.
This book elaborates on the insights for endogenous research, development and education. It explores the historic development of knowledge systems across the globe in those regions where the partners of CAPTURED are
working. It presents the approaches, paradigms and methodologies that prove favorable to the enhancement of
endogenous sciences and for creating synergies with academic modern and post-modern sciences in Africa, India,
Latin America and Europe.
1
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We hope that in the course of the CAPTURED program, we will continue to complement and improve the insights
presented so that they can become a support to students, researchers, professionals and interested nonacademic actors engaged in endogenous development.
This book should be seen as work in progress. In the course of the five years program of CAPTURED, this book
can develop into a more comprehensive and consolidated textbook, by incorporating the lessons learned and
insights gained by all participants: local experts, students, researchers and teaching staff from the participating
universities and of other researchers and indigenous experts.

2.0 ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT – KEY CONCEPTS
Introduction
The concept of development has been used in many disciplines to explain processes on change. Before its
popularization as a strategic planning process for socio-economic improvement, the term had been used,
specifically in psychology to refer to increase in complexity. This is contrasted with growth in size. Thus, growth in
the body or mind eventually leads to physical or mental development. Such development followed a natural
course in response to age, nutrition and learning, among others. These and other factors influence and yield
results that move people, systems and structures into higher states and/or statuses.
During the post second world war years, however, the term was given new meaning in West and the Third World.
In efforts to extend support and foster the economic progress of Europe but also the rest of the world, a new
meaning was given to the concept. The notion of development, as we know it today is value-laden and rooted in a
Western concept for change and innovation. It has been used to explain plans and strategies for intervening in
social systems and processes in order to promote and/or expedite change. It pre-supposes a positive and
transformative move from one state to another through improved conditions that lead to change in status. The
term was introduced by former US President, Harry Truman in 1949. He suggested that “underdevelopment”
could be addressed by the combination of capital investments and transfer of knowledge from the developed to
the underdeveloped world. The trickle down effect would lead to reduction or elimination of poverty. The
economic model that was conceived and promoted formed the basis for neo-liberal planning. It also built on the
modernization theories propounded by W. W. Rostow and Adam Smith, among others.
Truman’s proposal also gave context to the Marshall Plan, which was implemented by the US government after
World War II in Europe as part of its postwar socio-economic regeneration efforts. The Plan represented the first
international undertaking of this kind. Not less than 13 billion US Dollars were spent on economic and technical
assistance to help the recovery of the European countries that had joined in the Organization for European Economic Cooperation, countries that had accepted the principles of representative democracy and free market
economy. Technology transfer, economic aid and austere measures underpinned the process. Later, the World
Bank (WB), International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Trade Organization (WTO) became major global players
in this development process. Emerging from 1944 onwards as structures (Bretton Woods Institutions) for fostering the new agenda of development, these global entities became the mitigating bodies for moving nations, especially those of the Third World from underdevelopment to development status.
1
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Counter to the emergent neo/liberal model was also the emerging critical theories and frameworks, from the
Europe and which spread to the East, while others emerged from the Third World.
In 1960 the Netherlands economist Jan Tinbergen formulated a typical vision for these times according to which
development is defined in terms of an optimal international distribution of labor. He considered economic protectionism through export subsidies, quotas and import restitution as international economic injustice and looked
upon it as the major explanation for poverty. Hence in his view ‘’Development’’ should be the combination of the
two things: First redressing international economic injustice and subsequently transfer of capital and technology.
The first would imply that developing countries would have to get equitable access to the international markets
for commodities, labor and capital. Only then the production in the world would be allocated and spread according to the comparative advantages of each country or region. In this notion trade was seen as the main driving
force for development and transfer of capital and technology only as secondary and supportive. On the basis of
this vision developed countries in principle agreed to trade liberalization for a very small range of products and
agreed to make available 0.7% of its GNP for development cooperation, mainly for transfer of technologies.
The Marxist- socialist economic model, which has been based on centralized planning and state control and
determination of economic growth directions was a social justice model based on class analysis of production
relations. Questions on ownership and exploitation are key to the analysis. This analytical model anticipates a
situation where through revolutionary action in the form of class struggles, production hierarchies would be
dismantled and relations flattened as oppressed categories of the capitalist model gain access and control of the
production process. Yet, the practical model of the erstwhile Soviet Union and even Communist China, show that
statism, which has been tyrannical for some group, rather than classlessness has been the result. The linear
analysis of production without due consideration of equally important issues on location, gender, race and
ethnicity have all served to mar the outcomes. More importantly, the salience of the Soviet or Communist state
apparatus in forcing compliance have been counter to the popular justice intended and anticipated of the power
struggle. For many poor communities in Africa and elsewhere the state led system had implications in the
deprivations that perpetuate poverty and squalor. To assume that the state is a defender of justice and for that
matter a trusted source for revolution, as in the case of socialist and communist analysts, a gross
misrepresentation of evidence and denial of justice.
Another important challenge to the capitalist and neo-liberal view of development is that presented by Keynes.
Keynes analysis has and continues to interest even economic growth analyst for its ability to see beyond the
mechanics of the market and to integrate social analysis. Even in his embrace of the liberal model and within the
capital framework, Keynes widens the parameters and scope of analysis in ways that highlight the possible
distortions of a model so religiously proffered. Others like Gunter Frank and Amartya Sen extend analysis by
stressing not privileges that such distortions confer on some and not on other actors in the market place.
Questions of equity and power in relation to regional, cultural and class vulnerabilities are key in the analysis.
While these alternate analyses exist, mainstream development planning continues to sideline and hardly reform
to embrace them. Especially in these times of the anti-poverty revolution and the emerging capitalist driven
multiple crises ( food, oil, financial, climate) it makes sense to seek holistic analytical and programming models
that incorporate alternative thinking and realities of the poor and vulnerable groups.
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This is not however to deny that some progress has been made. The growing salience of pro-poor policy and distributive growth have in their own ways compelled capitalist global machineries such as the World Bank to swing
toward peoples rather than markets. The rapidity of change and effects on real lives and economics of this trend
remain slow and marginal. After more than forty years of experience with international development and in spite
of several highly praised UN Conventions addressing poverty, education and health (such as MDGs), food production and nutrition (FAO hunger programme), biodiversity (CBD), desertification (UNCDD) and climate change
(UNCCC) the global situation is worrisome. One has to conclude, that poverty is still a harsh reality for nearly 50%
of the world population. The poor have a purchasing power of less than 2 USD per day, and poverty is also expressing itself in hunger, low levels of education, poor health and health services, environmental degradation and
deteriorating social cohesion and cultural identity.
Tinbergen’s proposition has largely failed to materialize. Despite efforts by the World Trade Organization to liberalize international markets, the major economic blocks, USA, Europe, Japan and Australia still maintain their protective policies. The western economic blocks built by governments and national and transnational companies still
heavily subsidize and protect the domestic producers and traders of grains, meat and dairy products, sugar, cotton and other commodities. Farming subsidies and other incentives to agricultural activities in industrialized nations gives them an unfair advantage in international commodity markets and allows them to dominate not only
their domestic market, but also to take over the production from developing countries.
Support to agricultural producers in advanced countries is around five times the total amount used for development assistance. In 2000 in the countries of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development as a
whole, a third of farm income came from government-mandated support and prices received by OECD farmers
were estimated to be about 30 percent higher than world prices.
In actual fact, in Ghana, imported rice from USA is cheaper than locally produced rice. For instance rice produced
by the Single Mothers Association of Zurarungu in the Upper East Region of Ghana costs more at GHC60.00 than
Chicago Rice at GHC56.00. For the deprived women who give market to local rice growers even as they seek to
empower themselves economically, the market distortions deny them the gains that rich rice farmers and traders
enjoy. Indeed the rice industry of northern Ghana, which sufficiently served local in the 1970s and 1980s have
collapsed. During this period of protectionism in USA an industrial economic chain emerged of growers, laborers,
millers, sellers and retailers. In fact a rice merchant class emerged among farmers and in Tamale in particular an
entire community emerged, the Gumani Rice City, as mark of prosperity. Rice farmers of the Nasia and Fumbisi
Valleys and companies such as Nasia Rice Company are now in their shadows (personal observation A. Apusigah)
For cotton the figures are even more extreme. Production costs in USA is 0.76 USD/Kg, and export prices USD
0.25/KG. This situation has gradually crowded out some 1 million cotton producers in West Africa, who can produce cotton for some 0.38 USD/KG. While the cotton industry is dying in Ghana and other countries such as Mali
and Burkina Faso, a huge market is growing locally for textile prints, which depend on cotton. Ironically, it is
Western and Eastern nations such as the Netherlands, UK and China that are reaping the benefits the huge textile
markets. They continue to flood the textile markets in West African with cheaper prints resulting in the crowding
out of the local manufacturers. Yet, it is the local companies who create and offer much needed jobs for all categories of job seekers and especially the poor, who take up floor level jobs. Similar data could be given for dairy
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products and grains in relation to European protectionism. Sugar is one commodity where a breakthrough is happening through a change in WTO regulations.
Till the 1970-ies the Third World was a net exporter of food. Presently this part of the world is importing a substantial part of their food, despite their existing potential for domestic growth.
This situation should be taken into account when considering the present picture of poverty, social disintegration,
rural exodus and urbanization, criminality in urban areas, and poverty-led migration to the rich countries. And this
must provide the context in the search for solutions for international cooperation, justice and peace also in the
development and co-evolution of the diversity of sciences.
2.1 ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT: APPROACH
The CAPTURED initiative as an effort to build a critical mass of highly qualified academics who would champion
and support culturally appropriate and locally driven development through research, teaching and programming
support is rooted in the endogenous development approach. The operative principle of CAPTURED is
endogeneity; that which evolves from within (local, internal). The internal and local defines, shapes and becomes
the basis for negotiating with the external or extra-local. Hence the Endogenous development approach does not
reject external inputs and support but starts from and builds on the strengths of the local for more effective and
beneficial engagement with the external or extra-local.
Dorothy Smith12, a sociologist, and Vandana Shiva13an ecologist, argue strongly for embracing and building on the
local from which people especially the marginalized find meaning and shape their livelihoods and wellbeing’s. For
them, the local as the experiential base is shaped by values, beliefs and systems that form and shape lived
realities. Hence, only when those everyday realities, individual and collective, are understood and become the
axes of engagements with external agencies and meanings, change can be mutually benefiting. Both Shiva and
Smith challenge the globalizing development architecture which they argue universalizes particular experience
into extinction. Their call for the integration of the local and global or extra-local but in ways that are not
colonizing. Years of working and learning with local communities offer justifications for corroborating Smith and
Shiva’s position. The COMPAS experience shows that development is better facilitated and sustained when based
on local traditions and culturally informed meanings and efforts. With very minimal material resources but
enormous cultural and social resources, local communities have driven their development to obtain meaningful
results in nature conservation, livelihoods empowerment, spiritual renewal, resilient traditional institutions and
revitalized local health traditions.
While indigenous knowledges, systems and structures may be critical to the endogenous development approach,
its appeal is in the extent to which they drive local people’s development. Thus ED is not about returning to a
12

13

Smith, D. E. (1987). The everyday as problematic: A feminist sociology. Toronto, ON: University of Toronto Press.
Shiva, V. (1993). The greening of the global reach. In Sachs, W. (ed.). Global Ecology: A new arena of political conflict.

London, UK: Zed Books.
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virgin and static past or even romanticizing that past but it is about learning and working with local, cultural
traditions to promote growth and development. It is about social transformations that are shaped by local
realities rather than external realities. But above all that it understands that the local realities are not immune
from external realities but are susceptible, responsive or reactionary, to external agents. Such encounters could
yield mutual settlement but could also be disorienting, disconcerting and even colonizing, if not well managed. It
is this notion that informs efforts within the COMPAS network and which has and is shaping the CAPTURED
project.
Endogenous Development has been explained generally to mean development based mainly, but not exclusively,
on locally available resources, local knowledge, wisdom, culture and leadership. Endogenous development is
open to integrating traditional with outside knowledges and practices. It has mechanisms for local learning and
experimenting, building on and from local to regional economies and the retention of benefits in the local area.
The CAPTURED partners have ongoing programs in the domains of poverty reduction in marginalized areas where
participatory development, local management of natural resources and ecological processes, low external input
and sustainable agriculture, biodiversity and local health systems have been used, enhanced and promoted. These programs build on local knowledge and enhance cultural diversity. Based on their experiences the partners
have concluded that the conventional approach to supporting development, consisting of wholesale transfer of
technologies, knowledge and values from the developed world to the developing world, needs to be revised. Instead, traditional knowledge and values that exist within the communities, with their technical, social and spiritual dimensions, need to be accepted as the starting point for development, and from within the own culture.
When developments starts from and is grounded in the local it can then open up for meaningful external collaborations that can expand benefits and sustain growth.
CAPTURED functions as an international network that links research and higher education in Universities with
people in rural areas where theoretical reflections and practical realities interact in the search for alternate development options. The approach of the CAPTURED program can be described as transdisciplinary action-research
on endogenous development. It seeks complementarity with the many organizations that have similar foci and
commitments but that restrict themselves to field work or research or to the technical aspects of indigenous
knowledge.
Supporting endogenous development does not imply a narrowly defined development approach. It neither romanticizes nor rejects indigenous traditions and values. It seeks to address local needs and contradictions. It
identifies local potentials to enhance local (community and national) economies and to link them to international systems for the optimization of results and benefits. It supports co-existence and co-evolution of a diversity of
cultures. It is rooted in inter-cultural learning and research. Exchange and dialogues will be helpful in finding the
most desired development path in specific contexts and for building on accumulated experiences toward beneficial ends.
Indigenous knowledge and practices may not have all the answers to present day challenges. They may have certain limitations or setbacks. But farmers and rural and urban people in the South take decisions and define their
relationship with outside knowledge and agencies based on their own cultural traditions and values. Therefore,
for development organizations to be effective in supporting local development, they need to understand the basic
characteristics and acknowledge the existence of local forms of knowledge, and the worldviews on which they
are based.
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The CAPTURED partners started their work on supporting endogenous development by carrying out systematic
activities for learning with and from rural people about their knowledges, practices and worldviews and how to
support such processes on behalf of Universities. Subsequently, initiatives have been taken to test, adapt and
help to enhance and improve the traditional practices and to enhance endogenous development. Networking and
training have taken place and a number of workshops and publications have led to a further systematization of
the experiences so far.
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2.2 GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT
In the following part we highlight some main experiences that converged in the formulation of the key concepts
of endogenous development that are summarized in figure below.
So far our experiences have resulted in the emergence of ten guiding principles for supporting Endogenous Development .

SUPPORTING LOCAL
INITIATIVES
Understanding systems
of knowing & learning

Building on
local needs

Networking and
strategic partnerships

Improving local
knowledge and

Local control of
development
options

Training and
Capacity building

Exchange and learning

Identification of
development niches

Retention of benefits
in the local area

external resources
Selective use of

Figure 2.2.1: Guiding principles for supporting endogenous development

Support to Endogenous Development does not start from a technical or science based position or problem solving perspective. Rather, it starts from the daily life of the communities involved: their worldviews, values, their
knowledge and social organization and the resources they have and the way they use and modify or struggle for
them.
The experiences show that the way endogenous development has been supported is very diverse. This is exactly
the idea: depending on the ecological, social, political, economic and cultural situation and the skills, values and
insights of the rural community and development agency, different practices and options exist for endogenous
development. We will now analyse significance and application of the ten guiding principles of endogenous development.
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1. BUILDING ON LOCAL NEEDS
Generally, economic growth, or increased income, is the primary objective in conventional development. For rural
people in many cultures of the world, however, income is not always the major parameter in defining well-being.
Other aspects, such as social recognition or cohesion, health, good children, sufficient quality and quantities of
natural resources, and good relations with the spiritual world are of equal importance in the development decisions. Therefore, the general goals for Endogenous Development may vary to include a combination of objectives,
such as poverty reduction, diminished ecological exploitation, increased equity and justice, or cultural and spiritual aspirations. Again, the definition of the needs may vary depending on sex, class or age and more. Gaining insight into the diversity of felt needs, negotiating and building consensuses that accommodate those agreeable to
all categories involved, overcoming contradictions, coming to a joint definition and acceptance of development
goals may all take some time, but are crucial in endogenous development.
In every specific situation there are a host of locally available resources that could be identified and could be used
for development activities. Rural people have shown a wide range of insights and practices that have enabled
them to survive under difficult circumstances. The localities with their site-specific soils, plants, trees, crops, local
wild and domesticated animals, the climate and the wider ecosystem provide resources that bear the potentials
and limitations for development, often untapped or underestimated by outsiders. There is a differentiation in
social organisation, local experts and leadership. Traditional social organisations are constantly transforming,
embracing risks of erosion as well as potentials for revalorization and innovation. Under the surface of these
transformations traditional and spiritual leaders play an important role in daily practices and decision making.
Local economies have created mechanisms and social norms for saving, investing, generating income and marketing that have undervalued potentials. The local social systems, worldviews and economies are not always easy to
be understood.
The fact that researchers, including university professors or field workers seek for and respect the peoples’
worldviews, contributes to the building of trust, feeling of confidence between and opening of grounds for collaborations that allow the local people and the visitors to evolve interesting and challenging ways of examining
local resources and development process. The cultural and social resources were generally found to be underutilised and, once taken seriously, they enhance the local capacity to use the available local resources more effectively.

2. ENHANCING LOCAL KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICES
Endogenous Development aims at enhancing in-situ development of indigenous knowledge and practices. A first
activity of the researchers is to acknowledge, experience and understand local processes, concepts and values. In
this way they gain insights into local ways of reasoning, methods of experimentation and the ways of learning and
communication on which these are based. This implies that research staff participates in local activities with an
open mind, in order to understand – and not just investigate - the concepts used; their underlying values and
worldviews . Subsequently a participatory diagnosis can be made about the actual situation, the changes taking
place and the risks and potentials involved. This forms the basis for choosing options to improve the situation
1
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and, later on, to test these options in a systematic way. Local leaders, local concepts and local criteria play important roles in such experimentations.
Though often not expressed openly, and increasingly affected by the globalisation process, the partners of CAPTURED found that indigenous knowledge, values and practices are still widespread amongst rural – and even urban - communities. They concluded that the best way to support the rural people is to co-operate with them to
understand, test, and help to innovate their practices. This methodology is respecting, but also challenging traditions and “modern” practices.
A difficulty of validating indigenous knowledge and practices is the tendency to use conventional scientific
standards to measure them. While conventional scientific standards have their merits they also have their
limitations when applied in the case of unconventional knowledges. Therefore, there is need to generate
standards that complement the conventional ones and especially address their shortcomings. It is particularly
important to ensure that even these alternatives and unconvential methods do not fall into the same trappings of
the conventional models. While it is difficult to develop and work with all embracing models, there is tremendous
opportunity to be pluralistic in working with rural communities. We need ideologies and methodologies that push
us to keep the agenda in constant view. Such ideological bases and methodologies such as ED, should be informed
on the dynamics of the deprived people in ways that do not merely accept and work with but also challenge the
local ways of knowing. Through COMPAS strategies such as critical dialogue, phased assertions and emphatic
learning and action, have been applied. There is need to acknowledge conflict and contradictions as starting
points for mitigating equitable change14
The building up of relationship with the rural people is time consuming. This is attributable in part to the history
of marginalization and the resulting mistrust and even disinterest in externally motivated collaborations. As such
it takes times to gain acceptance and build the much needed trust. Hence, rural people need time and special
efforts to understand and accept the fact that staff of endogenous research organizations indeed want to relate
to them within their cultural settings as part of a mutual learning process, and not to exploit their knowledge for
personal or selfish economic gains. Active or passive participation in traditional festivals and rituals, showing interest and establishing relations of reciprocity as part of a mutual learning process with traditional people and
leaders have proven to be important ways to building trusting and lasting relationships.
By working together with a community it may also be possible to identify the positive and limiting aspects of local
values and practices. This implies, for example, that the field staff may encourage the transfer of information and
skills from elders to youth, stimulate female participation in education and skill development, or enhance discussion about moral dilemmas related to local values.
Addressing locally felt needs can be a problem in development programs where outside agencies with their own
goals and/or thematic specialization play an active role. Methods such as PRA, PLA, PTD, action research and
transdisciplinary approaches have enabled many applied research projects to open up for engagements that have
facilitated meaningful contributions to local inputs and led to the adaptation of field work to local situations.
Millar, David; Claire Boonzaaijer and Apusigah, Agnes A. (2008). Endogenous Development in Africa. Towards a
Systemization of Experiences. ETC/Compas/UDS, Leusden, The Netherlands
14
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Addressing local needs was initially not seen as a problem by the CAPTURED partners as in all stages of the development program local leaders are being involved in the planning and implementation of research. However, not
always has it been easy to understand and address the intra-communal differences in power, wealth, social prestige and knowledge and the resulting differences in needs. Class, caste, gender or races play an important role. It
appeared that it takes time to be able to make a gender specific analysis of the cosmovision. The way in which the
cosmovisions of women may differ from those of men has not been explored in all cases. Also the gender perceptions within the traditional cosmovisions, with existing taboos and limitations in rights or social roles and positions have not always been made explicit. Strategies need to be made for gender specific endogenous development. The majority of the field workers are men and their gender sensitivity can often be improved. Researchers
are often of higher levels of societal hierarchies than the more marginal segments of the population. Therefore
cooperation with local youth groups, women’s organizations and/or use of informed community based animators
becomes important. This has the potential of bridging overt social differences, yet it could pose new challenges
such as motivations, availability and even politics.
3. LOCAL CONTROL AND ENHANCEMENT OF ENDOUGENOUS KNOWLEDGE
Conventional development models tend to be based on the introduction of externally developed innovations to
local communities. They normally translate into high dependence on external resources, actors, and power holders. Endogenous development, in contrast, aims for local control and decision-making about the way ahead. This
includes the principle that the members of the communities use their own mechanisms to take decisions within
their local context. Therefore, traditional authorities play an important role and the community itself manages
internal power conflicts such as gender issues, ownership and leadership succession. Based on this logic and
emergent learning’s, they decide whether to accept or reject external support and practices.
The process of local control and decision making, of course, is not immune of socio-economic disparities and differences in interests and values among the diverse groups and sub-groups within a community or region. In some
cases rural people themselves see the use of local knowledge and resources as a step backwards from progress.
They fear that the opportunities that external resources open, would cease and result in the worsening of their
conditions. This situation is attributable in part to local realities of conventional interventions. Decades of development rhetoric and commercial influences has created a firm association in many minds that ‘development’
implies the use of western style development alternatives and that the possibilities for building on local resources
and leadership are limited. Moreover, subcultures abound and differences in gender, class, caste, ethnicities, age,
location, religions, language, education, wealth and power inevitably lead to different needs and objectives. Addressing these subcultures is a delicate process. The role of research for endogenous development can be to facilitate the community’s role in decision making, monitoring and evaluation of the activities. Empowering local
communities and local leadership may lead to problems of internal community or leadership tensions and may go
against the implicit politics of national governments. Governments and religions have often considered traditional
leadership a hindrance to the development of local communities, and in many cases have consciously tried to
minimise their influence or incorporate traditional leadership in a system of indirect rule. Re-valuing the role and
experience of the traditional leaders is therefore an activity that requires careful negotiation and strategic choices.
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Local control of the development process is related to the previous point. A participatory assessment and planning process can enhance local control. CAPTURED partners have supported the local leaders to take control of
the development process through participatory diagnosis of the situation, planning and implementing local activities that aimed at strengthening their positions in order for them to negotiate better with researchers and staff of
development organizations. Through such interventions the local community could improve the decision making
process and establish more social equity and good governance as they link up with governments and private development agencies.
The protection of indigenous property rights is another major point. Partners promoting endogenous development have developed different ways of safeguarding these rights, which are of critical importance in working with
indigenous knowledge and practices. For example, ‘Village Biodiversity Registers’ in India represent efforts to
protect local crop varieties, or ‘People’s Biodiversity Registers’ help to protect local knowledge on medicinal
plants. Once indigenous knowledge has been published it cannot be patented anymore by a (foreign) company.
The code of conduct mentioned in chapter 7 of this book aims at overcoming problems with local control and
intellectual property rights in the work of the COMPAS partners.
Researchers involved in endogenous development emphasise in their publications on the methodology and general principles of the production and reproduction of endogenous knowledge, rather than on the technical details.
In this sense endogenous development is different from many other initiatives that documentindigenous
knowledge: it focuses on in situ development of local practices, rather than on their ex situ conservation in libraries and text books.
4. IDENTIFYING DEVELOPMENT NICHES IN THE LOCAL AND REGIONAL ECONOMY
In the conventional development approach, rural families are often considered as potential consumers or
producers of a variety of products or services that serve the needs of outsiders. Local producers are required to
supply products that can be processed and commercialized in a uniform way for the national and international
market. The resulting industrializations and export-markets have aimed at generating foreign exchanges. While
these have improved balance of trade and national/domestic products and foreign reserves, the goods and
services have not often served the direct and practical needs the producing communities.
In the case of Endogenous Development, the initiatives are based on the specific livelihoods, ecological and cultural characteristics and needs of each locality. Development efforts intend to generate additional improvements
such as incomes, subsistence or health, for the enhancements of wellbeing. Stimulating the production, processing and marketing of region-specific products opens up a reservoir of untapped local opportunities and possibilities. Yet these should first serve the interest of the local people before they can be extended to the external
actors. Thus endogenous programming initiatives have been based on local food items, traditional crops and domestic animal breeds rather than exotic ones. Thus, identifying and opening production and market possibilities
for local food items, local herbs or fibers in the regional or national capitals or for the international markets are
important activities. Also, village-based and locally managed tourism may form a development niche. Traditional
arts and crafts which are based on local materials, technologies and people, have become import centres of aesthetical appeal often attracting tourism. The cotton, jewellery, pottery and basketry industries are not only on
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aesthetic appeal but also exotic in a world of mass production, in which uniqueness is lost. By supporting such
local industries, development niches evolve.
The identification of development niches has been done in different ways. There are indications of considerable
enthusiasm of rural people and effects in terms of nutritional status, ecological improvements and learning. Effects in terms of income have not been shown in all cases, partly because some rural communities hardly function
in a cash economy and partly because it takes time to establish and consolidate income generating activities. Also
the opportunities to link local economies with regional or national markets are often difficult and require interventions at the level above the community. That is to say the global and macroeconomic environments of the
nation states have not often been supportive of the local enterprise and indigenous knowledges and technologies. Hence, the development niches are often found in the development and marketing of region-specific quality
products: local food crops and animal products, sometimes marketed as organic produce. Practical examples of
activities in this direction: local mango varieties (India), seed varieties from traditional crops and organic marketing in urban areas (India and Ghana), local chicken breeds (India and Ghana), weaving in traditional style in Timor,
local cattle breeds (India) and local cheese and grain products in the Netherlands. In Bolivia the focus was on enhancing the traditional marketing systems, based on the ‘moral economy’ of Andean reciprocity.
Traditional areas may also have a comparative advantage in relation to international tourism, as one of the fastest
growing income generating activities in poor countries. A major challenge will be to develop eco-cultural tourism
into an activity that strengthens rather than weakens cultural identity.
5. SELECTIVE USE OF EXTERNAL RESOURCES
It is obvious that in many cases local knowledge and resources may have their limitations. Local practices, leadership, climate or biological resources usually have a better potential if combined with specific external inputs. For
example, it might be possible to optimize the local system by using an external input such as cement, a bicycle, a
pump, transport systems, electricity, fertilizers, seeds, chemical pesticides or drugs. Loan facilities may be a way
of financing the external inputs. External advisors, teachers or researchers can be called upon if a local community
asks for specific expertise. Most rural families experiment with a combination of local and external inputs. Examples are the increase the productivity of their land and thereby achieve a more efficient utilization of their local
resources. However, selective use of external resources is important. Many farmers have lost their property as a
result of not being able to repay the loans provided for fertilizers. Chemical pesticides may show positive shortterm effects, but pollute the environment and distort the food chain and local ecology over a long time. A tractor
without the necessary spare parts may bring more disillusion than benefits.
Therefore, in the endogenous development process, the questions to ask are: Is it possible and feasible to solve
the identified problem with our own resources? What are the possible solutions from outside and how sustainable are they? What are the advantages and risks involved in external resources? What possibilities are there for
building up the capacity to reproduce and maintain external technology? And can we learn from experiences of
other communities, regions, or cultures that are related to this problem?
An Indian partner (FRHLT) made use of the pharmacological data on local herbs, as produced by bio-medical science. In Ghana, exotic tree species were sometimes used in tree planting when the local species did not have the
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species that grow fast enough to the taste of the farmers (CECIK). Artificial fertilisers are being used in those situations where local resources do not have sufficient potential to improve soil fertility (PFARD, Uganda).
And of course mobility and communication systems make use of externally developed and produced means. In all
cases the complementarity between local knowledge and external knowledge was considered important. This did
not lead to substitution of local knowledge by external knowledge, but to a mutual learning process. Local groups
as well as outside agents learn about new concepts, new techniques, new ways of experimentation and new ways
of interpreting real life situations.
6. RETENTION OF BENEFITS IN THE LOCAL AREA
When development processes, inputs and outcomes are controlled and dominated by external agencies and
factors, the likelihood is their collapse upon exit. Often local people are left with the challenge of discontinuity
and even losses. Where nations and communities depend on large foreign investments, they have often enjoyed
the short terms benefits of jobs and cash flows but have to live with the repatriation of profits and withdrawal of
technologies in the end. Often the massive investments in technology, capital and cash flows seize at the end of
the investment period leaving the local system in shock. The inability to cope with investments demands, manage
borrowed and inappropriate technology and the drying up of cash throw the local economy and beneficiaries into
disarray.
Thus the benefits obtained in such development initiatives they are often taken away from the community and
country. Investments in tourism and mining, for instance, are often done by foreign companies. When the management and technical positions, of a programme are expatriates, and food and drink items are brought from
outside the community, the benefits for the community may be very limited or even negative. Prices for local
producers or employees may vary greatly throughout the year. In many subsistence economies food prices fluctuate so that producers may have to sell their produce at low prices just after the harvest, while in case of food
deficits they may have to buy the same food back later, but at much higher prices. Storage facilities and the provision of credit to buy food items during the cheap post-harvest period has often turned down the direct benefits
for participating families and communities. In each situation, opportunities to keep the benefits of new economic
activities in the local area need to be explored. Examples include the production and processing of local food,
village controlled tourism and employment creation in areas for the rural youth.
Organizations engaged in endogenous development are experimenting with local storage and processing of products in the household, community or region, and enhancing the marketing of these products to ensure that added
value is kept in the local area.
Examples among COMPAS partners are15: preparation and marketing of mango chutney and organic vegetables
(KPP in India), honey, vegetables and sunflower processing and marketing in the eco-cultural centers (Aztrec in
Zimbabwe), Local marketing of traditional seeds in Green Foundation in India. These activities sometimes require
training in storage, processing and marketing and possibly also investments in infrastructure. Rural tourism as
developed in the Netherlands and Zimbabwe (VelVanla, Aztrec) is another possibility to attract income that can
15

See for these and many more examples Haverkort et al. Ancient Roots, New Shoots. Zed books London 2003.
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directly benefit the local area. An example is described by Gonese who indicates a decrease of migration of youth
from the Zimuto area to the cities due to the income generating activities in the eco-cultural villages in Zimbabwe.
This has been achieved through the marketing of the forest produce that have resulted from the reforestation
programs over the last 15 years, organically grown vegetables and crops, as well as cultural tourist activities to the
villages. The role of the traditional leaders in the conservation of natural resources has lead to re-installing traditional conservation strategies, respected by the local population. The eco-cultural villages also function as places
where communities can settle their disputes under the guidance of spirit mediums.
In Ghana, traditional art in the form of wall paintings and pottery has become the basis for generating incomes.
The Sirigu Women’s Organization for Pottery and Art (SWOPA)at Sirigu in northern Ghana mobilizes and trains
women and girls to produce art pieces using traditional designs and patterns in home decor. This has become an
important tourist attraction. The organization sustains the knowledges and skill in the face of imported cheap
technologies and alternatives by training the girls to appreciate and maintain the art. However, SWOPA has also
learned and borrowed from foreign technologies in order to improve productivity, marketability and utilizability.
For instance, oil and canvas have been introduced to complement and augment clay and wall paintings. This
introduction enables the women and girls to apply their artistic skills for use as wall hangings which the local elite
as well as foreigners can carry with them compared to the wall paintings which are fixed. In spite of this
progressive integration of imported technologies the wall paintings remain an important part of the work of
SWOPA under its eco-tourism programme. In many of Africa’s tour destinations local aesthetics are an important
part. Leather, bead, clay, straw and cotton works are key attractions with markets that offer income generation
for not just the local designers but also the intermediary sales people.
Van der Ploeg 16has presented economic data that show that endogenous development can have economic advantages. Income of participating farmers has risen in the Netherlands as the result of cost reduction, use of new
market niches and saving of time for farmers and government agencies by avoiding bureaucratic complications.
Moreover the solutions developed by the farmers led to reduced pollution and hence had a positive impact on
the environment. Indeed, ED has multiple advantages. Against the backdrop of climate change and global warming, ED offers useful breaks. Also, in spite of benefit of modern technologies and the possibility of mass production in agriculture and industry, the persistence of food crises and insecurity, affecting largely Third World economies and widespread poverty among food crop farmers, women, children and persons living with HIV/AIDS, Persons with Disability, the employment of participatory tools and focus on local varieties and efforts for direct benefits as stated above. The green revolution in India and elsewhere in the Third World did not seem to have benefited all with the persistent and increasing poverty, hunger and famine situation. It probably has served it leaders,
the first world industrialists, governments and professionals, better that those that it was meant to salvage.
Above all, the use of local agencies, integration of spiritualities and local moralities all serve to increase the sense
of worth and well-being rather the lose and misery of conventional approaches. In fact, many local communities
have had to return to and find refuge in their locals using these agencies, spiritualities and moralities that have
been denuded by the so-called scientific revolutionists.

Van der Ploeg. Jan Douwe van der. Endogenous Development: Practices and perspectives in Europe. Compas Magazine nr 1,
1999.
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7. EXCHANGE AND LEARNING BETWEEN CULTURES
The exchange of experiences and worldviews between different cultures is part of endogenous development.
Comparing the concepts behind the local health traditions in various cultures, for example, has resulted in the
observation that there are numerous striking similarities. This continuing process has enhanced the self-esteem
and dynamics of the often marginalised local health practitioners, and shown ways forward based on the insights
gained. Exchange between rural people, farmers, field staff, managers and researchers can lead to fruitful crosscultural exchange, learning and cooperation.
Exchange between the different villages and population groups occur through activities such as seed fairs,
demonstrations and school competitions. This is supported by the dissemination of research results, newsletters
and other publications in the local languages. Exchange also takes place with other organisations in the region and
at national and international levels. This level of exchange is stimulated by newsletters as well as books, websites, calendars and CD-roms in the dominant language, such as English and Spanish
Various COMPAS workshops and exchange visits have been organised to share and assess the experiences. Representatives of the partner organisations have participated in conferences and have published their experiences
through the COMPAS Newsletter, scientific conferences and other media to enhance the intercultural dialogue.
An example of international exchange between rural people is the visit of rural people from Guatemala to Mexico
and production of the poster by IDEA that presents the ethnic culture and was sent to the other COMPAS partners. In the future possibilities for exchange between rural leaders and COMPAS staff will get more attention.
Training and capacity building
Learning is not a neutral transfer of data. It involves conceptual frameworks that are related to worldviews and
values. In large areas of the world, western biased education systems dominate learning, and as a result western
values and concepts are spreading and replacing other scientific traditions. Despite the fact that many years have
elapsed since the passing of the colonial system, western concepts and values still play an important role in many
curricula. This is more so for universities and colleges than for primary and secondary education. Also in the latter,
mathematics, physics, economics and religion are often taught in a way that reflects only western worldviews and
value systems. Development workers are trained in methods to transfer knowledge, rather than in methods to
learn from and with the rural people and in ways for participatory technology development. They are more inclined to learn about technical subjects than social processes and methods that enhance the dynamics of local
knowledge and the spiritual dimensions of local knowledge systems and cultures.
The highly technologized nature of learning has resulted in various criticisms regarding conventional education
systems and processes. In the 1970s and the 1980s, in particular, Third World critics and analysts such as Paulo
Freire, Everett Reimer, Donald Dore and Ivan Illich were very critical of the loss of the dynamism of schools and
educational systems as institutions of social change. For instance, Freire has been critical of pedagogical processes
which he argues have lost their organism by taking on mechanical characters resulting in the failure to promote
dialogues that led to critical consciousness. For Dore, schools and education systems have become mere avenues
for piling up qualifications that have not real use value. Reimer is critical of the hidden curricula of schools that
privilege particular values while denying others while Illich argued against the limitations in the
institutionalization of knowledges. These criticisms, among others, which have been meant to result in the radical
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transformations of the school and educational remain valid even today. Indeed, they have helped shape
consequent reforms in education globally, but have not been able to subdue the dominant paradigms thus
creating needs for continual work. It is in this view that capacity building and training find use in the ED approach.
The training and capacity building of organizational and community partners as well as academic champions
remain critical.
Therefore, systematic training and possibly also a process of de-schooling needs to be considered and carried out.
In the short run this could take place for the field staff engaged in research and action for endogenous development. This can take place on the job, in service, or even during a pre-service phase. Some of these are ongoing
but need to be intensified and systematized to promote sustainability and transformations.
Additionally, COMPAS partner organisations are revisiting the rural communities, to create time and space for
renewed dialogue on endogenous development. To be able to do this, each organisation needs to develop a new
set of skills to collaborate with rural people in a truly participatory way. This does not only imply the participation
of field workers in spiritual activities like rituals, sacrifices and festivals of the communities they are working with;
it also implies collaborating with the traditional leaders, and taking the local concepts as the starting point for the
development process. This approach requires an attitude of respect, creative thinking and communication skills.
Supporting the dynamics of local learning, teaching and experimenting, systematic design and implementation of
experiments, understanding the background of local knowledge concepts, local networking, all need skills that are
generally not taught in schools. A kind of de-schooling and re-training program was therefore necessary for the
professionals and field staff in each partner organisation, a truly eventful learning pathway.
IDEA has experience with what they call dormitory training: training of staff, community leaders and farmers that
takes place at their training centre. Cecik describes the learning path in establishing a relationship with the community in a culturally accepted way in Ghana. AGRUCO, the COMPAS partner in Bolivia has quite a specific way of
addressing the necessary change in attitude and communication skills in fieldworkers. Their field experiences are
included into the curriculum for university students. The rural communities express their ideas and criteria for the
research activities of the students. The objective is to form fieldworkers with high cultural sensitivity. Plans for a
similar educational and action-research program exist in the case of Sri Lanka, Zimbabwe and Ghana and in the
context of the new consortium of universities on endogenous development international cooperation will be realised to jointly develop curricula and research modules for endogenous development.
Most of the training activities of the COMPAS partners have taken place on the job. Training materials and training capacities for endogenous development are scarce and need to be developed. COMPAS has accumulated interesting practical experiences and with the proposed university consortium this training component needs to be
given more attention. The training materials to be developed can also be used for other NGO’s, colleges and universities.
9. NETWORKING AND STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
Endogenous Development acknowledges the importance of the links with regional, national and international
processes, and the necessity of looking for synergy and partnership rather than dependency, exploitation, homogenisation and external control. The local market niches are often largely determined by international trade
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relations; national policies influenced by international conventions and agreements; research priorities are often
influenced by prevailing western criteria. Endogenous Development can only thrive when a conducive policy environment exists. This can be gradually created through networking, cooperation and advocacy. Examples of activities in this domain include linking up with like-minded NGOs, strategic alliances with relevant government agencies at local, regional and national level, presenting experiences and ideas in international forums, interesting
funding bodies in the relevance of endogenous development, making suggestions for policy changes or research
programmes, and building up partnerships with commercial, political or religious organizations.
The COMPAS program got started by individual NGO’s in different countries. In most cases the participating
NGO’s had already an ongoing program and network in the domains of indigenous knowledge and or endogenous
development. Through COMPAS the partners were able to build up a relationship for mutual support and for
working towards a more systematic improvement of the methods used.
All COMPAS partner organizations have established their local and national networks; some have organized local,
regional or international exchange and policy workshops. (IDEA, FRLHT, AZTREC, Agruco). A number of partners
have newsletters in the local language, many have national or regional publications. The linkages with like minded
organizations are growing, due to increased awareness related to the importance of in-situ conservation of indigenous knowledge and practices.
Many issues in today’s globalized world have become international: International causes and remedies have been
identified for poverty, climate change, biodiversity, water, desertification, environmental pollution, armed conflicts and refugees. Also commercialization and communication increasingly are considered to be global phenomena. Nation states as political entities shift in importance; regional blocks of countries are breaking down or are
emerging. At the same time there are counteracting tendencies: new interests in regional cultural identities are
emerging. This takes different shapes: Constructive dialogues and initiatives, as well as global, regional or national
protests and activism against domination, exploitation and control, ethnic conflicts and religious fundamentalism.
In order to address issues related to endogenous development, a number of initiatives are underway to set up
regional networks.
In southern Africa, COMPAS partners have mobilized themselves into a network of academic institutions, NGOs
and communities under the SAEDP initiative. The countries include Lesotho, Zimbabwe and South Africa. A
similar network exists in West Africa under COMPAS West Africa, which involves Togo, Benin, Ghana and Burkina
Faso.
In Asia networking has taken place between the COMPAS partners during a number of regional workshops and
conferences. The COMPAS network in Asia has organized exchange visits between the partners from Timor and
India, between Idea and Ecos in Nepal and between a number of Indian partners and ECOS in Sri Lanka.
In India active networking has taken place by FRLHT, through its publication of the magazine Amruth, and an international conference on traditional health practices.
In Latin America, COMPAS partners took part in a workshop on indigenous land use systems organized in Guatemala and a workshop on Cosmovision and biodiversity, 2001.
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10. UNDERSTANDING SYSTEMS OF KNOWING, LEARNING AND EXPERIMENTING
Understanding the basic concepts of the various indigenous knowledge systems is important in international cooperation. The western knowledge system with its Cartesian approach has gone a long way to develop powerful
technologies but not without challenges. Many of the social, economic, political and environmental challenges
that the world faces today such as the debt crises, deep poverty, environmental pollution/climate change, pandemic disease and wars and conflicts can be traced to the faith in civilizing and modernizing missions of the West.
While counter strategies and agenda have emerge as part of the process of mitigating the harm, it has also become important to seek alternatives elsewhere or from within. Alternate knowledge systems may provide elements to help solve the problems the world is facing today. Many traditional knowledge systems are based on
different paradigms. For example, the Ayurvedic, Andean, Mayan, Chinese and African health practices each have
their own theories and concepts about the cause and effect of health and disease. The same applies to knowledge
systems related to agriculture, nature and to socio-spiritual practices. The ways of knowing have been achieved
within a particular worldview and by using a particular research methodology. Theories, models and typologies,
concepts and definitions underpin problem definition, and the design of a method for collecting and interpreting
data. For example, the notion of time, the relationships between cause and effect, the importance of quantification, intuition and the use of consciousness, the way of observing, interpreting, measuring, learning and experimenting differ from one knowledge system to the other. These differences manifest themselves in the knowledge
used in everyday life and in the philosophy of science, and in the way these forms of knowledge are being used
and changed.
During the initial years of the COMPAS program attention went to partner’s efforts to understand the local culture and the building of relationships with the local people based on this.
Some partners have subsequently made deliberate attempts to understand the way of knowing, and dynamics of
local knowledge systems. Epistemology is the study of the way people know, its origin, nature and limits. IDEA has
worked on the cosmovision, knowledge and practices of tribal people in India, CIKS has studied and interpreted
ancient Rksayurvedic texts, FRLHT has made comparative studies of different medical traditions and AGRUCO has
done quite some scientific research on indigenous practices in the Andes. In the context of the ENEDA program
the African knowledge and value systems have been studied.
Knowledge systems which emerged during the ‘Enlightenment’ period in Europe have placed the utmost importance on knowledge on verified theories and propositions. However, transdiciplinary and other postmodern
approaches are open to diversity and use of multiple perspectives, approaches and methodologies.
Balasubramanian 17 argues that, despite the dominant position of western science, it cannot be concluded that it
is unique and universally applicable. He concludes that it would be a wrong path to assess indigenous knowledge
and practices by the application of western science and research methods. The specific scientific concepts used
lead to specific research methods that may deviate considerably from those used in western science.

Balasubramanian A.V. and Nirmala Devi. T.D. Traditional Knowledge Systems of India and Sri Lanka. CIKS/Compas
Chennai/Leusden 2006
17
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De Zoysa 18elaborates the Buddhist concepts of unity and interdependence of nature, the limits of resources,
compassion for life in all of its diversity, the right to exist and other natural rights, thought and action in relation
to responsibility, and the dependence of the individual on nature. The principles of simplicity, moderation, nonviolence, respect, compassion, love and identity in the interactions with nature of the individual and society as a
whole are critical to learning, knowing and/or being. Modern science recognizes five sensory inputs leaving out
the mind and makes no distinction between the mind and consciousness, making both a mere organizing principle
for the five sensory inputs. De Zoysa therefore concludes that modern science with its insistence on propositional
knowledge, analysis, synthesis and reductionism makes a poor candidate for understanding, interpreting and developing the use of IK systems.
In several chapters of this book it is illustrated that there are many differences between the African and the
Western concepts on matter, nature, religion, time, art, agriculture, nature conservation local governance, community leadership and decision making. The Latin American knowledge concepts include the spiral notion of time,
the importance of fiestas and rituals, sacred aspects of nature, importance attached to biodiversity, hot-cold polarity, living astronomy and astrology and mutuality between human being and other living organisms and mother
earth. Also here morality of the people is considered to be an important factor in explaining the cause and effects
of processes related to farming, health and community welfare.
The epistemological interpretation of the different Asian, African and Latin American knowledge systems, their
ways of learning and experimenting and their relationship with the western or global knowledge system needs
more attention. This will be a major challenge of the CAPTURED research program.

3.0 COSMOVISIONS, CULTURES AND KNOWLEDGES

3.1. THE EMERGENCE OF CULTURES
Some 2.5 million years ago, the first tool making hominids emerged on this globe; in Africa. The first known tools
were chipped pebbles from East Africa. Evolutionists believe that around 100,000 years ago, modern humans –
homo sapiens sapiens- developed in Africa, in the Ethiopian Highlands, along the Rift Valley and spread to the Nile
Valley and beyond. Later, about 30,000 years ago, humankind was present and spread throughout greater parts
of the southern hemisphere including the Americas and Australia (Scarre19). Civilizations evolved and spread from
the Nile region toward the southern hemisphere where climatic conditions were favourable and human habitation conducive.
It was much later, as the last ice ages came to an end, some 10,000 years ago, with the rise in temperatures that
it became possible for human inhabitation in parts of the northern hemisphere (Eurasia). The natural conditions
and imperatives of each time and space shaped human efforts to adapt to and cope with the environment. The
first civilizations started around the Nile Valley but spread south before moving northward. It has been speculated
18

De Zoysa A., Equality and Diversity, lessons of Buddhism. Compas Magazine, n6 6 2003.

19

Scarre, C. 1991. Past Worlds. Atlas of Archeology. Times Books. London
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that mysteries of nature at the time created not just a respect for nature but search for explanations within nature. This has been estimated to have led to the resort to supernatural meanings, and for that matter, spiritual
interpretations of natures wonders.
As the last ice age came to an end, some 10,000 years ago, temperatures rose allowing people to inhabit part of
the northern hemisphere (Eurasia) as well. The natural conditions and imperatives of each time and space shaped
human efforts to adapt to and cope with the environment.
With time, humankind increasingly learned to master the environment: beginning with the use of hand tools, the
building of shelters, and the knowledge of fire, passing through the development of agriculture, pottery and metallurgy, building of towns and steam engines and now being able to use risky new technologies like nuclear power, electronics, nanotechnologies etc. Societies are increasingly differentiated leading from self-determined egalitarian societies of hunters and gatherers to hierarchical agrarian and urban societies.
Around 10,000 years ago agriculture spread and developed in the Fertile Crescent (the territory stretching from
the Persian gulf , Mesopotamia and Palestine), the Indus and Gangetic Valleys, the plains of northern China, Mesoamerica and the Andes. Later it spread to Japan, North-west Europe and also Africa. Through this agriculture
could support larger numbers of people. This tendency was enhanced by new technologies such as selection, domestication and systematic breeding of crops and animals or the use of pottery for cooking and storing produce
allowing to establish large village settlements, towns. This in turn lead to the expansion of trade relations between demographic centres and the surrounding peripheries.
The development of the first urban, literate civilisation in Southern Mesopotamia, around 5500 years ago was to
have profound consequences on history. Within a few centuries, similar processes led to the emergence of sophisticated civilisations in Ethiopia, Egypt, the Indus Valley and Northern China. These civilisations shared certain
features. Each was centred on a fertile alluvial plain with the rich potential to support high populations. In each
case people lived in cities ruled over as independent kingdoms or as part of a larger empire. Other city states such
as Axum and Great Zimbabwe in Africa, emerged as kingdoms with their own complex systems of rule.
The city states, which evolved as centres of trade, commerce, industry and governance were also centres for skill
development. Ancient technologies and mechanics were developed to engineer the beautiful crafts and arts as
well as machines and machine tools. Master craftsmen and women provided skills and training in the form apprenticeships for skills development in the various occupations and crafts. Cotton, weaving, dye, iron and steel
industries as well as irrigation and construction technologies were among the earliest occupations to have
emerged. The differentiation of occupations and crafts as well as professions and specializations were dictated by
environmental and natural factors. Indeed, the cities grew out of such attractions, among others, and international trade emerged around the professions and specializations.
However, agricultural practices varied greatly: In the Nile and Indus Valleys, the annual flooding brought both
water and fertility. Crops could be planted on receding waters and assured a good harvest. In Mesopotamia, and
China, water was scarce and irrigation systems had to be built, which implied a great difference in systems for
water management and agriculture.
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Hand in hand with the development of craftsmanship was trade. The river basins were deficient in many of the
essentials of everyday life such as hard stone, metals or salt. These had to be imported from neighbouring regions. The size of the urban population created a demand that could only be met by organised trade interlinking
natural spaces having different but complementary natural resources to offer. In return for the raw materials the
urban centres exchanged processed goods and services with related rural areas. Trade brought Mesopotamia in
direct contact with Egypt and with the Indus. Writing systems were developed such as the hieroglyphics of the
Nubians as well as the Mayan, Hindi, Hebrew and Arabic scripts, among others. Writing emerged in different
places, using different techniques and symbols. In many cases it was developed in spiritual centres and later were
being used for more practical uses. In the Near East and in China it emerged in the late 4th millennium BC, especially to keep accounts related to the administration of astronomic cycles (seasons) in relation to agricultural production and the corresponding systems of distribution. They evolved to promote intelligibility in the emerging
cross boundary, regional and international trades. As a consequence, new systems of governance evolved giving
rise to various mainly oligarchic regimes aiming at the control of public goods expressed in monarchies, empires,
feudalisms often based on patriarchies, matriarchies or theocracies.
During the first millennium BC large empires emerged in the Middle East, the Mediterranean, the Indian subcontinent and China. During some thousand years such empires controlled large areas through a combination of
religious conquest, military occupation, trade relations, and political organization; by the end of the millennia
many of them had collapsed mainly because of their unsustainable and resisted attempts to forcefully subdue
large populations of very different cultures. Yet, Polynesia, Australasia, Northern Asia, the Americas and subSaharan Africa, which were not severely affected and were able to transcend the imperial period could develop
and maintain their own cultures and related forms of knowledge.

3.2 UNDERSTANDING ENDOGENOUS KNOWLEDGE AND COSMOVISIONS
In recent time, in the global North, there is growing acknowledgement that endogenous knowledge (EK) plays an
important role in the lives of many peoples. In numerous countries in the global South the indigenous food systems and health care as well as systems of governance are built on indigenous knowledge systems. A number of
different approaches are being used to deal with EK:
•

Documentation of EK by outsiders: Anthropological research (a.o. Richards, Warren, Slikkeveer, Selin,
and Emeagwali) and a number of current initiatives (UNESCO, World bank, and Nuffic) have documented
the scope and incidence of endogenous knowledge.
This resulted in relevant publications such as:
- Database for best practices of endogenous knowledge (UNESCO/Nuffic and World Bank );20
- Encyclopedia of the history of science, technology and medicines in non western cultures.21

NUFFIC (IK-Unit) and MOST have produced two joint publications entitled "Best Practices on Indigenous Knowledge
(1999)" and "Best Practices Using Indigenous Knowledge (2002)".
20
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These data bases and encyclopedia can be looked upon as ex-situ information systems. A data base is
compiled through an outsider’s lens and provides important information to outsiders. They generally
study and describe IK from the perspective of western sciences or donor agencies.
•

Seeking complementarity between IK and outside knowledge. A number of development programs build
their work on endogenous knowledge and seek for complementarity between IK and external knowledge
(examples are: ILEIA, the information centre on Low External Inputs and Sustainable Agriculture, and the
program on Indigenous Soil and Water Conservation, ISWC) These programs have shown to be effective
to the extent that complementarity and synergy can indeed be realized. 22

•

Revitalization of IK. In a number of situations, it was learned that indigenous people and indigenous experts choose to give priority to revitalizing and strengthening the endogenous knowledge base. They see
such intra-cultural learning and endogenous development as a necessary prerequisite and first step towards intercultural dialogue and sustainable development. Initiatives with Endogenous Development and
Capacity Building aim at strengthening the dynamics of endogenous knowledge systems. Such initiatives
do not merely study endogenous knowledge from a western perspective or aim to build external
knowledge on endogenous knowledge, but take the indigenous perspective as starting point, and end for
endogenous development. Such initiatives start with understanding and appreciating the culturally embedded worldviews, ways of learning and theoretical frameworks of peoples. Experience indicates that
such an approach culminates in revitalizing and enhancing the endogenous knowledge and value systems.
23

This latter approach results in empowerment, enhanced self-awareness and a louder voice of the local
population groups. In fact, support to Endogenous Development and revitalization and enhancement of

Encyclopaedia of the history of science, technology and medicines in non western cultures,
Amsterdam, Kluwer, 1977
21
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Selin. H.,

See www.leisa.info and Reijntjes et al. Farming for the Future, Macmillan 1996,

Rey et all, 2002. Indigenous Soil and Water Conservation, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
23 Compas www.compasnet.org with online publication of Compas Magazine and the Compas series on Worldviews and
Sciences. 2006

Smith. L.T. Decolonising methodologies: research and indigenous peoples, Zed books, London 1999
Rist, S. Si estamos de buen Corazon, siempre hay produccion, Ed. Plural, La Paz 2002
Coetzee P.H and Roux A.P. The African philosophy reader. Routledge London 1998.
Emalgit, Z. Contemporary African philosophy, 2004.
Wiredu. K., Towards decolonising African philosophy and religion, African Studies Quarterly 2005.
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endogenous knowledge and values can be seen as important ways to poverty reduction and for reaching
the Millennium Development Goals by bringing the cultural element into the process.24
The experiences of CAPTURED and COMPAS indicate that support to Endogenous Development that gives a
proper balance to and enhances the dynamics of traditional and modern knowledge and values, and encourages
intra-cultural and intercultural dialogues can be very effective. Poverty reduction can be realized by giving voices
to the poor, building on the knowledge and resources of the poor, fine-tuning development options to local contexts, and strengthening local economies. Primary education can gain relevance by including local concepts and
the dynamics of local knowledge and values in school curricula. Gender equality can be enhanced by addressing
gender issues in traditional contexts and empowering women in the traditional institutions. Health systems can
be improved by revitalizing local health traditions. Environmental sustainability can be supported by acknowledging the cultural dimension of bio- diversity, building on organic practices and revitalizing traditional resource
strategies. Faith, religion and sense giving can be placed on the development agenda. Traditional institutions and
leaders can be supported to participate in policy debates and development programs and these can lead to new
balances between the traditional and the state governance.
Obviously, in these initiatives the conventional approaches for development, sciences, education policies and
practices may need to be reshaped. Indigenous experts and their concepts play a crucial role in this process. In
these initiatives a joint agenda is set within which intra- and intercultural learning are considered essential. The
various contributory roles are jointly established between traditional institutions, CBOs, NGOs and government
agencies, with universities mediating and facilitating the joint agenda.
The current analyses of knowledge and learning has the tendency to focus on technological, biological and social
dimensions. Spiritual aspects of local knowledge systems have been acknowledged by some, but the way it relates to formal faiths and religions, and the question how development agencies needs to be investigated
Through their action research in Asia, Africa and Latin America, the COMPAS partners have learned that local
knowledges in most cultures include a wide diversity of assumptions, concepts, technologies and ways of experimenting, teaching and learning that are specific to the culture and ecosystem.
The work done so far has also brought to light, that even with the immense diversity in the ways local knowledge
is phrased and expressed, a common feature is represented by conceiving life in terms of three inter-related and
inseparable domains (see figure 3.2.1) 25:
•

the natural world,

•

the social world and

24

Compas Magazine 9. Endogenous Development Goals, 2005
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The natural world is sometime divided in the dead world and the living world. Hence the three overlapping circles could be
replaced by four: Physical reality; Biological reality; Human reality; Spiritual reality. And in other cases the natural world
and the spiritual world are seen as one and the same, thus leading to a construct of the natural world, biological world and social
world.
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•

the spiritual world.

Local knowledge in the natural domain includes thematic fields related to specific agricultural, health and other
practices. It includes knowledge about the physical world (‘’dead’’) material and that about the living world: the
biology of plants, animals and humans. The social domain includes knowledge about local organization, local
leadership and management of natural resources, mutual help, conflict resolution, gender relations, art and language. The spiritual domain includes knowledge and beliefs about the invisible world, divine beings, spiritual
forces, ancestors, and translates into values and sense-giving and related practices such as rituals, festivals.
An important feature is that none of these domains exist in isolation. In many traditional ways of knowing a notion of unity exists according to which the natural, social and spiritual worlds are considered to be inseparable
and integrated.
Understanding the co-existence of three of four intimately interrelated domains of life as a common feature of
different endogenous cosmovisions is a first level of abstraction made from the life-worlds in which the intercultural work of research for endogenous development takes place. It is important to point out that the origin of this
conceptualization is not just another conceptualization e.g. based on a theory of anthropological scholarship (as it
often happens in the case of mainstream academic sciences). Our conceptualization is the result of a lived relationship of academic researchers endogenous development practitioners and indigenous communities. An additional common feature is that the three domains of life are closely interrelated with the dimensions and dynamics
of the wider space-time-unity that is represented by the unity of cosmos-nature (see figure 3.2.1).

Spiritual life

Life
world

Material life
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Social life

Figure 3.2.1: A possible construct of basic features of endogenous cosmovisions
Comparing such an understanding of cosmovision with worldviews underpinning Western academic knowledge, a
fundamental epistemological and ontological difference arises: The academic scientific viewpoints are not rejecting the existence of a spiritual domain of life per se. Rather they make a difference regarding its ontological and
epistemological character. Both, the positivist (natural sciences) and the prevailing dualist epistemology of social
sciences share an essentially dualist ontology. Both consider the spiritual domain of life to be of a subjective quality, which cannot interact directly with the supposedly objective laws of the natural world. Therefore, in an academic science based view activities relating to spirituality, religion or believe cannot be evaluated quantitatively,
making through this a fundamental difference with endogenous worldviews.
Between 1998 and 2006 in the context of Compas, more than 50 case studies were made to describe traditional
worldviews, ways of learning and ways of knowing. These studies were not made by external scientists, but by
local experts: Community Based Organizations or local NGOs, sometimes in cooperation with researchers of national universities. The case studies have been assessed by regional workshops and published in a series on
Worldviews and Sciences 26.

26

The Compas series Worldviews and sciences includes:

1.

Educación Intra e Intercultural: Alternativas a la Reforma Educativa Neocolonizadora. Edition Plural, La Paz Bolivia 2006.
Editors: Freddy Delgado B. and Juan Carlos Mariscal C.

2.

Diálogo Intercultural e Intercientífico para el Fortalecimiento de las Ciencias de los Pueblos Indígenas Originarios.
Edition Plural, La Paz 2006. Editors: Freddy Delgado B. and César Escóbar V.

3.

African Knowledge and Sciences: a potential for endogenous development. UDS/Compas/CTA 2006.Editors: David
Millar, Stephan Bugu Kendie, Agnes Atia Apusigah and Bertus Haverkort

4.

Moving worldviews: Reshaping sciences, policies and practices in Europe. ETC/Compas, Leusden 2006, Editors: Bertus
Haverkort and Coen Reijntjes

5. Traditional knowledge systems of India and Sri Lanka. Compas/CIKS, September 2006. Editors: A.V. Balasubramanian and
T.D. Nirmala Devi
6.

Endogenous development and bio-cultural diversity: the interplay between worldviews, globalization and locality.
Compas/CDE, September 2007. Editors: Bertus Haverkort and Stephan Rist
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These assessments revealed that traditional knowledges are very diverse in their specific expressions, but, the
following characteristics have often been found:
Traditional ways of knowing tend to be Holistic. Even with the immense diversity in the ways local knowledge
is phrased and expressed, a common feature is often represented by conceiving life in terms of three interrelated and inseparable domains: the natural world, the social world and the spiritual world. Local knowledge
in the natural domain includes knowledge about soils, plants, climates, animals and has given rise to traditional land use, agricultural and health practices. The social domain includes knowledge about local organizations, local leadership and management of natural resources, mutual help, conflict resolution, gender relations, art and language. The spiritual domain includes knowledge and beliefs about the invisible world, divine
beings, spiritual forces, ancestors, and translates into values and sense-giving and related practices such as
rituals and festivals.
An important feature is that none of these domains exists in isolation. In many traditional ways of knowing a
notion of unity exists according to which the natural, social and spiritual worlds are considered to be inseparable and integrated.
The case studies also revealed that Traditional Knowledge systems tend to be:
•

Non-dualistic (do not separate between research subject and object, between mind and matter or man
and nature).

•

Dynamic (each knowledge tradition has its own ways of learning, experimenting, teaching and consensus
seeking).

•

Informal: Learning takes place as part of daily life. It takes place within families, within ethnic groups, in
local communities as part of the daily activities. Not always are lessons documented or written down.

•

Sometimes TK may be secret and or sacred when certain knowledge is monopolized by certain traditional
experts, e.g. healers, sacred persons, initiated person.

•

Linked with spirituality. They involve not only the living beings but also spiritual beings, ancestors and
persons yet unborn play a role. Sacred persons, places and books may be important sources of
knowledge.

•

The notion of time in not seen as linear (going from the past through the presence to the future). Often
time is considered to be cyclical or spiral. Times do not always have the same quality; they can be auspicious for certain activities at certain moments. Time frame can involve very long or short periods.

•

Methods are not limited to rationality and quantitative or verifiable qualitative research. Intuitive and
meditative methods, learning from inside and by being part of the reality play important roles. Learning
and knowledge entails an interaction process between and among humans, nature and spiritual. Experience, participation, insights, communities of practice, councils of elders, premonitions, dreams, initiation
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rites, use of alcohol or stimulants, use of charms, talisman and amulets etc, and reflection and communication with ancestral spirits can be important. Reciprocity of humans with the natural and spiritual world
is expressed in respectful rules, sacrifices, and festivals.
These characteristics run close to a defining statement from the International Council for Science (ICSU): “Traditional Knowledge interweaves empirical, spiritual, social and other components. In general, by isolating elements
from such a holistic worldview one runs the risk of misrepresenting both the elements and the whole” (ICSU,
2002).
Yet, it was also found, that in most traditional societies, local knowledges, worldviews and sciences have a marginal position. In all corners of the globe, the mainstream, modern sciences have gained the position of the officially recognized science, which is taught from primary school to the university, forms the basis for formal research and decision making at development and government level.
Traditional worldviews and knowledges however do persist in local communities and still play very important
roles in communal life and living and, individual decision making on farming, health care, land use, local governance, family affairs, interpersonal relations and exchanges.
The response of endogenous knowledge holders to the mainstream worldview and knowledge system varies from
violent or subtle resistance, segregation, syncretism, indifference, surrender or social disintegration, complementarity, revitalization and co-evolution.
Speaking about Indigenous, traditional or local knowledge, practices, values and leadership does not imply that
we assume that all is positive. Indigenous Knowledge may have some but not all the answers to the present day
problems. In fact, no tradition has all the answers. Each tradition has its benefits and weaknesses. However, together they can offer more opportunities and possibilities for optimizing benefits and minimizing challenges.
Also, IK and its values may have their limitations. Their adaptability to present needs can be limited. It may not be
uniformly distributed in the community and the individual aptitudes to generate and accumulate the knowledge
may be different. In traditional societies, access to specialised knowledge may be limited to certain persons and
its use does not necessarily benefit the community. Differences in power positions, access to land, knowledge and
medicine may be very difficult for certain class or castes or groups of people. Traditional systems are often dominated by male leaders, and the position of women is often problematic. Some traditional practices are discriminatory or justify the exploitation or abusive use of women. Young people, settler groups and persons from lower
class or casts may be marginalized or highly excluded.
A major challenge of endogenous development is to enhance the dynamics of the local knowledge systems, identify the strong and the weak points of local knowledge, and to take initiatives to improve upon the weak points
and strengthen the strong ones.

3.3 SPIRITUAL LIFE
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As the spiritual domain life is a prominent feature of ED if compared to the material and social domains we first
explore the basic concepts that are forming part of this domain. This means to briefly present what we understand by ‘culture’ , ‘religion’ ‘spirituality’ and ‘knowledges’ and how they are interrelated in the different geographical context in which ED is currently further developed, e.g. India, Africa, Central and South America en Europe.
The globe has known and still knows a great variety of civilizations, each with their own culture, knowledge, values and social practices. Some of these can be traced up to 10,000 years back; the time during which agriculture
and urbanization emerged. Agriculture allowed the development of rural communities, towns, crafts, trade,
scripts, legal codes, norms and sanctions and technologies. Cosmovisions and religions influence the way people
define values that are shaping different systems of governance, ways of knowing and methods for producing scientific knowledges. Geographical conditions and historical factors and forces have also added imperatives that
have shaped cultures and religions in their diverse forms. Individual and collective identities, politics, social organizations, gender relations ethical and religious systems have been shaped by and given rise to the diverse cultures.
Inarguably, historical factors and forces have played important roles in the cultural identity and in the values and
choices in the evolution and development of present day cultures. Globally, there have been very different ways
in which worldviews and knowledges have developed. Despite the globalization of Western-based ways of knowing and people and related academic institutions, the globe still presents a great cultural diversity.
The world also has known and still knows a great variety of religions. All religions have had their origin in a spiritual and social experience of their founders. These experiences led the founders to establish certain tenets which
were at times documented by the founder or their followers and at other times the essence of such experience
has been orally transmitted. The original experiences in many religions were revelatory and were not derived
through sensory observations based on logical inference. Revelatory experiences are essentially the discoveries
made in specifically sensitive or ‘elevated’ states of mind. The mind is the principal tool for knowing about the
existence of a spiritual domain of life.. In the course of time, the original teachings of the founders of various religions, have often undergone modifications (reflected in commentaries) effected by the followers and proponents
of the teachings and also acquired organizational and institutional forms that may have been influenced by prevailing political, cultural and social forces in their places of origin.
Trying to characterize what spirituality means we could say that it refers to the manifold ways through which humans in different cultures and different religions aim to follow a spiritual path, along which one advances to
achieve a certain immaterial objective, such as a higher state of awareness, reach wisdom or communion with
God, spirits, ancestors or with the creator. Spirituality is often experienced as a source of inspiration or orientation in life, and is generally based on specific skills of perceiving the spiritual reality. Spirituality is conceived as
existing in close and ‘real’ interaction with what can be perceived with our senses. Spiritual practices may include
meditation, prayers, contemplation, ceremonies, sacrifices, festivals, initiation rites, revelations, myths, and are
intended to connect to the spiritual reality and or to develop an individual's inner life; such practices often lead to
an experience of connectedness with a larger reality: a more comprehensive self, other individuals or the human
community, nature, cosmos or the divine realm. It can encompass belief and or insight in immaterial realities or
experiences of the immanent or transcendent nature of the world. It may lead to experiences gained about the
generally invisible or intangible entities, qualities or potentialities that are expressing themselves in the phenom3
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ena of the social and natural world and the interrelationships between them. Such a concept is at the bottom of
what was called in Latin language as ‘religion’, which literally means ‘re-ligare’ meaning to re-link the tangible and
the non- tangible world. The ways through which these kind of spiritual insights are gained are varying from culture to culture. Maybe one of best known spiritual practices are the manifold forms of meditation as practiced in
Asian cultures. But also in indigenous cultures of South and Central America or Africa we find many forms of spiritual practices that aim at potentiating the scope of our present-day state of mind.
Spiritual insights are inspiring informal and formal communities to share basic spiritual practices and result in
beliefs, feelings or convictions. These can be expressed in forms of religious devotion in informal or basic religions or in rather formalized systematically institutionalized forms of sharing spiritual insights through which they
become ‘religions’.
Informal traditional religions, often called ‘basic religions’ as well as formal religions such as Hinduism, Buddhism,
Taoism, Confucianism, Shintoism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam and so many others have placed their stamp on
the worldview of their adherents and on the values and knowledge concepts that are being used. It is fundamental to acknowledge that the type of reality that a certain culture attributes to the spiritual domain of life determines the constituting elements of the corresponding religions, philosophical and metaphysical framework, ethos
and ethics, which are orienting thinking and acting within the social and natural domains of life.
The notions of human societies, the concepts of time, space, destiny, soul, the relations between life and death,
views on the here and after-here, the perception of nature and culture, as well as conceptions regarding human
and non-humans, men and women are eventually influenced and shaped by the type of insights about the spiritual domain of life. Theories, moralities and modes of looking at the future, planning and anticipating events have
been influenced by these worldviews and religions. The ways to do research and the technologies developed
have been in response to these.
Understanding spirituality, religious devotion and religions as sketched above, it becomes clear that each culture
creates its own body of collectively shared insights in the spiritual, social and natural domains of life. Their
sources, interrelations and meaning for humans. These cultural-specific insights are codified in the oral or written
traditions that facilitate innovating methods for obtaining them and to pass them from one group or from one
generation to another. We consider this cluster of basic assumptions, insights and ways to access them as
‘knowledge ’. This means that we cannot talk in terms of ‘knowledge’ only by referring to academic knowledge
produced according the Western cultural codes. Besides the Western based knowledge systems there is huge
diversity of other ways of knowing expressing different basic insights and methods for obtaining and innovating
them. The applications of these ways of knowing in the different cultural contexts are thus leading to the production and reproduction of different forms of sciences. We therefore suggest to not talk anymore of knowledge and
science as a single category, but as ‘knowledges’ and ‘’sciences’’ in its plurality.
Without pretending to be complete, we briefly sketch some religious traditions that have significantly influenced
and shaped the knowledge's and sciences of various peoples and the world.

3.3.1 AFRICA
3
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African worldviews and belief systems
Traditional African ways of thinking and reasoning differ in many respects from the dominant international approach. Despite generations of western influence, the decisions about agriculture, health and nature management are still heavily based on the concepts of African traditions. At the village level the spiritual leaders, although often not clearly observed by outsiders, are quite influential. Nowadays, thinking amongst Africans ranges
from traditional to modern, but in many cases both systems of thinking can be observed parallel to each other.
Traditional worldviews and traditional institutions play an important role.
According to Mbiti (1969), the existence for Africans is a religious phenomenon; “man” is a deeply religious being
living in a religious universe. Mbiti identifies five categories that are mentioned consistently the various African
religious practices. These are: God as the ultimate explanation of the genesis and sustenance of man and all
things; spirits, made up of superhuman beings and spirits of ancestors; man, including human beings alive and
those not yet born; animals and plants or the remainders of biological life; and phenomena and objects without
biological life.
In addition to these five categories, a vital force, power or energy permeates the whole universe. For the Africans,
every plant, animal and natural phenomenon is a carrier of the divine. God is the source and the ultimate controller of these vital forces, and the spirits have access to some of them. Selected human beings, such as medicine
men, witches, priests and rainmakers, have the knowledge and ability to tap, manipulate and use these forces;
some use it for the good and others for the ill of their communities. In order to appease the gods, people have to
perform rituals and make sacrifices. There are numerous rituals such as those for the fertility of humans, crops
and animals; for birth, initiation, marriage and death; for rainmaking, planting and harvesting.
In the African worldviews generally there is considered to exist a hierarchy between divine beings, spiritual beings, ancestors and natural forces, spiritual persons, political leaders and elders, special animals and special plant
used for sacrifices, sacred places and water bodies, food crops, commercial crops. There is a cyclic notion of time.
Use of magical powers both in negative and positive terms. In the African reality, one can observe a dual system
of beliefs and knowledge: traditional and modern. They co-exist and each of them goes with specific values and
this often leads to different decision making. Despite the commonalities, obviously there are a great number of
differences within the African continent and for a more detailed description of a specific cosmovision we focus on
an area where we have done most of the research in this respect.
The varied and diverse forms of indigenous worship are often lumped together into what is known as African Traditional Religion(s)(ATR). Underlain by various expressions of spiritism discussed above, ATR takes the specific
space of the expressed spirituality of indigenous African peoples. It is a collective space of connectedness yet
without the usual loss of the unique spaces. ATR has semblance to other indigenous forms of worship in the
Americas, Australia and South Asia as they entail veneration and sacrifices to both animate and non-animate objects including animals, spirits and the dead as well as the things of nature (including rocks, rivers, trees) and culture (including wood carvings, earth moulds, iron bangles, talismans).
African traditional religions also exhibit masculine and feminine attributes, often in one deity but also in distinct
deities. The All-father and Godhead, although widely considered male but also exhibits feminine attributes under
some circumstances especially in creation, procreation and in relation to humankind. The earth deity is quintes4
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sentially female. There are gods and goddesses. These attributes are further reflected in the roles males and females play in service to the deities.
Traditional African religions exhibit varied forms, modes and ways of expression. As noted above so-called animistic and totemic practices are often combined with ancestral worship and sacrifices for natural gods and spirits.
Despite the influence of Islam and Christianity, the traditional African belief systems are still very strongly present.
Traditional political and spiritual leaders, experts and spirit media play important roles in social organization and
the daily management of the communities, households, and farms. Traditional agriculture and health practices
are combined with modern practices. Ethnic affiliation and links with the land, where the family and ancestral
spirits reside are considered important. Spiritual meanings and structures have organized and shaped the socioeconomic system and life.
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3.3.2 INDIA
India is the origin of Hinduism, Jainism, Buddhism and Sikhism. These religions believe in the existence of the
physical, biological and spiritual planes. On the spiritual plane they have documented infinite manifestations of
gods, and spirits that represent different aspects and phases of one supreme non-manifest reality. They indirectly
acknowledge similar diversity in the physical and biological planes. They believe that the manifest world in all its
three planes is constantly changing in a cyclical fashion and undergoes a process of reincarnation that is governed
by causal rules (karmas). The ultimate concern of these religions is release from the cycle of life, death and rebirth. This goal can be achieved by the detachment from causal action and embracing the supreme oneness in the
unmanifest.
The divine unmanifest, expresses itself in evolutionary processes in all the three planes of existence. All manifest
forms have the inherent capacity to realise their unmanifest state but it is the human race that has a special natural availability to achieve this realization and hence is regarded as being at the top of the evolutionary pyramid of
the manifest creation. Even gods and spirits need to take human birth in order to realise their oneness with the
unmanifest. Hinduism is permeated by a reverence for all life forms and also the inanimate world. It therefore
worships all forms and forces of nature- earth, sky, air, water and fire- as well as plant, animal and human life. It
sees all manifestation as bound together by the rhythm of unmanifest nature. Hindus believe that all plants, animals and even in animate objects have spiritual states and are ultimately temporal manifestations of the unmanifest (shuniya, brahma).
All usage of nature is therefore viewed as a sacrifice and conscious users should do penance before killing plants
or animals for food. Hinduism is a very diverse and varied religion and it has no identified founder. The collection
of gods that Hindus worshipped seems to have been personifications of various natural forces such as the storm,
the sun, the moon, fire and the fertility of the soil. The chief manner of worship was sacrifice, mainly by burning
plants and dairy products. Vedas are the oldest sacred books of Hinduism. They are the basic source of the Hindu
understanding of the universe.
In the 18th century the Europeans introduced a controversial theory about Aryan invaders from central Asia into
an indigenous land inhabited by the Dravidians. However there is no doubt that over time, India has been influenced by and has in turn influenced the cultures in central Asia, Europe and even South America.

3.3.3 CHINA
The main religions and philosophical traditions or systems from China and Japan are Taoism, Confucianism and
Shintoism. The earliest religions of the Chinese people have been based on the recognition of many gods and
spirits that controlled the universe. The gods of the heavens and the earth received particular attention and sacrifice. Nature and ancestors were worshipped. In spring and the fall the emperors of early China performed elaborate and expensive sacrifices to these gods. They were intended to ensure the fertility of the soil and bountiful
harvests. To explain nature, the ancient Chinese philosophers developed a concept of yin and yang: two competing forces that made the universe operate. Yin was the negative force: dark, cool, female, the moon and the earth
itself. Yang was the positive force in nature: lightness, brightness, warmth, maleness, dryness and the sun. Rather
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than being in opposition or conflict, yin and yang are mutually complementary and balancing. The greater yang
grows, the sooner it will yield to yin. The interaction between yin and yang can bring harmony and life energy
called Chi.
Taoism was formulated some 2500 years ago. It is premised on the belief that, if left to itself, the universe proceeds smoothly according to its own harmonies. It emphasizes the unity and spontaneity of nature. Human effort
to change or improve nature only destroys these harmonies and produce chaos. It posits that humans and nature
can be in harmony since both humans and nature obey the same laws.
When perfect balance and harmony exists between Yin and Yang elements and qualities, growth of all living
things flourishes and chi, the cosmic breath or life energy, enhances the environment. Chi is believed to exist in all
living and non-living things. It is through Chi that all things in the universe are related and attached to each other
and integrated in the united whole.
These concepts have developed into a complex science known as Feng Shui. Feng Shui can be considered as an
early form of ecology; it unites heaven, earth and humans in such a way that respect for nature is developed
along with the ideas of renewability and sustainability of resources. Taoism also led to the flourishing of Chinese
medical theory and health care practices. The philosopher Confucius was primarily concerned with society and
interpersonal relations. He asked people to act in a proper manner and to take care of nature: so by leading morally upright lives, people could assist heaven and earth to maintain a harmonious balance.
Buddhism reinforces the reverence for nature and living things because it is believed that all lives can achieve
Buddha hood and animals are but a form in which something has returned in its new incarnation.
The most developed sciences in ancient China were astronomy, mathematics, medicine and agronomy. It is believe that Chinese science and technology provided direction for the world before the fifteenth century. Before
that time, discoveries made in China comprised more than half of the total number of discoveries of the world.
The best known Chinese inventions are the compass, gunpowder, paper and printing. When these innovations
were introduced to the west, they had great impact on its economic and political developments.
The Chinese had not only their own way of thinking, but also a special value orientation that is determined by the
search for harmony and balance in one’s mind and in relationships between humans. Therefore, the only important criterion for learning is usefulness for humanities purpose. This is different from the ancient Greece,
where study was for knowledge’s sake only and without direct practical intention. (Sources: K. Berger and Yang di
Sheng in Selin 199727).

Selin. H. Encyclopedia of the history of science, technology and medicine in non western cultures. Kluwer publishers,
Dordrecht.
27
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3.3.4 ISLAM
Islam was founded as a religion in Mecca in the 7th century . Arab armies and merchants carried Islam to the entire Middle East, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, China, Spain, North Africa and beyond and, Central and Southeast
Asia.
The Arab world has known a period of high military and scientific achievements between the 7th to the 9th
centuries. Around the 8th century mathematics, geography, astronomy and medicine flourished and became an
important source of European scientists in the 10th century. The Ottoman Empire was an Islamic empire that
lasted from 1299 to 1922. At the height of its power (16th–17th centuries), the empire spanned three
continents controlling much of Western Asia, Eastern and South-eastern Europe the Caucasus and North Africa.
The empire was at the centre of interactions between the Eastern and Western worlds for six centuries. With
Constantinople as its capital city and control of extensive lands around the eastern Mediterranean.
The Christian and Muslim armies have been fighting each other in search for political and religious control in
Southern Europe and the Middle East for several centuries. By the 15th century, Muslim jihadists overpowered
and defeated invading Christian Crusaders resulting in the conquest of Constantinople. North Africa was conquered in a gulf of missionary activities in the 19th century. Trade, evangelism and conquests were important
tools for the spread of Islam in West Africa. The powerful kingdoms and empires of Songhai, Mali, Ghana and
Sokoto were Islamic theocracies. Also, the abuses and exploitation of the African peoples by European colonial
powers opened the doors for the massive spread and entrenchment of Islam in North Africa, in particular. As the
African nations struggled for and gained independence, hostility toward the white Europeans and their religions
could be expressed by conversion to Islam .
For the Muslim, humanity’s role on earth is that of a ‘khalifa’, vice-regent or trustee of God. People are God’s
stewards and agents on Earth and are not masters of this Earth. The Earth belongs to Allah, the supreme being,
who entrusts it to humankind in trust for safekeeping. The ‘khalifa’ is answerable for his/her actions, for the way
in which he/she uses or abuses the trust of Allah. Allah is Unity; and His Unity is also reflected in the unity of humanity as well as the unity of humanity and nature. His trustees are responsible for maintaining the unity of His
creation, the integrity of the earth, its flora and fauna, its wildlife and natural environment.
Humans are the creation of Allah and must be obedient to Him. Righteous persons must submit to His will. There
are very many different ways of experiencing and practicing Islam. Some believe in predestination. As God rules
the world and has planned each event in advance, these adherents feel they are not responsible for their acts.
Other theologians maintain that Allah in His divine wisdom and mercy allows human beings to make choices in
the areas in which they will be judged at the conclusion of time.
Those things that one must do to be a good Muslim are usually referred to as the five pillars of the Islam: Repetition of the creed, daily prayers, almsgiving, fasting during Ramadan and pilgrimage to Mecca.
Like some other major religions, there are clear distinctions between male and female roles and expectations in
Islam. In Islam, the strict male dominance of leadership, peculiar dress codes for women and the limits of wom-
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en’s social participation, positions them in more subsidiary roles even in worship and social service. Strict Islamists, adhere to rituals and practices that debar women from public spaces.
Another important component of Islam is that, like Christianity, there are various versions of it. Apart from the
key divisions into the Orthodox and Ahmadists, there are also sub-divisions with their own inter- and intra-group
differences regarding ethics and morality, social participation and gender socializations and roles.

3.3.5 NATIVE AMERICA
In the traditional worldview of the first nations28 of the Americas all nature is alive with spirits. At the heart of
nature is the Mother Earth who provides the bounties of the nature, like a mother. Mother Earth as the godhead,
is the female deity, is believed to lavish the world with it nurturing, nourishing and protective gifts. Like in African
traditional Religion, Mother Earth gives life to humankind through Her gifts of nature. Her generosity must be
reciprocated by humankind through veneration, worship and sacrifice from the gifts of nature.
Among the first nations of the Americas, mutuality is seen as an important principle. Good human behavior and
making sacrifices to the gods is seen as preconditions for harmony between humans, animals, plants and the
gods. Harmony in the cosmos is optimal if there is harmony in the human sphere, the natural-material sphere and
the spiritual sphere, but also between each of these spheres. It is believed that when humans respect the natural
forces and attend to the spiritual world by sacrifices and correct conduct, these forces will offer protection, support and abundance. Mountains, water bodies and other places are ascribed sacred spaces and abodes of deities.
As such, such places are used as places to worship. A farm is considered as sacred place where animals, plants and
human beings live in mutual dependence. The milpa (middle America) and chacra (Andes) is the place where traditional farmers have the most intimate relationship with Mother Earth, and this is expressed in numerous beliefs
and rituals.
Early civilizations as the Maya and Aztecs in Middle America and the Inca’s in the Andes built great temples that
served as places for rituals, sacrifices and worship as well as for astronomic observatories. The Popol Vuy is an
ancient Maya text that describes the story of the creation of humankind, in which maize plays an important role.
Maize is the sacred crop in middle America and potatoes in the Andes.
The Latin American knowledge concepts (see Chapter 3) includes the spiral notion of time, the importance of fiestas and rituals, sacred aspects of nature, importance attached to biodiversity, hot-cold polarity, living astronomy
and geography and mutuality between human being and other living organisms and mother earth. Also, here,
morality of the people is considered to be an important factor in explaining the cause and effects of processing
related to farming, health and community welfare.
These worldviews and concepts are still alive among the indigenous populations of North, Middle and South
America. Like in African, after the invasion and occupation by European nations, traditional lifestyles, beliefs and
practices were forcefully interrupted and to a large extent replaced by and/or complemented with Christianity
28

Referred to variously as American Indians, Native Americans, Original population and Indigenous Peoples (Indigenas)
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and western values. Forced conversions, mass occupations, wars, residential schools and genocide were key tools
used in overpowering and dominating the indigenous populations. The arrival and occupation of European settlers and invaders changed the ethnic composition of the Americas resulting in large concentrations of Caucasians, whose languages (French, English, Spanish), systems of governance (liberal democracies) and value systems
(individualism, capitalism, Christianity) have resulted in the marginalization of indigenous systems. Although
marginalized, indigenous systems have not been annihilated. Syncretism prevails and often traditional beliefs and
religious practices go hand in hand with Christianity and other Western values. Chapter 3 provides more details
on the background of Southern American religions and knowledges.

3.3.6 WESTERN EUROPE
7000 Years ago, agriculture was well established in Europe. The Celtic and Teutonic peoples, who built places for
worship, had their own creation myths and pantheons as well as their indigenous systems for maintaining law
and order and of artistic expression. People considered themselves at the bottom of the hierarchy of beings
with gods, giants and natural forces determining the fate of humankind. The super-humans were worshipped
and respected. The early European societies had some characteristics of matriarchate, in which women were
respected as spiritual leaders and held important positions.
The first European urban-based civilisation emerged in Crete in ancient Greece, around 4000 years ago. The
Greek developed an elaborate religion with a pantheon of gods, semi-gods, and giants and laid the basis for
modern scientific thinking by the development of logic: a system of propositions and deductive arguments.
Western Europe was Christianised from the 7th century onwards. Christians believe that all of creation is the
action of Supreme Being, God, who continues to take care of all aspects of existence. People have only one life
in which to determine their destiny after death: either eternal bliss in heaven or eternity of torment in hell. Humanity may explore and exploit nature but may not destroy it. It should act as a steward of the natural resources. Values like thrift, planning for the future, and working hard to reach the goals in this life became part of
Christian societies.
The gender role differentiation and division of labour, was the result of the dominating roles of men in the
Christian church in which women could not play or fulfil important roles in rituals and priesthood. With the entrenchment of Christianity in Europe, the indigenous values were replaced by Christian morals and ethics. The
tenth to fourteenth centuries in Western Europe were a time of intense intellectual activity. In this period, many
of the great universities were founded and their main intellectual pursuit was theology. European settlers took
over control of the natural resources in North America, while instituting policies and practices that displaced
indigenes people and pushed them into the deplorable conditions of the resulting reservations. In South America the colonists took possession of the most productive lands. To a large extent the descendents of European
colonisers have managed to keep their large scale holdings (i.e., the haciendas) to present day. Inter-racial mixes
and crossings have resulted in the emergence of a large population of mixed race peoples known as the mestizos. In Asia and Africa the colonisers did not settle permanently in substantial numbers. The only exception is
Arab occupation of Northern Africa and the minority European settlers of Southern Africa, who have dominated
government, trade and commerce. After becoming independent, new nation states were formed, often strongly based on the model of the former colonial nations with its governmental, legal, intellectual, religious and educational institutions.
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North America and Australia initially developed as satellite states of Europe, but during the last part of the 20th
century especially the USA has grown into a world power, which severed its formal colonial ties from and became a major competitor of Europe. However, their shared imperialist agenda have kept them (USA and Europe) together. After the colonial period, economically, politically and technologically, the USA and Europe have
maintained their dominant position in the world.
During the middle ages, the European local rulers were generally appointed, sanctioned or ordained by the
church. Also educational systems and science were controlled by the Church with its own dogma and concepts
of life. Scientific insights that were in contradiction to the beliefs of the church were rejected and sanctioned.
Scientists who presented contrary views and insights from the Christian Church were prosecuted and sometimes
annihilated.
In the 18th century, a number of scientists chose to work without being limited by prejudices and religious dogmas and not being controlled by authorities. Despite its conservatism, the Christian church in a way did also
enable this movement to emerge. The Christian worldview of people as stewards of nature, with attributes that
can be explored, underpinned and defined scientific attitudes and choices.
The Enlightenment era presented an optimistic view on the potentials of humans, especially in irrationality. Reasoning and quantitative measuring became the sole criterion for science. The modern paradigm has had a great
impact on western and global knowledge systems. Therefore, it will be elaborated in a separate chapter.

3.4 SOCIAL LIFE
3.4.1 SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND INSTITUTIONS
The huge diversity which is characteristic for the spiritual world does not exist in separate or isolated from other
domains of life. The spiritual world is a paramount source from which humans are drawing many ideas, inspirations, intuitions, revelations, values and norms which are shaping the type of social relationships they have – in
families, communities, ethnic groups or nations - and with the phenomena or beings comprised in what we call
families, communities, ethnic groups, societies, nations or the world society. From the endogenous point of
view, the domain of social life mentioned in figure 3.2.1. embraces all aspects also worked in social sciences and
humanities. The great difference of an endogenous view on the social world is that we are interested in understanding how the phenomenon of social life are related to those inherent to the spiritual and material world.
This means to be aware that kinship, reciprocity, doing right or wrong is not only something that can be applied
to human relationships only. These very relationships can be extended towards the relationships that humans
are establishing with the entities belonging to the domains of spiritual, biological and material life.
This close interrelationship between the spiritual and social world has to a large extent been shaping history:
religions and religiosities have been widely influencing in shaping communities, ethnic groups, kingdoms, empires, or nation states. In the domain of social life the spiritual domain influences the behaviour of the people:
egoism, aggressiveness, use and or misuse of power, aggression or peacefulness, cooperativeness, love, altruism
are often guided by or based on a perception of a spiritual reality.
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As humans became sedentary, engaged in social living through activities that connected them, they also set up
structures and systems that regulate their lives. Through such systems and structures relationships and interactions were defined and refined, placing people in different places with marked roles and responsibilities. Basic
among such structures and systems is the family and household beyond which are the clans and communities of
which, each member of society drew their connection and citizenship. Within such systems and structures are
intricate ways in which individuals and groups interact among themselves and beyond.
Arising from the social positions are regimes that place some as rulers such as the royalty and spiritualist and
the ordinaries of the communities. Within the communities are elders and heads of households, often men, who
represent their families and households and who hold family and household resources in trust of their members. In African societies, wealth and property run through the family and hold in trust by titled men such as the
chiefs and kings, household and family heads and elders. The communalistic societies conceived of resources as
collective possessions whose value lie in their use and benefit to the membership. By their very organizations,
inheritance systems were established and defined to guide flow of resources. In patrilineal societies such as the
Ibo of Nigeria and Zulu of South Africa, family wealth and property passed on from one male head, often a son
or brother of the heir, to another. In matrilineal societies such as the Akan of Ghana similar arrangement exist,
except that this time it is nephews rather than sons that inherit family or household wealth.
In addition, societies have also established elaborate institutions that regulate their lives. These range from political to socio-cultural and economic systems. Politically, the institution of monarchies, created an elite ruler
class of chiefs, kings, queens, queen mothers, elders, councillors, priests and priestesses, who manage the politics of the society or community. In Africa, centralized and pseudo- centralized states such as the Buganda, Zulu,
Asante, Dagomba and Moshi had elaborate systems of governance as was the case in the Americas with the
Incas, Mayas and Hopi and the numerous kingdoms in India, the South East Asian archipelago and China. Socially, institutions such as marriage, festivals, funerals, initiation and naming ceremonies offered spaces for people
to connect with one another and work within specific unwritten and compelling moral codes.
Markets, chiefs courts and community squares were used as specific spaces for mobilizing collectively. Economically, markets, trades and agriculture with their own brands of professionalism sometimes in the form of guilds
regulated the traditional economy. Market women, hunters, blacksmiths and performers did not only participate in the exchange regime but also mobilise themselves into professional groups. Today market women in
West Region in Ghana are powerful society groups. Under the traditional systems where such trades were not
passed down in formal school systems, skills and power positions remained with families.
Parallel to the settling process, formerly often migrating populations started to develop what we call today institutions: They refer to the whole range of norms, rules, regulations and sanctions for those violating them in
order to enforce the agreed upon forms of cooperation during hunting, the use of land or water resources or
the distribution of the production achieved in different forms of investing labour and knowledge in the production of goods and services. Different forms of organizing the use and distribution of material, social and spiritual
resources generally result in the development of groups of humans that have relatively more of these resources
than other. As a consequence these groups become more rich and or powerful than others. They therefore
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tended to develop discourses and narratives aiming to convince the less powerful – who because of power relations became dependent – that the established power relationships are in the benefit of the elites as well as the
majority of the people depending from them. But, as dependent people also have the capacity to create discourses and narratives they start challenging, resisting or rejecting the discourses of the political, economical or
religious-spiritual elites.
As a consequence social life is in constant movement and thus the struggle of the different discourses and narratives defines the degree of legitimacy of specific power relationships. In order to organize the dynamics of
discourses and narratives in large groups, humans established ethnic groups, states and nations or city councils
with formalized procedures for this: this gave rise to different forms of controlling power relations through
which humans seek to achieve consensus or negotiate the basic rules and procedures that should guide the
actions of all members of the societies. Here, the special issue of the endogenous view is not to look only at
spiritual or only at social institutions, or to the material resource bases, but to understand and act upon the
relationship they are having with the material, spiritual and social domains of life.
Regarding the specific relations between the social and the spiritual domain of life it is important to see that the
above mentioned social relationships of solidarity, cooperation, competition, aggression, selfishness or altruism
are not just sees as human-bound qualities; they are also seen as the human expression of qualities that are
inherent to the living entities forming part of the spiritual domain of life. This means to not only read the huge
and impressing wealth of myths, legends and poetry about the spiritual world in terms of ‘symbols’ for social or
material phenomena, but to regard them as genuine expressions of the qualities of non-human beings and entities. According to the way of interaction established with these non-human beings, human beings express or
suppress and transform certain qualities of the beings in the spiritual and natural world.

3.5 MATERIAL LIFE
The domain of material life embraces all the objects that are generally associated with ‘nature’ e.g. stones,
rocks, waters, trees, plants, animals, air, winds, clouds, stars, planets, gases and fire. Additionally this domain of
life embraces all objects that are fabricated by humans, mainly related to tools and technologies e.g. symbols for
social or spiritual status, medicines, ingredients for rituals, wheels, ships, airplanes, houses, cars, radios, TV’s,
computers, cell phones or money for just mentioning some of them.
The main difference between the conventional and endogenous view is in the second often materially existing
objects are not just seen as inanimate or ‘dead’ material, but as an expression of spiritual qualities or potentialities which have been embodied in material and or social life.
This makes that in an endogenous world view, whatever material phenomenon we are looking at, its specific
meaning is not limited to the object as such. Matter eventually expresses ontological principles borne out of the
interaction between human beings of the social domain of life and non-human beings living in the spiritual
world.
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This explains why between the conventional and the endogenous notions, certain objects of the material domain of life can have coinciding, as well as contradicting value or meaning: For a modernist science-based biologist a food crop is the result of a smart way of natural selection through which the urge to survive that is seen as
inherent to every plant species, meets the urge to survive of human beings. That this is not just a theoretical
way of looking at a plant becomes evident if we consider that people who share such an understanding of a
plant do not have any doubt of manipulating the life of the plant by using mineral and synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, transgenic seeds, soil-less production systems, mechanization etc. As long as this manipulation is not
negatively affecting the potential of survival of the food plant or its human consumer ‘everything goes’.
On the other hand, for indigenous people food plants may be a gift that came to earth due to specific interactions of the human and non-human entities, as a result of an advanced state of awareness and relationship
between social and spiritual domains of life that were based on mutual respect, solidarity and reciprocity. The
practical implication of this becomes evident, when we consider that such a view of a plant species generates a
completely different way of relating the plant to the human community: Instead of modifying its genome, and
its natural conditions and adversaries, endogenous forms of plant cultivation give attention to enhance complementarity and reciprocity between the plant and other living beings of nature. This leads to ways of farming
where nutrients can be covered by manure from animals that are also fed from residues of the food plants or on
associated so-called ‘weeds’; plant and pest and diseases can be controlled by letting grow plants (‘weeds’) that
serve as natural repellents for damaging insects or letting grow host plants for beneficial insects that serve as
natural enemies of damaging insects.
Millar 29 gives the following account of the endogenous notion of the material world of an ethnic group in
Northern Ghana: Nature is considered to be the visible part of the spiritual world and is referred to and treated
as a collection of smaller gods. Some parts of nature express themselves in the spiritual world and vice versa.
From this perspective has arisen the Earth God, the Rain G, the God of the Skies (sun, moons and winds) which
give essence to the material aspects of life. A special tree, mountain river or stone may also be classified as God.
In this perspective, nature a whole is conceived as a living entity, liken an animal, with all parts interrelated and
needing each other to function. Nature does not belong to the people, but the people to nature. Therefore human life is intimately related to nature and constitutes the irreplaceable basis of human life.
In another publication 30 Millar writes: People in the Gowrie-Kunwa area in Northern Ghana people distinguish
between crops and animals that are used for rituals, for consumption and for commercial purposes. Commercial
crops are frequently introduced from outside and lack a relationship with the ancestors. Rituals are related with
food crops and ritual crops, but to a far less extent to commercial crops. In the traditional worldview the crops
were received from the ancestors. The spirits of the ancestors are the owners of human kind and are responsible for their wellbeing. A decision to adopt a new crop or a new variety therefore cannot be taken without the
advice of the ancestors. Spirit mediums play an important role in this process. The spiritual world is integrated in
nature, because the spirits reside there. Working with natural resources and agriculture implies working with
traditional leaders and institutions because they are the ones that can mediate with the spiritual world.
29
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Gonese 31 writes about the Shona cosmovision in Zimbabwe: Nature is a way for the spiritual world to express
itself. In fact, Nature provides a habitat for the spiritual world and in that sense it can provide messages to the
human world. Sacred places include shrines, water bodies and particular plants or animal species. In the animal
kingdom lions, baboons, snakes and birds such as the batteleur eagle are considered sacred. In the Kanranga
cosmovision the human world heavily depends on the messages from the spiritual world which are transmitted
though these sacred animals. For these animals to perform their functions as intermediaries, a conducive habitat is required, which implies the need for ecological diversity. When diversity is degraded, these animals migrate to other places and can no longer serve the humans in the area. Therefore, people are not permitted to
hunt wild animals, fell trees or collect wild fruits for sale in specific places. Violation of these rules are believed
to result in the disappearance of the voice of Musickavanhu, or God.
Delgado and Ponce 32 write: Because the inhabitants of the Andean communities have been and still are predominantly farmers, their religion has evolved from agricultural experiences. This emphasises the relationship of
society and nature in a certain Pacha (space-time) and results in a ritual calendar that is in fact an agricultural
calendar. This calendar permits them to synchronise the productive practices with the rhythms and cycles of the
cosmos. .... In the Andean worldview the human, natural and spiritual worlds are inseparable; they are in constant dynamic interaction with each other. The notion that people have to relate to natural and the spiritual
world implies therefore that they not only develop knowledge and skills to survive materially, but they also have
to carry out their own spiritual activities to be in tune with the spiritual world. In this worldview. A good crop,
quantitatively and qualitatively, does not only depend on the appropriate technologies, but also on the accompanying rituals. The moment that farmers begin to create adequate physical conditions for plant growing, like
ploughing, they ask Pachamama (the sacred time space or Mother Earth) through a ritual to contribute to this by
creating optimal spiritual condition.
In Chapter 5.1.3 of this Volume Delgado and Escobar write about the living geography: When focusing on the
interaction between spiritual and natural life, the configuration of a 'living geography' can be understood as that
on which the entire social, economic, productive and technological organization of the native communities is
based. Understanding the living geography as the expression of spiritual life in nature is, therefore, important.
One of the major challenges with which the native concept of life was faced, was their integration and harmonization with multiple ecological and ethnic variability’s. The native cosmovision does not, therefore, lead to an
'overall socio-cultural system' but rather to a diversity of socio-cultural expressions that stands in direct relation
to the ecological and cultural variations that characterize the Andes. The living geography does not only allow
for the existence of spiritual life components, or simply permits the landscape to be structured by taking the
ecological characteristics into account. It also constitutes the pillars of the social organization.
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In the Indian worldview nature is both manifest and unmanifest. In chapter 5.1.1. Darshan Shankar explains
what this means for the way nature is being studied in the traditional system. The Traditional Knowledge Systems do not adopt the observer- observed frame for the study of nature. The scientists immerse themselves
into nature and study it by becoming one with it. Oneness cannot be achieved by the senses alone because they
are naturally compartmentalized. The eyes cannot hear and the ears cannot see. Each sense organ is restricted
by nature to its particular domain. It is achieved with the aid of an advanced application of the mental faculty. In
this application the mind of a trained scientist is rendered still and silent. The application requires rigorous training. It is the still, silent, state of mind, empty and free of thought, that is referred to as the oneness state because in this state it naturally experiences oneness and see’s fields or whole phenomena. The Indian Science of
Yoga specializes in techniques of training to develop such applications of the mental faculty and in other cultures there are likely to be other knowledge tools for this purpose33. The oneness state gives a holistic view of
fields and their dynamics of change and does not focus on discrete parts and structures. In this application an
extraordinarily alert, focused, open and integrative state of mind is achieved. In this state of mind the
knowledge seeker can access and sensitively interpret the data gathered by the senses holistically. The sensory
data perceived by the mind in this state, is perhaps clearer and it is amenable to deeper interpretations because
of the extraordinarily ‘open’ and unbiased state of the mind.
Research and action of endogenous development can befit from ethno ecological approach. As laid out in more
detail in Rist & Doudabh (2006) we understand by ethnoscience a scientific realm which aims to understand how
humans are developing different forms of knowledge and beliefs. This allows an understanding of how humans
vary their knowledge and beliefs within different cultural, ecological and historical contexts in order to express
the manifold possibilities offered by human cultures. More concretely, ethnosciences are referring to the set of
concepts, prepositions, and theories that are unique to each particular culture group in the world (Meehan,
1980). Ethnosciences are essentially cross-disciplinary, based on increased collaboration between social sciences
and humanities (anthropology, sociology, history of science, psychology, philosophy) with natural sciences such
as biology, ecology, agronomy, climatology, astronomy, or medicine. At the same time ethnosciences are increasingly transdisciplinary in their nature (Ingold, 2000). Integrating ethnosciences into societal modes of
knowledge production allows to systematically take account of the cultural––and therefore also ontological––
differences and similarities of the forms of knowledge of the actors involved in specific issues of sustainable
development. Hence ethnosciences allow the exploration of the dimensions and boundaries of the arena in
which an inter-ontological dialogue would be possible.
As shown in the same paper ethnosciences can play a triple role in the establishment of a dialogue between
different ‘ontological communities’. First, they help to create awareness within the mainstream scientific community of the importance of the ontological aspects, permitting to visualise how they are related to the actorspecific patterns of interpretation, orientation and action of scientific as well as indigenous stakeholders. Second, through this, ethnosciences can show to what extent the issues related to agriculture, livestock-keeping or
forestry, for instance, are interdependent on the underlying ontological foundations. And third, ethnosciences
can serve to engage in broader societal processes concerning the possible definitions of sustainable endogenous
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development which is acceptable for at least the majority of the actors concerned allowing for better guidance
of the processes of policy making and implementation.

3.6 . ENDOGENOUS WAYS OF TEACHING AND LEARNING
A book about the learning process in Endogenous Development should address the relationship between on the
one hand the mainstream or ‘scientific’ and on the other hand the endogenous or local forms of knowledge. The
contributions in this book show that mainstream knowledge and local forms of knowing are definitely not the
same. We want to make visible the context and manner in which the different forms of knowing emerge and interact. In doing this we are neither categorically rejecting mainstream knowledge and science, nor romanticizing
traditional and indigenous knowledges. Rather, our aim is to search for the strong and the weak points of both
ways of knowing , to overcome the weaknesses, build on the strong points and look for possible synergy between
mainstream and local knowledge. In this way we can stimulate dialogue and cooperation between the different
knowledge-holders that leads to co-evolution of different forms of knowing. Endogenous Development is a social
learning process that involves communication and cooperation between different parties and actors.
The COMPAS partners experience Endogenous Development as a continuous and collectively shared learning
process. For the past ten years, individuals, communities, community-based organizations, NGOs, government
organizations, educational institutions and others from different cultures and parts of the world have learned
major lessons, which we describe in this chapter.
1. Different cultures and worldviews have different understandings, methods and contents of learning.
2. A major difference exists between the ways of learning as they occur in dualistic (where the learner and environment are separated) and non-dualistic worldviews (which assumes a unity between the learner and the
environment).
3. Endogenous Development builds on the different existing practices for learning.
4. Endogenous Development is a social learning process, involving different partners that share formal and informal learning activities.
3.6.1 DIFFERENT WAYS OF LEARNING
Different worldviews lead to different ways of learning
COMPAS has learned that in different cultures there are different ways of looking at learning. The way that learning is perceived and how people actually learn, depend on the worldviews and the beliefs of particular groups or
communities, as well as the socio-economic and ecological context of their livelihoods.
In the conventional western notion, learning is generally understood as the process of sense making and acquiring
knowledge, skills, or attitudes, Learning is expected to influence behavior, perceptions, attitudes, self-image or
values . Learning takes place simultaneously involving perception, interpretation or imitation generally accompa5
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nied by reflection based on observation, introspection, or experience achieved. This notion of learning uses education and training as conscious attempts to promote learning in others. The primary function of ‘teaching’ is to
create a safe, viable, productive learning environment. Hence, the roles and responsibilities of educators, teachers and trainers on the one hand and the roles and responsibilities of trainees and learners on the other are distinct. This notion of learning and training focuses on learning as an activity undertaken by and between humans.
An alternative notion, often observed in non-western cultures, is that learning is not exclusively a capacity of humans, but is a universal phenomenon. Every individual, every social group and even every life form and possibly
even matter has a capacity to gather information and experience and to react to it.
All living creatures have the capacity to experience and to translate this experience into behavior. Consciously or
unconsciously they can make the choice to adapt their behavior to the environment and/or to adjust the environment to suit their needs. A bird (and in a comparable way a colony of ants, a school of fishes, and also plants)
will look for a suitable habitat to settle and then build its nest (or take root) and find food among the materials
found locally. Similarly humans settle in habitable areas of the globe and then build their houses, roads and develop other life forms that respond to the environment and to their worldviews and values. The notion of ‘vital
forces in matter’ is found in a number of western and non-western cultures. Animist cultures believe that ‘everything is alive’, ‘everything is consciousness’, or ‘everything has a soul’. The world is considered to be a community
of living beings, only some of whom are human. In such cultures learning is not considered to be an activity of
human ‘subjects’, who learn about ‘objects’, but is seen as the result of interaction between different beings. In
the box below we present a few examples of how worldviews in different parts of the world result in different
ways of learning.
Box 3.6.1: Different worldviews and ways of learning
Latin America
The Andes: The natural, social and spiritual worlds are united. (non-duality as basic notion) Sacred time-space
(Pacha) goes beyond the physical or socio-economic domains. There is a spiral notion of time that is not separated from space (territory); The first ordering principle is relation; everything is related and this leads to a reciprocal
relationship between humans, animals, plants, rocks, water, wind, sun, moon and stars. The relations are embodied in astronomy, rituals and fiestas.
The Mayas have a holistic worldview, with their own Maya calendar, their own system of mathematics (based on
the number 20), health and agricultural systems that build on the calendar, rituals and ecological principles. (See
Delgado et al, Dialogo Intercultural e inter-cientifico para el fortalecimiento de las ciencias de los pueblos
indígena originarios 2006, Escobar 2006).
In these cultures, learning takes place by experiencing the relationship between the human, the natural and the
spiritual worlds. ‘It is through our connection with Pacha Mama that we learn’. Learning from within is based on
intuition and lessons from nature. More than being interested in mechanical explanations on ‘how things are’,
there is an emphasis on the question ‘why things are’. In asking ‘why’, the interaction between the human, the
material and the spiritual world is taken as a given; questions of moral and ethics play an important role, as human behavior can have a direct influence on the natural and spiritual worlds.
Africa: In the African worldview the world is made up of ancestors, the living and the not yet born and nature is
sacred. Within this worldview there is a hierarchy between divine beings, spiritual beings, ancestors, living human
beings and natural forces. Nature provides habitats for human and spiritual entities. Time is cyclic and goes from
the present to the past. Ancestral spirits have powers that can be used both in negative and positive terms. In the
present day African reality, one can observe two co-existing systems of beliefs and knowledge: traditional and
modern. Each of them is accompanied by specific values, logic and interpretation of cause-effect; this often leads
5
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to different choices about lifestyle, spirituality and practices of farming and health. In addition, the ways of learning are different. (See Millar et al., African Knowledges and sciences, 2006). In the traditional African view, learning implies being receptive to the teachings of those who have lived before us, the elders, and reading the signals
of the spiritual world expressed in nature. Also here, the emphasis of learning is more on ‘why things are than on
how things are’.

India: In the Vedic tradition the real world and the fundamental principles upon which life systems are organized
are different from those in the West. Reality is a continuum of matter, mind and consciousness. Vedic knowledge
has a notion of 9 existential principles, 41 qualities and 5 types of action, upon which for example the Ayurvedic
health system is based. The term Akasha refers to the unifying energy inherent in all four elements (earth, air,
water, and fire) in nature and thus also in every living creature. Essentially it is the all-encompassing spirit energy.
In this worldview all entities can learn, and learning is not limited the use of the five senses. It takes place though
a combination of sensory perception, intuition, inference and teachings of seers or gurus. If the mind is free from
prejudices (lust, anger, greed, intoxication, delusion and jealousy) it can learn from within. Meditative techniques
and yoga are used in addition to ancient written texts in the pursuit of knowledge for liberation and enlightenment. Lessons from previous lives can also play a role. (See Balusubramian and Devi, Traditional knowledge systems of India and Sri Lanka, 2006).
In India the Vedic way of knowing exists alongside that of the (often animistic) tribal populations and with that of
mainstream modern knowledge. In Sri Lanka the Buddhist worldview indicates that the attachment to the material world is the cause of the suffering of humans. The 8-fold path with use of the right insights, right intentions,
words, acts, lifestyle, efforts, attention and concentration leads to enlightenment (nirvana).
Europe: In the dominant or scientific oriented western worldview, the world is conceived of as consisting of, in
the first place, separate and autonomous identities, such as humans, trees, animals (Note 2006). This notion leads
to importance being attached to rationality and self expression and to a domination of the attitude of selfinterest as a main goal in life. A relation between entities is not regarded as an essential part of these identities.
First there are two separate identities which only next have a relation.
In the ‘Enlightenment’ view, knowing is based on measuring and the use of the five senses. Rational logic, materialism, mechanism and self-interest of the individual or group are strong ordering principles through which Western people comprehend reality. There is also a perceived duality, expressed in dichotomies such as mind-matter,
creator-created, man-nature, and object-subject. There is a tendency to reductionism, and knowledge is separated into separate disciplines. In this materialist and mechanistic view, learning is done by subjects that are separate from objects and quantifiability is important. The emphasis of research and of learning is on ‘how things are’:
how a certain effect is caused within the laws of physics or other sciences.
In the ‘Post-modern’ view, the world is regarded more from a holistic perspective, where uncertainty, diversity,
chaos and self-regulation, and synergy are seen as ordering principles. It takes distance from or relativises generic
principles and universal science or values (such as human rights, democracy, good governance). Post-modern
science is more non-dualistic. Sources of knowing include pre-enlightenment views, new scientific insights from
quantum mechanics and transdisciplinarity, social learning and a diversity of ways of knowing and ways of learning from non-western cultures (See Haverkort and Reijntjes (eds), Moving worldviews: reshaping sciences, politics
and practices in Europe, 2006).
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3.6.2 LEARNING IN DUALISTIC AND NON-DUALISTIC WORLDVIEWS
A major difference exists between the ways of learning as they occur in dualistic and non-dualistic worldviews
Building on the first lesson that the differences between worldviews may lead to a different focus on the method
and content of the learning, we have observed that there is an important distinction between dualistic and nondualistic (holist) worldviews. The first makes a deliberate separation between the learner and his/her environment (the subject and the object) whereas the second assumes unity between all that exists and thus assumes
connectivity and reciprocity between all learners. The first puts emphasis on ‘how’ and the second on ‘why’ things
are. This means that, in the process of guiding the learning processes for Endogenous Development, outsiders
need to understand to what extent indigenous ways of knowing and learning are dualistic, or non-dualistic, and to
what extent elements of both co-inside. On that basis the choices can be made for the most appropriate way to
link local/traditional with outside/external ways of knowing.
The dualistic worldview is essentially materialist. It separates mind and matter, mankind and nature, subject and
object. The only thing that can objectively be observed and experienced is matter. Matter is regarded as nonliving, inert. It only responds to the laws of physics, has no capacity to experience, no memory and thus has no
capacity of its own to learn. Mind on the other hand is not tangible and therefore cannot be subject to serious
quantifying scientific research. Non-dualistic or holistic views do not accept the separation between mind and
matter and between the observer and the observed. They consider all non-human beings and also matter to be
sentient (having the ability to feel or perceive), carriers of vital forces, or gross expressions of subtle or spiritual
reality.
The materialist, dualistic notion is dominant in the mainstream scientific world. The non-dualistic notion is often
dominant in traditional cultures, but it is also accepted by and can be explained and understood by advanced
conventional scientific schools such as quantum mechanics and transdisciplinarity. In reality, however, both ways
of thinking can and do co-exist. They can exist separately as parallel systems or they can merge. This can lead to
synergy, but also to confusion or tension, as the values and criteria for decision-making may turn out to be quite
different in the two cases.
In the dualistic notion, learning is a change in behavior as a result of new experiences or perceptions with respect
to an outside environment. Experiences are accepted as true and valuable only if they are the result of objectively
verifiable perception by the senses. Dualism thus leads to a way of learning that sees the environment of the
learner as separate from that of the learning subject. Education serves the purpose to transmit information from
the person who knows to the person who is not-knowing.
In a non-dualistic or holistic perspective, learning is not based on separation or on absorbing information from
outside. The learner is regarded as an intrinsic part of, and thus not separate from, a greater whole. Thus, the
learner seeks connection to a superior source of knowing. Knowing in this perspective is more than processing
data, or acquiring information and responding to it by producing new knowledge and skills. It also implies connectivity, judgment, morality and wisdom. In this perspective, learning results from the sense of being united, being
part of one and the same whole. It results from communication, participation, reciprocity and unity. While learning is based on the use of the senses, it also has an element of learning from within or intuition. To intuit is to
know without necessarily being aware of the logical or empirical reasons.
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3.6.3 BUILDING ON EXISTING PRACTICES OF LEARNING
Endogenous Development builds on the different existing practices for learning
For enhancing Endogenous Development, we need to find ways in which traditional or local ways of learning can
be strengthened and – where possible and relevant – be complemented by outside practices and ways of learning. Endogenous Development can be a way of bridging the gap between indigenous identity and forms of learning on the one hand, and conventional forms of learning on the other. To do this we need to consciously take
local practices and potentials as the starting point. The way local people learn, experiment and teach is therefore
the key for development support. This process requires activities to strengthen learning within cultures (intracultural learning) as well as exchange and learning between cultures (inter-cultural learning).
This idea has been developed in endogenous educational practices and theories. Perhaps the most influential of
these is the ‘pedagogy of the oppressed’ of the Brazilian educator and philosopher Paolo Freire. Freire emphasized the need for a change from regarding the student as a ‘passive trainee’ to seeing the student as an ‘active
learner’. He also insisted on the need for continuous exchange between action and reflection within the learning
process. Adding on this, the experience of COMPAS showed that learning also means knowing to read the signs
of nature (winds, stars, clouds, plants, animals, dreams and feelings) as part of communication between humans
and the surrounding universe.
More recently, the Earth Charter Initiative, which includes many world leaders as well as organizations promoting
ecological sustainability, called for education based on eco-pedagogy or earth-pedagogy. This implies re-directing
formal curricula to incorporate values and principles of the culture of peace and sustainability. This pedagogy
includes peoples’ culture, respect for identity and diversity, and looks at the human as a being in continuous development, interacting with others and the world (Corcoran et al., 2005). Compas partners have experiences in
building on local knowledge and ways of learning. They are presented in more detail in Chapter 5. The example
below presents a roadmap to reform education in Africa, as expressed by an African chief, Nana Nketsia.
Box 3.6.3: African roadmap to reform education
The school must integrate the African worldview and indigenous relationships. The learning process must start
transmitting these values and traditions at an early stage, along with the knowledge of why such activities must
be sustained. The teachers must be those who live by and have experienced the form of knowledge they are
transmitting. Teachers themselves urgently need a program to unlearn in order to re-learn their cultural selves.
It is necessary to teach how Europe has been imbibed as ‘education’ and in the process has unraveled Africa.
Without understanding the colonizing culture, it may be very difficult, if not impossible, for the African to teach
about Africa. Un-learning must be a special subject. Ownership of the school system is vital. Endogenous development can only materialize when there is constant community responsibility for the institutions of learning.
The language of transmission must embody the meaning and culture of the society within which the knowledge is
being transmitted. African dictionaries of English, French, Spanish or Portuguese need to be created. Assessment
of students should include the level of culture and depth of socialization of the individual achieved. There must be
a strong social and cultural basis for evaluating the level of knowledge gained.Modern technological innovation is
not antithetical to endogenous development, but should be integrated in a manner that is based on the way of
life and creativity of the community. This process needs to be part of formal education.
Source: Nana Nketsia, COMPAS Magazine 10.
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3.6.4 SOCIAL LEARNING
Endogenous Development is a social learning process
Learning in Endogenous Development is not just something that takes place in training sessions where persons
with similar backgrounds are subject to training; rather it is a mutual and therefore social learning process between persons who may have different backgrounds and positions in society. There is an intimate connection
between knowledge and activity, and learning takes place in daily life as much as during formal training sessions.
Problem solving and learning from experience are central processes. Knowledge is integrated in the lives of communities that share values, beliefs, languages, and ways of doing things. The processes of learning and of membership in a social environment are inseparable.
Social learning takes place in a so-called communities of practice. Communities of practice are groups of people
who share similar goals and interests. In pursuit of these goals and interests, they employ common practices,
work with the same tools and express themselves in a common language. Through common activity, they build up
common experiences and thus learn together.
Learning in Endogenous Development implies that the learning processes of the rural or urban people and of NGO
development staff or scientists from outside the community go hand in hand. The learning of local people and
that of outside supporters complement each other. Outsiders can learn from local people about their worldviews,
local resources and concepts and practices, and equally, local people can learn with and from outsiders to improve their own ways of learning and experimenting, and also to assess and possibly use relevant information
from outside.
The first and most important consequence of seeing endogenous development as a social learning process is that
all actors are as much students as they are teachers. Another consequence is that it shows the close interrelationship between the development of cognitive, social, spiritual and emotional competences, and the relation these
have to values and ethics. In addition to explicit knowledge there is also implicit knowledge, which represents the
knowledge that people or a community have but are not necessarily conscious/aware of, which gives meaning to
natural or social phenomena. An analysis of the life histories and the social and spiritual kinship of Aymara peasants in Bolivia (Delgado, 2002; Rist, 2002) shows that the dynamics of different forms of knowledge play a fundamental role in the revitalization of local knowledge. Understanding and increasing consciousness of latent or intuitive patterns of interpretation – underlying indigenous knowledge – is therefore a key feature in endogenous
development (Rist, 2002, (Rist et al. 2003)).
Understanding endogenous development as a process of collective learning among professionals, researchers and
local people is a challenge to conventional forms of training. When no fundamental distinction is made between
trainers or trainees, knowledge can be generated through exchange of experience, knowledge and joint reflection
between people of different social, cultural and cognitive backgrounds. Given the significant differences between
the knowledge and the skills of scientists, extension workers and farmers, new types of interaction need to be
created.
We need to change the idea of ‘knowledge transfer’ into one of ‘inter-cultural communication’. This means recognizing that scientists and indigenous people do not necessarily relate in the same way to the different dimensions of the learning processes. Local people usually appreciate the increase in social and emotional competences, where intuition, empathy, respect and openness are equally important as or even more important than reflec5
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tion. External actors tend to focus more on the cognitive dimension. In order to facilitate an equitable dialogue,
the one-sidedness of the different forms of knowledge involved must be overcome.
Enhancing social learning processes therefore requires creating conditions that can meet the different needs of
the actors involved. It is important therefore to create platforms that allow local and indigenous people to meet
with development workers, researchers, and university staff. These platforms can provide room for collective
learning processes that integrate the development of social, emotional, spiritual and cognitive competences.
Box 3.6.4: An example of social learning: Autodidactic Learning for Sustainability (L4S)
In order to enhance social learning processes in a more systematic way, the Centre for Development and Environment (CDE) of the University of Bern in Switzerland, and its southern partners, developed an instrument called
‘Learning for Sustainability’ (L4S). This focuses on the use of local sustainable resources, how to identify the nonsustainable use of resources, and strategies that aim to promote sustainable development).
Structure of autodidactic learning training module
Part I: a basic understanding of ‘how sustainable resource use is rooted in a local setting’ is developed. Exercises
and texts are used to reconstruct, in a systemic perspective, what local and external participants perceive as ‘natural resources’, ‘development’, ‘actors’, ‘the socio-political context’, and the ways in which these factors are interrelated.
Part II: focuses on the question of ‘how to identify non-sustainable use of natural resources’. Joint reflection and
analysis of interconnected ecological and socio-cultural problems and the impacts associated with resource use at
the local level.
Part III: addresses key aspects of ‘strategies that aim to promote sustainable development’. The strategies identified are condensed and formulated into community-based development initiatives. After they have been validated in community assemblies, they are often used in communicating with external supporting institutions. This
allows the communities to change course and invite external institutions to participate in development initiatives
emerging from within.
The training module of learning for sustainability provides a concept and a methodology for creating platforms
that foster social learning processes. It is based on a dynamic that is produced by bringing together local and
external actors in mixed learning groups in a ‘real world’ learning environment. This allows horizontal interaction
between the group members. The interaction must be intense and last long enough to permit the growth of social
and emotional competences, as an integrative part of the processes of exchange of knowledge and joint reflection.
This training module consists of a 2-3 week-long workshop. The members of the mixed learning group reflect the
diversity of local and external actors, including different generations, gender, areas of specialization, religions,
professions and responsibilities. The workshop takes place in a rural village or community and consists of a sequence of interrelated exercises and working sessions, which take into account both local and external conditions
and their interrelations. The exercises are mainly based on participatory rural appraisal methods, such as transects, participatory mapping, Venn diagrams, role-playing, storytelling. These are elaborated in such a way that
the participants collectively reconstruct and interpret life and its context in a systemic perspective.
Empowering local visions
The moderators of the workshop are responsible for organizing how the participants carry out the exercises,
which form the main part of the workshop, as well as preventing a retreat into traditional hierarchical patterns of
interaction. Only in this way is it possible to examine the different visions actors have based on their understand5
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ing of natural resources, nature, society or culture, and the ways these interact.
The fundamental contrast between this methodology and the conventional participatory rural appraisal procedures is that in this case the focus is not only on the perceptions and visions of local actors, but on those of the
external actors as well. The results, systematized according to the different groups of participants, are always fed
back in the plenary sessions, where the whole group can identify and reflect on differences, conflicts or common
interests. This process leads to intense and highly motivated debate and shared reflection, which is practically
identical with social learning (see example in Box 2).
Experiences of an L4S workshop in Bolivia
As a first exercise during a workshop in Bolivia, participants made a transect walk through the community and
registered the natural resources they observed and the social actors related to these. Before going out into the
community, small mixed groups of farmers and professionals had to determine how they would register the results. While the external actors suggested registering them separately, the farmers argued that this was ‘useless’.
For them resources are an organic unity, which is also embraced by the earth’s mother (Pachamama). In the
presentation of the transect results, participants agreed that local people have their own understanding of natural resources. Besides soil, plants, animals, water and so forth, the farmers also registered the clouds, rain, sun,
wind, sacred water sources, mountains and caves as important ‘natural resources’.
In the plenary session, external participants indicated openly that they were surprised by the degree of holism
underlying local visions. A fascinating dialogue emerged, in which external actors explained to themselves and to
the farmers the limitations of their way of looking at nature and society. The participants debated this experience
and came to the following conclusion: ‘Interaction between external and local actors often fails because professionals make their own vision prevail and local actors normally do not dare to bring their own views into the discussion.’
This process is a powerful instrument for flattening the often hierarchical relationships between local and external actors and the forms of knowledge they represent. Opening external visions and perceptions to the collective
learning process constitutes clear ‘de-powerment’ of outside actors. At the same time, it represents a visible empowerment of local actors, who are normally not allowed to assess external values and knowledge. This creates
room for a more horizontal form of interaction, which is a fundamental requirement for the enhancement of social learning processes.
From reflection to action
Experience has shown that, once a mutual learning process has been established among the participants, which
usually occurs after some 6 to 8 days, discussions of the current situation automatically lead to plans for concrete
action to improve it. Thus the subsequent phase in the learning process implies a move towards the choice of
specific actions that will make better use of existing local and external resources. By the end of the workshop
participants normally have formulated three or four draft local development initiatives, which are submitted to
community members in a final presentation.
Later, the initiatives formulated during the workshop are discussed at regular community meetings, leading to
approval, modification or rejection (see Box 3). As the example from India shows, the social energies generated
through collective learning can trigger important technical, social and political changes, which take into account
the multidimensionality of local or endogenous development.
Water management and the campaign against corruption in Bikanhalli
The Indian NGO Sampak organized an L4S workshop in the village of Bikanhalli that lies in the semi-arid district of
northern Karnataka. It soon became clear that people were suffering a severe livelihood crisis, which had been
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worsened by three years of heavy drought. The problem of water scarcity is central in this part of India. Groundwater is exploited at the individual level by people digging more and more bore-wells. As a consequence the water table has sunk dramatically. Additionally, high-input agriculture, combined with salt water has caused severe
degradation of the soil. People were very aware of the deterioration of their natural and social resources. During
the workshop, joint reflection revealed that the families of the village do not think of water as a community asset,
nor do they have community meetings to discuss the state of natural resources, or plan to restore them collectively.
By the end of the three-week workshop, local participants wished to maintain the platform that had emerged,
because they wanted to overcome their individualistic approach to resource management. Motivated by regular
follow-up meetings supported by Sampak, local participants of the workshop formed a farmers’ sangha, or group,
committed to sustainable land and water management. The sangha made an initial proposal for investment in
their land, based on the insights developed during the workshop, and presented it to the Ministry of Rural Development. The government approved only a small portion of the requested funding, and the release of these funds
was delayed until payments or bribes to officials had been made.
In a long meeting, the people of the sangha and other village members decided to transform their small rural
development proposal into a pilot project which would also address the problem of corruption. Together with
Sampak they are now engaged in social mobilization, claiming their right to the entire amount approved by the
government. One participant explained that he had learned in the workshop “that having water without the civil
right to get integral public funding – without bribes – is like having a pump without water”.
This methodology may be more time consuming than conventional ways of doing rapid participatory appraisals,
but has the great advantage of extending participation and making the differences between farmers’ and outsiders’ interpretation and analysis more visible and accessible. Moreover, it comprises a further step forward towards a more comprehensive form of participation, which opens up horizons for intra- and inter-cultural dialogue
practiced throughout the process of development. The whole process, ranging from definition of problems and
potentials, to analysis of underlying factors and forces, and the implementation and evaluation of activities becomes an integral part of social learning processes.
Source: Stephan Rist, COMPAS Magazine 9

4.0 INTERACTIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT CULTURES AND WAYS OF KNOWING

4.1. TYPES OF INTERACTION
Interaction between different cultures may result from friendships, curiosity and networks of solidarity and cooperation, as well as from trade, migration, missionary activity, tourism, war or mass communication. The degree of
reciprocal influence may vary greatly. In many cases, the more powerful culture oppresses and dominates and,
deliberately or by implication, has an influence on the less powerful cultures. When analyzing the different ways
in which sciences and forms of knowledges can inter-relate it would be impossible here to discuss them all. There
are many differences in the way people react to interaction.
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Without claiming to be comprehensive, therefore, we present some common relations between different ways of
knowing in the table below:
Table 4.1.: Typology of possible interactions between different cultures and ways of knowing
Type of interaction Characteristics

Examples

1. Clash or hostilities Violent occupation, wars, resistance, fights Fights between religions or political lines; independbetween civilizations.

ence or resistance movements; terrorism and antiterrorism.

2. Going Under-

The suppressed knowledge continues to

ground

exist but not openly. In order to avoid re- Lanka; spirit mediums in Africa; traditional leaders in
pression, hostilities or rejection, local

Many local knowledge systems: shamanism in Sri

the Andes.

knowledge continues in a clandestine way.
3. Parallel knowledg- Different ways of knowing co-exist openly Conventional medicine and Ayurvedic medicine coes

without interaction; cultural or scientific

existing in India; Islam, Christianity and other religions

apartheid.

co-existing in Europe; conventional and bio-dynamic
or organic farming; voluntary isolation from certain
aspects of international exchange of a country like
Bhutan.

4. Utilitarianism and Elements of local knowledge which can be Aspirin is made, based on a local practice already
selective inclusion

scientifically understood or validated are

used by the Ancient Egyptians and Greeks, without

accepted for enhancing the stock of scien- their knowing its active ingredient. Local medicinal
tific knowledge; may imply assessment of practices for malaria treatment;
local knowledge by outside scientists and
lead to ex-situ conservation of local
knowledge.
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adoption of Arab mathematics and Chinese gunpowder by Western scientists

Type of interaction Characteristics
5. Substitution

Examples

The dominant system forces the introduc- Missionary activities to substitute traditional relition of exogenous concepts to substitute

gions, privatization of land, introduction of European

local traditions.

languages as national language, exogenous rule of
law to replace traditional juridical systems, republican
and democratic systems of governance, hygiene
measures as conditions for export.

6. Paternalism

Traditional knowledge is a starting point

Transfer of technology in education, health and agri-

but must be ‘up-dated’ by scientific contri- cultural extension programs.
butions.
7. Syncretism

The dominant and dominated systems

European knowledge with Cartesian knowledge and

merge and incorporate each other’s rituals, Catholicism merged with Andean or Maya beliefs,
beliefs and knowledge in such a way that

health practices and rituals.

both systems believe that their knowledge
is the one that is dominant.

8. Complementarity Two different ways of knowing and using
mechanisms of exchange and mutual

FRLHT in India, with activities to exchange and compare different health care traditions.

learning aimed at complementing each
other.
Local knowledge is romanticized and con- ‘Going native’, rejecting possible contributions of
9. Romanticism

sidered basically ‘good’ and should have

global science; enhancing capacity of resistance of

the right to remain as it is.

local actors.
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Type of interaction Characteristics
10. Co-evolution

Examples

Different forms of knowledge evolve simul- Experiences of COMPAS partners in Europe (cotaneously, in the first place on the basis of existing farming styles), Africa (Ghana and Zimbatheir own dynamics (revitalization) and

bwe),Latin America (Picads).

partly as a response to their interaction/dialogue with other forms of knowing.

11. Trans-cultural

Sciences knowledge that they represent

Development of holistic medicine and health care in

and transdisciplinary one type of knowledge among others and industrialized and developing countries, or the clarifisynergy

that knowledge is always culturally em-

cation of interactions, which are not (yet) scientifical-

bedded and forming part of historic devel- ly explainable. Work of Nicolescu, Sheldrake, Wilber
opment. Both can benefit from compre-

and others.

hensive interaction.

4.2 STRATEGIC CHOICES IN ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT
The debate in science about its relation to local knowledge is not new: since the beginning of the Enlightenment, the natural sciences have always understood their role as consciously and critically revising ‘local
knowledge’, often considered superstitious or romantic. It is therefore not surprising that the relation between
science and other forms of knowledge is often reduced to an evaluation of the coherence and consistency between the two forms of knowledge in question, with science making a hegemonic claim to truth.
Table 4.1 summarizes some of the most common relationships. The typology reveals a number of issues that
need to be addressed when analyzing the relationship between different forms of knowledge:
First, an intercultural perspective means to recognize that – due to global interdependence and communication
– almost any type of knowledge available today is, in one way or another, influenced by others. This makes it
almost impossible to distinguish between fundamental differences characterizing different ‘knowledge systems’.
The notion of a ‘system’ implies that boundaries separating an internal from an external sphere can be defined,
and distinctive structures be detected. If one takes into account that few – if any – social actors rely exclusively
on only one system of knowledge, the limitations of defining separate knowledges becomes obvious.
To overcome the conceptual limitation of conceiving of knowledges as separate systems, it is therefore advisable to describe them as ‘ ways of knowing’ rather than ‘knowledge systems’. ‘Ways of knowing’ are much more
open to capturing the different processes, types and possible combinations of knowledge involved in social action. Emphasizing ways of knowing and means to focus on processes of knowledge creation rather than on a
6
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classification of their outcomes. This is particularly helpful in the case of endogenous knowledges, since these
forms of knowledge are related to other sources and processes than those of mainstream science, which are
essentially based on rationalist critical examination. Endogenous forms of knowledge are often related to tacit
knowledge (Polanyi, 1983), and may be based on meditation, intuition, inspiration and empathy (Millar, 1996).
They may also be inaccessible to non-initiated (secret knowledges), a limitation that poses a very special ethical
problem that requires separate treatment.
Second, the table reveals how strongly the relation between mainstream and endogenous sciences depends on
specific ethical positions. As knowledge production occurs within specific economic and political contexts, it is
also always influenced by specific power relations that determine who produces knowledge, what knowledge is
being enhanced, who transmits it, who has access to it and benefits from it, and what purpose the knowledge is
meant to serve. The relative strength and position of a specific science is the result of the outcome of the power
relations of the past and of the present. This means that the degree to which a certain way of knowing is spread
and accepted may depend more on the history and its present day power base than on its intrinsic quality or the
value attached to it by the people of the own knowledge community.
Third, the global domination of the rationalist way of knowing and the emphasis on the use of knowledge for
accumulation of material and financial wealth creates important problems at global level. In the neoliberal and
materialist societies to a large extent science is being used, research being funded and researchers are being
employed to serve the needs of the entrepreneurs and corporate sector. The environment, social systems, cultural diversity and distribution of food, wealth and health services often are often subject to commercial aims.
The paradigms of mainstream science are a response to its funding and hence attach great value to competition,
control, monocultures, exploitation rather than to diversity, synergy, reciprocity, cooperation and balance.
Fourth, a mutual learning process and dialogue between different types of knowledge, which wants to overcome suppression, substitution and selective inclusion by mainstream sciences, requires the revision of power,
values and underlying worldviews, but also a revision of the research paradigms and funding priorities. Doing
Education and Research in the context of Endogenous Development is a personal and institutional political
choice which may imply a shift in priorities, research methods and protocols.
Fifth , the idea of integration of (mainstream and endogenous) knowledge, by taking the “best” of both, is not
always realistic: what is “best” or ‘’worse’’ depends on values and worldviews of each culture involved in the
dialogue; rather that looking for the “best” elements of two ways of knowing the search could focus on finding
the most fruitful elements that helps to establish a meaningful and comprehensive intra- and intercultural dialogue. Sometimes different knowledges have contradictory or mutually exclusive positions. For example, the
hegemony between mind and matter may be seen differently; the notion of connectivity and unity may be different from the notion of duality, separation and disciplinarity. Rather than having the idea that the end result
of inter-scientific dialogues would be one integrated scientific construction, we may have to accept or may be
better, embrace the fact that a diversity of ways of knowing exists, each having its strong and weak points and
each unraveling part of the complex reality. The combination of –sometimes contradicting- sciences may reveal
a better picture of the reality than reliance one science, however powerful that may seem to be.
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Finally we reach the conclusion that, the key activities for supporting Endogenous Education and Endogenous
Research can be seen at two levels: Intra-science learning for revitalization and intercultural dialogues for coevolution. We will explore these key activities below.
4.2.1 INTRA-SCIENCE LEARNING FOR REVITALIZATION AND INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUES FOR COEVOLUTION
INTRA-SCIENCE LEARNING
A process of intra-science dialogue and learning can be designed and carried out in order to strengthen and
revitalize endogenous ways of knowing. The experiences the COMPAS partners and of other similar initiatives indicate that prior to an inter-science dialogue with mainstream sciences and other endogenous sciences, an intra-scientific dialogue and process of revitalisation of traditional knowledges will be essential.34
Without such an intra-science revitalization, the endogenous knowledge and science may become marginalized, possibly unintentionally if it would engage in interscientific learning processes. E.g. if children do not
learn to express themselves orally and in writing in the indigenous languages, they will not acquire the idiosyncratic meanings of indigenous languages and lose important emotional, social and spiritual significances
of their own languages and cultures if they only receive education in the framework of mainstream science.
For this, methods for the revitalization of the endogenous knowledges need to be developed.
These methods can include: Methods for strengthening the own knowledge base; for redefining the relationship between indigenous or traditional peoples and outside agents; methods for raising the awareness
of indigenous people of the relevance of its own cosmovisions, strengthening indigenous institutions,
knowledge and values; and for determining the way the dominant system has an impact on their livelihoods.
Also methods for participatory assessment of endogenous knowledge and practices, and ways to strengthen
weak points of endogenous knowledge and sciences should be developed. This is an important activity, that
requires careful approaches and often requires a reversal of the dominant position of researchers and of the
research paradigms being used to ensure that mainstream science is no longer suppressing or substituting
endogenous sciences.
Vitality
A Key word in endogenous research is re-vitalisation. Vitality is the capacity to bring about new life
forms, initiatives, growth, creativity and or improvement of quality. For practices in the domain of
health, farming or management of natural resources vitality is a function of the effectiveness of existing practices and of the innovativeness and creativity of the knowledge holders. In short: Vitality
is a function of Effectiveness and Innovativeness. V=f(E.I)
The Effectiveness of the practices involved; this could be measured in terms of the effect on health
in individual cases, its safety and its impact on the health situation of the total number of persons
DelgadoF., and Escobar V., Dialogo intercultural e intercientifico; para el fortalecimiento de las ciencias de los pueblos
indigenas originarios. Agruco/Compas 2006.
34
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using the practices. For agriculture and management of natural resources similar parameters can be
found.
The Innovativeness of the local experts: the way in which the local experts (healers) are learning
from their experiences, the way they do research, find new solutions for existing and newly emerging problems and develop theories about its practices and transfer knowledge and skills to younger
generations.
Thus, efforts to re- vitalise local traditions are efforts to bring back the vitality that once existed.
Such effort should thus focus on both dimensions or look for the best combination of strengthening
effectiveness and innovativeness. Focussing on effectiveness or innovativeness alone can be a serious omission, as the dimensions are interrelated: the (lack of) effectiveness can be a result of the
(lack of) innovativeness or the other way around. And: one-sided attention to assessing effectiveness by the use of bio-medical and or positivistic agronomic methods and parameters could lead
to –unintended- weakening of the local control and Innovativeness of the local knowledge holders.
An other term that could be used is invigoration, i.e. enhancing the vigour, the resilient strength of
body or mind. Niagia F. Santuah, a PhD student from Ghana (p.c.) prefers this term to vitality, in
order to avoid the misinterpretation as if traditional knowledge would have lost its vitality.
INTERSCIENTIFIC DIALOGUES AND CO-EVOLUTION
Once the endogenous science has a minimum level of vitality the possibilities for interscientific dialogues and
co-evolution can be sought. This co-evolution requires that the partners involved accept the differences, are
interested in each other’s worldviews, (ontology’s) , ways of learning (gnoseology's), values (axiology's), theoretical frameworks (epistemologies) and social organization of the knowledge processes, and are prepared to
use this information to explore possibilities for improving its own science and to contribute to the improvement
of the other science.
The partners in the dialogue stimulate each other and learn from each other. They do not start from a hegemonistic or hierarchical position, although differences in resource availability and degree of marginalization should
be acknowledged and be addressed. Ultimately co-evolution may lead to a number of co-existing and diverse
sciences, each making its own contribution to the human efforts to understand and relate to the reality and to
efforts to solve the diversity of problems and contribute to diverse notions of wellbeing. In choosing the methods for interscience dialogues and co-evolution care must be taken that the endogenous sciences are not being
marginalized, but are rather getting supported to be a full partner in the process, where synergies between different sciences is being sought.
In the inter-scientific dialogue, emphasis needs to be placed on a mutual reflection on the specific basic elements of each form of knowledge and science: What are its sources of knowing (the worldviews, the way of
learning and role of rationality and intuition, the values involved, the methods used for research)? How is it
placed in terms of power and conflicts within the own society and in relation to the dominant science? What are
the and theoretical concepts and frameworks and what social and methodological mechanisms are being used
to test, share and assess the quality of the knowledge and the way it can be accessed and used.
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In short, the basic elements of a science we consider relevant in this context are:
• The ontology: The way the people see themselves and their relation with the rest of the cosmos:
the Worldview or Cosmovision.
• The axiology: The moral, values and aesthetics of the people
• The methodology (or Gnoseology): Methods for Learning, experimenting and teaching. It is obvious that the way of learning is a directly related to the worldview.
• The epistemology: The way knowledge is organized: its Logic, Theoretical frameworks and Paradigms
• The knowledge community: the experts, leaders, healers, guides and the way they carry out
peer reviews, have debates and discourses on Worldviews, Methods Theories and Values and
agree on accepting or rejecting them.
A good dialogue requires:
•
•
•
•
•

The preparedness to listen and to empathize with perspectives that are not part of established frameworks.
The willingness to be challenged and to challenge others.
The commitment to be responsive to others
The openness to explore new horizons
Creativity to build new coalitions and new theories and practices

The results of the dialogues are not in the first place publications in scientific media, and prestige is not indicated by citation indexes. What counts is rather the progresses made in terms of social learning, new insights in
and progress made in intercultural dynamics and interscientific dialogues.
In chapter 7 of this volume we will further elaborate on the basic elements of science and will explore the pitfalls and opportunities of intra- and interscience learning .

4.3. ENDOGENOUS RESEARCH AND EDUCATION IN POLITICAL-ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE
The typology indicates, that to be able to choose an appropriate way for revitalization and dialogue with other
ways of knowing or sciences, a good analysis of the power situation of the endogenous way of knowing in relation
to the dominant science, and making of strategic choices are required. Before entering into the specific approaches to be used for Endogenous Research and Education, we will present some more information on the
political mechanisms that contribute to and explain the dynamics of the domination and liberation processes. We
will present some reflections on missionary and colonization, on neo-colonization, decolonization and globalization, and in some cases bring more in depth information from one of the partners of CAPTURED. We hope that in
the course of the CAPTURED program the researches being carried out will bring ahead more specific understanding of the power situation of each science involved and ways to address them by revitalization and co-evolution.
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4.3.1 MISSIONARY ACTIVITIES AND COLONIZATION
Historically, all ‘world religions’ (Jewish religion, Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam) are – by referring
to specific aspects of spiritual life- aiming to justify and enable the development of certain combinations of values, norms and features of personal identities.
And also, most world religions have been – and still are - active in missionary activities. It is often assumed that
this missionary tendency is related to the belief that people can only reach eternal bliss in heaven if they have
practiced the right faith. Converting others to the right faith is thus considered a religious duty or an act of altruism and has often led – and still leads – to aggression, oppression, intra and international colonization and imperial tendencies. The unconverted people are considered as ‘poor souls’ legitimizing the establishment of hierarchies on which at the top are the missionaries aiming to save the non-believers if necessary even by force. But
generally these missionary activities did not stand on its own: they were often combined with economic and
political control and domination and straight colonization of other people and territories regions.
These activities then lead to exploitation of the natural and human resources in the colonies, suppression of
indigenous spirituality and knowledge, forced conversion to dominant religions and introduction of foreign values, education and health systems. The missionary aspect, often gave a justification for the colonization process.
The strategies for reaching control over ‘pagan’ populations have followed a certain pattern. The submission of
indigenous Western European peoples (Celts and Teutonic’s) by the Holy Roman Empire, the conquest of the
Americas, Africa and parts of Asia by European nations and Muslim invasions and occupations in other parts of
the world had common elements and involved the following:
The colonising empire builds up an economic and military power with a strong link to certain belief or religious
system. The belief system justified the control of other peoples. The indigenous cultures and religions of the
colonised peoples were declared barbaric and inferior and their belief systems superstitious and unscientific and
uncivil. The introduction of the new religion was presented as a liberalising and civilizing mission with great benefits for the people and justifiable through the forced occupation using military or other deceptive means. Even
in Europe, the indigenous populations were called barbaric and inferior by the Roman colonisers. In present day
Europe, migratory and non-conforming groups such as the nomadic groups continue tend to suffer similar fate.
European expansionism outside Europe was guided and informed by similar justifications. The black peoples of
Africa and indigenous populations of the New World were considered inferior races by European colonisers and
occupiers. The same can be said of Arab occupiers in North Africa. Christianity and Islam spread their faith in
order to salvage the so-called heathens, unfaithful and uncivil.
Alliances and pacts were made with the ruling political leaders and traditional, largely under false pretences
and/or through cohesion. Legal systems were influenced to take on board the new and Eurocentric moralities
and values. In Europe, the Holy Roman Empire and the Church of Rome formed an interdependent system of
spiritual and political authority that was justified to control the continent politically and to substitute traditional
religions with Christianity. Similar processes took place in the New World of America and Sub-Sahara Africa
where the traditional authorities, largely local rulers and leaders such as kings, chiefs, priests and headsmen
played various roles that resulted in the establishment of direct or indirect rule over their peoples.
Sacred places and places of worship were destroyed and where possible replaced by churches on the same location that adopted and used systems, practices and materials similar to those of the displaced religions. SO-called
heathen festivals have been transformed into the Christmases and Valentines of the Christian Church. The Christianisation of Northern Europe did get a major impact until an Irish missionary Bonifatius destroyed the sacred
oak of the Teutonic’s in Kassel. The Christian churches built in Europe till 1350 have been built on the places of
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worship of the indigenous religions. Sacred places of the Incas and Aztecs were destroyed and turned into
Christian churches, often using the building material of the original places. Shrines and sacred groves in Africa
were rejected and where possible demolished by colonial occupants.
Indigenous spiritual leaders were also declared demonic and persecuted. During the Inquisition in Europe and
the New World a church based court of justice could condemn and punish -even to death- those who wanted to
practice so-called heathen practices such as idolatry, magic and witchcraft or those who did not comply to the
laws of the church. The colonial rule of the 18th and 19th centuries often included laws to that forbad witchcraft
and magic on grounds of superstition and heathen in African colonies.
Many dominated cultures, confronted by the powerful intruder, persuaded and compelled to perceive their
actions in terms and contrast to European constructs of the supernatural. In spite of the initial and even continued resistances, many of them eventually submitted to the European values. In the conquest of the Aztec empire, the Spanish conquistador Hernán Cortés was considered a superpower, whose arrival had been predicted
by traditional seers and was therefore welcomed by part of the people. In other parts of the Americas as well as
Africa the native people considered the missionary priests as shamans and their books as positive tools for manipulating nature and the supernatural forces. Literacy has been considered a powerful tool, sometimes superior or complementary, to those of the traditional shamans. This way, literacy and aspect of Christianity were able
to break traditional barriers and were eventually incorporated into the traditional belief systems.
Certain traditional practices were given new labels to commensurate and coincide with and for incorporation
into the new Christian religion. This syncretism can be observed in Medieval Europe, the Americas and to a lesser extent in Africa where certain festivals and practices have indigenous roots and are tolerated by the church.
In Latin America, this syncretism is still very much a part of the local reality. A wide range of traditional festivals
and agricultural rituals have been incorporated into Christianity. Hence, it can also be argued, that Christianity
has been absorbed by the traditional belief systems. In Africa, the traditional religious practices have been rejected and suppressed by the formal churches. Yet, there are also instances where there has been the incorporation of Christianity and indigenous systems, often called the new African Churches However, such incorporation has not been as strong, and syncretism as common in Africa compared to the Americas. Through education,
welfare and technological innovations, Christianity religion was gaining popularity and created local elite educated in the new system.
These new leaders gained status and influence and had the tendency to reject the old religion more vigorously
than the missionaries, as their new position and status in society depended on this. The educated elites in Europe were trained by church-based institutions, as was the case in Africa where the church based education
systems and development programs often perform better than the state-based institutions. Acknowledging the
presence and relevance of some of the traditional practices is often more difficult for this new elite than for
outsiders as their status and professional opportunities depend on the new knowledge system. The perceived
expanded opportunities, increased visibilities and enhanced power and authorities of the new elites have become important justification for guardianship and protectionism.
Traditional practices, leaders and institutions that were no longer legalized or accepted continued to function in
a parallel or underground mode. However, a new religion and value system does not easily wipe out the traditions. Under the threat of the persecution and ridicule, the traditional leaders often have gone underground
where they have continued to perform their roles as spiritual leaders unnoticed by the new rulers. At present,
this can be observed in Latin America, Africa and Asia. Europe was initially no exception on this rule. However,
700 years of domination and entrenchment by Christianity and subsequent social, economical and political de
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Developments have reduced the indigenous belief systems in Europe to a vague memory.
Policies were adopted that refuse to observe and to build on traditional knowledge and values, but rather reinforce the dominant trend. This tendency has been particularly strong in Africa. But, also in Europe, the Celtic
and Germanic religion practices have been neglected systematically by the Christian rulers. In tropical countries,
the policies often resemble the modernization trends set by international development agencies, and hardly
address the diversity of cultures, values and knowledge systems.
The colonizing mechanisms that played a role in the conflicts and wars, invasions and dominations by indigenous
peoples within the Americas, Asia and Africa may have similar patterns, especially with regard to occupation and
its attendant agenda of political domination and economic exploitation. However, the missionary zeal to make
converts and to eradicate original belief systems were often limited or even absent.
An important fatality of colonial interruption of colonized peoples is the colonization of the value systems and
meaning making processes through the devaluation and even criminalization of indigenous ways and believes.
This was manifest through education, research and development interventions. In North America, residential
schools become an important tool for westernizing abducted aboriginal children. In Africa, under French Colonialism, citizens were made of Africans who demonstrated a high sense of detribalization and cultural alienation.
The valorisation of Western of values, fashions and ways of life and it negative repercussions on colonized peoples have been written on extensively in the works of Edward’s on “Orientalism” and “Culture and Imperialism,”Kwame Nkrumah’s “Conscientism,” W. E. Abraham’s35 “The Mind of Africa” and Franz Fanon’s “White Faces, Black Masks.”
The overturning of colonized cultures through religious proselytization and the civilizing mission also had a gender dimension. The highly patriarchal societies of the Judeo-Christian traditions of the West, with their dualized
and opposed gender/sex regimes made the rather nuanced systems or regimes of gender of the colonized peoples too complex and incomprehensible. Hence, it became easier to ignore them and impose new systems or
regimes. Especially, in dealing with the locals, colonizers imposed their own male-dominated gender systems on
even matriarchal societies. The schools, churches and workplaces became immediate spaces for transplanting
the “men lead, while women follow” ideology resulting in the creation of housewives and ladies, who have to
depend on their male providers for survival.
Also, the present day forms and manifestation of global domination lacks the (formal) religious component. But,
the belief in the superiority and innate goodness of western values, knowledge and science continue to define
shape and direct development policies, programs and projects globally in ways that are similar to the civilizing
and imperialist agenda of European expansionism resulting in criticism that equate developmentalism and globalization to imperialism and colonialism.36 Western hegemony continues to figure in development efforts in
spite reactionary and counter-discourses. It is in view of such hegemonic and imperialist agendas, even within
the context of development support that endogenous development finds agency.

35 W.E, Abraham also makes references to the earlier work of A.W. Amo, a Ghanaian philosopher, on the mind. Amo was an 18th
Century philosopher and advocate who lectured in universities in Germany.
36

E. Said, (Culture and Imperialism) T. Zeleza, (Modern Economic History of Africa) A. Sen (Development in Freedom
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Box 4.3.1 Instruments of domination and colonization
Across the different cultures, in order to dominate other peoples, colonial powers have been
using a combination or mix of the following instruments:
• Formation of bond between dominating political, economic, religious and scientific
powers
• Declaring own system superior: religion, science, policy, economy
• Declaring other systems as being superstitious, inferior
• This justifies domination and substitution as a improvements: liberation of fears, traditionalism, exploitation
• Political/Economic/military power to conquer/subject: colonize and substitute systems
• Co-opt political leaders: indirect rule
• Integrate ‘’good’’ parts of traditional knowledge into dominating knowledge
• Declare religious leaders as witches, substitute priests, healers
• Substitute indigenous sacred places by temples and churches of the exogenous religion
• Substitute political system, educational system, health and agric system,
• Role of germs and arms: diseases, mortality by war and by diseases on both sides
• Mestizification, slavery, apartheid
• Mining, Use comparative advantage for production of excess, export of raw materials,
added value and processing in dominating economies
• Train and employ local elite to head new education, new political power, new spiritual
leadership. They reinforce identity of colonised mind.
• Colonized systems suppressed/prosecuted or tolerated, depending on assessment and
strategy.
• Resistance suppressed, negotiated, compromised
• Independence granted on conditions: continuation of laws, politics, science, religion,
economics.
• neo-colonialism: supranational organisations, globalization, universal claims of science,
commercialization of image, status of food, clothing, etcetera
• Othering of peoples ethnicity as justification for domination
• Misrepresentation and misappropriation of ethnic cultures to serve colonial interests
• Sectional and/or groups interests ignored and collectivized to create the domination of
marginal groups.
• Friendships, goodwill and gifting to lure unsuspecting people

4.3.2 DEALING WITH TRADITIONAL AND MODERN SCIENCE: INDIAN PERSPECTIVE.
The industrial revolution, the resulting economic development of Europe and the spread of European trade and
colonisation from the 16th century onwards led to the establishment of an interlinked world economy. Innovations in maritime technology and nautical skills enabled European ships to transport silver from the Americas,
porcelain from China and spices from the East Indies to the flourishing cities in Western Europe. These processes
culminated in the European colonialism and imperialism of the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries, which together with
industrialisation marked the birth of the modern world (Scarre, op.cit)
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In the Encyclopedia of the History of Science, Technology and Medicine in Non-Western cultures (Selin, 1997)
Micheal Adas presents an overview of the way western science played a role in European expansion and the way
it affected the diversity of epistemologies in the dominated cultures. He asserts that scientific curiosity was a major motive for European expeditions of discovery and conquest. Astronomers and cartographers often sailed with
merchants for the purpose of testing new instruments, taking astronomical and nautical readings from distant
latitudes and charting unknown regions. These developments greatly enhanced European advantages over other
peoples in navigation, trade and warfare by sea.
As European armies and administrators advanced inland, in the America’s, Africa and Asia, geologists and botanists followed exotic specimens to carry home and the information gained was used to accumulate wealth and to
build a new vision on the earth and the cosmos. Ethnological studies became the basis for allegedly scientific and
invariably hierarchic classifications of human types, usually termed races. As Western Europe’s need for markets
and raw materials grew, fields like meteorology, geology, chemistry and applied mathematics became more important in the colonial enterprise. The predominant scientific approach was mechanistic. A more organic approach to nature and the cosmos, which might have been more compatible with and accommodating towards
non-western epistemologies were excluded or marginalised. With only a few exceptions, European colonial scientists and policy makers were generally rendered unreceptive to non-western ways of thinking about and interacting with the natural world.
Science was considered to be value neutral, objective in its procedures, privileging abstractions and reason, empirically grounded and transcending time and space and therefore universally valid. These attributes gave the
practitioners and scientists confidence that the spread of this epistemology – and the institutions and procedures
associated with it- to the rest of the peoples of the globe was both beneficial and inevitable. It was seen as a
strategy to rationalise the world and to banish superstitious or subjective, intuitively oriented epistemologies.
Western science was also aggressively expansive and intolerant of non-western epistemologies- just as it has
been of alternative ways of knowing in Europe itself.
By the early ninetieth century, western science was inextricably linked to the great technological advances that
drove to the Industrial ‘revolution and the market oriented, fossil-fuel intensive and interdependent global order
and the Western hegemonic ideologies. The process by which Western science was diffused and its impact on
overseas societies also differed greatly depending on the timing of European interaction with non-western cultures, the colonizers assumptions about the level of sophistication of indigenous technologies and the actual attainments of colonized peoples in science and technologies.
Colonisers met densely populated areas with highly developed scientific and technological traditions in South Asia
and China, as well as small and scattered populations in Canada and Australia. The latter were hardly integrated in
the scientific network of the European metropolis, Great Britain. The pursuit of science in Latin America was
stunted because of Spain‘s political and economical decline and its marginalisation as a centre of scientific learning. Nonetheless, in all of the settlement colonies, indigenous systems for understanding, learning, teaching and
experimenting were pushed to the periphery. Ethnologists studied indigenous belief systems and traditions for
their folklore or antiquarian value, not because they had something to teach to the colonizers. The research
agenda’s in the colonies were set by the scientific societies and institutions in Europe and served the needs to
uncover and extract the great natural wealth.
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In the first part of the 20th century the situation changed with respect to Canada, Australia and especially the USA.
Due to the second World War of 1938-1945 many scientists from Europe (e.g. Einstein) were forced to migrate
and these former colonial areas took the lead in many scientific endeavours.
In India, China and the Middle East the European colonisers recognised some aspects of the ancient civilisation:
writing, specialized intellectual elites and cities. This fed mutual curiosity and interchange. In China the Jesuits
studied astronomy, chemistry and medical techniques. In India Portuguese and Dutch merchants consulted Indian
physicians and accepted superiority of Indian physicians in treating some of the tropical diseases. The Moslem
leaders in the Middle East were ready to integrate western concepts in their knowledge, whereas the Chinese and
Japanese resisted the introduction of alien concepts. Indian surveyors, engineers and medical practitioners received training and served in colonial administrations and worked for European firms.
In much of the rest of Asia, sub-Sahara Africa, Latin America and the Pacific islands, opportunities for advanced
training was minimal. In these areas, the scientific work was the monopoly of the European coloniser. This was
possible through conscious denials and racist misrepresentations of the scientific past of the colonized. The highly
scientific cultures on the Nubian and Dogon of Africa and, Inca and Maya of Southern America were sidelined and
virtually obliterated from history. Countless accounts of sciences, suggest that Africa has not the kinds of scientific
traditions as those known in the Europe or the West, yet there are countless evidence of astronomic, metallurgic,
medicine and engineering science that predates many of the European traditions. Even the razing down of Alexandria and Timbuktu attests to African scientific heritage. The same can be said of other indigenous groups such
as the Maya, Aztecs and Inca of Southern America. In spite of such enormous evidence, racist perceptions abound
regarding even the intellectual capabilities of non-European peoples.
Racist assumptions about the mental capacity of the indigenous peoples ensured that little or no training in science was made available. Many of the modern schools that were established during colonial African were based
on such racist notions. It was important for Africans to be trained in agriculture and crafts rather than in highly
intellectual disciples. Apart from basic writing, reading and arithmetic, females were taught sewing and cooking
while males masonry, carpentry and bricklaying, among others. The women as homemakers and men and workers ideology was manifested. This racist education system left most colonized peoples ill-prepared for the postcolonial world, where the western concepts of science, law, nation building and administration were still dominant and determined the economic competitions, development planning and intellectual discourse (Adas, in Selin
1997). This served to create demands for Western expertise in the perceived demand for science and technologies for development.
Gloria Emeagwali (in Selin 1997) states: Colonialism weakened the African capacity in experimentation, problem
solving and the creation of utilitarian objects and processes. It left an educational system more geared to the reproduction of Christian values and alienation than the further development of the scientific and technological
capacity.
Ubiratan dÁmbrosio (in Selin 1997) refers to the exploitation of lands, resources and peoples of the American
colonies. The conquerors had no concepts to explain and understand what they observed in the new lands. They
marvelled at the construction, urban organisation, clothing and ornamentations of these peoples. The colonisers
brought with them traditional European agricultural and mining techniques. The means of production were
changed, native religions destroyed and food habits modified. Latin America was the recipient and not the pro7
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ducer of scientific advances. Also, after independence, the peripheral position of the countries was maintained.
The colonial style and submission of the native population was continued and education was modelled on the
former imperial system.
Also, in India the technical and social sciences introduced by the colonisers persisted after independence. To a
large extent they replaced their own scientific traditions. The regional chapters of this book provide more information on how the knowledge systems in the regions have developed over time and indicate what the present
day options are for endogenous development.
It could be concluded that a common feature of colonization and neo-colonization consists in creating a divide –
and thus a hierarchy – of local, indigenous or endogenous ‘empirical’ knowledges existing at the bottom versus
the global ‘modern’ scientific knowledge used for justifying aggression, dominance and imposition in the name of
‘progress’ and ‘modernization’. In the following part we illustrated these general pattern of ‘modernization’ based
on Western views and values for the case of India.

4.3.3 DECOLONIZATION
No situation is permanent. Almost all efforts of powerful nations to control and subject other nations have been
resisted and the colonial system as such with its brutal face and absolute power absorption has been abolished
in the course of the 20th century. Although examples of decolonization can be found from ancient times forward, in modern times there have been several particularly active periods of decolonization. These are the
breakup of the Spanish Empire in the nineteenth century, of the Austrian and Ottoman Empires at around the
time of World War I, of the British, French, German, Italian and American Empires in the wake of World War II.
Around the period of the second world war, the African and Asian colonies forced and gained the opportunity to
establish its own systems of governance.
Decolonization as a political process, frequently involved violence or a war of independence. Often also there
was a dynamic cycle where negotiations fail, minor disturbances ensue resulting in suppression by the police
and military forces, escalating into more violent revolts that lead to further negotiations until independence is
granted. In rare cases, the actions of the native population are characterized by non violence with the Indian
independence movement led by Mahatma Gandhi being one of the most notable examples. The violence comes
as active suppression from the occupying forces or as political opposition from forces representing minority
local communities who feel threatened by the prospect of independence. Independence is often difficult to
achieve without the encouragement and practical support from one or more external parties. The motives for
giving such aid are varied: nations of the same ethnic and/or religious stock may sympathize with oppressed
groups, or a strong nation may attempt to destabilize a colony as a tactical move to weaken a rival or enemy
colonizing power or to create space for its own sphere of influence
As world opinion became more pro-emancipation following world war I, there was an institutionalized collective
effort to advance the cause of emancipation through the League of nations. The expressed intention was to
prepare countries for self-government, but are often interpreted as a mere redistribution of control over the
former colonies of the defeated powers. This reassignment work continued through the United Nations with a
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similar system of trust territories created to adjust control over both former colonies and mandated territories
administered by the nations defeated in World War II.
Colonial powers have sometimes promoted decolonization in order to shed the financial, military and other
burdens that tend to grow in those colonies where the colonial regimes have become more benign.
The end of WWII allowed India, in addition to various other European colonies, to take advantage of the postwar chaos that had began to exist in Europe during the mid 1940's. Mahatma Gandhi, India's independence
movement leader, realized the advantage in conducting a peaceful resistance to the British Empire's attempts to
retake control of their "crown jewel." By becoming a symbol of both peace and opposition to British Imperialism, many Indian citizens began to view the British as the cause of India's violence leading to a new found sense
of nationalism among its population. With this new wave of Indian nationalism, Gandhi was eventually able to
get the support needed to push back the British and create an independent India in 1947.
In Africa Black Nationalism began to gain strength in the early 1900s with the emergence of MARCUS Garvey
(1887–1940) who advocated that U.S. blacks seek repatriation in Africa. Kwame Nkrumah (1909–1972) who was
inspired by the works of Garvey led Ghana to independence from colonial rule. Bob Marley (1945–1981) used
music to bring blacks to the cause with songs such as "Get Up Stand Up" urging Africans to stand up for their
rights and to continue to fight for them. Steve Biko and Mandela lead the struggle against apartheid in South
Africa. Decolonization in Africa lead to nation states who were molded according to the legislature and educational system of the former colonizers. The decolonization of the minds followed a different and longer time
path.
The Spanish colonies in America won their independence in the first quarter of the 19th century. The freedom
fighters Simon Bolivar and Jose de San Martin led the final phase of the independence struggle. Although Bolívar
attempted to keep the Spanish-speaking parts of the continent politically unified, they rapidly became independent of one another as well, and several further wars were fought. A related process took place in Spain's
North and Central American colonies with the Mexican war of independence and related struggles. Independence was achieved in 1821. Unity was maintained for a short period but within a decade the region had also split
into various nations. In the Portuguese colony Pedro IV of Portugal), son of the Portuguese king, proclaimed the
country's independence in 1822 and became Brazil's first emperor. This was generally peacefully accepted by
the crown in Portugal, although some guerillas were fought between Portuguese troops and civilians. Portugal
recognized Brazil's independence 3 years later upon compensation.
The colonies freed themselves from the control of the Spanish crown, often with help from the British empire,
which aimed to achieve political influence and trade without the Spanish monopoly. However, the situation of
the indigenous peoples in Latin America did not improve much by the nations independence. The economic and
political power remained in the hands of the colonial elites, the mestizo population and native Americans remained marginalized, exploited and poor.
Decolonization implies an active role of the colonized peoples. But the process is not ended once the independence has been gained. Indigenous peoples have not always achieved their goals of self reliance and their struggle continues even in a state that has been freed from the colonial rule.
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An important experiences in this respect is those of the Maoris as presented below.
DECOLONIZATION: THE STRATEGY OF MAORIS
Linda Tahuwai Smith
Linda Tahuwai Smith, a leading theorist on Maori in New Zealand, writes in her book Decolonizing Methodologies37 that from the perspective of the indigenous peoples, the term ‘’research’’ is inextricably linked to European imperialism and colonialism. According to her he word ‘’research’’ is probably one of the dirtiest words in
indigenous vocabulary.
On page 1 of her book she writes ‘’ It galls to us that Western researchers and intellectuals can assume to know
all that is possible to know of us on the basis of brief encounters with some of us. It appalls us that the West can
desire, extract and claim ownership of our ways of knowing, our imaginary, the things we create and produce
and then simultaneously reject the people who created and developed those ideas and seek to deny them further opportunities to be creators of their own future and own nations……
She asserts (p 99) that scientific and technological advances place peoples and other marginalized and oppressed
groups at extreme risk. Research is still on for DNA, cures for western diseases, and other ways of finding enlightenment and meaning. The mix of science, cultural arrogance and political power continues to be a serious
threat to indigenous peoples…. The imperative of corporations and governments to promote technology as a
solution to our lives is the same imperative which suppresses and destroys indigenous alternatives.
She mentions different ways of being researched in the colonial mode: They have to do with methods that have
our genealogy and identity (including our cell lines) stole, patented, copied; our indigenous spirituality commoditized; our authentic culture made virtual; our market infiltrated with alcohol and western consumer goods; our
lands being converted into reservations and our citizenship, spirituality and knowledge being denied.
As an alternative, she presents the notion of Indigenous research. This research privileges indigenous concerns,
indigenous practices and indigenous participation as researchers and researched.
She states (pp 115- 118) that
‘’this research can also be considered as a form of resistance struggle of dominated and colonialized
peoples.
For the most of the past 500 years indigenous peoples has one major interest: survival. Survival from the
effect of a sustained war with the colonizers, from the devastation of diseases, from the dislocation of
their territories, from the oppression of the living under unjust regimes; survival as a sheer basic physical
level and as peoples our own distinct languages and cultures. Learning how to survive and how to adjust to new threats has been and remains a very important activity. Decolonization of the mind is part of
a new survival strategy. And, the present day movements go beyond the decolonization aspirations of
particular indigenous communities, towards the development of global indigenous strategic alliances.
Since the late 1960ies a research agenda of indigenous peoples has been developed or shaped. This
agenda connects local, regional, and global efforts which are moving towards the ideal of a selfdetermining indigenous world.
37
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The research agenda is conceptualized as constituting a program and a set of approaches that are situated within the decolonization politics of the indigenous peoples’ movements. The agenda is focused on
the goal of self-determination . This is more than a political goal; it is a goal of social justice expressed
through and across a wide range of psychological, social, cultural and economic terrains. It necessarily
involves the processes of
•
•
•
•

Transformation and collective change of psychological, social, political, economic realities
Decolonization of political, social, spiritual and psychological domains
Healing aiming at physical, spiritual, psychological social and collective restoration
Mobilization as peoples at local, regional, national and global level

She asserts that this indigenous research agenda four conditions and states of being are to be enhanced:
•
•
•
•

Survival of peoples as physical beings, of languages, of social and spiritual practices, social relations and art.
Recover of indigenous territories, rights, histories technologies and knowledges
Development of the economic, social, spiritual and knowledge systems
Self-determination.

Smith asserts that this indigenous research agenda is broad in scope and ambitious in its intent. It has some
similarities and some differences with the research agenda of large scientific organizations.
The differences can be found in key words such as healing, decolonization, spiritual, recovery. These terms
seem to be at odds with the conventional research terminology. They are too much politically interested rather than neutral and objective.

4.3.5 NEOCOLONIALISM
The term neocolonialism combines a critique of current actual colonialism (where some states continue administrating foreign territories and their populations in violation of United Nation Resolutions) and a critique of the
involvement of modern capitalist businesses in nations which were former colonies. Multinational corporations
continue to exploit the resources of post-colonial states. Neocolonialism may also refer to the involvement of
powerful countries in the affairs of less powerful countries; this is especially relevant in modern Latin America.
In this sense, neocolonialism implies a form of contemporary, economic imperialism, that powerful nations
behave like colonial powers of imperialism, and that this behavior is likened to colonialism in a post-colonial
world.
In lieu of direct military-political control, neocolonialist powers are said to employ financial, and trade policies to
dominate less powerful countries. Both previous colonizing states and other powerful economic states maintain
a continuing presence in the economies of former colonies, especially where it concerns raw materials . Stronger nations are thus charged with interfering in the governance and economics of weaker nations to maintain the
flow of such material, at prices and under conditions which unduly benefit developed nations and trans-national
corporations.
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The concept of economic neocolonialism was given a theoretical basis, in part, through the work of dependency
theory (Andre Gunther Frank). This social science theories, is predicated on the notion that there is a center of
wealthy states and a periphery of poor, underdeveloped states. Resources are extracted from the periphery and
flow towards the states at the center in order to sustain their economic growth and wealth. A central concept is
that the poverty of the countries in the periphery is the result of the manner of their integration of the "world
system", a view to be contrasted with that of free market economists, who argue that such states are progressing on a path to full integration. This theory is based on the Marxist analysis of inequalities within the world
system, dependency argues that underdevelopment of the Global South is a direct result of the development in
the Global North.
Kwame Nkrumah who in 1957 became leader of newly independent Ghana, was one of the most notable figures to use the term. Nkrumah argues that "In place of colonialism as the main instrument of imperialism we
have today neo-colonialism. [...] Neo-colonialism, like colonialism, is an attempt to export the social conflicts of
the capitalist countries." He continues:
‘’The result of neo-colonialism is that foreign capital is used for the exploitation rather than for the development
of the less developed parts of the world. Investment under neo-colonialism increases rather than decreases the
gap between the rich and the poor countries of the world. The struggle against neo-colonialism is not aimed at
excluding the capital of the developed world from operating in less developed countries. It is aimed at preventing the financial power of the developed countries being used in such a way as to impoverish the less developed’’
Che Guevara is one of the most recognizable and influential revolutionary figures of the twentieth century.
Che's practical and theoretical work had a profound political impact around the globe during the second half of
the 20th century, especially in the developing world, where revolutionary organizing and anti-colonial struggles
were inspired by his thought and example
Cultural theory
One variant of neocolonialism theory critiques the existence of cultural colonialism, the desire of wealthy nations to control other nations' values and perceptions through cultural means, such as media, language, education, religion and commerce.
Critics argue that people, once subject to colonial or imperial rule, latch onto physical and cultural differences
between the foreigners and themselves, leading some to associate power and success with the foreigners' ways.
This eventually leads to the foreigners' ways being regarded as the better way and being held in a higher esteem
than previous indigenous ways. In much the same fashion, and with the same reasoning of better-ness, the colonized may over time equate the colonizers’ race or ethnicity itself as being responsible for their superiority.
Cultural rejections of colonialism, such as the Negritude movement, or simply the embracing of seemingly authentic local culture are then seen in a post colonial world as a necessary part of the struggle against domination. By the same reasoning, importation or continuation of cultural mores or elements from former colonial
powers may be regarded as a form of Neocolonialism.
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The term Macaulay's Children is used to refer to people born of Indian ancestry who adopt Western culture as a
lifestyle, or display attitudes influenced by the colonizers. It is used as a pejorative term, and the connotation is
one of disloyalty to one's country and one's heritage. This frame of mind or attitude is also referred to as Macaulayism, after a British colonialist politician. The passage to which the term refers is from his Minute on Indian
Education, delivered in 1835. It reads,

“

It is impossible for us, with our limited means, to attempt to educate the body of the people. We must at
present do our best to form a class who may be interpreters between us and the millions whom we govern; a
class of persons, Indian in blood and color, but English in taste, in opinions, in morals, and in intellect. To
that class we may leave it to refine the vernacular dialects of the country, to enrich those dialects with terms
of science borrowed from the Western nomenclature, and to render them by degrees fit vehicles for conveying knowledge to the great mass of the population.[

Franz Fanon is the author of a book with the title Black Skin, White Masks. In this study, Fanon uses psychoanalysis and psychoanalytical theory to explain the feelings of dependency and inadequacy that Black people
experience in a White world. He speaks of the divided self-perception of the Black Subject who has lost his native cultural originality and embraced the culture of the mother country. As a result of the inferiority complex
engendered in the mind of the Black Subject, he will try to appropriate and imitate the cultural code of the colonizer. The behavior, Fanon argues, is even more evident in upwardly mobile and educated Black people who can
afford to acquire the trappings of White culture. Originally formulated to combat the oppression of black people.

SUBALTERNITY
Subaltern is a term that commonly refers to persons who are socially, politically, and geographically outside of
the hegemonic structure.
In the 1970s, the term began to be used as a reference to colonized people in the South Asian subcontinent. It
provided a new perspective on the history of a colonized place from the perspective of the colonized rather than
from the perspective of the hegemonic power. Marxist historians had already begun to view colonial history
from the perspective of the proletariat, but this was unsatisfying as it was still a Eurocentric way of viewing the
globe. "Subaltern Studies" began in the early 1980s as an "intervention in South Asian historiography." While it
began as a model for the Subcontinent, it quickly developed into a "vigorous postcolonial critique. The exact
meaning of the term subalternity is disputed. Some thinkers use it in a general sense to refer to marginalized
groups and the lower classes - a person rendered without agency by his or her social status.. Others, such as
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Gayatric Spikvak 38 use it in a more specific sense. She argues that subaltern is not just a classy word for oppressed, for Other, for somebody who's not getting a piece of the pie. In postcolonial terms, everything that has
limited or no access to the cultural imperialism is subaltern - a space of difference discriminated-against minority on the university campus, they don't need the word ‘subaltern’...They should see what the mechanics of the
discrimination are. They're within the hegemonic discourse wanting a piece of the pie and not being allowed, so
let them speak, use the hegemonic discourse. They should not call themselves subaltern.”
Postcolonial theory tries to understand the power and continued dominance of Western ways of knowing. Other forms of knowing are marginalized by Western thinkers reforming them as myth or folklore. In order to be
heard the subaltern must adopt Western thought, reasoning and language. Because of this, the subaltern can
never express their own reasoning, forms of knowledge or logic, they must instead form their knowledge to
Western ways of knowing
Spivaks questions the academic engagement with the “other.” To truly engage with the subaltern they argue
that an academic would need to decentre themselves as the expert. Traditionally the academic wants to know
about the subaltern's experiences but not their own explanations of those experiences. In Western knowledge
a true explanation can only come from the expertise of the academic. The subordinated subject, gives up their
knowledge for the use of the Western academic. Hooks describes the relationship between the academic and
the subaltern subject in a way that is food for thought for the endogenous researcher: 39
‘’No need to hear your voice when I can talk about you better than you can speak about yourself. No need to
hear your voice. Only tell me about your pain. I want to know your story. And then I will tell it back to you in a
new way. Tell it back to you in such a way that it has become mine, my own. Re-writing you I write myself anew.
I am still author, authority. I am still colonizer the speaking subject and you are now at the canter of my talk.’’
SUBALTERNITY IN AFRICAN CONTEXT
African historiography is replete with subalternization in the forms that African people have been written
about/on and positioned in history. Historical records have constantly subordinated Africa’s contributions and
silenced the people. Even when the annals of history have recognized Africa and its people it has tended to
honor the “noble savage” rather than correct past misconceptions about the people, their civilizations and con38
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tributions to modern civilization. Not only is history as we know it silent about African life and people before
contact, this silencing has occurred in ways that vilify and dismiss Africans as agents and producers of civilization. Alongside the political and economic domination of Africa, even predating contact, have been efforts to
write off and take over Africa’s history. Largely attributable to African unique life-ways and skin color, these
attempts provided justification for the most heinous crimes such as slave trade and occupation. The philosopher
David Hume and historians Toynbee and Horton are good examples of the blatant work to disparage and distort
in order to dominate African knowledge.
David Hume, a notable European Philosopher, even with his intellectual prowess, could not fathom an African
with a mind. A century later, others like Hugh Trevor-Roper40 who dismissed African history and argued that
Africa, like other pre-literate society had no history before European contact and colonialism (Ellis, 2006). By
raping Africa of any history before and beyond Europe, Trevor-Roper was able to pursue an imperialist agenda,
one than can only be considered as puritist . The motives of Trevor-Roper can be gleaned from his exposure
regarding the Hitler Diaries. For people which a past of magnificent kingdoms and social institutions to be that
dismissive is only one aspect of the subalternization of Africa. In his Orientalism, Edward Said41 details how
scholarly production subornates and subjugates. African Studies often dominated by non-Africans constitute
another form of usurpation. As Zeleza (2003)42 has argued that not only have African problems been manufactured so are the solutions which constantly fail in their appreciation or lack understandings of the African condition.
The positioning of Africa and African peoples as excluded from modern civilization and intellectual reasoning
offer crystal examples of how history and historiography have been manipulated, contorted and distorted to
extort, subjugate and dominate unsuspecting people, The enslavement of Africans and the plunder of Africa’s
resources were made possible by such naked contortions. Yet, such dominance continues not just in works by
non-African but also Africans themselves. Indeed there are those who embark on redeeming mission and those
who condemn but both often return in colonialism.
The reliance on non-African sources result in misinterpretations and use of non-African models can be compared to what Appiah43 (1997) has called “Europe Turned Upside Down” in his criticism of some Afrocentric
scholarships. Older Africanist scholars such as john Mbiti, M. Y. Mudimbe and Cheikh Anta Diop as well as later
ones such as Gloria Emegwali, Van Sertima and Molefi Kete Asante focus on recentrering Africa in modern civilization and scholarship; a situation which Appiah considers a mere exercise of centering Africa in Europe, which
he argues frames Africa within Europe. Framed within Europe, the re-envisioned Africa replicates with all of its
orthodoxies, by extension, rather than asserts its own in the civil world. If Africa can take its place in the world,
it must of necessity break away from imperialist past which have imperiled its growth and continue to marginal40
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ize its people. As argued by Dzodzi Tsikata (1996)44 there will be the need to decolonize knowledge in ways that
always for building new alliances and creations of visions that are liberatory.
In the past many theories were offered to facilitate the slave trade and colonialism. Today, similar maneuvers
are made to justify and excuse the plunder of Africa but worse yet, shear might continues to render Africa and
African people invisible in global affairs. The Group of Eight (G8) and Group of Twenty (G20) continue to rule the
market place, policy space, physical environments and even social arrangements in their favor often with debilitating effects on the economics, sovereignty, ecology and cultures of Africa and the Third World. The marginalization of Africa in these global power houses, where not only are agendas set but also mechanisms are instituted to unleash the venoms that continue to impoverish our people.
Global and regional agendas such as the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) and African Growth and Opportunities Act (AGOA) portend salvaging missions but end up with
altruistic and minimalist agenda that reverse gains. Even when such agenda preach partnerships, they only end
up inscribing hierarchies that sustain hegemonies and imperialisms. African governments remain subservient in
implementing policies and conditionality’s that serve non-African interests the most. Where Africa has taken a
lead role, like the NEPAD, such efforts have not received the necessary attention compared to others like the
MDGs. Even models such as the MDGs, where global partnerships for poverty reduction in Africa and the Third
World have been clearly defined to spread power, this has not attracted the same level of interests as those
proposed and implemented by powerful national and regional groupings. Such global treaties and conventions,
in spite of their minimalist objectives continue to serve platforms form talk rather action in concert to respond
to crises so aptly manufactured to dominate the continent.
African governments continue to serve as targets of global schemes dressed to salvage their peoples from poverty, misrule and corruption, yet often missing in the negotiations is the voice of Africa. No doubt such schedule
not often made the anticipated impacts. The supremacy of the market place in modern development interventions and the persistent use of bilateral and multi-lateral agencies to reinforce the market place have often taken precedence’s over social agencies such as poverty reduction. Whether in the form of amorphous globalization or segments such as EPAS and AGOA or even the now China and India onslaught, Africa’s and its people’s
interests are often least served. Political might, colonial links and development cooperation has become the
new forms of imperialisms that marginalize African peoples.
Here again one can find good examples of local models which refuted the proposed European models. The
Ujaama in Tanzania drew from local agencies to design a development model, which although devoid of a huge
market place often used to measure the progress of modern African states, made great impacts and maintained
a lead in social equity and social justice. Similar efforts in Kenya, the Harambee, which were abandoned quite
too soon for Westo-centric models, have been successful in the market place but the same cannot be said on
the social arena, with regard to the welfare and wellbeing of people. The crisis in Kenya over resources and
44
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identities has been easily, readily and simplistically framed as an ethnic one but the fact remains that the market
place remains the bottom-line; where past socio-economic injustices could justify the carnage that went on in
that country.
Subalternization underpinned the creation of the dark continent where people groped in the dark and looked to
the civilizing mission of Europe and the West. The reverse valorization that has been the task of Africanist
would not have been necessary if African history and civilization had not been disappeared. African knowledge
systems and sciences remain marginalized and hardly of interest in mainstream research and discourse. The
people themselves were dehumanized in the process in order for slavery and colonialism to happen and for neocolonialism to continue. Education, religious and cultural systems, which have been used as key tools to deculturalize and “civilize” African have still not lost their steam even in today’s Africa. Students are more versed
in British or French history that they should of their own. They continue to sustain the hierarchies and hegemonies that stratify our societies and set one apart and against one another. In this era of globalization and developmentalism, Africa is still to find its agency for overturning dominance. Politicians and policy makers are too
eager to obtain aid and even toast their success oblivious of the miseries that the nations and peoples are
thrown into in perpetuity. Africa with all of its vast resources remains impoverished and it suffers the worse
forms of any conceivable calamity including disease, drought and hunger.

4.3.6 GLOBALISATION
Global cooperation, exchange and conflicts between ethnic groups and nations have existed since the first urban
centres emerged. Trade brought Mesopotamia in direct contact with Egypt and the Indus. Eastern African and
Southern nations traded with far eastern nations such as China and India. Silk, spices, salt were transported over
the globe and lead to centres of trade.
The industrial revolution and colonialist system of the 16th century and the following industrial revolution during
the 19th century served to expedite worldwide trade and communication system.
The colonial system formally came to an end by the second part of the 20th century. The economic relationships of
the new tropical countries with the formal colonizers, however, did not improve really. The colonial elites were
generally transformed into the elite of the new nation-states. They kept on extracting labor, capital and resources
from their now independent countries and transferring the bulk of it to the European centers. Through this integration into the expanding capitalism a clear global division was established: While rich countries in the North
went through an unprecedented phase of material growth the new nations in the South were condemned subsist
at the periphery.
With the exception of a number of countries in South Asia, the former colonies basically maintained the role of
supplier of raw materials. Transnational enterprises did little to invest in the south and export subsidies and import levies prevented access of tropical countries to the Northern markets. Development cooperation became a
responsibility of the governments and NGO’s.
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The contemporary processes of increased global communication, application of internationally developed technologies and spread of globally uniform commercial products and values is understood as globalisation. Globalisation offers opportunities to link people across the globe in order for them to exchange information, services,
goods and labour. It provides the opportunity to link production systems in such a way that they become complementary and allows that production takes place in those areas that have a comparative advantage. In the present global information system people can inform and learn from each other, assist each other in decision-making
or join forces in negotiation and or lobbying. Globalisation contributed to fast and intensive communication and
greater knowledge about different societies, cultures and ecosystems in the world. It has also contributed to an
increased awareness of the fragility of the earth’s ecosystem and the recognition that indigenous knowledge and
traditional cultures may contain key characteristics that need to be taken seriously in order to meet the global
challenge of bio-cultural sustainability. Present trends that aim at diversification of biological and socio-economic
systems and the revitalisation of local cultures may be understood as an effect of globalisation.
Globalisation has contributed to overall economic growth, but this growth is not found everywhere on the globe
and not all social categories have benefited from it. Many are forced to migrate elsewhere and/or abandon their
traditional ways of life for the alien systems that are glamorized in mass media, schools and even tourism. Yet,
without the necessary mechanisms and means for locking into the so-called modern systems many such persons
have found themselves in spaces, especially in urban centres of their countries and the developed world, where
they live under the most deplorable conditions. The abandonment of their traditional ways has also meant the
loss of the social security, networks and support as well as the means of livelihoods offered by and in their natural
environment. This is pushed many such people into conditions of abject or near abject poverty.
About half of the world’s 6 billion people are classified as poor. These about 3 billion people live on less than US$
2 per day,45 according to globalizing neo-liberal classifications. Poverty may show in the lack of purchasing power,
political power, ill health, high child death ratio, high maternal mortality, mal nutrition, low education, economic
dislocation, personal violence, political activism, high levels of illiteracy, gender inequalities and natural disasters.
Economic growth demands space, energy and resources and puts stress on the global climate, waters, biodiversity
and vegetation; social justice demands stress issues on rights, voice, choice, equity, vulnerability and inclusivity
while ecological considerations centre on environmental, natural and bio-diversity issues each with its own implications. Together they present serve consequences for bio-cultural diversity, socio-economic improvement, gender equality and sustainable development.
The erosion of natural and biological resources go hand in hand with diminishing cultural diversity. Many traditional societies break up and numerous customs, cultural expressions and languages are vanishing. More than
half of the 6,000 languages currently spoken are unlikely to survive this new century. 46Global awareness of these
problems and its recognition by governments have led to a great number of international conventions and initiatives on biodiversity, desertification, water and climate change.
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UNDP World Development Report 2000
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Maffi. L in Biocultural diversity and endogenos development. Compas Leusden 2006
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Despite global efforts to foster worldwide trade liberalization, the international trade relations are still far from
equal. Export subsidies and import levies and limitations are still being used by the major economic blocs. One
cannot speak of equal opportunities for most tropical countries to get access to the global economy. Production
now often takes place in parts of the world where over decades favorable opportunities have been created by a
combination of protective measures and support mechanisms (subsidies, infrastructures, technology development and extension). There has also been a migration of production processes to regions such as Latin America,
South Asia and Africa where exploitation of various kinds including labor, intellectual property, natural resources,
is possible. Peasant, women and child labor have been the most exploited. Indigenous knowledges have been
exploited. Forest and minerals resources have been exploited in developing countries. These exploitative forms of
global expansions have served to not only impoverished the nations but also deepen poverty and inequalities
locally and globally.
Integration of local agriculture in the global market often implies specialisation in bulk production of raw materials. The produce is then exported to a different part of the globe where the processing and commercialisation will
take place and where most of the benefits in terms of employment and added value Is out of reach. This also results in massive international transport and implies high-energy costs and health risks.
At present, many rural communities experience a change in local markets. They are confronted with a substitution of international for local consumption patterns in the domestic market. Under the influence of mass media
and education a general westernisation of taste and consumption patterns takes place. Urban consumers in developing countries increasingly appreciate western (fast) food and drink items more than the traditional food and
drinks. The result is that in many cases the opportunities for local producers to sell their traditional products on
the local or regional markets decrease. There are also health, ethical and economic implications as well as accessibility and affordability dimensions for the largely poor people’s whose traditional ways are abandoned. At the
same time, for them access to the national consumer (super)-market is very difficult because it demands different
products, and has different quality standards and supply systems. Similar issues play a role in the production and
marketing for traditional dresses, traditional crafts and architecture, traditional human and animal health practices. Also, here the economic opportunities for local fibre production, dress makers, craftsmen and –women, local
health specialists decrease as they are being taken over by the international markets. Traditional local leadership
loses its impact on management for natural resources and local conflict management.
Globalization, since World War II, is largely the result of planning by politicians to break down borders
hampering trade to increase prosperity and interdependence thereby decreasing the chance of future war. Their
work led to the Bretton Woods agreement by the world's leading politicians to lay down the framework for
international commerce and finance, and the founding of several international institutions intended to oversee
the processes of globalization.
These institutions include the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the World Bank), and the
IMF. Globalization has been facilitated by advances in technology which have reduced the costs of trade, and
trade negotiation rounds, originally under the auspices of the (GATT), which led to a series of agreements to
remove restrictions on free trade such as: elimination of tariffs, Reduced transportation costs. Reduction,
elimination, or harmonization of subsidies for local businesses, Creation of subsidies for global corporations,
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Harmonization of intellectual property laws across the majority of states, with more restrictions, Supranational
recognition of intellectual property restrictions
Cultural globalization, driven by communication technology and the worldwide marketing of Western cultural
industries, was understood at first as a process of homogenization, as the global domination of American culture
at the expense of traditional diversity. However, a contrasting trend soon became evident in the emergence of
movements protesting against globalization and giving new momentum to the defence of local uniqueness,
individuality, and identity.
Globalization has various aspects which affect the world in several different ways such as:
•

Industrial - emergence of worldwide production markets and broader access to a range of foreign products for consumers and companies. Particularly movement of material and goods between and within
national boundaries.

•

Financial - emergence of worldwide financial markets and better access to external financing for borrowers. As these worldwide structures grew more quickly than any transnational regulatory regime, the
instability of the global financial infrastructure dramatically increased, as evidenced by the financial crisis of 2008-2010.

•

Economic - realization of a global common market, based on the freedom of exchange of goods and capital.

•

Health Policy - On the global scale, health becomes a commodity. In developing nations under the demands of Structural Adjustment Programs, health systems are fragmented and privatized.

•

Political - some use "globalization" to mean the creation of a world government which regulates the relationships among governments and guarantees the rights arising from social and economic globalization. Politically, the United States has enjoyed a position of power among the world powers, in part because of its strong and wealthy economy.

•

Informational - increase in information flows between geographically remote locations. Arguably this is
a technological change with the advent of fiber optic communications, satellites, and increased availability of telephone and Internet. The internet breaks down cultural boundaries across the world by enabling easy, near-instantaneous communication between people anywhere in a variety of digital forms
and media. The Internet is associated with the process of cultural globalization because it allows interaction and communication between people with very different lifestyles and from very different cultures.
Photo sharing websites allow interaction even where language would otherwise be a barrier.

•

Competition - Survival in the new global business market calls for improved productivity and increased
competition. Due to the market becoming worldwide, companies in various industries have to upgrade
their products and use technology skillfully in order to face increased competition.

•

Ecological - the advent of global environmental challenges that might be solved with international cooperation, such as climate change, cross-boundary water and air pollution, over-fishing of the ocean,
and the spread of invasive species.

•

Cultural - growth of cross-cultural contacts; advent of new categories of consciousness and identities
which embodies cultural diffusion, the desire to increase one's standard of living and enjoy foreign
products and ideas, adopt new technology and practices, and participate in a "world culture

•

Religious The spread and increased interrelations of various religious groups, ideas, and practices and
their ideas of the meanings and values of particular spaces.
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Globalization has also generated significant international opposition over concerns that it has increased inequality and environmental degradation, its effects on the spread of diseases, the brain drain, income disparity, food
security, and loss of cultural identity and diversity.
The World Social Forum became an important initiative of an alter-globalization movement. . The slogan of the
World Social Forum was "Another World Is Possible". The WSF's Charter of Principles was adopted to provide a
framework for the forums. It proved to be a vibrant player in macro level. Another important initiative in this
context is the Earth Charter. This is an international declaration of fundamental values and principles considered
useful by its supporters for building a just, sustainable, and peaceful global society in the 21st century. Created
by a global consultation process, and endorsed by organizations representing millions of people, the Charter
"seeks to inspire in all peoples a sense of global interdependence and shared responsibility for the well-being of
the human family, the greater community of life, and future generations. In the annex of this textbook we present the full text of the Charter.

4.3.7 SCIENCE, CAPITAL AND DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION: DEVELOPMENT AND CAPITAL
Henk Molenaar
Development cooperation, the way it is conventionally being carried out is largely based on transfer of knowledge
and capital investment. Generally is does not understand, appreciate or respect values and views of other cultures.
The notion of development carries within itself the idea of progress, an idea that is central to the worldview of
Western European enlightenment and its focus on modernity. Furthermore, the emergence of this worldview is
intrinsically tied up with the rise of capitalism and the market economy. Molenaar (2006) argues that there is a
kind of monetary logic deeply embedded in the modern Western worldview and, therefore, at the core of the
notion of development. He presents a critical reflection on the claim on universality of the western scientific,
economic, moral and legal standards and advocates s fundamental reflection on international cooperation. Below
we quote some points from Molenaar’s paper.
Capitalism and the monetary logic
With the penetration of capitalism, notions of private property take hold and weaken social mechanisms. In the
process it fundamentally changes social relations by casting a web of monetary logic. It reduces all qualitative
differences to financial terms. It atomises society in turning everyone into a market player. By turning land into a
commodity, it dissolves ancestral ties that connect communities with the land they till and turns social obligations
into commercial relations. Social reproduction of society makes way for economic reproduction of the private
enterprise. Capitalism dissolves social structures based on mutuality and moral obligations. It undermines group
solidarity and mechanisms based on gift exchange, and leaves individual households vulnerable to external influences. It breaks open local communities and exposes them to market forces. Where it arrives, capitalism tends to
widen the gulf between the affluent and the poor and to reshape the structure of society, just as it did in Western
Europe itself.
The outlook of the merchant - the thinking and calculating individual who is detached from the object of his
thoughts and who sees the world in terms of numbers and movement – became the core of the modern
worldview. Projected on the world at large it resulted in the rise of the natural sciences and the idea that nature is
there to be manipulated and exploited by man.
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This monetary influence is also reflected in another characteristic of modernity, its secular nature. Monetary logic
is not sympathetic to religion. Quantification, measurement, reducing qualitative differences to abstract generalisations and mathematical calculations leave no room for mystery. In fact, part of the intellectual excitement of
the enlightenment was precisely the demystification of the universe.
In a sense, money liberates because it recognises no hierarchy. Monetisation enlarges the freedom of individuals
to approach one another as equal partners in the market place. It frees individuals from the obligations of feudal
bonds, communal solidarity or ethnic affiliation. It frees labour from the shackles of the traditional social order
and it offers the opportunity to escape from an ascribed social position. It opens a world that allows for selfrealisation and taking initiatives. And it has the potential for unleashing economic growth. The concepts of freedom and progress reflect and positively value these workings of money.
But there is another side to this cultural dynamics that equally needs to be considered. In taking the form of interest bearing credit, money assumes an aggressive character. It wants to grow and to be used and re-used all the
time. It shows a drive to break new ground, to be used for buying and selling more and more new products and
services. Money thus penetrates in all layers of society and in ever more aspects of culture. Capital constantly
seeks new possibilities for profitable investment. This causes an endless search for new resources, technical innovations, and new outlets.
Western money, when it finds its way in or is forced upon local communities, undermines feudal bonds or mechanisms for gift exchange and crowds out local, special purpose currencies. It fuels demand for new, external
products and puts community members in competition with one another, dissolving social structures and moral
obligations. But when money finds no local possibilities for profitable investments, it tends to flow out, leaving in
its wake communities in which money is scarce and traditional mechanisms for exchange and social alliances have
weakened. Out of necessity people turn to producing for the external market to which they have unequal access.
This is how the market ensnares communities and self-sufficiency makes way for relative poverty. These same
mechanisms are at play in encapsulating national economies of developing countries.
Capitalism can be devastating in its consequences. The history of Western Europe shows how fundamentally capitalism has changed the feudal organisation of society. Western imperialism and colonialism amply illustrate the
aggressive and penetrating traits of capitalism. The ongoing effects of globalisation indicate that this dynamics
has not come to rest. The unfettered market creates growing differences between the poor and the affluent. This
results in economic and social polarisation that compromises social cohesion. Of course this is not a zero sum
game. Economic growth may well result in an absolute reduction of poverty. But such growth takes place at the
expense of environmental degradation. In the long run the reign of the free market is neither sociologically nor
ecologically sustainable.
Modernity’s claim on universal validity
The monetary logic of capitalism implicitly claims universal validity. The dominant Western worldview reflects this
claim to universal validity, even to the effect that it reduces its own capacity to understand its origin and to
acknowledge the existence of other worldviews. Adam Smith’s ‘invisible hand’ is taken by many as a law of nature. Quite some theories in economics see market mechanisms as universal principles rather than as historically
specific social constructs. The market has become a totem that cannot make mistakes. And to the extent that the
existence of other cultures and other social structures are acknowledged, they are often seen as primitive, irrational, backward, and – indeed – underdeveloped and pre-modern.
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In line with the above, many of the social values that have sprung up with the growth of capitalism – freedom,
civil rights, democracy, and equity – are equally seen as universally valid. Societies that do not adhere to these
values are somehow seen as deviating from a universal norm and out of touch with the modern world. Through
the global spread of capitalism, this claim to universal validity is self-fulfilling. And indeed, many of these notions
have found their way into the universal declaration of human rights (United Nations 1948). Likewise, Western
science claims universal validity. It is based on experiment, measurement and objective thinking. It detaches the
mind of the researcher from the matter being researched and brings out the mathematical essence of things. It
recognises no authority but its own thought processes, just like capitalism recognises no authority but the logic of
the market. In demystifying and mathematising the universe, it champions freedom of thought, just like capitalism in monetising society champions the freedom of trade. The researcher wields knowledge in order to produce
more knowledge, like the capitalist invests money to earn more money. Science accumulates knowledge like capitalism accumulates capital.
The twin mechanisms of knowledge and capital accumulation
As social constructs and cultural phenomena, scientific knowledge and capital are more closely related than often
perceived. The rise of capitalism and the rise of modern science go hand in hand, not merely because they enable
one another but because of an inherent kinship. Through the establishment of learned societies of sciences in the
17th century, knowledge production for development became a permanent and institutionalised endeavour. These learned societies played an important role in building theories and creating conditions under which knowledge
produced at one particular site or by one particular scientist could be articulated with knowledge produced elsewhere. Thus knowledge was standardised and made commensurable within a common framework. Through such
devices as experimental accounts, diagrams and standards, the replication of tests and experiments was promoted. This created the equivalences and connections whereby otherwise heterogeneous and isolated knowledge
became articulated. In this process, science became to be seen as “universal, non-indexical, value free, and as a
consequence floating, in some mysterious way, above culture” .
Of course, Western society is not monolithic and the Western worldview is much more complex and diversified
than depicted in these few pages. Moreover, also in the West the rise and spread of capitalism met with resistance and counter movements (romanticism, communism, the blood and soil theories of national socialism,
fundamentalist movements, postmodernism, to name but a few). Therefore, there are a much wider variety of
conceptual schemes, ideologies, schools of thought, and frameworks for action than I have indicated. Nevertheless I claim that the picture presented reflects the dominant underlying features of the modern worldview, and
that the twin mechanisms of knowledge and capital accumulation are the driving forces of modernity and are
ultimately derived from the logic of money and interest.
History of development co-operation
In 1949 president Truman announced his ‘bold new program for making the benefits of our scientific advances
and industrial progress available for the improvement and growth of underdeveloped areas’). Through capital
investments and technical assistance (the transfer of knowledge), less developed countries were to be put on the
map. This is generally considered to be the start of international development co-operation. It implicitly defines
development as that what capital and scientific knowledge can bring, a self-definition of modernity.
More than half a century of development assistance has witnessed a succession of theories, approaches and specific topics of attention, but these are mere superficial variations of the basic themes of providing capital and
knowledge.
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Over the years the gulf between rich and poor countries widened, as did the gulf between the rich and the poor
within developing countries. Loan repayments, debt service and the need for money to be invested where profits
can be made, resulted in a flow of capital from poor to rich countries much more substantial than the other way
around.
As a consequence, developing countries suffer from a stifling load of mounting debts. Debt relief or debt cancellation, much discussed nowadays, may create a breathing pause, but cannot fundamentally change these patterns
since it only paves the way for new loans. It is only when capital can be locally invested, and locally accumulated
for investment, that local growth results. The conditions under which this can be realized are still not well understood. The irony is that quite often development co-operation aimed at poverty reduction results in deepening
poverty. The mere transfer of money does not lead to development.
I do not want to romanticize non-Western cultures. Neither do I want to belittle the fact that flagrant forms of
self-enrichment occur in developing countries. But I do want to stress that transactions and expenditures that are
clearly irrational or even harmful from a perspective of capital investment may make perfect good sense in the
context of social reproduction of the community. And apparent shameless acts of nepotism and corruption can
show an unexpected morality when seen from the perspective of gift exchange and group solidarity. Societies
gradually moving towards a market economy cannot avoid running into these problems when going through a
transition in which one value system is replaced with another.
I belive that development co-operation may become more effective when it takes note of its own historic background, becomes aware of the cultural specific but growing validity of its own concepts, and opens up to allow for
a real dialogue with other worldviews. The worldview behind the concept of development and behind the practice of international development co-operation is the worldview of modernity. Those involved in development cooperation would do well to be aware of this.
Global and local knowledge
To benefit development, knowledge not only has to be understood, it also has to be used. Like capital, global
knowledge needs to be invested and used locally to serve development purposes. It will have to leave the academic arena and enter into the real world. This means that knowledge needs to be contextualised. It needs to be
applied within and adopted to a context of specific local circumstances. Experts or researchers need to work within a social context in which motivations and aspirations other than knowledge production play a role. They need
to communicate with people with different backgrounds, different concepts, and perhaps different worldviews. It
is through articulating global and local knowledge that new insights are born and new opportunities identified.
This requires an open, inquisitive attitude and a willingness to recognise and question one’s own preconceptions.
Not all highly educated professionals are able or willing to do that. Economic circumstances may not allow them
to put their knowledge to such use. Maybe they prefer to pursue an academic or professional career that recognises rather than questions their expertise. Possibly they feel their talents are wasted at home and are put to
more effect abroad. Unfortunately, the international brain drain complements the net flow of capital from poor
to rich countries.
Through the articulation of local and global knowledge new contextual insights arise and possibilities for local
development are identified. Local situations have changed through the greater or lesser advance of the market
economy. This requires local responses and the generation of new insights and initiatives that spring from both
indigenous and global sources. It calls for the emergence of local systems for savings, credit, insurance, and cur-
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rencies that articulate with the wider money economy but still allow for local exchange, investment and accumulation.
This is a plea for renewed and stepped-up attention in development practice and international development cooperation for the micro level and how this level interacts with global macro level dynamics. Comparative research
in this field is welcome, but what is needed most is for development professionals (be they researchers, extension
workers, policy makers, consultants, or community development specialists) to enter into a true dialogue with
local communities. Through such dialogue the voice of the poor can be heard and strengthened, indigenous
knowledge mobilised, and possibilities for local initiatives and participatory action research identified. Such dialogue creates “forms of understanding in which the local, the particular, the specific, and the individual are not
homogenized but are enabled to talk back”. “Communication, understanding, equality, and diversity will not be
achieved by others adopting Western information, knowledge, science, and rationality. It will only come from
finding ways to work together in joint rationalities”.
4.4. DIVERSE FORMS OF DEVELOPMENT, PROSPERITY, WELLBEING
The 25 principles to understand “„vivir bien“ in Bolivia
The “„vivir bien“” model, which Evo Morales’ government seeks to implement, can be explained as living in
harmony with nature.
We want to have a „vivir bien“ again, which means that we are starting to assess our history, music, dress, culture, language and natural resources. And, after that we will recover everything that is ours, and we will be
again what we were before.
Those are the features that will be implanted by the new Plurinational State of Bolivia little by little.
1 To give priority to life
2 To come a to consensus
3 To respect the differences
4 To live complimentarily
5 Balance with nature
6 To protect identity
7 To give priority to the cosmic rights
8 To know how to eat
9 To know how to drink
10 To know how to dance
11 To know how to work
12 To take up again the abya laya
13 To reincorporate agriculture
14 To know how to communicate
15 „vivir bien“ is not about “living better” as the capitalism propose.
16 Social Control
17 To work in reciprocity
18 Do not steal or lie
19 To protect the seeds
20 To respect women
21 „vivir bien“, NOT living better
22 To recover resources
23 To practice sovereignty
24 To make wise use of water
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25 To listen the old people

5.0 CULTURES, KNOWLEDGES AND SCIENCES
In this chapter we present key features of contemporary sciences and ways on knowing in the perspective of a
dialogue between different forms of knowing. Mainstream science is of course part of the dialogue, but what is
important here is that it is not the only science and way of knowing that counts. In the first part of this chapter
the focus is therefore on outlining some basic insights we got so far in systematizing sciences and ways of knowing as practiced by researchers, scientists and practitioners of ED in Africa, India, Central and South America and
Western Europe. On the basis of these ‘endogenous’ sciences and ways of knowing we than present in the second
part of the chapter an overview of important features and trends in mainstream sciences. This second part of the
chapter does not claim to present a comprehensive study of the fundamental aspects of mainstream sciences; it
rather highlights those aspects, which are considered to be of special relevance for the establishment of a dialogue between Western and other sciences and ways of knowing.
5.1 DIFFERENT WAYS OF KNOWING AND SCIENCES
Mainstream science has succeeded in transforming the world and livelihood systems in a way that no other system has. The success lies in its great ability to move and apply the knowledge it produces beyond the site of its
production. It s universalizing and hegemonic abilities have been key to its success no matter how inappropriate
its application may be in specific cases. Within the contexts of postmodern and postcolonial discourses, we are
able to perceive the high cost of economic-political and scientific-technological hegemony. Much of that has been
in the form of environmental degradation, social disintegration, gender injustices, social inclusion and vulnerability creation. The joint process of making the world fit the knowledge instead of the other way around are best
resisted by developing forms of understanding in which the local, the particular, the specific and the individual
are not homogenised but are listened to and enabled to talk back.
In this process, respect for differences in cultural values and concepts is a precondition. But respect is not the
unconditional acceptance of all differences. Respect means the willingness to listen, openness to the possibility of
learning, responsiveness and the willingness to criticize, when necessary. 47 The intercultural dialogue that is part
of the programs of COMPAS and CAPTURED, suggests engagement of the partners to the processes of joint learning and co-evolution of the diversity of cultures.
As already indicated in para 3.2, Indigenous knowledge, practices, values and leadership are not always positive.
Indigenous Knowledge may have some but not all the answers to the present day problems. Also, IK and its values may have their limitations. Their adaptability to present needs can be limited. It may not be uniformly distributed in the community and the individual aptitudes to generate and accumulate the knowledge may be different.
Fay, B. 1966 Contemporary philosophy of social sciences; a multicultural; approach. Blackwell publishers. Malden
massachusets.
47
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In traditional societies, access to specialised knowledge may be limited to certain persons and its use does not
necessarily benefit the community. Differences in power positions, access to land, knowledge and medicine may
be very difficult for certain class or castes or groups of people. Traditional systems are often dominated by male
leaders, and the position of women is often problematic. Some traditional practices are discriminatory or justify
the exploitation or abusive use of women. Young people, settler groups and persons from lower class or casts
may be marginalized or highly excluded.
A major challenge of endogenous development is to enhance the dynamics of the local knowledge systems, identify the strong and the weak points of local knowledge, and to take initiatives to improve upon the weak points
and strengthen the strong ones.
ED assumes that the most sustainable and most just way to achieve change is, to enhance change from within,
though a process of intercultural introspection, intracultural dialogues and exchange and mutual learning with
other cultures based on mutual respect and willingness to learn from each other. This indicates the need for intracultural and inter-cultural dialogues on technical and biological practices, such as farming, health practices, but
also on social and spiritual aspects that include the justice and poverty as well as the position of class, caste,
youth and women, the role of political and spiritual leaders, spiritual practices, faith and religion.
In this chapter, we will explore the intricacies of the different knowledge and value systems of a number of different cultures in Asia, Africa, America and Europe. Commonalities and possibilities for synthesis may be found, but
also contradictions, inconsistencies and conflicts may be there and the challenges these present will have to be
faced and addressed. The possibility for joint learning and co-evolution of the diversity of cultures will be explored
in a subsequent chapter.
5.1.2 African worldviews, knowledges and sciences

There are many different cultures, and many differences within cultures in Sub-Saharan Africa. Historic developments, demographic and ecological differences, as well as economic opportunities, colonial impact and religious
missionary activities, to mention but a few factors, have resulted in a diversity of lifestyles, professional practices,
values, religions and knowledge systems. Africa has a diversity of ecosystems, ranging from extensive mountain
areas, savannah and dry land areas, to lowlands, coastal plains and tropical forests. Nomadic peoples often compete for land and water resources with sedentary peoples. The urban population is increasing and a considerable
number of large cities exist. Traditional religions have common elements, but there is also a great variation in
rituals, traditional institutions and leadership structures. They are often combined with, or have been replaced by
Christianity or Islam. As a result, a great number of different religious denominations exist. Yet, Sub-Saharan Africa has a lot in common, as its peoples have known a great number of migrations across the continent. Although
there are more than a thousand ethnic groups, many of them have similar origins or historic relationships. The
population has a predominantly rural background, and even today, agriculture remains to be the main occupation. Many African soils are degraded and tend to be quite poor. That, combined with a harsh climate, makes
African agriculture complex, diverse, and risk-prone.
The first anatomically modern human emerged in the southern part of Africa. The first African people hunted a
wide range of animals, and learned the use of fire to control vegetation. During the last glacial period, Africa was
not covered with ice, but, as much of the earth’s water reserve was frozen, endured drought. Evidence exists that
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around 9000 years ago, sorghum, millet, rice, yam, oil palm, as well as cattle were domesticated, while barley was
introduced from western Asia. The first domestication took place in the territory between the Sahara and the
Equator. The spread of farming and herding south of the Equator was a long and gradual process, impeded by the
dense forests and parasites, especially the tsetse fly. The introduction of iron tools made way for the development of sophisticated settlements in West Africa and the construction of monumental centers and phenomenal
civilizations such as Great Zimbabwe.
Bantu speaking people moved from West Africa to Eastern and Southern Africa, claiming regions that are more
fertile and integrating or displacing earlier occupants. From the eighth century onwards, Arab trading penetrated
sub-Sahara Africa, bringing oil, lamps, pottery and cowry shells in exchange for ivory, ebony, gold, as well as
slaves. Islam spread and impressive mosques and other constructions were built in Djenné and Timbuktu (Mali).
Several kingdoms with important cultures emerged. Among these were Ghana, Benin and Ashanti. The Portuguese were the first Europeans who got involved in (slave) trade, bringing Christianity with them. In the 19th century, the Portuguese lost their monopoly and the British, French, Belgians and Germans colonized and Christianized the continent, except Ethiopia. These colonies lasted until around the second part of the twentieth century,
when the independent nation states were formed.
The colonial past has had a strong impact on indigenous cultures and peoples. It intended to replace traditional
knowledge and beliefs with Western knowledge and that way it has limited the African capacity to solve their own
problems and to develop technologies and skills that build their own ways of knowing. This aspect of colonization
was not very successful however.
The continent has a low level of literacy and few people are educated in the western sense. Traditional knowledge
is still widely practiced and, co-exists with the western knowledge system. The systems of governance of most of
the present nation states, established less than 50 years ago, often reflect more aspects of the colonial systems
than of the pre-colonial or indigenous systems. The same holds for the legal system and the education system.
Yet, the efforts of the colonizers and missionaries over the past centuries, to introduce alien concepts and rituals,
have not been able to suppress the values attached to ancestors, funerals, and many other traditional practices.
Largely, ancestral knowledge determines the way of farming and social organization. Most health practices in
rural Africa today are based on traditional healers and knowledge, using a wide range of herbs and rituals. Africans, also the educated, make wide use of these traditional health services in combination with western health
care.
Africa is changing fast and there exists a mix of dominantly traditional, dominantly modern and more hybrid subcultures. Some aspects of indigenous knowledge are expressed openly, whilst other aspects are secretive and
hidden from outsiders. Elements of the past, which still play an important role in the values and decision-making
processes of African rural peoples, and somehow also in the modernized African world. Obviously, the degree and
relevance vary per location, ethnic group and person. Many studies about African worldviews and indigenous
knowledge either stress the positive aspects, or show the limitations and negative aspects. The first written anthropological studies on Africa often included biases and Eurocentric prejudices, which, in part, have been corrected later. But even today in Africa, institutional science is taught in the context of a Eurocentric paradigm,
which carries along with it arrogance, disdain, disrespect for African knowledge.
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Romanticizing indigenous knowledge, however, is not a good basis for endogenous development either. As any
knowledge system in the world, African ways of knowing will have progressive and retrogressive aspects. Phenomena such as overexploitation of natural resources, land use practices that have detrimental ecological effects,
gross inequalities between men and women, misuse of their position and knowledge by political and local leaders,
traditional forms of conflict resolution and warfare are aspects, which need to be observed and together with the
positive aspects, be brought into the dialogue.
During the colonial period and after, the formal models of agricultural development and health care efforts were
developed based on western technologies. These new technologies were not to complement, but to substitute
traditional practices. Emeagwali (1997) states that one of the major effects of colonialism was the subordination
of African science and education to the logic of the colonial production systems and class structures. According to
her, science and development emanated from the womb of African civilization, indigenous problem-solving and
experimentation. The colonial system was exploitative, geared towards export of a surplus from the continent. It
redeployed resources in the form of agricultural and mineral wealth from the periphery to the centre, destabilizing the existing process of knowledge and technique development. Also, after independence, the focus of research, education, extension and services to agriculture and health professionals continued based on knowledge
transfer from the West to Africa. In recent decades, the efforts to introduce the green revolution, cash crops and
to train farmers to become entrepreneurs have not resulted in the expected outcome. This is mainly because they
were not rooted in African knowledge systems and did not take into account the specific ecological and socioeconomic conditions.
In Africa, various blends between completely western and completely traditional practices exist. This is more true
for health than for agriculture. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that up to 80% of the people in
Africa use traditional medicine as a major source of health care. People go for modern health services or highinput agricultural technologies when they can afford it. Most people opt for combining both systems, however, or
limit themselves to the traditional practices.
Cosmovision and Worldview in Northern Ghana
Studies in Ghana revealed that religious and philosophical concepts have their place within traditional
worldviews. Often a hierarchy between divine beings, spiritual beings, especially the ancestors, men and women,
and natural forces, such as climate, disease, floods, soil, vegetation, animals, is indicated. These cosmovisions give
rise to several rituals in which elders, priests, soothsayers and spiritualists play prominent roles; material and
immaterial, divine and corporeal.
Cosmovision, to a large extent, dictates the way land, water, plants and animals are to be used, how decisions are taken,
problems are solved, experimentation takes place and how people organize themselves (Haverkort and Hiemstra, 1999;
Millar, 1999). For traditionalists in Northern Ghana, gods, spirits, ancestors, spiritual and political leaders, sacred groves,
lands and shrines, ritual crops and animals, food items and cash crops are all interrelated. Obviously, Christianity, Islam and
Westernism have influenced the cosmovisions of Africans, like other non-West populations, especially those with formal
education. Yet, there remain significant populations that believe in and practice or live their traditional systems. According
to Gonese (1999), for the Shona in Zimbabwe, the human world, the natural world and the spiritual world are linked in the
sense that the natural world provides the habitat for the spirits and sends messages from the spiritual world to the human
world.
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From the above it is more than obvious that working in the support of Endogenous Development, Education and
Research is not a politically neutral activity. It does require a personal and institutional commitment and a clear
vision on what the political situation is and what the strategy steps and methods are to address the situation. We
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therefore present the Compas declaration of Lezajsk, which spells out the political choices made for endogenous
development.
The spiritual world provides guidance, sanctions and blessings to the human world. People therefore have to relate to both the natural and the spiritual world.
From these examples of traditional cosmovisions in two countries as far apart as Ghana and Zimbabwe, it becomes clear that in African worldviews, land, water, animals and plants are not just a production factor with economic significance. They have their place within the sanctity of nature. Moreover, certain places have special spiritual significance and are used as locations for rituals and sacrifices. These include sacred groves, shrines, mountains and rivers (Millar 1999; Gonese 1999). Large fig trees and baobabs are often treated as sacred trees. The
sun, moon and stars feature in myths and beliefs of many people. Certain animal species also have spiritual significance. Cattle, sheep, goats and chicken are often used for sacrifices and other religious purposes. Some creeping
and/or wild animals also serve as objects of venerations such as totems or guardians. Some types of snakes, lizards, chameleons and certain birds are considered to be messengers of the spiritual world.
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Rain is regarded in many African cultures as blessing of God, the all father, other deities and/or the ancestral spirits. Such divine sources are often referred to as the ‘giver-of-rain’. In many of such cultures, sacrifices, offerings
and prayers are made to deities for rain. Rainmakers are reported in all parts of the continent of Africa with individuals and even clans responsible for the rain deity. Their duties are to solicit help in providing rain or in halting it
if too much falls. For the traditional people in Northern Ghana gods, spirits, ancestors, spiritual and political leaders, sacred groves, lands and shrines, ritual crops and animals, food items and cash crops are all interrelated (Figure). Obviously Christianity, Islam and Western Obviously Christianity, Islam and Western Education have influenced the cosmovision of Africans, especially those with formal education.
These worldviews have resulted in the development of knowledges and their epistemologies. A study of the concept of cosmovision has resulted in the following constellations of bodies of worldviews regarding African knowledges as depicted both the box below:

Box 9: Constellation of different types of knowledges
Social/ Human World, Spiritual World, and Natural World implies the following constellations of
knowledges:
§

Knowledge resulting from Social interactions only.

§

Combination between the Social and Natural.

§

Combination between the Social and Spiritual.

§

Knowledge resulting from Natural interactions only.

§

Combination of the Natural and Spiritual.

§

Knowledge resulting from Spiritual only.

§

Combination of Social, Spiritual, and Natural (this last constellation is the perfect state
which strives to be in balance or harmony with itself).

These constellations highlight the heterogeneity and complexities of African Sciences and therefore engendering different bodies of knowledge’s and sciences that should underscore the development of Africa. Conventional research concentrates on the ‘horizontal level’ – the Social
and the Material. The investigations/ researches of the African should also be targeted at the
‘horizontal level’ but especially the ‘vertical’ which deals with higher order discourses – the spiritual aspect of the African culture.

Present day Africa
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We can look at the period after the colonialism from two positions: The period immediately after independence
with the first generation Pan-African leadership (1960-1975), and the second and subsequent generation of leaders of Africa until date. Subsequently, we present some aspects of Africanism that could be considered for their
possible retrogressive effects. A self-critical and constructive attitude in our view is a precondition for Endogenous Development. We should be prepared to criticize others as well as ourselves. It involves investigation of
ways to address possible negative aspects of our cultural heritage.
Africa after Independence (1960-1975). Immediately after independence the legacies left behind by the colonialist and the reasons for which Africa argued for self-government were still rife. Various ideological reorientations
were ‘on sale’ or ‘’available to buy’’. Socialism made in-roads and other ideologies existed that could help the
neo-nationalist to leverage their ambitions and justify the demise of the colonialist. These, among a combination
of factors, propelled the Pan-Africanist that appeared to be meeting the dream of Africans.
Our interactions with a critical group of village elders, being the group that have lived in both eras, reveal that not
only little has been done to help realize the ‘African dream’ but a lot has been done to even undo the very little
left behind by the colonialists. The evidence suggesting the failure of African leaders in the postcolonial era can be
discerned from the manner in which present day leaders give little or no room for self-criticism and challenge.
The current leadership (in the domains of political-governance as well as in the academic world and development
fields) have done a lot of disservice to the culture and value systems of the Africans. Although lip service has been
paid to revitalizing African culture and traditions, we are yet to see concrete deliverables in this respect. Different
leaders undervalue the African knowledge systems and worldviews. In so doing Africans have assumed mediocrity
or even gave up to other worldviews and values. African leadership has done very little to enhance the indigenous
knowledge of the African peoples and this limitation has found translations in various developmental deficiencies
of Africa.
Many of the current leaders have plundered Africa’s natural resources with impunity and total development has
retrogressed. Our overdependence on external technologies has limited our capacity to solve our own problems
and develop technologies and skills of our own that had better serve Africa’s own needs. It is commonplace to
find African leaders today globe-trotting, calabash in hand, looking for expatriate private investors to come to
Africa; offering them terms and conditions that are not offered to their own local investors. For African leaders
the term private investor seems to have become synonymous with a non-African investor. The opening up of
markets to unregulated free market economies, emphasis on privatization, with total belief and emphasis on
western technology and large-scale productivity, is even more worrying than has been the colonial era. The swallowing of western-styled democratic principles, legal systems and neo-liberalism and the distance given to traditional values, rulers and systems of governance, the traditional systems of peace keeping and justice is a far cry
from the colonialist who administered jointly with the traditional authority despite their exploitative agendas.
Problems that plague the African continent are many, but we mention the following:
•
•
•

Escalation of conflicts, wars and social or ethnic controversies.
The destruction of traditional community-based economies by unregulated privatization and unfair free
trade.
The breakdown of community based moral leadership, solidarity and reciprocity.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The large scale leakages/accumulation of resources that allow some of the African leaders to be far richer
than the nations they govern.
The deepening of poverty
Persistent gender inequality and in some cases repression of women.
The wanton exploitation and destruction of our natural resources such as desertification, deforestation,
soil erosion, water pollution and scarcity
The poorly developed agriculture and insufficient food systems.
The deficient health systems and proliferation of diseases such as malaria and HIV/AIDS.
Poor roads and infrastructure.
Lacking access to water.
Poor education system that does not get to all and is skewed away from the culture of the people.
Unregulated urbanization with poor housing, roads and employment.
The denial of various social amenities.
Growing criminality: robbery, violence and rape.
Ambiguous patterns of land use and land ownership.

We do not buy the argument that the colonial past, the globalization, population growth, poor soil and poor climatic conditions are solely responsible for this dismal performance of African’s development. It is our view that
with a more responsible political, intellectual and moral leadership, devoid of petty jealousy, devoid of the desire
to perpetuate in authority and accumulate wealth, a leadership that respects the norms and values that Africans
thrive in, would have left us in a better state than we were when the colonial administrations left. But this requires a real commitment to pan-Africanism, a genuine desire and struggle to deal with Africa’s poverty (also cultural and spiritual poverty), showing a large degree of tolerance, building peace and mending wounds. The chance
is still there for Africans to redeem Africa if only introspection and commitments for concerted action is our collective hallmark.
The African Challenge
The authors, cited in this chapter, give a picture of the diverse and complex African belief system and world vision. The presentation indicated that many differences exist between African and western concepts of matter,
nature, religion, time, art, agriculture, nature conservation, local governance, community leadership, and decision-making. Contacts with non-African cultures have certainly brought about intercultural exchanges and substitutions. But, in many respects, the traditional belief systems still form the roots and branches of the knowledge
systems of rural people in Africa.
During the last decades, there has been a renewed interest in African indigenous knowledge. This is partly due to
the influences of African culture on some European scholars and cultures, and partly due to a new positioning of
Africans themselves. This renewed interest, however, is more concentrated on technologies than on values, systems, structures, and processes. It often has the intention of validating traditional technologies from a western
scientific perspective. As local knowledge and values still form the main driving force for rural people’s decisions
on land use, food production, community management, health practices, religious practices, teaching, learning
and experimenting, these should be seen as the main point of articulation for development activities and development workers. Programs for health, agriculture, and the management of natural resources, should and can be
built on African religious concepts, institutions and practices.
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It is becoming increasingly clear that for most traditional Africans, adoption of a new technology does not imply
abandoning what they have been already doing or believing. Adoption means doing both things side by side. For
the African it is a question of survival in a diverse and risk-prone environment. Strategies for modernization, by
way of the introduction of innovations from outside, could be replaced by strategies of endogenous development,
‘development from within.’ Outsiders can build up relationships with traditional leaders and discuss the possibilities of experimenting with forms of agriculture, health, or management of natural resources, of interest to the
population in a given community. Rural appraisal exercises can include co-operation of spiritual leaders, and take
notice of the worldview and religious concepts of the people involved. On-farm experiments and tree planting
activities can be successfully planned together with the traditional leaders, and rituals can be held to initiate these activities and to discuss the traditional criteria to be used in evaluating the outcomes of the experiments or
project.
For this, the interventionists need to establish a relationship with the community based on respect. In this process, awareness is required to resist two temptations: the temptation to condemn and reject local knowledge and
practices, and the temptation to justify and idealize them. Hountondji (2001), a philosopher from Benin, rightly
emphasizes the need for an internal debate within traditional cultures in order to develop new alternatives for
negative traditional, as well as modernization practices. He states: “It is not enough to develop a new reading of
the past, a new comprehension of tradition. Once it has been recognized that tradition is plural, the practical question is how to promote the internal debate inside our cultures in such a way, that it may itself develop the best
possible new alternatives. We need to rebuild the traditional cultures with elements provided by debate.”
Since 1998, the African Compas partners, are systematically building up experiences with endogenous development. They have consciously chosen to predispose themselves to learning from the traditional systems, and to
question and redefine their professionalism, which until now had been western-biased. They also seek cooperation with other organizations and persons in Africa in order to exchange experiences. In this process we
have come across a number of issues that need to be discussed as part of our intra-cultural dialogue. We have
also formulated a number of key questions that need to be addressed. We conclude this paper by presenting these challenges and key questions. We invite readers to reflect on it and share with us their ideas and results so that
we can maximize the potential contribution of African Traditional Knowledge to our own African (endogenous)
development path.

5.2. WESTERN WAYS OF KNOWING
The roots of western science go back to the ancient Greeks. Socrates, Plato, Pythagoras and especially Aristotle
have laid the foundations of a way of knowing that is basically trying to understand the reality based on observation, common sense and logical reasoning.
The Greek believed in a pantheon of Gods, in an individual human soul that exists before birth and after death.
Plato formulated the dualistic notion of the world where the spiritual reality is superior to the material one. Aristotle developed logic: the study of the principles and criteria of valid inference and reasoning about possibilities
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and necessities. In Aristotelian logic, arguments are investigated on the basis of paradoxes, fallacies, probability
and causality. This logic and science was itself the beginnings of effort to secularize, disembody and compartmentalize meanings. The search for rationality, universalities and absolutes resulted in the alienation and denial
of particular and mythical knowledges and meanings. The ancient Greek formulated metaphysical laws about the
material and the spiritual world, about the way to organize society and ethics. Their approach to science was applied in art, architecture, warfare, medicine and it could sustain the Greek as a global power.
In the 4th century AC, the political power of the Greek moved to Rome and Augustine of Hippo combined the ancient Jewish, Christian and Greek views into a comprehensive monotheistic –Christian- vision.
The Greek/Christian worldview was widely spread in Europe in the era of Christianization, (800-1300). It substituted the indigenous animistic European worldviews, belief system and way of knowing of the peoples like Celts
and Teutonic’s. During the era of colonial expansionism, the transformed European countries subsequently expanded and entrenched their control over other parts of the globe through an integrated system in which
churches, political powers and scientists worked together and complemented each other to further imperial interests. In this process, they also learned and borrowed from the colonized peoples. Some selected elements of
Arabic, Vedic and Chinese knowledges and technologies, among others, were incorporated in the emerging science of Europe.

5.3 SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION 48
The scientific development got accelerated during the scientific revolution in Europe, which took place between
1600 and 1800 AC (the period also called ‘’ the Enlightenment’’). The European Renaissance (i.e., the rebirth )
marked the recovery of the lost past; a past which is known to have been intricately connected to non-European
traditions. Although many in Europe and the West continue to deny the influence of African knowledge traditions
in their evolution, Afro centric researchers and/or Egyptologists suggest otherwise. 49
The Renaissance was a period of economic growth and colonial and political expansion. The methods for scientific discovery were refined. The classical idea that valid knowledge would emerge from observation, common
sense and from logical interpretation of the observable world, was replaced by a rational, mathematicalanalytical and empirical approach. In this period, the dominant worldviews were modified as the result of new
discoveries and insights, especially from physics and mathematics.
The enlightenment era was marked by a period of economic growth as well as colonial and political expansionism.
The methods for scientific discovery or even recovery were refined. The classical idea that valid knowledge would
48
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emerge from observation, common sense and from logical interpretation of the observable world, was replaced
by a rational, mathematical-analytical and empirical approach.
In this period, the dominant worldviews were modified as the result of new discoveries and insights, especially
from physics and mathematics. It was a dire period for breaking away from mystical (spiritual) explanations. Remarkably, for the longest time, the guardians of such new knowledge traditions were the religious people, specifically belonging the Catholic or Protestant Churches.
In 1543, Copernicus (1473-1543) presented a revolutionary model of the planetary system, stating that not the
earth but the sun was the center of the universe. His discovery was violently opposed until, Galileo (1564-1642)
and Keppler (1571-1630) moved from the geocentric view to the heliocentric perspective. They, however, maintained the anthropocentric perspective according to which humankind is the master of the universe. Some of the
dogmas of religion were challenged by the discovery of laws of nature through physics and mathematics. This
gave rise to persecutions from the church of such physical scientists.
During the enlightenment struggles, the foundations of scientific reasoning were laid by various traditions including Empiricism by Charles Bacon (1561-1626), Rationalism by Descartes (1596-1650) and Mechanism Newton
(1642-1727). The development of Evolutionism by Darwin (1809-1882) and Classical Economics by Adams Smith
(1723-1790) emerged from this scientific revolution with major implications for the worldviews and the way social
systems were considered and organized.
Francis Bacon formulated a clear theory that justified the procedure for ‘’putting nature on the rack ‘’: Well designed experiments could force nature to reveal its secrets.
Isaac Newton formulated the law of gravity and on that basis could formulate the astronomic worldview of the
sun, planets and satellites that are kept in place by the laws of gravity. He developed the prism and discovered
the spectrum of light. He formulated the mechanistic worldview in which the forces of gravity and the laws of
movement played a central role.
Rene Descartes believed in the possibility to reach absolute truth through scientific knowledge. His belief in the
power of the mind over matter and its effects on meanings marked a major watershed in the search for meaning.
His method was, , reductionist: Breaking up thoughts and problems into pieces and arranging them in their logical
order. This approach is based on the belief that all aspects of a complex phenomenon can be understood by reducing them to their constituent parts; atomization. He made a clear distinction between mind and matter and
replaced the notion of the divine plan of the Creator by a Mathematical order of nature.
For Descartes, the material universe was comparable to a machine. There is no purpose, life or spirituality in matter. Nature works according to mechanical laws and everything in the material world could be explained in terms
of the arrangement and movement of its parts. This mechanical picture of nature became the dominant paradigm of science, labelled as positivism. It guided all scientific observation and formulation of theories.
Bacon and Descartes agreed on the idea that the aim of science was the domination and control of nature, and
assumed that scientific knowledge could be used to render humankind the masters and possessors of nature; the
conquerors. To make it possible for scientists to describe nature mathematically, they had to restrict themselves
to studying the essential properties of matter: those that can be quantified by their shapes, weights, numbers and
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movement; quantification. Other properties like colour, taste or smell and particularly emotions or spiritual values, were considered subjective and mental projections and were therefore excluded from the scientific domain;
objectification.
Underpinning the evolving science of the time was an emergent dualism that separated and condemned systems
that did not measure to the new standards. Reason and emotion, public and private, individual and communal,
culture and nature, material and immaterial, objects and subjects, generalities and particularities and, masculine
and feminine emerged in the binary thinking, which privileged the former over the later.

5.4 MONISTIC AND DUALISTIC VISIONS: MIND AND MATTER
In the different worldviews and sciences that exist today, mind and matter are considered and understood in
different ways. A major divide can be observed between those who believe that reality is made up of only one
basic substance (monists) and those who believe that reality is made up of two different substances (dualists).
Monists can focus either on matter or on mind. Materialism asserts that mind is an extension of the body provoked by e.g. bio-chemical reactions. This position is dominant in modern western paradigms. Monistic positions that consider reality to be based on spiritual or mental principles are labeled as idealism. This position is
often held in non-western cultures.
Dualists believe that existence can be understood as a combination of two fundamentally distinct substances,
mind and matter. In this view, neither the mind nor matter can be reduced to each other in any way.
Rene Descartes is considered one of the founding fathers of modern science. Contrary to what is often thought,
in his basic vision he was a dualist: Descartes understood humanity as composed of two independent substances: body and mind. But, as he thought that it was only the ratio and quantification of objective phenomena that
could lead to further knowledge in his actual approach to science he acted as a rationalist and (monistic) materialist.
During the Enlightenment, the dominant worldview became materialistic: In order to make reality researchable,
it became necessary to separate mind from matter, humankind from nature, subject from object. The only thing
that can objectively be observed and experienced is matter. Mind has been considered terra incognita by modernist scientists.
It was assumed that the struggle against (!) nature could be won by controlling the forces of nature and by applying the laws of competition and conquest to the human system. Enlightenment resulted in the shift from the
notion of a world controlled by God and spirit, to the notion of a material world governed by the laws of physics.
Although this occurred in Europe it was subsequently imposed on various cultures, in the name of civilization
through education and modernization. Its science was considered to be universally applicable and because of its
systematic methods it would yield knowledge and technologies that were superior to those that emerged from
other worldviews and cultures.
The science for which Descartes laid the foundation ( and hence is generally labeled as Cartesian science), became the mainstream approach not only in technical sciences but also in the social sciences. This science has a
linear view of time, a mechanistic notion of cause and effect. It values quantity more than quality and is organized into highly specialized and atomized disciplines. The theory of the evolution, based on the notion of
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´´survival of the fittest,´´ has been translated to economics and has warranted the mechanism of competition
between commercial entities where ´´winner takes all.´´
Human traits such as altruism, friendship, cooperation, love and affection have been attributed less importance
compared to competition, individuality, aggression and conquest. This has lead to a justification of political and
economic domination and acceptance of cultural and biological extinction as part of the price for progress.
Since the colonial period, this version of western-based science, in combination with western religions was disseminated in the South and to a certain extent, it substituted the various - often animistic-indigenous (so-called)
knowledges, sciences and belief systems. The latter were declared inferior, backward and superstitious and
were regarded as a bottleneck to modernization and development. Interestingly, while this new universalizing
science emerged out of a break away from religion and spiritual meanings, religion become an important tool
for its spread to non-European and non-Western cultures.
Western science has led to impressive technologies and highly productive systems of agriculture and industry,
impressive medical achievements and communication systems. But it has not yielded its pretentions and promises to serve human needs and allow progress. The widespread application of modern technologies has definitely improved food production, health systems and labor conditions in parts of the globe, but not in the entire
globe. Where it has been able to do so well, it has often been at the expense of some categories of people. In
Northern countries, certain men and landowners have often benefited while others remained poor and gained
more wealth and welfare after a long social struggle. In southern countries, women, rural people and peasants
have suffered most 50. Also, advancements in modern technologies have not necessarily led to global peace,
ecological stability and social or psychological well-being. It definitely has not led to the eradication of widespread hunger or poverty, not even in northern countries, where in spite of affluence pockets of poverty exist
among certain communities. This situation justifies new insights in scientific methods that challenge the validity
of claims to universality of its knowledge.

5.5 EMPIRICISM AND RATIONALISM; INDUCTION AND DEDUCTION
During the scientific revolution of the 17th century, basically two approaches for gaining scientific knowledge
were formulated: Empiricism and Rationalism. According to logical empiricism true knowledge must be based on
sensory experience. On the basis of perceived regularities in research findings, general laws and theories can be
formulated, based in inductionistic generalizations. Such generalization go from the specific to the general. Perceived instances are being combined to seek general conclusions, and mathematical processing allow for the
drawing of generalizations. In rationalism, true knowledge is to be deducted from rational principles. This deductionistic approach argues from the general to the specific. Research therefore starts with hypotheses, deducted from general theories that can be tested by concrete experiences.
Two terms are important here: Induction: drawing general lessons from a series of observations, without a prior
notion of how to explain things. And deduction: understanding the reality and each new observation as part of a
general theoretical and rational understanding of the reality.

See for a comprehensive overview and critical analysis of the role of peasantry in Peru, Italy and the Netherlands van der
Ploeg, Jan Douwe, The new peasantries; struggles for autonomy and sustainability in an ara of empire and globalisation.
Earthscan London 2008.
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5.6 POSITIVISM AND THE PYRAMID OF SCIENCES
August Compte (1778-1857) laid the foundations of mainstream scientific method. He postulated that in the
course of the history, science moved away from the theological methods, where supernatural forces were considered to explain the course of things and also away from the metaphysical methods, that seeks to give answers based on pre-scientific dogmas and abstract concepts as reason and spirit. He designed a scientific method known as positivism. In positivism, religion and metaphysics are no longer considered relevant for science.
Only the combination of logical thinking and empiric perception can lead to laws that can explain and predict
phenomena. According to Compte, this methodology can be used both for natural sciences and for the humanities. The only difference is, that in the social sciences, the number of variables is much bigger, therefore, the
degree of predictability is lower than in natural sciences. But, if scientists of different disciplines work together,
think systematically and collect empirical data, progress can be made.
In positivism, there is a certain order in the way reality can be understood: the pyramid of sciences.
Mathematics is the very foundation of logic. It allows the ordering of quantitative data about space and time
and movement. So mathematics is a condition for mechanics, mechanics for physics, physics for chemistry,
chemistry for the science of living beings (biology) and biology for human activities, which can be understood by
anthropology, psychology, sociology history and economics.
This notion leads to the thesis that modern science is universal because of its robust and universal methods of
research and rational and tested theories.
The empirical research cycle is a methodological framework of positivism. It follows a sequence of steps that
combines induction and deduction by the formulation of researchable hypothesis based on theories, systematic
collection and processing of data.

5.7 UNIVERSALITY VERSUS PLURIVERSALITY OF SCIENCES
The different worldviews lead not only to differences in the value attributed to certain objects of study, but also
to different scientific methods and different scientific theories. The question whether scientific knowledge is
universal (i.e., if scientific knowledge is all embracing and thus valid and applicable anywhere) or whether it is
particular and pluriversal (i.e., specific knowledge is valid and applicable in particular situations and thus there
can be different and plural ways to learn and understand the reality) has been and is still subject to various debates.
As early as the 18th century, in Europe, the assumption of universality of science was debated and challenged. As
indicated above, the materialists believed that only by the use of the positivist approach, valid and universal
knowledge could be gained. The critics on this position made a distinction between Explanation and Understanding. Positivist approaches can possibly explain how things are, but they fall short in understanding why
things are happening. Certain biologists and medical scientists realized that living beings show processes of
growth, life, consciousness, intelligence. They saw that the object of their science was not reducible to matter
only, and that linear and mechanical causality was not always obvious, and therefore they need a different approach for research. Also, historians, studying the course of human history, argued that the use of universal
causal reasoning would assume that changes in cultures and in social systems would be due to general laws that
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also apply to human systems. This suggests that there should be something like a general human nature that
would guide or determine the process of human development and thus make the future predictable. However,
history shows that many historic events are the result of unique processes. History cannot be reduced to a series of events that follow universal laws.
This then leads to the notion that there is a basic difference between natural sciences, biological and social sciences. The object of natural sciences are physical objects, in biology, they are living organisms and in social sciences the objects have biological and also mental characteristics such as beliefs, intentions, ideals, values. Mind
is an inner expression of the spiritual character of living identities. To understand this inner world, the methods
of natural sciences are inadequate. The differences between the approaches of natural and social sciences are
so different that the reduction of the scientific method to those of positivism is problematic. This then leads to
the notion of scientific plurality.
Emmanuel Kant made an important contribution to the problem of Scientific Reductionism in his Critique of
Pure Reason:
Box 5.1. Kant ‘s critique on role of senses
Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) argued that the rational order of the world as known by science
could never be accounted for merely by the fortuitous accumulation of sense perceptions. It
was instead the product of the rule-based activity of "synthesis." This consisted of conceptual
unification and integration carried out by the mind through concepts or the "categories of the
understanding" operating on the perceptual manifold within space and time. Space and time
are not properties of things, not objective concepts. They are part of the capacities of humans
to know, forms of sensibility, ways to perceive that are a necessary conditions for any possible
experience. Also, the very notion of causality is a human way to try to understand reality and
not necessarily an intrinsic part of the reality. For Kant, judgments are the preconditions of any
thought. Kant believed that all the possible judgments, and that all the logical operators within
propositions, are equivalent to the moments of the understanding within judgments. Thus, he
listed four groups of understanding perceptions, each divided in three: quantity (unity, plurality, totality), quality (reality, negation, limitation), relation (substance, cause, community) and
modality (possibility, existence, necessity).
The fundamental building blocks of experience and knowledge are now in place. First, there is
the sensibility, which supplies the mind with intuitions, and then there is the understanding,
which produces judgments of these intuitions and can subsume them under categories. These
categories lift the intuitions up out of the subject’s current state of consciousness and place
them within consciousness in general, producing necessary knowledge.
Thus, the objective order of nature and the causal necessity that operates within it are dependent upon or constructed by the mind. In German, he call this the Welt fur mich (the world as I
see it), which is only an approximation of the Welt an sich (the world as it really is). We thus
only know the world to the extent that it can be known with our human senses and capacities.
Knowledge thus, by definition is subjective, i.e. constructed by human subjects.

Box 5.2 Enlightenment sciences in brief
•

The Enlightenment shifted from the notion of a world controlled by God, to the
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notion of a material world governed by the laws of physics and mathematics.
It was assumed that the struggle against nature could be won by extracting the
secrets and controlling the forces of nature.
Not the earth, but the sun was seen as the center of the universe.
Mankind is entitled to control and exploit the natural and biological resources of
the globe.
Reality was understood not only in the directly observable shapes, sizes and
movements. Also indirectly unobservable phenomena such as powers, forces and
gravity were discovered and used in technologies.
Rational reasoning and empiric experiments were seen as (opposing and /or possibly complementary) ways to gain new knowledge.
It has a dominant dualistic vision: It separated mind and matter, mankind and nature, subject and object, Creator and creation.
In the methodologies it used a monistic perspective as it focused on matter only.
The only thing that can objectively be observed is matter. Mind was considered
terra incognita.
It has a linear view of time, a mechanistic notion of cause and effect, it values
quantity more than quality.
It reduced the reality into parts that can be studies by specialists. Therefore it is
organized in scientific specializations or disciplines.
Its science is considered to be universally applicable and because of its systematic
methods it yields knowledge and technologies that are superior to those that
emerged from other worldviews and of other cultures.
It substituted the various indigenous knowledges, sciences and belief systems.
The latter were declared inferior, backward and superstitious and were regarded
as a bottleneck to modernisation and development.
The theory of the evolution, based on the notion of ´competition and survival of
the fittest´ sanctioned the mechanism of competition between commercial entities where ´the winner takes all´
It has a male bias
It is enshrined in Western values

Beyond the natural sciences that seek to understand natural and material phenomena, other sciences emerged:
biological sciences to study life processes; for social sciences to try to understand human, mental and cultural
phenomena.

5.8 LIFE SCIENCES
Creationist, evolutionists, materialists and vitalists
Life sciences address questions regarding how to explain life and life processes such as birth, regeneration, aging, origin of species and evolution. In life sciences, there are different steams: e.g. creationists, evolutionists,
materialists (or mechanists), and vitalists.
Creationists believe that an external creative force (the Creator) is responsible for complicated live processes.
They posit that the Creator has done a great job in creating so many different living beings and processes; each
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having a specific function and adaptation to the environment in which it lives. Creationists may also believe that
humans have a special place in the world. Human beings have a soul, a consciousness and the capacity to think.
Humans are believed to be the crown of creation and have a special responsibility. They have the right to control the earth, to use its resources and to dominate other living beings. In that sense they also have certain obligations and responsibilities for other living creatures and for the earth as a whole (stewardship).
The evolution theory of Darwin (1809-1882) changed the creationists vision. Darwin concluded that species
emerged from each other. In studying the morphology of species he discovered that some morphological structures have a common ancestor and have adapted themselves gradually to the different environments. So, he
concluded that diversity in life forms was not created, but has evolved gradually though a process of natural
selection. Not all organisms have an equal chance to survive. The available resources on earth are insufficient
for sustaining all living organisms. So, competition between the organisms leads to survival of the fittest and
gradual adaptation of the organisms to the environments.
Selection is the engine of the evolution. Organisms reproduce themselves, and there is always a small genetic
variation within a population. These differences make the difference for its adaptability and its chance for survival. And subsequently this capacity to adapt itself is continued and consolidated by the genetic codes of the
organism, that is transferred to next generations. Characteristics are heritable. The genotypes of living organisms change because of evolution and the phenotype of any organism differ as a result of the environment in
which it lives. So, the evolution theory has added an historic dimension to science and has legitimated the Why
question in scientific research. The efficiency of the adaptations explains why new live forms are successful.
Standpoint theorists built on Marxist/sociologists insights on conscious to raised issues regarding social positions
and their effects on meaning making. For them the methods, people and milieu are equally important factors
and forces that shape knowledge productions and meaning making. Stand point theorist such as Sandra Harding, Nancy Hartsock, Allison Wylie, Patricia Hill Collins, Dorothy Smith and Donna Haraway contest positivists
notions of objectivity, among others, as disembodied, individualistic and male-centered. Their insights have
informed multicultural studies of science and the concept of multi-perspectivism.
Materialists biologists built their work on the evolution theory and genetics became an import focus of biology
and in applied life sciences such as agriculture. Since the discovery of the Laws of Inheritance of Gregor Mendel
(1822-1884) major attention has been given to the development of improved genetic varieties of plants and
animals by systematic breeding programs.
The Green Revolution in Agriculture was one of the outcomes of materialist biology. Its approach combined
the use of genetically improved varieties with the regular provision of (irrigation) water, chemical fertilizers
and biocides, mechanization and mono-cropping. These new agricultural systems were able to increase production considerably and major efforts were made to substitute modified and high yielding varieties and production
systems for the traditional production systems. Apart from some environmental problems, a major fallacy of
the green revolution was that they could not be made effective in the complex, rain fed areas that occur in large
parts of Africa, Asia and Latin America. Its practices were not universally applicable.
Vandana Shiva, Wangari Maathai and many other ecologists, green activists and anti-globalists (or otherglobalists) have written extensively on the problems of the green revolution regarding its environmental degradation, cultural infringements, intellectual property rights abuse, territorial invasions and vulnerability creations.
51
Both Shiva and Maathai have not just been critical of the physical effects to the Green Revolutions such as
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ecology but also it impacts of peoples and their livelihoods. They have in particular been considered about the
losses women, rural communities and poor farmers as already deprived categories have been further victimized
in the greening process where imported technologies purporting to boost agricultural productivity end up destroying livelihoods.
The growing criticisms of the negative effects of the green revolution lead to new initiatives that have sought to
address its failures and problems. Such efforts have tended to optimize the use of local resources. Instead of
substituting local resources and local knowledge with outside inputs and knowledge, complementarity between
local knowledge and outside knowledge have been sought. One such is an approach called Low External Input
and Sustainable Agriculture (LEISA).52
Examples of successful LEISA practices include agro-forestry, soil and water harvesting, use of local plant varieties, and unconventional animals and plants, botanical pesticides, integrated pest management, micro-climate
management, ethno-veterinary and local health practices. This attention for and rediscovery of the value of
local resources have led to a revaluation of local knowledge and worldviews and the plurality of ways of knowing.
Recently, biology got a new boost in its materialist scientific orientation particularly by the development of the
techniques of gene transfers, the use of mathematical models of reality, in combination with new refinements in
electronics and mechanics. Its applications lead to further expansion of modern agriculture and medicine. At
present, on the globe, there is a wide variation of agricultural production systems: from highly modernized systems to LEISA whereas in major areas farming is still based on traditional knowledge and local resources only.
The same applies to other important life sciences such as Health Science. The development of chemical based
medicine and the application of modern technologies research, for diagnosis and operations have changed the
medical sciences of western countries. But in most developing countries these systems exist parallel to local
health practices.
A contemporary representative of materialist thinking is Edward Wilson53, a biologist at Cornell University. He
claims that ‘’all tangible phenomena, from the birth of stars to the workings of social institutions, are based on
material processes that are ultimately reducible, however long and tortuous the sequences, to the laws of physics. ‘’ This thesis is supported by many modern biologists and physicists including neurobiologists who interpret
behavior, memory and emotion exclusively as brain functions, and gene biologists who explain the characteristics of living beings using the genome structure only. Eliminative materialists go a step further and claim that the
human mind and mental phenomena simply do not exist. Although the materialist notion is dominant in the
West, there are also the differing perspectives and worldviews of historic and contemporary scientists.
In the time of the scientific revolution, Spinoza (1632-1677) postulated a notion of god as immanent in nature:
Natura naturans while Emmaunuel Kant (1724-1804) argued that the senses and capacities of humankind to
understand reality is limited by the capacities of the senses.

Websites with more critical information on the Green Revolution are www.GRAIN.org and www.ETCgroup.org
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Alongside materialism are other visions such as vitalism. Vitalism is the metaphysical doctrine that living organisms possess a non-physical inner force or energy that gives them the property of life. Vitalists believe that the
laws of physics and chemistry alone cannot explain life functions and processes. Vitalism assumes that life
emerges from a complex combination of organic matter. Christian de Quincey54 presents the vitalist vision. He
posits that ‘’unless energy at its ontologically most fundamental level already came with some form of protoconsciousness, proto-experience or proto-subjectivity, subjectivity, conscious experiences or subjectivity would
never emerge or evolve in the universe’’.
The difference between materialist and vitalist notions reflect a difference regarding the nature of reality,
worldview or cosmovision. In fact, although there have always been different coinciding worldviews, the materialist notion has gained more following. This is partly due to the seeming success scientific methods and the
work of positivist science. The notion of causality and empirical methods is central in its methods.
Modern life sciences are dominated by a materialistic and mechanistic approach. Plants, animals and human
beings are compared to machines that can be modified genetically. The functions of machines can be improved
by the application of chemistry and mechanics. Research can be conducted on models of reality rather than on
really living systems. Modern biologists Maturana and Varela have recently developed the Santiago theory of
cognition, according to which living systems are cognitive systems. Life is seen as a cognitive process. 55
Richard Dawkins developed the notion of meme. Memes are bits of information put together as ideas, symbols
or practices, that get transmitted from one mind to another through speech, gestures, rituals, or other imitable
phenomena. Memes are supposed to follow the evolutionary principles in explaining the spread of ideas and
cultural phenomena. 56

BIO-GEOGRAPHY 57
Jared Diamond studied the pattern of the spread of food production, urbanisation, and economic and scientific
development. He asserts that geography and biogeography, and not race or culture, moulded the contrasting
fates of the Europeans, Asians, Native Americans, sub-Saharan Africans and Aboriginals
He attributes the economic development of the areas now dominant in economic and scientific domains to a
combination of biological and geographical factors. He explains the early development and domination of Europe by reasons as :
• Plants that were fit for domestification by humans originate from a limited number of areas of the
globe. The spread of these crops were more possible in the Eurasian continent, because Eurasia has a
East/West axis, which makes the difference in day lengths relatively small, while America and Africa
have South/North axis. Photosensitive plants do not spread on the North/South axis.
• Animals fit for domestification happen to originate mostly from Eurasia. Thus people lived together with
these animals and developed resistance to the animal diseases.
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Eurasia was the first region to start sedentary agriculture. It developed food surpluses, urban centres
and warfare technology.
People from Eurasia conquered other people in the globe
Epidemic diseases caused a lot of death among the people of the new world. They lacked the resistance
to animal diseases.
Eurasian knowledge and technology spread and substituted other knowledge systems.

5.9 SOCIAL SCIENCES: FROM LINEAR CAUSALITY TO PROBABILITIES.
Explaining how and why social phenomena occur is basically done by analyzing motives and intentions and, passions and purposes of certain people in order to understand the rationality of a certain activity in a specific context.
In social sciences the number of variables involved in explaining ‘’how or why things are occurring,’’ are generally too many to be able to give a straight causal explanation. It is generally not possible to say that a certain social phenomena will necessarily follow from or be caused by a specific number of (social, ecological or other)
variables. Rather, social scientists can give indications of probabilities. In general, social phenomena cannot be
explained by a general and universal law. One can only find factors that have contributed to the probability of a
certain outcome.
Natural sciences address questions regarding the necessary condition for a certain result.
Social sciences research can possibly answer questions about sufficient conditions for certain phenomena to
occur.
In social research, it has been accepted that humans have a combination of rational, emotional, intuitive, and
perceptive qualities. And each of these qualities may translate in different values, knowledge, decisions and
behaviors as they emerge from different socio-cultural, economic and ecological contexts, differ per person, and
exist in different time spans. The notions of what is rational, reasonable and ethical may differ in different contexts and situations. Therefore a universal method to predict or explain social phenomena with certainty, cannot exist in social sciences. Beyond that, the possibility to carry out experiments with humans is limited. In the
case of medicine, animals are often being used as guinea pigs to substitute humans, but major experiments with
human systems are prohibited by ethics. Experiments to find ways to change certain social systems can sometimes be held on a small scale. Generalizing the outcomes of such experiments can only be done with care, as
the probability remains that in a replication of the experiment, the frame conditions are different and outcomes
may differ.
Methods used to understand social systems can include quantitative methods, and often are a combination of
these with qualitative methods.
Examples of quantitative methods are social surveys with statistical analyses. The methodology of these can
basically follow the positivist research cycle. But because of the variability of the characteristics of social actors,
research can only be carried out in a a-selectively drawn sample of the population. In the assessment of the data
and testing the hypothesis, the certainty of conclusions is always subject to a probability. In practice: if less than
5% of the sample shows a deviation from the expected outcome, that can be expected based on a hypothesis
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about the causal relationship between variables, the hypothesis can be accepted as a valid. It remains a hypothesis however although in practice it is sometimes confused with a valid theory.
In each research, the question has to be addressed to what extent the conclusions can be generalized. The specific social, economic, cultural, ecological and historical conditions of the research sample will determine the
degree of justified generalization.

5.10 QUALITATIVE STUDIES
Understanding and explaining the motives and intentions, passions and purposes, rationality of certain people
and understanding decisions and activities can emerge by analyzing the stories and reflections of people involved in the activity. Insiders can give their own construction of the reality, while outsiders can be guided to
develop joint interpretations from a distant perspective. The methods to be used are not objective of the quantitative sort. Rather they are subjectively objective and/or intersubjective.
Methods of this type are: autobiographies, biographies, anthropological studies, ethnographies, phenomenologies, village studies and meta-analysis. The studies can focus on certain social phenomena such as religion, farming, gender, class, poverty. They often focus on a part of the social processes involved: e.g. specific psychological studies, conflict resolution studies, studies on decision making, on social changes, on interaction.
Postcolonial, feminist and cultural studies which have tended to be critical of universalizing studies have found
appeal in qualitative strategies for their potency for enhancing inclusivity, diversity and particularities. Qualitative methods have become important avenues for participatory and empowerment research.

5.11 The Qualitative-Quantitative Debate

58

There has probably been more energy expended on debating the differences between and relative advantages
of qualitative and quantitative methods than almost any other methodological topic in social research. The
"qualitative-quantitative debate" as it is sometimes called is one of those hot-button issues that almost
invariably will trigger an intense debate."
Both quantitative and qualitative research rest on rich and varied traditions that come from multiple disciplines
and both have been employed to address almost any research topic you can think of. In fact, in almost every
applied social research project there is value in consciously combining both qualitative and quantitative methods in what is referred to as a "mixed methods" approach. In this debate, the different criteria for good research
are being examined below, as presented in www.socialresearchmethods.net/ :
Validity
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Depending on their philosophical perspectives, some qualitative researchers reject the framework of validity
that is commonly accepted in more quantitative research in the social sciences. They reject the basic realist
assumption that there is a reality external to our perception of it. Consequently, it doesn't make sense to be
concerned with the "truth" or "falsity" of an observation with respect to an external reality (which is a primary
concern of validity). These qualitative researchers argue for different standards for judging the quality of
research.
For instance, Guba and Lincoln proposed four criteria for judging the soundness of qualitative research
and explicitly offered these as an alternative to more traditional quantitatively-oriented criteria. They
felt that their four criteria better reflected the underlying assumptions involved in much qualitative
research. Their proposed criteria and the "analogous" quantitative criteria are listed in the table.
Traditional Criteria for Judging Quantitative Alternative Criteria for Judging Qualitative
Research

Research

internal validity

credibility

external validity

transferability

reliability

dependability

objectivity

confirmability

Credibility
The credibility criteria involves establishing that the results of qualitative research are credible or
believable from the perspective of the participant in the research. Since from this perspective, the
purpose of qualitative research is to describe or understand the phenomena of interest from the
participant's eyes, the participants are the only ones who can legitimately judge the credibility of the
results.

Transferability
Transferability refers to the degree to which the results of qualitative research can be generalized or
transferred to other contexts or settings. From a qualitative perspective transferability is primarily the
responsibility of the one doing the generalizing. The qualitative researcher can enhance transferability
by doing a thorough job of describing the research context and the assumptions that were central to the
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research. The person who wishes to "transfer" the results to a different context is then responsible for
making the judgment of how sensible the transfer is.

Dependability
The traditional quantitative view of reliability is based on the assumption of replicability or repeatability.
Essentially it is concerned with whether we would obtain the same results if we could observe the same
thing twice. But we can't actually measure the same thing twice -- by definition if we are measuring
twice, we are measuring two different things. In order to estimate reliability, quantitative researchers
construct various hypothetical notions (e.g., true score theory) to try to get around this fact.
The idea of dependability, on the other hand, emphasizes the need for the researcher to account for the
ever-changing context within which research occurs. The research is responsible for describing the
changes that occur in the setting and how these changes affected the way the research approached the
study.

Confirmability and repeatability
Qualitative research tends to assume that each researcher brings a unique perspective to the study.
Confirmability and repeatability refer to the degree to which the results could be confirmed or
corroborated by others if they repeat the research under the same conditions. There are a number of
strategies for enhancing confirmability. The researcher can document the procedures for checking and
rechecking the data throughout the study. Another researcher can take a "devil's advocate" role with
respect to the results, and this process can be documented. The researcher can actively search for and
describe and NEGATIVE INSTANCES that contradict prior observations. And, after he study, one can
conduct a DATA AUDIT that examines the data collection and analysis procedures and makes
judgements about the potential for bias or distortion.

There has been considerable debate among methodologists about the value and legitimacy of this set of
standards for judging qualitative research. On the one hand, many quantitative researchers see the
alternative criteria as just a relabeling of the very successful quantitative criteria in order to accrue
greater legitimacy for qualitative research. They suggest that a correct reading of the quantitative
criteria would show that they are not limited to quantitative research alone and can be applied equally
well to qualitative data. They argue that the alternative criteria represent a different philosophical
perspective that is subjectivist rather than realist in nature. They claim that research inherently assumes
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that there is some reality that is being observed and can be observed with greater or less accuracy or
validity. if you don't make this assumption, they would contend, you simply are not engaged in research
(although that doesn't mean that what you are doing is not valuable or useful).

Perhaps there is some legitimacy to this counter argument. Certainly a broad reading of the traditional
quantitative criteria might make them appropriate to the qualitative realm as well. But historically the
traditional quantitative criteria have been described almost exclusively in terms of quantitative
research. No one has yet done a thorough job of translating how the same criteria might apply in
qualitative research contexts. For instance, the discussions of external validity have been dominated by
the idea of statistical sampling as the basis for generalizing. And, considerations of reliability have
traditionally been inextricably linked to the notion of true score theory.

But qualitative researchers do have a point about the irrelevance of traditional quantitative criteria.
How could we judge the external validity of a qualitative study that does not use formalized sampling
methods? And, how can we judge the reliability of qualitative data when there is no mechanism for
estimating the true score? No one has adequately explained how the operational procedures used to
assess validity and reliability in quantitative research can be translated into legitimate corresponding
operations for qualitative research.

While alternative criteria may not in the end be necessary), and they certainly can be confusing for
students and newcomers to this discussion, these alternatives do serve to remind us that qualitative
research cannot easily be considered only an extension of the quantitative paradigm into the realm of
nonnumeric data...’’

5.12 SCIENCES AND GENDER
Gender perspectives have implications for the sciences. Not only social sciences but also biological and natural
sciences are affected by gender: The access of women to the scientific profession, choice of objects to be studied, theoretical frameworks and scientific methods to address the research and access to scientific publications
were found to be affected by gender.59
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The scientific profession was and often still is dominated by male scientists. Scientists in the past often had prejudices about women as having better qualities to care than to think. This stereotyping legitimated the social inequality between the sexes and justified the fact that only few women were accepted as scientists.
Three feminist waves in Europe and other western countries have changed this secondary position of women in
science. The first wave of the last part of the 19th century allowed women to take part in politics by having equal
rights to vote, to decide in political matters and gave them the right to access jobs and employment. The second
feministic wave started in the 1960ies, and provided women with sexual freedom and has put the relationship
between sex and science on the agenda. The third feministic wave, of the beginning of the 21 century claimed
equal opportunities for both sexes in top positions in business and science and gave special attention to disadvantages women in specific social categories (immigrants, Muslims, lower educated).
Undoubtedly, the identification of problems and choice of the objects of study are based on the perspective and
worldview of scientists and the specific position of women are often absent in these. Social activities in which
women dominate are often overlooked in research. In economics only paid labor is taken into account, unpaid
activities in households were not considered. History, which has been based largely on episodic events and hero
worship, has kept records of the great kings, wars and conquests and inventions and not the rich lives of ordinary
people; the women, children, servants, peasants and laborers who build and form cities. In agriculture, it is the
farm owner, cash crop producers and large-scale farmers who have been targeted. In all cases, it is the dominant
experiences, largely those of men, which have been CAPTURED, acknowledged and rewarded.
Mainstream scientific methods have been criticized for being excluding through their false sense of universality,
rationality, technicality and objectivity. The falsification of such characteristics has been traced to the simplification of the scientific method and the resulting alienation of diverse realities. This is true for cultural and gender
critics. For instance, the uncritical and often false dichotomy regarding men’s and women’s ways have tended to
create situations for gender based discrimination. This have been premised on an exaggerated sense of biological
differences or the confusion between biologically determined and socially construction characteristics.
While there are not doubts regarding the biological differences between men and women with significant implications for their social realities, it is also a case that socially constructed meanings have taken undue advantage of
such difference to limit opportunities for and the capabilities of women. For instance, binary opposed constructions of masculinity and femininity position men as aggressive, independent and rational while women are timid,
dependent and irrational. These psychological categories then translate in various facets of life such as men in
production, women in reproduction; men in the public sphere, women in the domestic sphere and; men as leaders, women as followers, among others.
These socially constructed categories are not only inimical to social functioning and progress but also place false
senses of being that are restrictive. Against the backdrop of larger female than male populations the world over,
what motivation is there to create female dependencies? Undoubtedly the subjective locations of women and
men have exposed and equipped each category with unique experiences, knowledge's and skills but there are
also areas of shared experiences. Beside within each category, there are also individuals in their uniqueness. It is
therefore important to recognize and appreciate the differences as well as sameness in women and men’s realities.
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The question of gender and science is an age-old one. Even within the social sciences, with their long tradition of
and roots in subjective experiences, gender continues to be a major challenge. Universalizing notions on objective
research and scientific knowledge have often driven social scientists toward aggregation, which contrasts with the
disaggregation that gender activists advocate. Where gender has been recognized as an issue, there has been the
tendency to adopt perspectives where sex differences are taken serious. Critical gender studies and postmodern
social studies have however condemned the simplistic application and interpretation of gender while proposing
the adoption of complex analysis and negotiations that transcend the opposed binaries. Traditional notions of
objectivity, which has taken the form of alienation of subjective experience continue to pose serious challenges.
The appeal to absolutes creates unfavorable conditions for subjective positions and relative experience. Where
gender have been an issue it has often gone beyond cross tabulation by gender as a basis for generalization. The
tendency to add women to research teams often stems from a need to ensure that women are represented rather than a genuine search to include feminine voices and perspectives in research. In the process critical question relating to gender and science remain. Some such questions include:
•

To what extent do sex and gender determine the choice of scientific traditions, methods, and strategies?

•

Of what relevance is subjective positioning to meaning making and knowledge creation within the dominant scientific models?

•

How adequate are the existing scientific methodologies and frameworks in capturing the realities of men
and women?

•

What scientific methods and theories offer opportunities for the optimal engagements of men and women in research practices?

Similar to the cultural alienations that have often characterized western scientific models, patriarchal and patrimonial criticisms have been criticized and advanced by gender activists, researchers and theorist. Feminists epistemologies are critical of the marginalization of women’s voices, visions and experiences in mainstream
knowledge productions (Clough, 1994; Harding, 1987; Scot, 1992). Others such as bell hooks60, Gloria Anzaldua,61
and Chandra Mohanty62 complicate the discourse by integrating culture and gender perspectives in their criticism
of dominant Western scientific traditions.

60 bell hooks (1981) Ain’t I a Woman: Black women and Feminism. South End Press: Thinking Feminist, Thinking Black. and
Talking Back..
61
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Borderlands Anzaldu, G. (1999/87). Borderlands/La Frontera: New mestiza (2 ed.). San Francisco, CA: Aunt Lute

Press.
Chandra Mohanty (1988). Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourse. Feminist Review 30(Autoum) 61
– 88.
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A major criticism of mainstream science is that it is often biased by male ways to perceiving reality. These male
ways are identified to include: rational, businesslike, objective, controlled. It does not require commitment, but
accuracy. It divides larger wholes into smaller variables and quantifies and calculates. It relies more on the use of
the eyes than on taste and touch. By extension, male ways, which are distinguished from female ways, lack the
feminine qualities of commitment, subjectivity, holism and qualitativism. These commonplace dichotomies, which
are often projected as biological rather social in nature, hardly stand the test of reality. For, these characteristics
are not only complementary but also intricately linked and manifested among women and men alike. Differences
in socialization, however, make a difference in which characteristics dominate among individuals and the collective.
Consequently, an understanding of science and gender should be informed by an attitude that is devoid of prejudice and stereotyping. For mainstream scientists who tend to work from particular frameworks with their standard values and methodologies, such complex dynamics are almost impossible. In spite of the sophisticated tools
and methods of mainstream science it has failed in the past to appreciate the complexity of subjective positioning. Postmodern and postcolonial scientists are however breaking myths and the very foundations of objective
science in their analysis of dynamic systems and chaotic order. Hence, the perception of mainstream scientists
remains colored by the worldview and theoretical framework they hold. These are partly the result of personalities and social circumstances of the scientist, in spite of their failure to count subjectivity.
An example is the study of male biologists who considered groups of lions as a harem; one dominant male surrounded by female lions. Female biologists claimed that it was the gender bias of the scientists that brought
about their observations and interpretations. They described the same object as a group of female lions living
together happily, caring collectively for the young ones. In their margins they accepted the presence of a single
male, which was required for them to procreate.
Arguments were forwarded that this ‘’male ‘scientific method lacks a place for involvement, commitment, for
intuition and for empathic learning. An example of a successful scientific method where such activities were included in the scientific method is the work of Nobel prize winner Barbara McClintock. She discovered the jumping
genes, the phenomenon that genetic elements are mobile and can change their location and impact under the
influence of other components of a cell. She discovered this mechanism not through rational and linear thinking
and analyses, but by empathizing with the maize plants she was working with and by trying to learn from within.
At the same time, it is noteworthy that McClintock did not earn her reputation as a biologist through empathy
only. She is also an accomplished empirical researcher. Indeed, there are also examples of scientific discoveries
by men that were attributed to use of the intuition. Yet, by their social positioning, often subjugated, women
more than men are likely to practice the use of their intuitions.
Studies show that women experience more difficulties in getting their research results published. Articles offered
under a name that was obviously female, were more refused than gender neutral author names. Some accomplished women authors have had to use pen- and pseudo- names in order to escape gender based discrimination.
In the scientific world, the status of a scientist depends on the number of scientific publications. The road to becoming a recognized scientist is more difficult for women than for men. The unique but also demanding roles of
women in reproductive and family organization present additional challenges. In a recent study by gender in aca-
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demic research in Nigeria, Ngozi, Agabi and Uche63 concluded that institutional systemic barriers limited women’s
capacities to participate in research projects and for that matter ability to publish toward promotions. Even if
women have good research their findings often remain in the margins and invisible. Male researchers who dominate academia and mainstream research cite one another and hardly acknowledge the works of women as is the
case with non-Western sources.
The typical male and typical female perspectives are not necessarily in contradiction; both can contain part of the
explanation of a research problem. The examples however show that the quality of research results can be improved if the world is not exclusively considered from the male perspective. This is the reason why gender studies
are considered necessary for a balanced scientific approach.

6.0 REVITALIZATION AND CO-EVOLUTION OF SCIENCES
6.1 INTRA- AND INTERSCIENTIFIC CHALLENGES
A basic hypothesis of this book is that while mainstream knowledge is a powerful and dominant form of
knowledge, it is only one of the several cultural forms of knowledge. While it evidently has a strong capacity to
contribute to powerful technologies, important attributes are also present in other forms of knowledge that have
their origin and basis in other cultures. Mainstream sciences have focused its investigations on the physical and
biological dimensions of nature and are relatively unaware of the meta-physical and spiritual dimensions of the
reality. It thus has its own strengths and weaknesses.
An inter-cultural dialogue based on mutual confidence and horizontal relationships can only take place if all partners involved with their different knowledge traditions are prepared to have a self-critical attitude. There are
substantial theories and reflections on the character of mainstream science. Within this scientific knowledge
space, debates are held on issues such as objectivity versus subjectivity; universalism versus relativism; specialization and disciplinarity versus holism and transdisciplinarity; quantitative method and qualitative methods; neopositivism and actor perspectives, modernity and post modernity. Hence, it is clear that also within the dominant
scientific tower, there are different perspectives and positions. Mainstream knowledge applied to agriculture or
health practices has shown great impact on the globe. It has led to impressive results, but it has not been able to
satisfactorily solve several problems related to food security, health, poverty, environmental sustainability and
peace. Therefore, there is a need to seek help of other knowledge systems.
At the same time, the different endogenous sciences will have its own strengths and weaknesses. The strengths
may lay in its holistic nature, its cultural and eco-specificity and/or its adaptability. The weaknesses may be the
result of the same factors, if certain specific answers are being sought for changing conditions.
Intra-cultural and intra-scientific reflections and searches for improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the
endogenous ways of knowing and endogenous sciences are very important.
N. C. Ngozi, O. G. Agabi and C. M. Uche (2008). An Action Five Strategy for Bridging the Gender Gap in Academic Research
Activities in African Universities. Studies in Gender and Development in Africa, Vol. 1(September)
63
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Inter-cultural and inter-scientific dialogue may be helpful for enhancing the quality of the sciences involved. Such
a dialogue should be based on the assumption that all sciences involved accepts its limitations and are open to
finding ways to deal with them. The balance between sensory ways of knowing and the use of rationality, quantification and study of the bio-physical world, on the one hand and use of mental methods and intuition as a way
of knowing the reality of the spiritual plane of existence need to be explored and complementarity between these ways of knowing needs to be sought. The exchange between different endogenous sciences can lead to important innovations of the sciences involved, the epistemology and methodology of Non-Western knowledge
traditions can offer a lot to mainstream science and vice versa. Complementarity between different sciences can
be sought, but also the possibility exists that different sciences are incommensurable, when their concepts and
methods cannot be translated in each other’s terms.
Respectful dialogue implies the willingness to listen, openness to learning, responsiveness to information, questions and suggestions as well as the courage to criticize when necessary. It needs to avoid the pitfalls skeptical
prejudice and of romanticizing. A prejudice can lead to rejecting or not even noting positive elements of (possibly deficient forms of) a certain knowledge. Romanticizing or idealizing of forms of knowledge takes away the
critical element and the option to learn together.
The question whether and under which conditions it is feasible to achieve inter-epistemological cooperation in
the sense that it leads towards transcultural synergy has not yet been answered. Possibly this question can only
be answered in a satisfactory way, once the endogenous systems as well as mainstream systems have gone
through their own processes of introspection and critiquing and have recognized their limitations and potentials.
This book is an effort to get to grips with the co-evolution and inter-scientific dialogue in a situation where the
starting position of the different actors is not equitable and where the differences in status, power, resource
availability and the very vitality of the knowledges involved are tremendous.
But, to get started with this process we have to be clear about the question: what is a science and what are the
basic elements that should be taken into consideration during the intra- and inters-science dialogues and coevolution.
6.2 WHAT IS SCIENCE?
Based on the reflections and positions of contemporary philosophers of science (Popper, Kuhn, Latour and
Feyerabend), we have chosen for the following definition of science:
6.2.1 DEFINITION OF SCIENCE
Science is: a body of knowledge formulated within a specific worldview and its classification under a
theoretical framework. It includes the processes for producing and selecting knowledge, formulating
assumptions, general principles, theories and methodologies and it involves an active role of a specific
knowledge community that has reached consensus on these. The knowledge acquired and the resulting
science is always limited and subject to modification in the light of new data, information and insights.
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From this definition, it follows that a science is linked to specific worldview, theories, methods, knowledge processes, values and scientific community. Science is always limited in the extent into which it can provide answers
about the reality and is always subject to new learning and change.
BASIC ELEMENTS OF A SCIENCE ARE:
• The Ontology (or worldview): the way the people see themselves and their relation with the rest of
the cosmos: the Worldview
• The Gnoseology (or methodology): Methods for Learning, experimenting and teaching. It is obvious that the way of learning is a directly related to the worldview.
• The Epistemology (or the theoretical framework): The way knowledge is organized: its Logic, Theoretical frameworks and Paradigms
• The Axiology (or values): The moral and aesthetic values of the people
• The Knowledge Community: the experts, leaders, healers, guides and the way they carry out peer
reviews, have debates and discourses on Worldviews, Methods Theories and Values and agree on
accepting or rejecting them.
In every culture people are have explicitly or implicitly formulated these notions and are engaged in these
knowledge related processes and therefore we assume that in different cultures and different professional
communities different sciences exist. Due to several processes these notions and processes may be very systematic and rigorous, or be rather weak. One of the challenges in a dialogue is to support each other in overcoming the weaknesses.
Plurality of worldviews, in methods of learning, in values, in conceptual frameworks and in ways to assess and
review knowledge gained, can lead to a plurality of sciences. The degree in which ontological positions and
sources and methods of knowing differ from each other, determine the degree of compatibility and or complementarity of different sciences. A joint learning process or dialogue between different forms of knowing would be
very difficult if the basic elements of the sciences involved contradict each other.
The appreciation of the diversity of cultures and worldviews offers a wide range of opportunities for exchange
and dialogues. Intercultural contacts can lead to domination and control and lead to disappearance of cultures
and ways of knowing. But, if the intercultural contacts take place with respect, it can also lead to mutual learning and synergy. Respect does not imply the unconditional acceptance of all differences. It implies the willingness to listen, openness to learn and to be responsive, and the capacity to criticize when necessary (Fay, 1999).
Compas and CAPTURED provide a platform for intra-, and inter-cultural and intra/ and inter/scientific dialogues.
Intra cultural/scientific dialogues take place between persons that are from a particular culture and share a similar knowledge base, whereas intercultural/scientific dialogues take place between persons with a different cultural and scientific background. These exchanges can contribute to a co-evolution of cultures and sciences. In
this process, no science is considered a priori superior of inferior. Traditional knowledge is not romanticized and
western knowledge not rejected because of its dominant position. Each science involved is stimulated to develop and improve their methods and theories based on its own dynamics as well as on interaction with other systems of knowing.
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6.2.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE INTER-SCIENTIFIC DIALOGUES
The objectives are:
§

To strengthen and revitalize the marginalized sciences ;

§

To look for synergy and opportunities for mutual learning as well as for contradictions and exclusions;

§

To question, challenge and criticize each other in order to determine those aspects of the science and
value systems that need modification and improvement;

§

To balance the power and financial resource base of the different sciences.

The epistemological interpretation of the different Asian, African and Latin American and European knowledge
systems, their ways of learning and experimenting and their mutual relationships needs further attention.
Therefore, it is important to continue to systematize and make more explicit the concepts and theories behind
indigenous forms of knowledge in order to share and improve on them as part of a possible co-evolution of the
diversity of sciences.
SCENARIOS FOR INTER-SCIENCE RELATIONS
Below, two different scenarios for relating sciences have been presented:
Scenario 1 leads to marginalisation and suppression of local knowledge, to substitution by mainstream
knowledge and selective inclusion of traditional knowledge in the mainstream. This may lead to Underground or Parallel knowledge, to Syncretism and or to Resistance
Scenario 2 leads to complementarity, synergy and co-evolution of different sciences. From these it can be
concluded that complementarity and co-evolution of sciences can only be obtained if the research methods
and parameters used are not based on those of the dominant or on those of the traditional science only.
The research needs to enhance the ownership, effectiveness and innovativeness of the different sciences
involved and needs to include attention to worldviews, methods, theories, values and knowledge communities.
Therefore, the different researchers in CAPTURED are invited to screen their research programmes by:
1. Identifying ways and means to assess the effectiveness and safety of local and traditional health practices. Specifically to determine the balance between methods, criteria and parameters of mainstream
science and those of local knowledge and sciences involved..
2. Identify activities for enhancing the innovativeness of local and traditional knowledges and sciences.
This would imply that the researcher would build up a relationship with (representatives of) holders of
local/traditional knowledge and make an agreement about the research design, the implementation and
follow up. For such a protocol, use could be made of the Code of Conduct as established by the Boards
of directors of CAPTURED, and approved by the Board of advisors in October 2009. The protocol would
include an agreement between researcher and local knowledge community on the following:
• Based on prior informed consent from the people with whom and with whose knowledge and science the research is being done, what are the objectives, methods and way of implementation of
the research, the ownership, benefit sharing and way to use the outcome of the research. What are
the commitments, rights and duties of each partner involved.
• How will regular feedback on the progress made and joint planning for next activities take place.
• How will project results be implemented and what follow up activities can take place.
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Scenarios for inter-science relations

Scenario 1: Rejection, Suppression , substitution, selective inclusion
Traditional
science 1

Traditional
science 2

Mainstream
science

Worldview 1
(holistic 1)

Worldview 2
(holistic2)

Worldview 3
(dualistic:
matter-mind)

Methods for
Learning,
experimenting
and teaching

Methods for
learning,
experimenting
and teaching

Methodology of
learning,
experimenting
and teaching

Logic,
Theories,
Paradigms

Logic,
Theories,
Paradigms

Logic, Theories,
Paradigms

Values,
aesthetics

Values,
aesthetics

Values,
aesthetics

Science factors
Ontology

Gnoseology

Epistemology

Axiology

Community
of
knowledge
owners

Local
experts,
guides, and
their
interactions

Research (positivistic)

Mainstream
methods
and
parameters

Associations of
Local leaders,
experts, peers,
healers,
disciplines,
guides,
academies
experts
substitution
suppression
Selective inclusion or rejection

Assessment traditional sciences by mainstream; One way process ( )
Quantitative research uses mathematical models to quantify reality and determine correlations
of probabilities and make predictions. The impact on traditional sciences is often: Marginalisation, Suppression & Substitution, Going underground, Parallel, Syncretism, Resistance.
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Scenario 2: Complementarity and co-evolution of different sciences

Scenario 2: Complementarity and co-evolution of different sciences
Traditional
science 1

Traditional
science 2

Mainstream
science

Worldview 1
(holistic 1)

Worldview 2
(holistic2)

Worldview 3
(dualistic)

Science factors:
Ontology

Gnoseology

Epistemology

Axiology

Ways of
Learning,
experimenting
and teaching
Logic,
Theories,
Paradigms
Values,
aesthetics

exchange

.

Community of
knowledge owners

Local experts
and their
interactions

Research:

Learning,
experimenting
and teaching

Learning,
experimenting
and teaching

Logic,
Theories,
Paradigms

Logic,
Theories,
Paradigms

Values,
aesthetics

Values,
aesthetics

exchange
healers,
experts

Transdisciplinary

Association of
professional
experts, peers,
academies

Diverse
methods,
parameters
data of
multiple
sciences
and actors

Flows of data/ research results to/from all sciences (
)
Involvement of actors in design, implementation and follow up according to protocol.
Inter-science dialogues (
) leads to Complementarity, Synergy and co-evolution..
Co-evolution of science factors implies the simultaneous and coherent enhancement of the vitality of the sciences involved and is the result of the qualities of ontology, gnoseology, epistemology, axiology and the community of knowledge holders.
Methods include: quantitative and qualitative research methods, as well as information exchange and dialogues
between social actors such as artists, religious leaders, syndicates, political, emancipatory and environmental
movements, business and minorities.
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Qualitative research includes a.o. intersubjective interpretations, ethnographies, focus group discussions, participatory assessment, life histories, case studies and participatory action research including mobilisation and
strengthening the community of knowledge holders.

7.0 TRANSDISCIPLINARITY
Above we have drawn the conclusion that the notion of a pyramid of sciences that provides a universal answer to
scientific questions is not realistic. Physical sciences, live sciences and social sciences have different scientific approaches, and within these sciences there are different paradigms being practiced. Each science is often subdivided in fields of specializations: disciplines.
An important question is how the different sciences and disciplines can be integrated or be related to each other.
To what extent is it possible to integrate the different disciplines into a coherent scientific approach where the
different disciplines complement each other? Is it possible to organize the different scientific approaches to some
kind of cooperation? Or is it more realistic to look for approach in sciences that transcends the different disciplines.
We suggest that for endogenous research as to be done by CAPTURED we search for a methodological approach
that transcends disciplines: transdisciplinarity.
An approach where different disciplines focus on one specific problem, without a clear interaction between the
contributions of the different disciplines is called multidisciplinary research. Each researcher works on the same
problem, using his/her own research methods.
Research can also be interdisciplinary: In that case different disciplines work on the same object, within a commonly defined research question. This type of research has a higher level of integration.
The combination or integration of sciences only works if the paradigms are coherent. Research on physics, chemistry and materialist biology can be done in a multi or inter disciplinary way.
But the combination of these sciences with social sciences, law, morality and religion is close to impossible as the
latter sciences hold the position that their sciences cannot be reduced to a materialistic approach. A reduction of
problems of agricultural development or environmental issues to materialism does injustice to the complexity and
multidimensionality of the reality.
To explore the question of how disciplines can be transcended, we quote part of the paper of B. Nicolescu 64to
the conference of Moving Worldviews, organized by Compas in 2006. The full paper is included in the annexes of
this book.

64
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7.1 GOING BEYOND DISCIPLINES
B. Nicolescu
Transdisciplinarity is a relatively young approach: it emerged seven centuries after disciplinarity, in the writings of
the Swiss philosopher and psychologist Jean Piaget (1896-1980).
I proposed including the meaning ‘beyond disciplines’ in 1985 (Nicolescu, 1985) and I have developed this idea
over the years. Many other researchers over the world have also contributed to this development of transdisciplinarity. A key date in this development is 1994, when the Charter of Transdisciplinarity65 was adopted by the
participants at the First World Congress of Transdisciplinarity.
This idea came from my long practice of quantum physics. For an outsider, it might seem paradoxical that from
the very core of exact sciences we arrive at the idea of the limits of disciplinary knowledge. But there is inside
evidence that disciplinary knowledge has reached its own limitations, which has far-reaching consequences not
only for science, but also for culture and social life.
The crucial point here is the status of the Subject.
Modern science was born through a violent break with the ancient vision of the world. It was founded on the idea
– surprising and revolutionary in that era – of a total separation between the Knowing Subject and Reality. The
latter was assumed to be completely independent from the subject who observed it. This break allowed science
to develop independently of theology, philosophy and culture. It was a positive act of freedom. But today it is
becoming clear that one of the consequences of this break, the ideology of scientism, is the danger of the potential self-destruction of our species.
On the spiritual level, the consequences of scientism have been considerable: the only knowledge worthy of this
name must therefore be scientific and objective; the only reality worthy of this name must be objective reality,
ruled by objective laws. All knowledge other than scientific knowledge is thus cast into the inferno of subjectivity,
tolerated at most as a meaningless embellishment, or rejected with contempt as a fantasy, an illusion, a regression, or a product of the imagination. Even the word ‘spirituality’ has become suspect and its use has been practically abandoned.
Objectivity, set up as the supreme criterion of Truth, has one inevitable consequence: the transformation of the
Subject into an Object. The death of the Subject is the price we pay for objective knowledge. The human being
has become an object – an object of the exploitation of man by man, an object of the experiments of ideologies
which are proclaimed scientific, an object of scientific studies to be dissected, formalized, and manipulated. The
relationship Man–God has become a relationship Man–Object, of which the only result can be self-destruction.

65

See next section for the full text of the Charter.
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The massacres of this century, the multiple local wars, terrorism and environmental degradation are acts of selfdestruction on a global scale.
In fact, with very few exceptions – Husserl, Heidegger or Cassirer – modern and post-modern thinkers gradually
transformed the Subject in a grammatical subject. The Subject is today just a word in a phrase (Descombes, 2004).
The quantum revolution radically changed this situation.
The meaning ‘beyond disciplines’ leads us to an immense space of new knowledge. The main outcome has been
the formulation of the methodology of transdisciplinarity, which I will analyze in the next section. It allows us also
to clearly distinguish between multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity.
Multidisciplinarity concerns itself with studying a research topic in not just one discipline only, but in several at
the same time. Any topic in question will ultimately be enriched by incorporating the perspectives of several disciplines. The multidisciplinary approach transgresses disciplinary boundaries while its goal remains limited to
within the framework of disciplinary research.
Interdisciplinarity has a different goal than multidisciplinarity. It concerns the transfer of methods from one discipline to another. Like multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity transgresses the boundaries of disciplines while its
goal still remains within the framework of disciplinary research. Interdisciplinarity even has the capacity to generate new disciplines, like quantum cosmology and chaos theory.
Transdisciplinarity concerns itself with what is between the disciplines, across the different disciplines, and beyond all disciplines. Its goal is the understanding of the present world, of which one of the imperatives is the unity
of knowledge (Nicolescu, 1996).
As one can see, there is no opposition between disciplinarity (including multidisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity)
and transdisciplinarity, but a fertile complementarity. In fact, there is no transdisciplinarity without disciplinarity.
Nevertheless, the above considerations provoked, around 1990, a more a less violent war of definitions. This war
is not yet over.
Our formulation of transdisciplinarity is both unified (in the sense of unification of different transdisciplinary approaches) and diverse: unity in diversity and diversity through unity is inherent to transdisciplinarity.
Below we present a paper of Wiesman of CDE in Bern

7.2 ENHANCING TRANSDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH: A SYNTHESIS
Urs Wiesmann, (CDE) University of Berne, Berne, Switzerland
Introduction
In this chapter we intend to summarise key-features and means for enhancing transdisciplinary research and to
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point to some of the challenges ahead. We have chosen the format of propositions to emphasise that the views
presented are those of the editors. In order to keep statements and arguments brief, we have abstained from
positioning them in the broad range of relevant discourses and therefore references are not included. At the
same time our propositions highlight the fact that the debate on transdisciplinarity is fairly young and that the
process of transdisciplinary research is still being developed. Whether it will ever reach the format of an established discipline with sound paradigmatic foundations is questionable, since transdisciplinarity crosses boundaries between forms of knowledge; taking into account the diversity, complexity, uncertainty and values of issues. However, developing means to deal with the resulting challenges in research is what drives a growing
community of transdisciplinary researchers. In this sense our contribution aims at further stimulating the debate
on, and development of, transdisciplinarity research. Our 15 propositions are arranged in three sections. First
we take a position on the definition, scope, process and outcome of transdisciplinary research; then we give
hints on how to deal with some of the most persistent stumbling blocks in transdisciplinary practice; and finally,
we highlight some challenges ahead and a possible way forward.
Scope, Process and Outcomes of Transdisciplinary Research
In the first section the propositions highlight our understanding of transdisciplinary research. In the following
sections, this understanding forms the basis on which we address the question of how to enhance this mode
of research.
Definition: Transdisciplinarity is, on the one hand, rooted in the rise of the so-called knowledge society, which
refers to the growing importance of scientific knowledge in all societal fields. On the other hand, it acknowledges that knowledge also exists and is produced in societal fields other than science. The difference is that systematisation leading to specialisation is more pronounced in science than in other societal fields. Transdisciplinary
research focuses on the links between different sciences and between science and other parts of society. This
leads to the following general definition.
Proposition 1: Transdisciplinary research is research that includes cooperation within the scientific community
and a debate between re-search and the society at large. Transdisciplinary research therefore transgresses
boundaries between scientific disciplines and between science and other societal fields and includes deliberation about facts, practices and values.
Scope and relevance: Transdisciplinary research has arisen from a growing number of complex problems in the life-world for which knowledge based solutions are sought but for which knowledge of a single scientific discipline or societal field is insufficient. This leads to the following proposition on the
scope, definition and relevance.
Proposition 2: Transdisciplinary research is an appropriate form of research when searching for science based
solutions to problems in the life world with a high degree of complexity in terms of factual uncertainties, value
loads and societal stakes. Through bridging different scientific and social knowledge components it can significantly improve the quality, acceptance and sustainability of such solutions. However, deliberation about facts,
practices and values are ongoing when bringing results to fruition in the life-world as well as in scientific communities.
Recursive processes: In a transdisciplinary research process, determining the problems involves making
fundamental decisions about what aspects are seen as important and what constitutes disputed ground.
Furthermore, decisions must reflect the uncertainties in the knowledge surrounding the problems. These challenges can be addressed by restructuring problems and correcting assumptions in the course of
research. Therefore transdisciplinary research requires a research design that is basically recursive. The
following proposition deals with this key-characteristic of transdisciplinary research processes.
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Proposition 3: Transdisciplinarity implies that the precise nature of a problem to be addressed and solved is not
predetermined and needs to be defined cooperatively by actors from science and the life-world. To enable
the refining of problem definition as well as the joint commitment in solving or mitigating problems, transdisciplinary research connects problem identification and structuring, searching for solutions, and bringing results
to fruition in a recursive research and negotiation process. Transdisciplinarity thus dismantles the traditional
sequence leading from scientific insight to action.
Knowledge forms: Transdisciplinary research analyses complex empirical questions (systems
knowledge), it aims at determining goals for better dealing with problems (target knowledge) and investigates how existing practices can be changed (transformation knowledge). Transdisciplinary research
takes interrelations between knowledge forms into account and includes heterogeneous sources of
knowledge by iteratively integrating
knowledge components and forms. The following proposition deals with this further key-characteristic
of transdisciplinary research processes.
Proposition 4: In relation to the nature of problems that are addressed in transdisciplinary research, the canon
of participating disciplines and competences from the natural, technical and social sciences, and the humanities,
as well as from the life-world cannot be pre-defined. It is to be determined during the research process which
bodies of knowledge have to be integrated to take into account, produce and integrate systems knowledge,
target knowledge and transformation knowledge.
Contextuality and generality: Turning to the outcomes of transdisciplinary research, we see that the nature of the problems addressed has far reaching consequences. In terms of concrete results and problem-solving contributions, these must be contextualised and go beyond counselling by developing
transmissible knowledge. This tension is addressed in the following proposition.
Proposition 5: Transdisciplinary research is by necessity shaped by concrete problem contexts and related societal settings and its results are basically valid for these contexts. However, taking into account the prerequisite
of contextualisation, transdisciplinary research also aims at generality by providing insights, models and approaches that can be transferred to other contextual settings after careful validation and adaptation.
Specialisation and innovation: Transdisciplinary research is committed to developing state-of-the-art
scientific innovation at the interplay between transdisciplinary and disciplinary research. It is driven by
the tension
between specialisation in transdisciplinary methods and the triggering of transformation of disciplines.
Therefore transdisciplinary researchers form a mixed college of peers. This tension leads to the next
proposition.
Proposition 6: The quality of transdisciplinary research is bound by sound conceptions of integration and thus
requires development of an own form of specialisation. However, transdisciplinary research is not meaningful
without sound disciplinary contributions and it has the potential to stimulate innovation in participating disciplines. Bringing this potential to fruition requires an emerging college of peers able to bridge disciplinary and
transdisciplinary specialisation.
Participation and mutual learning: Collaboration between science and society in transdisciplinary research implies participatory processes. At the same time participation is one of the major stumbling
blocks in transdisciplinary practice. Neglecting the diversity of goals, values, expectations and related
power constellations in both society and science exposes the danger of purely symbolic participation,
which results in solidifying roles and positions with low innovative potential of transdisciplinarity. This
neglect can lead into diffuse ‘all-inclusive’ processes in which positions, roles and contributions lose
credibility to the extent that all major stakeholders in society and science begin to doubt the relevance
of participatory processes and lose interest. These considerations lead to the following proposition:
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Proposition 7: Participatory processes in transdisciplinary practice require carefully structured, sequenced and
selected negotiations and interactions. The different resources, goals and values at stake and their social
representation in society and science need to be considered. Building on approaches of mutual learning that
bridge roles and positions without dissolving them is a promising entry point to goal oriented participation.
Integration and collaboration: Closely related to participation is another core feature of transdisciplinary research – collaboration to integrate the perspectives and knowledge of various disciplines and
stakeholders. The challenge of collaborative integration that ideally starts with problem definition and
continues throughout the whole research process is again bound to a wide range of difficulties in transdisciplinary practice. These may turn into stumbling blocks, in particular, when efforts are limited to
communicative action only, or when so-called synthesis processes are postponed to the end of the research process. Major difficulties also arise if integration is delegated to one of the participating disciplines only, or if integrative concepts are too stringently designed and do not leave room for participating disciplines and researchers to manoeuvre. These stumbling blocks can be overcome by considering
the following proposition when planning collaboration and conceptualising integration in concrete
transdisciplinary endeavours.
Proposition 8: Collaborative efforts of integration have necessarily to take into account the recursive nature of
transdisciplinary research. Combining different means of integration, i.e. developing joint theoretical frameworks, applied models, and concrete common outputs – in an iterative or circular process – has proven to be
particularly successful. At the same time, transdisciplinary work should be organised in a manner that enables a
productive balance between structured collaboration and vested interests by participating partners and disciplines.
Values and uncertainties: Dealing with values and uncertainties is one of the core difficulties in transdisciplinary research, practice and related capacity development. In many cases this turns out to be one
of the most important stumbling blocks. The differing and often conflicting values of participating researchers and stakeholders are most decisive in recursive transdisciplinary problem definition. Beyond
that, they strongly influence the design and process of transdisciplinary endeavours, i.e. who is included
or excluded – as well as the interpretation and application of outputs and outcomes. In addition, ontological and epistemic foundations of participating disciplines are strongly value-loaded. If these value
dimensions are hidden or neglected, transdisciplinary collaboration may turn out to be largely superficial or driven by power-constellations representing underlying values. Closely related are the uncertainties that stem from the nature of the problems addressed, the respective limitations of involved system
knowledge, as well as the conflicting value-loads influencing all stages of transdisciplinary processes. In
this respect it also important to recall that transdisciplinary research is basically bound to socio-political
contexts, giving rise to uncertainties concerning the validity of outcomes beyond these contexts. If not
actively dealt with, these uncertainties may lead to very diffuse, unnamed and disputed outcomes, or –
even worse – to over-interpreted and over-generalised results.
Proposition 9: In order to give sufficient attention to values and stakes at all stages of transdisciplinary processes, collaborations and negotiations should be dominated by a mutual learning attitude, not by positions. This
is best promoted by adequate time allocation, by creating broad ownership of the problems and by building
value-consciousness through reflexive processes among researchers. Reflexivity is also the core means for dealing with uncertainties and the outer boundaries of knowledge resulting from transdisciplinary endeavours.
Management and leadership: Project and management structures in transdisciplinary endeavours tend
to become complex and overloaded as transdisciplinary research, by default, includes a range of partners and institutions. Due to the recursive nature of problem definition and research, participating institutions and disciplines may vary over time, making management and leadership even more challenging.
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At the same time, the management and leadership of transdisciplinary processes is often caught in a fix.
On the one hand, it is a matter of dealing with the production pressure, which results from the complex
and therefore costly projects forced to compete with disciplinary research on the science market. On
the other hand, adequate time, space and resources must be provided for mutual learning and recursive
research processes to take place. This basic conflict is heightened by the fact that the social reference
and control system of participating researchers and stakeholders is anchored within their home institutions and not within the transdisciplinary team. The following proposition indicates some points that
may help management of transdisciplinary research to deal with the basic squeeze between high internal and external expectations and the low formal steering powers.
Proposition 10: The leading of transdisciplinary projects primarily implies finding a satisfactory balance between
periods of intense collaboration with clearly defined joint outputs and periods where deepened disciplinary and
multi-disciplinary contributions can be elaborated. This balance of periods is best supported by management
services that simultaneously ease administrative tasks for participants, provide clearly structured and timed
means of communication, integration and reflexivity, and support internal and external recognition of all contributors, i.e. through providing access to extended peers.
Education and career building: When considering education, training and career building in and for
transdisciplinary research, an initial stumbling block is the misconception of transdisciplinarity as an additional or new discipline. This position neglects the fact that transdisciplinarity is a specific form of research collaboration and of integrative efforts, and therefore is rooted in the participating disciplines. A
second problem arises when training and education is designed in a way that reduces transdisciplinarity
to communication and social interaction. But – although very important – communication skills and social competence alone do not make transdisciplinarity possible. Competences that relate to reflexivity
on disciplinary and interdisciplinary methodologies or to conceptual and theoretical skills are equally
important. However, the most common stumbling block in education, and in particular in respective career building, is related to the conflicting reference systems to which researchers are exposed in transdisciplinarity research: that of their own scientific discipline, of the interdisciplinary research context,
and of the society concerned. For the individual researchers who aim at building their career, e.g. at the
PhD or the post-doc level, this leads to tensions that are difficult to deal with and that may result, either
in withdrawal from transdisciplinarity or in amateurish scientific transgression.
Proposition 11: Transdisciplinary training and education is best developed in close connection with the disciplines of origin. Besides building communication and collaboration capacities through practical exposure, emphasis should be put on reflexivity and on methodological, conceptual and theoretical skills that enable the exploration of boundaries and connections between disciplines. Related career building can be supported by careful planning and sequencing of outputs targeting the reference systems of the original discipline and the enhanced peers of transdisciplinarity.
Evaluation and quality control: When all the above points are taken into account it is obvious that external evaluation and internal quality controlof transdisciplinary research are great challenges and may
turn out to be stumbling blocks. In an increasingly competitive scientific environment and in a sciencecritical society, independent evaluation is crucial for strengthening high quality transdisciplinary research. If respective assessments only refer to the frontier of knowledge in one or several disciplines and
do not respect the integrative and context-specific achievements of such research, trans-disciplinarity
will be discredited by default. Transdisciplinarity may also be discredited by poor outputs and outcomes
stemming from a lack of internal quality control. It is important to note that discourses and procedures
related to quality control are often hindered or even refused consideration so as not to transgress into
other partners’ fields of competence and assigned roles.
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Proposition 12: Evaluation of transdisciplinary research has to go beyond traditional reference systems. It
should include qualifying integration and collaboration of disciplines and stakeholders, the recursive design of
the research process, and the way the project is based on, and can provide input to, scientific knowledge and
societal problem handling. In order to strengthen internal quality control efforts, researchers should concentrate on finding the delicate balance between respecting specific competence and transgressing them in constructive and critical dialogue within transdisciplinary teams.
Facing the scientific challenge: A large part of the scientific community still perceives transdisciplinary
research, at worst as a semi-scientific application of several disciplines or, at best as a promising new
meta-discipline. These positions overlook the fact that transdisciplinarity is a mode of research that is
geared to the science and society interface, aims at knowledge based contributions to life-world problems and is rooted in and builds on the participating disciplines. The effect of the predominant image of
transdisciplinarity is at least threefold. Firstly, it hinders conceptual and methodological development
and innovation at the scientific and science–society interfaces. Secondly, it prevents the development of
acknowledgement and reference systems between disciplines and transdisciplinary endeavours. Thirdly,
it promotes fraudulent labelling against the background of the novelty image of transdisciplinarity.
Proposition 13: Good and concrete transdisciplinary practice must be supplemented by efforts at the levels of
its scientific foundations and its scientific recognition. Such efforts must go beyond systematising transdisciplinary research procedures and aim at theoretical, methodological and topical development and innovation at the
interface with participating disciplines – to the benefit of both sides. Facing these challenges requires development of extended peer networks and other collaborative networks that bridge transdisciplinary and disciplinary
reference and quality control systems.
Facing the institutional challenge: Related to its image in the scientific and science policy community,
transdisciplinary research occupies a peripheral institutional position in academia. It is often associated
with institutions
of applied research and demand driven consultancy, or it is packaged in temporarily limited projects or
programmes. This peripheral position has the advantage of having a more immediate connection to the
science–society interface. However, it has the great disadvantage that it does not pro-mote theoretical
and conceptual development and reflexivity, and even worse, that it is unlikely to stimulate innovative
synergies in disciplinary research and curricula. One probable reason is that although many researchers
and disciplines participate in trans-disciplinary endeavours, the core of their reference system perceives
this participation as a scientific service rather than as a genuine interest of the respective discipline.
Thus, the weak institutional position hinders or may even prevent transdisciplinarity from realising its
full potential.
Proposition 14: In order to enhance transdisciplinary research, its scientific foundations and its innovative potential for participating disciplines, the institutional position in science and academia has to be strengthened.
This means incorporating aspects of transdisciplinarity into research, curricula and career building within established disciplinary institutions, and may include promoting specialist transdisciplinary institutions. The growing
network of peers will need to play a key role, allowing transdisciplinary practice to be promoted more proactively by the scientific community.
Facing the societal challenge: A key task of transdisciplinarity is to address the science and society interface, implying that the role and image of science in society matter, as does the conception of society in
science. However, persisting conventions of these roles, images and conceptions conflict with the goal
of transdisciplinary research to address life-world problems characterised by a high degree of complexity in terms of factual uncertainties, value loads and societal stakes. If left undebated, these conventions
often lead into dead-locks and false expectations in transdisciplinary practice.
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Proposition 15: Efforts to enhance transdisciplinarity should be accompanied by and embedded into a societal
debate on the role of science in society, particularly when dealing with factual uncertainties. At the same
time, the scientific community is urged to constantly renew the debate on the role of values and stakes in research. Contributing to solving life world problems through transdisciplinary research requires science to be
conscious and explicit in terms of values and in terms of the boundaries of knowledge and findings – and it requires a corresponding image of science in society. We, the editors of the handbook, are convinced that transdisciplinary research forms a major avenue for enhancing science based contributions to solve complex problems in the life-world. At the same time we are convinced that transdisciplinarity holds the potential to stimulate innovation in a broad range of disciplines. Enhancing transdisciplinary practice and its scientific foundations
is therefore a rewarding challenge. We hope that our 15 propositions, and this handbook as a whole, will encourage many scientists to face this challenge and enter into transdisciplinary practice and debate.

7.3 CHANGING VISIONS ON DEVELOPMENT-ORIENTED RESEARCH
By Marc Lammerink, FMD66
Science, research, and technology are generally accepted as important to achieving what is meant by “development” and the improvement of human welfare. Most industrialized countries now believe that the mastery of
technology and innovation provides a competitive advantage. But the processes by which “research” affects human welfare are complex. This paper gives an overview of the way formal research is being seen in its role to contribute to development.
Scientific discovery is often a response to the demands expressed by consumers, commercial enterprises, and
governments, but can also be based on already existing local knowledge. Advancement of science is built up cumulatively over many years, both through incremental change and through breakthroughs to new levels of research and development. The key point, however, is that these advancements cannot be acquired “passively.”
They require a conscious effort of “learning and unlearning” and the acquisition of the necessary skills and
knowledge. This requires substantial investment of capital, time, and other resources. Knowledge production,
dissemination and feedback by its users and local experts are becoming basic requirements for development processes.
This means that “research,” almost regardless of how it is defined, must be seen in the wider social and political
context of how “knowledge” is generated, transferred or diffused, modified and applied. This does mean that the
benefit of “research” in terms of “development” will be correspondingly limited if the other parts of the
“knowledge management” process are underdeveloped or non-existent.
Science and technology are also part of North-South collaboration. In the majority of countries in the developing
world, existing knowledge production and dissemination systems are considered to be inadequate and scientific
cooperation tries to mitigate this gap.67
66 This is a revised version of chapter 2 of the publication Towards improved Development oriented research partnerships:
lessons learned from the biodiversity Research Program. SEARCA, Phillipines, 2007
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Since the 1950s, the mainstream ideas about knowledge production and of how such knowledge relates to
innovation (social and technical) passed through different states. For our purpose, it could be of interest to
describe briefly this historical evolution.
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Table 1: Evolution of knowledge production68
Period/paradi Conception of Who produces Model of
Policy
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and policy
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Focus on
Peer review Problemrelationship science policy: (“good science solving phase:
basic research, large scale
finds out its find quick
applied
science
practical
solutions to
research,
funding,
application), development
technology
allocation of input
problems
development, resources
indicators
through the
innovation,
through
use of human
diffusion,
institutional
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economic
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the North
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scientific merit
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Linear
the neutrality community
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directed by
above but
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and put in
more demand
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contact with pull S&T
the “demand”) policy)
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influenced by
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actors and its
interests
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resource
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individuals
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technology
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Generate
collaborative
partnership
that benefit
both sides;
from supplydriven to
demandoriented

Actionresearch into
2000 and
Revitalisation Local experts, local
beyond
of ethnoNGO’s and
knowledge
sciences and scientists. Intra
Sciences seen Co-evolution and interwith multias plural in
of sciences
cultural
stakeholder
different
and transexchange.
participation
cultures
cultural theory
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research. and
accountability
to local
people.

Reviews by
local experts.
local leaders
and NGO’s

Initiative in the
south. SouthSouth and
South-North
exchange.
North as colearner.
Capacity
building.

In the first two phases mentioned in Table 1, the focus of North-South collaboration is coherent with the
mainstream paradigm and its concepts. In the third phase, attention is focused on the influence and participation
of actors other than scientists (like NGOs, farmers, policymakers) in a more or less critical way (relativism). In the
fourth phase the main actors are local experts and local researchers. For the model of North-South cooperation,
in the course of history participatory methods are introduced in the hope to identify the needs of local research
“users”. However, many imbalances can still be observed, which are related to dependency relations and
differences between Northern and Southern partners in terms of power, control over agenda and access to
resources, information, funding, and education. As a result, most researchers in the South are trained in the
North with the same Northern biases. Balances are restored in phase four in an approach, whereby programs
seek synergy and mutual benefits within and between cultures and knowledge systems through the right mix of
people with mutual interest.
During the last two decades, important paradigm shifts in the mode of North-South collaboration in development,
in development related-research, and in modes of knowledge production have taken place, i.e., towards demanddriven/led research (what subjects and who determines the subjects, mutual interest); in knowledge production
(how to do participatory, multidisciplinary, and action research and capacity building); and with the right participants (who are the multiple stakeholders, their mutual interest and their capacity-building needs). The changing
perspectives and possible trade-offs between these areas will be elaborated in the following sections.
Paradigm shift in development cooperation: From northern to southern-led research
A major change that has occurred in the past decade is the shift from a donor-led model of development cooperation to a model emphasizing the autonomy and responsibility of the South in defining and implementing its own
policies and priorities. This shift from donor-driven to country-led development in thinking about international
development cooperation is characterized by the principles of country ownership, partnership, and donor coordination, which have been adopted and implemented by a range of developing countries and the international donor community.
These principles also influenced thinking on research and knowledge for development. From the viewpoint of
development, creating ownership of knowledge in the South is vital for achieving sustainability and development
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relevance. The conventional view of delivering knowledge for development is based on the notion of a vertical
transfer of knowledge, skills, practices, and policies from donors to recipients, from an external assistance agency
to a ‘beneficiary’ – in other words, from the North to the South.69 As early as 1994, in analyzing research cooperation, Gaillard commented: "The main problems encountered in the implementation of the programs relate
to the asymmetry of the collaboration and the dominance of the partners in the North".70 Although all of the programs he studied were developing country-oriented, "North and South do not necessarily have the same research
priorities". He pointed to the need to rethink the traditional mode of research cooperation. In the early 2000, it
was widely accepted that the provider-receiver model of North-South cooperation and capacity development
(and the asymmetric relationship that goes with it) had become obsolete71. The then emerging view on capacity
development emphasized that the South must find its own way, take the lead in defining what it needs and be
autonomous in determining its own research policies and in managing its own research programs. A shift of leadership responsibilities, decision-making power, and resources from the North to the South should be an integral
part of this process of change.
These new roles would require a new professionalism with new concepts, attitudes, values, methods, and behaviours. The funding agencies in favour of improving development research cooperation should have to define their
positioning somewhere on the following continuing lines between ‘extremes’:
•

From transfer of knowledge to two-way interactive process of research methodology and knowledge production (parties in South take the lead in setting the agenda, in defining what they need and are responsible for their own research policy, programs, and development orientation);

•

From external assistance of beneficiaries by agencies and steering to facilitation and support to processes
of change in knowledge production, absorption, and use.

•

From the notion of universal science (western based) to plurality and co-evolution of sciences

Paradigm shift in modes of knowledge production
Another major change has been the shift from a science-push to a demand-pull model of knowledge production72.
This is also known as the shift from a linear to an interactive model of knowledge production. During the past 15
years, substantial changes have occurred in the relationship between science and society. In many countries, the
science paradigm is shifting towards the idea of science for the benefit of society. Governments and societies are
increasingly expecting science to come down from its ivory tower to address economic and social issues and serve
the needs of industry and society73. The future prosperity and well-being of nations depend on whether they suc69

Fukuda-Parr, et al ., (2002)
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For Chapter 2, different RAWOO reviews/publications have been used. See for example: RAWOO (2003: 8).
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ceed in harnessing knowledge and innovation and in making the transition to knowledge-based economies and
societies. This is often referred to as the ‘new social contract’ for science.74
This trend is being reflected in studies on ‘modes of knowledge production’ (see Table 2).75 The newly emerging
research system, Mode 2, is concerned with societal problems and applications, and is based on the premise that
science develops through its interaction with society, of which it cannot be detached. It should produce relevant
and applicable knowledge that is essential for development. As a consequence for development research, this
means involving local stakeholders in identifying the problems that need research, and translating these into clear
research questions relevant for poor people’s development.
Table 2.

Modes of Knowledge Production.76

MODE 1: academic knowledge production

MODE 2: social learning and action research

Knowledge is produced in the context of aca- Cognitive and social knowledge carried out in the context of
demic interests of specific communities
application to concrete issues
Communities organized by disciplines lodged Transcends the theoretical and methodological positions of
in delineated academic departments
collaborating research partners from different disciplines and
branches of knowledge
Within homogenous disciplinary communities, knowledge produced along dominant
theoretical and methodological paradigms

Transcends perspectives; in the course of understanding problems, moves from fundamental to applied, theoretical to practical and curiosity-oriented to mission-oriented

University as traditional site of knowledge

Multiple and alternative sites of knowledge production

74

For example: UNESCO (2000 and 2002).
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Modes of knowledge production trends have been introduced by Michael Gibbons and others in their influential essay collection titled: ‘The New Production of Knowledge: the Dynamics of Science and Research in Contemporary Societies’, London: Sage Publications, 1994, and Nowotny, H., Scott, P. and
Gibbons, M. ‘Re-thinking Science: Knowledge and the Public in an Age of Uncertainty’, Oxford, 2001. The authors distinguish two differing modes of
producing knowledge. The first system (Mode 1), the mainstream mode of knowledge production, is deeply entrenched in the universities and puts emphasis on discipline-based training, on science driven primarily by internal scientific developments, on a linear relationship between knowledge production
and its application and use in society, and on quality assessment by peer researchers largely based on internal scientific criteria. The second system, Mode
2, represents a new research system, characterized by the development of knowledge within a particular social context, i.e. ‘discovery in the context of
application’. Mode 2 is concerned with societal problems and applications, involves an enlarged circle of participants, and has a widened definition of
research. It is based on the premise that science cannot be detached from its social context and that it develops through its interaction with society. It
should produce relevant and applicable knowledge that is essential for development. This means involving local stakeholders in identifying the problems
that need research, and translating these into clear research questions relevant for poor people’s development.
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Adapted by RAWOO (2003) from Gibbons, M. et al, ‘The New Production of Knowledge: The Dynamics of Science and Research in
Contemporary Society.’ 1994.
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production

brought together temporarily to solve problems

Quality determined technically through peer Quality assessed not only in technical terms but also in terms
review
of relevance and usefulness in solving problems and in
strengthening the dynamics of local knowledge.

The new mode of knowledge production, new research approaches and methods, new learning environments, all
imply the new roles of scientists and of local experts. Scientists continue with their normal science, but in addition
they will have to learn from and with local groups and people, and so serve diverse and complex conditions and
systems. The new roles include the following: a) as convener of groups, catalyst, and advisor to stimulate, support
and advice; b) as facilitator, searcher, supplier of materials and even as travel agent to allow groups to learn from
one another; and c) as supporter and consultant. The outsider researcher role is to elicit, encourage, facilitate,
and promote analysis by local researchers. The new roles are also related to new forms of professionalism of researchers. This can be categorized in Table 3.

Table 3. Changing professionalism.
Old professionalism

New professionalism

Assumptions of singular and tangible reality

Assumption of multiple realities that are socially
constructed

Assumption of universal science

Products: applicable technologies

Plurality of sciences. Curiosity to ontology, gnoseology and epistemology of local sciences
Products: revitalized local knowledge and coevolution or joint learning

Scientific method is reductionist and positivist;
Scientific method is holistic and constructivist; local
complex world split into independent variables and categories and perceptions are central; subjectcause-effect relationships; researchers’ categories object distinctions are overcome by participation,
and perceptions are central.
commitment and an holistic approach.
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Investigators know what they want; pre-specified
research plan or design; information is extracted
from respondents or derived from controlled experiments; context is independent and controlled.

Investigators do not know where research will
lead; it is an open-ended learning process. Understanding and focus merge through interaction;
context of inquiry is fundamental.

Professionals control and motivate actors from a
distance; they tend not to trust people

Professionals enable and empower in close dialogue; they attempt to build trust through joint
analyses and negotiation; understanding arises
through this engagement.

Professionals set the priority

Local people and professionals set priorities together.

Single disciplinary

Inter- and trans-disciplinary – working in groups

These points to the importance of participatory and inter- or trans-disciplinary approaches, and action-research
programs. In recent years, participatory approaches in conducting research have blossomed. Common principles
of participatory approaches underpin most of them77:

77

•

A defined methodology and systematic learning process – the focus is on cumulative learning by all the
participants and, given the nature of these approaches as systems of inquiry, their use has to be participative.

•

Multiple perspectives – a central objective is to seek diversity, rather than characterize complexity in
terms of average values. Different individuals and groups make different evaluations of situations, which
lead to different actions, as well as views with different perspectives, biases and prejudices, and which lead
to multiple possible descriptions.

•

Context-specific – the approaches are flexible enough to adapt to new conditions, locations, priorities, and
actors and so they are multiple variants.

•

Facilitating experts and users - methodology concerned with transformation of reality and improve people’s
situation. External people (‘experts’) are facilitating people to carry out own studies and achieve desired outcomes and people’s learning.

•

Leading to change and sustained action - increasing capacity of people to initiate action on their own. The
joint dialogue helps to define changes and motivates for action.

•

Strengthening of local knowledge: its epistemology and methods for learning.

Adapted from ‘Beyond Farmers First,’ 1994: 184
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These new approaches and methods imply shifts in initiative, responsibility, and action downwards in hierarchies,
especially in local people. In practice, these shifts ask for changes of roles, responsibilities, and power relations at
the following levels: institutional, individual researchers, stakeholders, and funding agencies. It also asks for building trust, transparency, understanding, and consensus between and among all actors in the process.
Paradigm shift in North-South (and South-South) research cooperation: new attitudes in research and research
collaboration
Gaillard also observed that there tend to be a division of labour between the partners: "Generally, developing
country partners have been most active in the implementation of the research project, but less involved in the
other phases, i.e., the planning of research and the dissemination of the research results. Scientists in the South
tend to be more involved with execution tasks (data collection, field experiment), whereas their partners in the
North tend to be more responsible for the conception tasks."78
As others observed, division of labour carries the inherent threat not to be able to carry out the complete range
of research functions without necessarily having to rely on external assistance. The complete range of research
functions implies that: "researchers are able to perform all aspects of research and related training in the field,
from the planning process to the dissemination of results at the international level."79 On the contrary, an
institution has developed partial research capacity if its researchers are only able to "carry out research at the
international level in cooperation with experienced researchers elsewhere" (ibid.).
The absence of local research capacity has serious consequences. It prevents a country from being able to effectively identify and seek solutions to problems, which are more or less unique to that country in its particular situation. But, and even more seriously, it precludes a country from making use of the vast global pool of new
knowledge that is available at low cost. However, the existence of local research capacity (and a thriving research
milieu) within a country goes far beyond the contribution made in terms of research findings. It entails giving talented individuals the chance to immerse themselves in their work, providing the right conditions for rational
thought, and generally promoting the country’s development into a ”knowledge society.” Furthermore, the quality of education and its relevance to the society around it can be guaranteed only through local research environments that are conducting research related to local problems.
Over the years, the knowledge gap between North and South has been steadily growing and is widening even
more rapidly for the many developing countries that are now lagging far behind in as much as research capacity
and advancements in technology are concerned. This leads to further marginalization of the weakest economies.
These imbalances are not easy to overcome. Some of the consequences are: international research priorities over
local/national research priorities; researchers from the South are mere data collectors and not involved in all
stages of the research process; North-South relationship is overemphasized above South/South networking; too
much attention is placed on international publication rather than national dissemination needs; and too much
emphasis is placed on scientific rather than development relevance.
78
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As a result, more and more organizations and individuals in the field of development-oriented research have to
define themselves anywhere on the continuing lines of the following ‘extremes’, related to research and capacity
building in research:
•

From supply - driven research agenda led by Northern researchers and donors to demand – driven research agenda-setting based on needs in the South;

•

From capacity building to capacity enhancement and empowerment both at individual and institutional
level to acquire, absorb and transfer knowledge (South takes charge of own development) and finally also
at the level of national science system and government;

•

From research as an end in itself to research as a means to an end (instrument for harnessing insights into
complex development issues, which can generate policy options and empowerment of users);

•

From research dominated by the North to research with South - North or South - South partnership with
Southern say over governance and management of programs (shift in leadership, responsibilities and decision making power over resources);

A process of ‘learning-by-doing’ is required, with new modes of cooperation and effective policies of enhancing
research capacity in the South. Indeed, more balanced partnerships are not easy to achieve. As yet there is no
single model, different approaches can work in different contexts and make use of different kind of methodologies80. For all, long-term perspectives are needed.
Research institutes and researchers in favor of improving development-oriented research have to define themselves somewhere on the following continuing lines between ‘extreme values and preferences’ related to
knowledge production. It is this positioning which influences choices and reverses biases in development oriented
research:
•

From research based on conventional paradigms (‘science-pull’ mode of knowledge development) and on
needs from the North to development-related research related to real-life problems and development
needs (emphasis on societal needs by involving stakeholders from South).

•

From mainstream knowledge production to new modes of knowledge production (where existing local
knowledge systems are given the importance they deserve at the side of other knowledge systems).

•

From mono-disciplinary research to inter- or trans-disciplinary research (integrating knowledge of different disciplines and of other sources to tackle multi-faceted problems);

•

From all-inclusive/global knowledge to location-specific knowledge (without ignoring global knowledge).

80

For example, KFPE reports about different forms of capacity enhancement through research for knowledge production, training, and
education of young researchers and research for development practice. However, pursuing all these goals simultaneously can easily
overburden research programs. Thus, priorities should be matched with specific baseline situation in each country (KFPE, 2001: 25). See
also RAWOO, 2001
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•

From exclusive attention of international publishing to widespread dissemination of knowledge to- and
application by local end users as well as (inter/national) publishing to peers.

•

From quality assessment based on peer review and scientific criteria to quality assessment based on both
scientific and societal criteria and the views of other reviewers from the South.

Shifting Paradigms in endogenous research, development and education: challenges for new programs
Since the 1990’s important paradigm shifts took place in the context of development research in part as a response and in part as the reason for its growing acceptance and understanding. New principles of ownership and
partnership have been adopted in research co-operation, which opened up new avenues for more equal, genuine
and sustainable research programs. This has given way to innovative modes of development-oriented research
and new ways of supporting projects and programs with multiple implications.
Although these shifts have influenced the set up of research project and programs in many aspects, still the same
dilemmas can be observed in the implementation of development-related research. These are slow and complex
processes and the science context does not necessarily change that quickly. It is not simply a matter of replacing
one approach with another. It is about the right mix of people and subsequent learning and unlearning. Both in
the North and the South, researchers do not always tend to opt for demand-led research; and science-driven
agenda are still dominant. The imbalances discussed in this section are not easy to overcome. It requires a different attitude of researches, development workers, students and policy makers. It also requires new forms of collaboration between local experts, local knowledge holders and outside researchers, development workers and
educators. New skills and methods for research, development and education need to be developed. Finally, experimenting with new forms of planning, funding, monitoring and accountability to local people should be undertaken.
A few universities and donors have been pioneering with more genuine, learning-based research partnerships in
South-North relationships, like the demand-led Biodiversity Research program (BRP)81. Also the universities involved the COMPAS program have been pioneers in this respect. Indeed, the COMPAS program and the new CAPTURED program provide a unique opportunity for them to develop new modes for the development orientation,
including demand-led approach of research (agenda-setting, multi-stakeholder, building on local resources, values
and knowledge);
•

The new mode of knowledge production (learning-based and revitalization of local knowledge and southsouth and south-north exchange.);

•

Capacity-building; both of local experts, students and researchers

•

Theory building on ethnosciences, transcultural sciences and co-evolution of sciences.

•

The development of new forms of South – South- and South - North Partnerships.

A systematization of ten years of experiences in this program in M.P. Lammerink, Towards improved Development oriented
research partnerships: lessons learned from the biodiversity Research Program. SEARCA, Philippines, 2007
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•

Outreaching and up-scaling of the model of endogenous research, development and education to other
universities in the regions.

7.4 SCIENCE ECONLMY DEVELOPMENT AND CAPITAL
Henk Molenaar 82
Development cooperation, the way it is conventionally being carried out is indeed largely based on transfer of
knowledge and capital investment. Generally is does not understand, appreciate or respect values and views of
other cultures and it is even argued that it may bring harm to the globe: it can further environmental damage and
cultural degradation and may enhance the material, social and spiritual aspects of poverty in the world. This aspect has been presented well by Henk Molenaar, below we quote part of his paper presented in the COMPAS
conference Moving Worldviews (2006).
The notion of development carries within itself the idea of progress, an idea that is central to the worldview of
Western European enlightenment and its focus on modernity. Furthermore, the emergence of this worldview is
intrinsically tied up with the rise of capitalism and the market economy. And the early rise of capitalism was only
possible through the invention and refinement of interest bearing negotiable monetary instruments. In fact, I
want to argue that there is a kind of monetary logic deeply embedded in the modern Western worldview and,
therefore, at the core of the notion of development.
Monetary innovations and the emergence of the economic domain
It is through the use, evolvement and spread of such instruments as the promissory note, the bill of exchange,
and later the cheque, the banknote, and various instruments for public debt, that the liquidity of money forms
was greatly enhanced (Milnes Holden 1955: 1-94; Neal 1990: 4-7), that the flexibility for creating money was
strongly improved83, and that the driving force of credit and interest was unleashed that is behind the dynamics
of capitalism (Wee 1997). Originating in Northern Italy, its use spread and evolved with leaps and bounds over
Western Europe - from Venice and other Italian city states to Bruges, Amsterdam and London (Braudel 1979; Kindleberger 1984: 19-77) - and from there through international merchant capitalism, imperialism, colonialism,
investments by multinational corporations, and development co-operation over the entire globe (Powell 1966;
Goldsmith 1987: 3, 231).
Interest promoted systematic competition for scarce money between parties involved in monetary transactions.
It necessitated the continuous pursuit of profit and in the process stimulated the further spread of money use.
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Aglietta & Orléan (1982: 162-178) convincingly argue that most of the early capitalist monetary instruments were created and
issued by private merchants and bankers for the purpose of international transfers. This allowed for the emergence of a new and
autonomous economic order.
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Interest concentrated wealth in the hands of a minority84. This driving force of credit and interest made for the
monetisation of the economy, or rather the monetisation of society at large. It allowed for the economy to
emerge as a separate domain detached from the wider social and moral fabric of society, and for this economic
domain to widen and encroach upon other aspects of society. It allowed for the accumulation of capital and the
dynamics through which capital is continuously reinvested in the development of new means of production, resulting in a historically unprecedented creation of wealth. Monetisation is an ongoing and by now global process,
gradually turning the world into a single ever more tightly integrated market (Neal 1990: 164-218).
Through monetary unification, reducing the levying of tolls, and the promotion and protection of trade by government, the emergence of the nation states reflected the interests of the growing bourgeois middle class. And
the nation states further evolved by creating the legislative frameworks and institutional arrangements (the judiciary, mechanisms for public debts and taxation, central banks) that served the spread of monetisation and the
economic domain85.
The merchant at the core of the modern worldview
The influence of these processes on culture has been profound, particularly in Western Europe but increasingly
also in other parts of the world. Monetisation turns things into commodities. Money is the ‘universal equivalent’.
It projects a single quantitative standard of value onto a wide variety of qualitatively different things86. The notion
of value is abstracted from concrete things and embedded in one single medium. Spreading monetisation makes
an ever-growing number of products and services comparable in terms of this medium. In a sense, money levels
out differences in quality and puts all things under the regime of quantitative measurement. Monetary logic is
characterised by measurement and calculations in terms of an abstract standard. Money submerges society in a
homogeneous universe of numbers (Aglietta & Orléan 1982: 56).
Growing monetisation called for new accounting techniques. Double entry bookkeeping was a critical innovation
in the rise of early capitalism. It transformed the understanding of the nature of wealth. It changed the notion of
profit from a vague idea of growth of possessions into a hard, quantitative and measurable variable. Through this
device, alienability and monetary value presented themselves as the essence of things. In the ledger the merchant
appeared as the creditor or debtor of his own possessions. Possessions became detached from the owner (Buchan 1997: 68-71).

See Lietaer (2001: 75-82) and Arkel & Peterse (1999: 19-57) for lucid analyses of the effects of interest. See also Roelofs (1993),
Arkel & Peterse (1993) en Godschalk (1993).
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The Netherlands has the dubious honour of having played a vital role in the development of instruments for both public
finance (‘losrenten’ and ‘lijfrenten’) and private finance (the first stocks, released by the Verenigde Oostindië Compagnie, the Dutch East
India Company). Even the very word ‘capitalists’ was coined in The Netherlands and used to designate the top income segment
of tax payers. See Galbraith (1975: 29), Tracy (1985), Goldsmith 1987: 249, 250), and Ferguson (2001: 114, 216).
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“Money requires and promotes the evaluation of every commodity against every other. This creates or encourages a mode of
thinking inclined to comparative evaluation even of those things (if there are any such) which fall outside the power of money. In
other words, the seeming universality of comparative monetary evaluation is unconsciously extended outwards into the universe
of evaluation as a whole” (Seaford 1998: 121).
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This outlook of the merchant - the thinking and calculating individual who is detached from the object of his
thoughts and who sees the world in terms of numbers and movement – became the core of the modern
worldview. Projected on the world at large it resulted in the rise of the natural sciences and the idea that nature is
there to be manipulated and exploited by man.
Through interest, time and money became intrinsically related. Through discounting bills of exchange that had
not yet matured, for example, or through calculating compound interest, a temporal dimension was attributed to
the use of money (Buchan 1997: 61; Gregory 1977: 211-213). But in the same process a monetary character was
attributed to time itself. Here lies the origin of the abstract, lineal, mathematical concept of time that was to become an integral part of modern Western worldview (Aglietta & Orléan 1982: 176). Interest also caused the restlessness inherent in the way time is experienced in the West, the perception that time is scarce and needs to be
used to the most effect (Arkel & Peterse 1999: 19-27), the feeling that time moves forward and fleets away.
The influence of monetisation on natural sciences and cosmology
Monetisation has strongly influenced the modern Western scientific worldview, as can be witnessed in the ideas –
revolutionary at the time - of some of the pioneering early thinkers and scientists. Francis Bacon, whose name is
associated with the empirical character of science, advocated that measurements and experiments were to be
the basis for generalised insights. René Descartes, another founding father of Western scientific thinking, emphasised the mathematical order of nature itself. And Isaac Newton, whose universal law of gravity reduced such
widely diverging phenomena as the movement celestial bodies and falling apples to a single underlying law, and
whose mathematical analysis of such movements established what was to become the dominant paradigm in
Western science for centuries to come, once expressed his belief that in his equations he re-thought the thoughts
of God (Armstrong 2005: 85-87).
Much stronger than often perceived, there is an intrinsic connection between the monetisation of society on the
one hand and the mathematisation and mechanisation of Western worldview on the other87. Quite a number of
influential natural scientists occupied themselves with monetary issues. Let me give just a few examples. As early
as the 14th century an early pioneer of mathematical natural science, Nicole Oresme, studied the quantification
and graphical representation of the intensity of qualities. But he also produced an influential treatise on the nature of money (Davies 2002: 229-231). At the end of the 15th century, Luca Pacioli published the first printed book
on algebra. A chapter of this book dealt with commercial arithmetic and double entry bookkeeping that he
learned through his association with the household of a wealthy merchant in Venice (Buchan 1997: 66, 67). In the
next century, Simon Stevin, who stimulated the use of decimal fractions and symbolic algebra, was quite actively
involved in developing new accounting methods. He strongly advocated the use of double entry bookkeeping in
the Low Countries and was one of the first to publish tables of compound interest (Zeper 1937). Nicholas Copernicus, who revolutionised Western cosmology by making the earth orbit the sun rather than the other way
around, advised the Polish government on monetary policy. And Isaac Newton himself for many years was the
governor of the Central Bank of England (Craig 1946).
Commercial arithmetic, accounting techniques, the calculation of compound interest, and the conceptualisation
and calculation of early forms of insurance, were integral parts of mathematics. It is maybe somewhat sacrilegious to suggest that commercial interests pushed the development of mathematics. After all, mathematics is
often perceived as the brilliant creation of the freely speculating human mind. But an honest reading of the histoA superb overview of the mechanisation of the Western worldview is presented by Dijksterhuis (1950). For the influence on
religion and the ideas about society see Wildiers (1988).
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ry of mathematics nevertheless reveals these more down-to-earth influences (Struik 1990: 105-126). This same
cognitive framework was projected onto the cosmos. All main thinkers who built the new cosmology of the modern worldview were pioneers in mathematics. It is therefore not so surprising that concepts and principles inherent in the monetary core of capitalism were projected onto the world at large and seen as the nature of things88.
This monetary influence is also reflected in another characteristic of modernity, its secular nature. Monetary logic
is not sympathetic to religion (compare Armstrong 2005: 78-80). Quantification, measurement, reducing qualitative differences to abstract generalisations and mathematical calculations leave no room for mystery. In fact, part
of the intellectual excitement of the enlightenment was precisely the demystification of the universe. Already
Luther, as early as the 16th century, claimed that God’s divine nature was limited to God himself and did not permeate society or politics (Armstrong 2005: 83). Hobbes posed that after creation God withdrew from the world.
Newton, as we just saw, reduced God’s thoughts to mathematical formulas. Nietzsche declared that God was
dead (Armstrong 2005: 411). And Sartre, finally, explained that modern man has a hole in his consciousness in the
shape of God, indicating that modernity had not come without a price.
The influence on social values and on the understanding of the nature of society
This conceptual framework also heavily influenced thinking on the nature of society89. Power was increasingly
seen in monetary terms, or at least in categories derived from the economic field. This is evident in the concept of
balance of power. But it is equally evident in the political theories on natural law that took the freely assumed
contract as basis for society and origin of sovereignty. Later still the notion of freedom emerged as central concept of the enlightenment. At its core this notion is based on the right to hold private property and the right to
trade property (Buchan 1997: 157). The processes through which this thinking evolved into the values of the rule
of law, the concept of the individual as autonomous personality, the value of equity of chances, the concept of
progress, and the values of liberalism and democracy, are well known and need not be elaborated upon here.
Suffice it to say that both the social and the natural dimensions of the modern Western worldview reflect a conceptual framework inherent in capitalism.
Values of freedom and progress directly spring from monetary logic (Buchan 1997: 33, 59). In a sense, money
liberates because it recognises no hierarchy. Monetisation enlarges the freedom of individuals to approach one
another as equal partners in the market place. It frees individuals from the obligations of feudal bonds, communal
solidarity or ethnic affiliation. It frees labour from the shackles of the traditional social order (Aglietta & Orléan
1982: 176) and it offers the opportunity to escape from an ascribed social position. It opens a world that allows
for self-realisation and taking initiatives. And it has the potential for unleashing economic growth. The concepts of
freedom and progress reflect and positively value these workings of money.
But there is another side to this cultural dynamics that equally needs to be considered. In taking the form of interest bearing credit, money assumes an aggressive character. It wants to grow and to be used and re-used all the
time. It shows a drive to break new ground, to be used for buying and selling more and more new products and
services. Money thus penetrates in all layers of society and in ever more aspects of culture. Capital constantly
In fact, a much earlier monetary innovation, coinage, had a comparable impact and can directly be related to the rise of Greek
rationality and philosophy (Seaford 2004; Molenaar 2004). The difference with the re-monetisation that took place in Western
Europe from the late middle ages onwards, is that the latter process was based on private monetary instruments that essentially
took the form of interest bearing credit.
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seeks new possibilities for profitable investment. This causes an endless search for new resources, technical innovations, and new outlets.
The aggressive dynamics of money and interest
As in pre-capitalist Western Europe, in many non-Western societies ownership does not take the form of a legal
right to alienate private property. Often property rights are hierarchically organised on the basis of consanguinity
and affinity (Sahlins 1972: 92-94). Individuals, households, and larger kinship groups hold overlapping rights to
access land and other national resources. No member of society is fully denied such rights. Exchange between
individuals, households, and kinship groups, takes the form of forging alliances rather than commercial transactions (Sahlins 1972: 219-221). This is the basis for the social reproduction of the community90.
With the penetration of capitalism, notions of private property take hold and weaken such social mechanisms. In
the process it fundamentally changes social relations by casting a web of monetary logic. It reduces all qualitative
differences to financial terms. It atomises society in turning everyone into a market player (Buchan 1997: 29, 33,
191, 192). By turning land into a commodity, it dissolves ancestral ties that connect communities with the land
they till and turns social obligations into commercial relations. Social reproduction of society makes way for economic reproduction of the private enterprise (Sahlins 1972: 187; Gregory 1977: 164, 165). Capitalism dissolves
social structures based on mutuality and moral obligations (Aglietta & Orléan 1982: 158). It undermines group
solidarity and mechanisms based on gift exchange, and leaves individual households vulnerable to external influences. It breaks open local communities and exposes them to market forces. Where it arrives, capitalism tends to
widen the gulf between the affluent and the poor and to reshape the structure of society, just as it did in Western
Europe itself (Ferguson 2001: 197-202).
Western money, when it finds its way in or is forced upon local communities, undermines feudal bonds or mechanisms for gift exchange and crowds out local, special purpose currencies. It fuels demand for new, external
products and puts community members in competition with one another, dissolving social structures and moral
obligations. But when money finds no local possibilities for profitable investments, it tends to flow out, leaving in
its wake communities in which money is scarce and traditional mechanisms for exchange and social alliances have
weakened. Out of necessity people turn to producing for the external market to which they have unequal access.
This is how the market ensnares communities and self-sufficiency makes way for relative poverty. These same
mechanisms are at play in encapsulating national economies of developing countries.
Capitalism can be devastating in its consequences (Armstrong 2005: 79, 80). The history of Western Europe shows
how fundamentally capitalism has changed the feudal organisation of society (Buchan 1997: 56). Western imperialism and colonialism amply illustrate the aggressive and penetrating traits of capitalism. The ongoing effects of
globalisation indicate that this dynamics has not come to rest. The unfettered market creates growing differences
between the poor and the affluent. This results in economic and social polarisation that compromises social cohesion. Of course this is not a zero sum game. Economic growth may well result in an absolute reduction of poverty.
But such growth takes place at the expense of environmental degradation. In the long run the reign of the free
market is neither sociologically nor ecologically sustainable91.
90 There is extensive anthropological literature on the subject, especially focusing on the ‘gift economy’. Highlights are Mauss
(1925), Sahlins (1972: 92-187), Bourdieu (1977: 3-15, 177-183), Aglietta & Orléan (1982: 147-153) and Gregory (1982: 10-112).
91 “Money, far from being the harmless arena of human emulation as its apologists hold, is a great destroyer. Because money is
eminent desire, there is no satisfaction in the external world unless it is conveyed in money, until the world is possessed in monetary
garb … Woods are paved, mountains mined, seas eaten, species annihilated. All the large land and sea animals of the earth, and
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The victory march of monetisation is therefore ambiguous in its effects. On the one hand it frees the energy for
change and innovation. It releases people from stifling bounds and obligations. It liberates and enlightens. It creates hope and stimulates emancipation. It produces penetrating scientific understanding and unprecedented
wealth. But on the other hand it lessens diversity and dissolves qualitative differences. It takes away the mystery
of things (Armstrong 2005: 90). It tends to make life shallow and short of meaning92. It reduces group solidarity
and social integration. It makes victims, excludes people from social participation and creates poverty.
Modernity’s claim on universal validity
But whether positive or negative, the monetary logic of capitalism does not accept to be denied. It recognises no
limits, just as an arithmetic series knows no boundary93, and tends to sweep away or incorporate resistance. It
implicitly claims universal validity. The dominant Western worldview reflects this claim to universal validity, even
to the effect that it reduces its own capacity to understand its origin and to acknowledge the existence of other
worldviews. Adam Smith’s ‘invisible hand’ is taken by many as a law of nature. Quite some theories in economics
see market mechanisms as universal principles rather than as historically specific social constructs. The market
has become a totem that cannot make mistakes (Galbraith 1993: 23, 24; Buchan 1997: 239, 240). And to the extent that the existence of other cultures and other social structures are acknowledged, they are often seen as
primitive, irrational, backward, and – indeed – underdeveloped and pre-modern. This boils down to a denial of
coevality (Fabian 2002; Gregory 1977: 34, 126), a potentially violent form of exclusion as history has amply
shown.
In line with the above, many of the social values that have sprung up with the growth of capitalism – freedom,
civil rights, democracy, and equity – are equally seen as universally valid (Armstrong 2005: 81). Societies that do
not adhere to these values are somehow seen as deviating from a universal norm and out of touch with the modern world. Through the global spread of capitalism, this claim to universal validity is self-fulfilling. And indeed,
many of these notions have found their way into the universal declaration of human rights (United Nations 1948).
Likewise, Western science claims universal validity. It is based on experiment, measurement and objective thinking. It detaches the mind of the researcher from the matter being researched and brings out the mathematical
essence of things. It recognises no authority but its own thought processes, just like capitalism recognises no authority but the logic of the market. In demystifying and mathematising the universe, it champions freedom of
thought, just like capitalism in monetising society champions the freedom of trade. The researcher wields
knowledge in order to produce more knowledge, like the capitalist invests money to earn more money. Science
accumulates knowledge like capitalism accumulates capital.

most of its birds, are under sentence of extinction. They are being killed not by the rifle, but by a more lethal invention, money”
Buchan (1997: 278).
Buchan (1997: 108) describes the speculation that led to the famous tulipmania of the 17th century. He quotes the Polish poet
Zbigniew Herbert who described the process as follows: “The order of the stock market was introduced into the order of nature.
The tulip began to lose the properties and charms of a flower: it grew pale, lost its colours and shapes, became an abstraction, a
name, a symbol interchangeable with a certain amount of money”.
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“This seemingly unlimited power of money, inspiring unlimited desire for its unlimited accumulation, extends itself outwards,
and thereby threatens traditional non-monetary values” (Seaford 1998: 121).
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This, by the way, explains the dominance of the lineal model of knowledge production. Scientists, consciously or
not, tend to see themselves as the vanguard of human progress, the cutting edge of knowledge production. They
claim and zealously defend academic freedom as if it were a natural birth right (Armstrong 2005: 399). The publication in 1605 of the ‘advancement of learning’ by Francis Bacon was a declaration of independence by scientific
rationalism, marking the autonomous role of science in progress (Armstrong 2005: 88). But in essence, the lineal
model of knowledge production is a mere variant of the trickle-down theory of wealth creation.
The twin mechanisms of knowledge and capital accumulation
As social constructs and cultural phenomena, scientific knowledge and capital are more closely related than often
perceived (see also Turnbull 1997b: 847). The rise of capitalism and the rise of modern science go hand in hand,
not merely because they enable one another (in the sense that scientific insights are used for industrial investments and that capital is invested in research and research infrastructure) but because of an inherent kinship.
Landes (1998) has pointed at the importance of the institutionalisation of knowledge production in the history of
capitalism. Through the establishment of learned societies of sciences in the 17th century, knowledge production
for development became a permanent and institutionalised endeavour. The same period saw the emergence of
the joint stock company in which capital became permanently invested and re-invested in the company (Dillen
1970: 111-119; Neal 1990: 8-9, 44-45). It is only relatively recently, with the growth of the knowledge economy
and the emergence of intellectual property rights as a form of capital, that this intrinsic relation has re-surfaced.
These learned societies played an important role in building theories and creating conditions under which
knowledge produced at one particular site or by one particular scientist could be articulated with knowledge produced elsewhere. Thus knowledge was standardised and made commensurable within a common framework.
Through such devices as experimental accounts, diagrams and standards, the replication of tests and experiments
was promoted. This created the equivalences and connections whereby otherwise heterogeneous and isolated
knowledge became articulated. In this process, science became to be seen as “universal, non-indexical, value free,
and as a consequence floating, in some mysterious way, above culture” (Turnbull 1997a: 486).
Of course, Western society is not monolithic and the Western worldview is much more complex and diversified
than depicted in these few pages. Moreover, also in the West the rise and spread of capitalism met with resistance and counter movements (romanticism, communism, the blood and soil theories of national socialism,
fundamentalist movements, postmodernism, to name but a few). Therefore, there are a much wider variety of
conceptual schemes, ideologies, schools of thought, and frameworks for action than I have indicated. Nevertheless I claim that the picture presented reflects the dominant underlying features of the modern worldview, and
that the twin mechanisms of knowledge and capital accumulation are the driving forces of modernity and are
ultimately derived from the logic of money and interest.
Meanwhile, modernity has spread over the entire globe and has found its way into the aspirations, values and
conceptual frameworks of millions of individuals all over the world. Modernity is no longer limited to Western
Europe or to the West at large. East Asian economies have become major drivers in this historical process. And
the elites of most developing countries are familiar with and to a certain extent share the worldview of modernity.
Modernity and development
Can there be any doubt that the notion of development is closely connected to these dominant features of modernity? Development co-operation, I would like to argue, neatly fits into this tradition. Quite often, development
professionals (be they researchers, practitioners or policy makers) are insufficiently aware of this cultural and
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historical background. They tend to project concepts and values of modernity onto other societies without being
aware of the cultural violence they deploy. Of course, this equally holds for Southern policy makers and professionals who have internalised the worldview of modernity94.
History of development co-operation
Although at the surface there may be a wide variety of motives for development assistance (political self-interest
in the days of the cold war, the base economic self-interest of tied aid, cultural ambassadorship, idealism, romanticism, enlightened self-interest, genuine humanitarian involvement, or – the most recent variety – the struggle
against terrorism; see also Hoebink 1997), as a social and cultural phenomenon it is best understood as a manifestation of the underlying cultural logic discussed above.
In 1949 president Truman announced his ‘bold new program for making the benefits of our scientific advances
and industrial progress available for the improvement and growth of underdeveloped areas’ (Nekkers & Malcontent 2000: 11). Through capital investments and technical assistance (the transfer of knowledge), less developed
countries were to be put on the map. This is generally considered to be the start of international development cooperation. It implicitly defines development as that what capital and scientific knowledge can bring, a selfdefinition of modernity.
More than half a century of development assistance has witnessed a succession of theories, approaches and specific topics of attention (Pronk 2004: 1-5), but these are mere superficial variations of the basic themes of providing capital and knowledge. The very names of the major international players in the field of development cooperation, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (and self-styled ‘Knowledge Bank’), bear
witness of this fact.
I have already indicated how capital opens up local communities and national economies to market forces. The
global effects are well known. Over the years the gulf between rich and poor countries widened, as did the gulf
between the rich and the poor within developing countries95. Loan repayments, debt service and the need for
money to be invested where profits can be made, resulted in a flow of capital from poor to rich countries much
more substantial than the other way around.
As a consequence, developing countries suffer from a stifling load of mounting debts. Debt relief or debt cancellation, much discussed nowadays, may create a breathing pause, but cannot fundamentally change these patterns
since it only paves the way for new loans. It is only when capital can be locally invested, and locally accumulated
for investment, that local growth results. The conditions under which this can be realised are still not well understood. The irony is that quite often development co-operation aimed at poverty reduction results in deepening
poverty. The mere transfer of money does not lead to development.
Conditionality and ethnocentrism
94 “… nationalist critiques of imperial domination often deplored the fact that colonialism had severely constricted the flow of
science and technology from the West to dominated areas, and demanded that technical education and scientific facilities for
indigenous peoples be expanded and improved” (Adas 1997b: 1030).

In 1999 the UN calculated that the combined capital of the world’s top three billionaires superseded the combined GNP of the
poorest countries with a combined population of six hundred million. In 1960 the richest 20% of the world population had a total
income thirty times as high as the poorest 20%. In 1998 it was seventy-one times as high (Ferguson 2001: 311). See also World
Bank (2005: 44-69).
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Of course attempts are made by the donor community to create the pre-conditions under which markets can
develop and investments can lead to growth. The structural adjustment programs of the eighties and nineties,
implemented with the knowledgeable assistance of IMF and World Bank, were precisely meant to do just that, to
rationalise government expenditures, to balance the budget, to install proper fiscal and monetary policies, and to
create market incentives for private investment. The later focus on good governance was meant to stimulate the
rule of law and to fight nepotism and corruption. The recent attention for the functioning of institutions strongly
focuses on improving public finance management and establishing a regime to safeguard and promote private
ownership.
I do not want to romanticize non-Western cultures. Neither do I want to belittle the fact that flagrant forms of
self-enrichment occur in developing countries. But I do want to stress that transactions and expenditures that are
clearly irrational or even harmful from a perspective of capital investment may make perfect good sense in the
context of social reproduction of the community (Sahlins 1972: 85-92). And apparent shameless acts of nepotism
and corruption can show an unexpected morality when seen from the perspective of gift exchange and group
solidarity (Sahlins 1972: 206-209). Societies gradually moving towards a market economy cannot avoid running
into these problems when going through a transition in which one value system is replaced with another. I have
often witnessed that foreign technical assistance was welcomed, not so much for the expertise brought in, but
rather because the foreign expert would not be subject to a web of moral obligations that would deviate efforts
from the development goals to be pursued.
In this context, structural adjustment programs and aid conditionality focussing on good governance and institutional reform should be seen for what it is. We are faced here with the imposition of a Western model for organising society. Maybe it no longer takes the form of a conscious effort to westernise the world (the ‘white man’s
burden’ of the colonial days), but it is an imposition nevertheless. Even without realising it, modernity claims universal validity and is blind to alternatives. Such measures are based on the preconception that market mechanisms are universal and will lead to investment and growth as soon as government policies refrain from obstructing the proper functioning of the market and make room for private initiative96. Such thinking does not recognise
the market as a social construct (Sahlins 1972: 297-301). It reflects an ethnocentric projection that fails to
acknowledge the diversity of social structures.
I belief that development co-operation may become more effective when it takes note of its own historic background, becomes aware of the cultural specific but growing validity of its own concepts, and opens up to allow for
a real dialogue with other worldviews. The worldview behind the concept of development and behind the practice of international development co-operation is the worldview of modernity. Those involved in development cooperation would do well to be aware of this. Abstracting the concept from this specific historical and cultural
background clouds understanding and hides from view what is really taking place (compare with Kloos 1996).
Articulating the global and the local
After these reflections, it will not come as a surprise that I feel misgivings about the concept of endogenous development. Of course there are many endogenous cultural traditions and endogenous social change processes.
But I feel that as soon as the concept of development is brought into the picture, we should be aware of its roots
“Market liberalisation within countries will deliver faster growth and poverty reduction, provided markets exist and market
institutions are in place. Where these conditions are not met, prior investments are needed and liberalisation should be phased”
(Maxwell 2005).
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in modernity. Seen from that perspective, the notion of endogenous development is an internal contradiction.
Moreover, in actual fact, examples of endogenous development as a rule do not really refer to autarkic and autonomous change processes, but rather to local responses to the global spread of modernity97.
I also have doubts about the acclaimed growing diversification of worldviews. It is true that the globalisation of
modernity sparks-off counter movements and attempts to revive cultural traditions and to assume particular local
identities (Gregory 1977: 298-308). But this is against a backdrop of global market penetration and the spread of
modernity. I feel that cultural diversity is rapidly declining and we witness a process of cultural globalisation
(Featherstone 1990). It is only within the by now practically universal context of modernity that elements of local
traditions resurface and new identities arise. It is a dynamics of articulation of the local and the global, the particular and the universal.
Through such articulation, local development, self-assertion and new identity building can take shape. And it is
precisely at this point of intersection of the global and the local, that I see a role for development co-operation to
play. This role is not to counter modernity; this would be quite self-defeating since development co-operation is
itself a manifestation of modernity. Neither is it to blindly promote the homogenisation of global culture, as is
now often unwittingly done. The role would be to cushion the transition to modernity, to find and promote possibilities for local development through articulating global and local knowledge, and to identify ways and means for
local knowledge generation, capital accumulation and investment.
Global and local knowledge
In modern society, knowledge, like capital, needs to be re-used all the time. When capital is no longer invested, it
looses its internal dynamics and is no longer capital. Likewise knowledge only comes to life in the minds of people. In a sense, codified knowledge stored in books and websites, is no longer knowledge. It is de-contextualized
and devoid of meaning. It is mere information, to be tapped only by those who know how to access it. In that
respect, the so-called ‘global stock of knowledge’ is a misnomer and should properly be re-named as ‘global stock
of information’98. When such information is tapped and internalised, it comes back to life and merges with the
insights, concepts and tacit knowledge of the individuals involved. In the process, knowledge grows and mutates,
it takes on new forms and creates new meanings.
Tapping into the global stock of information requires the ability to internalise and absorb such information. This is
only possible when one already possesses of a knowledge base that allows for such absorption. There must be
sufficient common ground or points of contact for the external information to take root. The availability of a
growing stock of global information, therefore, does not mean that such information will easily find its way to
where it can benefit development. Transfer of knowledge is not at all an easy or automatic process.
A lot of efforts have been undertaken in the context of development co-operation to raise the absorption capacity
of developing countries that would allow for such a transfer of knowledge. Knowledge capacity has been built
through technical assistance, strengthening the education sector, research capacity building, and bursaries for
higher education or PhDs abroad. Although there is still a need, especially in the most vulnerable developing
countries, to further strengthen the capacity to access, negotiate, absorb and adopt knowledge, there are a grow97
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But although such knowledge or information is global in scope and pretention, it is nevertheless derived from a social process
of knowledge production: “… all knowledge systems from whatever culture or time, including the temporary technosciences, are
based on local knowledge” (Turnbull 1997a: 485).
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ing number of experts and professionals who are well equipped in that respect. Even so, this does not automatically result in poverty alleviation. Like the transfer of capital, the mere transfer of knowledge does not automatically lead to development.
To benefit development, knowledge not only has to be understood, it also has to be used. Like capital, global
knowledge needs to be invested and used locally to serve development purposes. It will have to leave the academic arena and enter into the real world. This means that knowledge needs to be contextualised. It needs to be
applied within and adopted to a context of specific local circumstances. Experts or researchers need to work within a social context in which motivations and aspirations other than knowledge production play a role. They need
to communicate with people with different backgrounds, different concepts, and perhaps different worldviews. It
is through articulating global and local knowledge that new insights are born and new opportunities identified.
This requires an open, inquisitive attitude and a willingness to recognise and question one’s own preconceptions.
Not all highly educated professionals are able or willing to do that. Economic circumstances may not allow them
to put their knowledge to such use. Maybe they prefer to pursue an academic or professional career that recognises rather than questions their expertise. Possibly they feel their talents are wasted at home and are put to
more effect abroad. Unfortunately, the international brain drain complements the net flow of capital from poor
to rich countries.
Communicating worldviews
Modernity does not easily recognise other worldviews99. As a rule, modern science has only the vaguest notions
about non-Western epistemologies or understandings of the natural world (Adas 1997a: 216; 1997b: 1028). In a
sense, modernity is blinded by its own enlightenment and deafened by the roar of its industrial progress. As
Turnbull (1997a: 489) has succinctly put it: “science gains its truth like character through suppressing or denying
the circumstances of its production and through the social mechanisms for the transmission and authorisation of
the knowledge by the scientific community. Both of these devices have the effect of rendering scientific
knowledge autonomous, above culture, and hence beyond criticism”. In fact, non-Western accomplishments in
science and technology are usually denied or belittled (Rashed 1997).
Other worldviews, in their turn, are silenced and intimidated by the aggressiveness and success of modernity
(Adas 1997b: 1030). In many parts of the world there are still forms of traditional leadership, indigenous
knowledge, and customary law and value systems. But in the face of modernity they have weakened, retreated
and gone underground. This complicates communication. It will not be easy for modernity to develop selfawareness and jump its own shadow.
But in the interest of local development this is precisely what needs to be done. It is through the articulation of
local and global knowledge that new contextual insights arise and possibilities for local development are identified. Local situations have changed through the greater or lesser advance of the market economy. This requires
local responses and the generation of new insights and initiatives that spring from both indigenous and global
sources. It calls for the emergence of local systems for savings, credit, insurance, and currencies that articulate
with the wider money economy but still allow for local exchange, investment and accumulation.

“It is this claim to be able to produce universal theory that Western culture has used simultaneously to promote and reinforce
its own stability and to justify the dispossession of other peoples. It constitutes part of the ideological justification of scientific
objectivity ... the illusion that there can be a positionless vision of everything” Turnbull (1997a: 485).
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This is a plea for renewed and stepped-up attention in development practice and international development cooperation for the micro level and how this level interacts with global macro level dynamics. Comparative research
in this field is welcome, but what is needed most is for development professionals (be they researchers, extension
workers, policy makers, consultants, or community development specialists) to enter into a true dialogue with
local communities. Through such dialogue the voice of the poor can be heard and strengthened, indigenous
knowledge mobilised, and possibilities for local initiatives and participatory action research identified. To once
again quote Turnbull (1997a: 489), such dialogue creates “forms of understanding in which the local, the particular, the specific, and the individual are not homogenized but are enabled to talk back”. “Communication, understanding, equality, and diversity will not be achieved by others adopting Western information, knowledge, science, and rationality. It will only come from finding ways to work together in joint rationalities” (Turnbull 1997b:
850).
7.5 INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF AGRICULTURAL KNOWLEDGE, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
FOR DEVELOPMENT (IAASTD)
This Synthesis Report captures the complexity and diversity of agriculture and AKST across world regions. It is
built upon the global and five sub-global reports that provide evidence for the integrated analysis of the main
concerns necessary to achieve development and sustainability goals. It is organized in two parts that address the
primary animating question: how can AKST be used to reduce hunger and poverty, improve rural livelihoods,
and facilitate equitable environmentally, socially, and economically sustainable development? The eight crosscutting themes include: bioenergy, biotechnology, climate change, human health, natural resource management, trade and markets, traditional and local knowledge and community-based innovation, and women in agriculture and is organized in two substantive parts. In the first part we identify the current conditions, challenges
and options for action that shape AKST, while in the second part we focus on the eight cross-cutting themes.
The International Assessment of Agricultural Science and Technology for Development (IAASTD) responds to the
widespread realization that despite significant scientific and technological achievements in our ability to increase agricultural productivity, we have been less attentive to some of the unintended social and environmental consequences of our achievements. We are now in a good position to reflect on these consequences and to
outline various policy options to meet the challenges ahead, perhaps best characterized as the need for food
and livelihood security under increasingly constrained environmental conditions from within and outside
therealm of agriculture and globalized economic systems. This widespread realization is linked directly to the
goals of the IAASTD: how Agricultural Knowledge, Science and Technology (AKST) can be used to reduce hunger
and poverty, to improve rural livelihoods and to facilitate equitable environmentally, socially and economically
sustainable development. Under the rubric of IAASTD, we recognize the importance of AKST to the multifunctionality of agriculture and the intersection with other local to global concerns, including loss of biodiversity and
ecosystem services, climate change and water availability.
The IAASTD is unique in the history of agricultural science assessments, in that it assesses both formal science
and technology (S&T) and local and traditional knowledge, addresses not only production and productivity but
the multifunctionality of agriculture, and recognizes that multiple perspectives exist on the role and nature of
AKST. For many years, agricultural science focused on delivering component technologies to increase farm-level
productivity where the market and institutional arrangements put in place by the state were the primary drivers
of the adoption of new technologies. The general model has been to continuously innovate, reduce farm gate
prices and externalize costs. This model drove the phenomenal achievements of AKST in industrial countries
after World War II and the spread of the Green Revolution beginning in the 1960s. But, given the new challenges
we confront today, there is increasing recognition within formal S&T organizations that the current AKST model
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requires revision. Business as usual is no longer an option. This leads to rethinking the role of AKST in achieving
development and sustainability goals; one that seeks more intensive engagement across diverse worldviews and
possibly contradictory approaches in ways that can inform and suggest strategies for actions enabling to the
multiple functions of agriculture.
In order to address the diverse needs and interests that shape human life, we need a shared approach to sustainability with local and cross-national collaboration. We cannot escape our predicament by simply continuing
to rely on the aggregation of individual choices, to achieve sustainable and equitable collective outcomes. Incentives are needed to influence the choices individuals make. Issues such as poverty and climate change also require collective agreements on concerted action and governance across scales that go beyond an appeal to individual benefit. At the global, regional, national and local levels, decision makers must be acutely conscious of
the fact that there are diverse challenges, multiple theoretical frameworks and development models and a wide
range of options to meet development and sustainability goals. Our perception of the challenges and the choices we make at this juncture in history will determine how we protect our planet and secure our future.
Development and sustainability goals should be placed in the context of:
(i)
current social and economic inequities and political uncertainties about war and conflicts;
(ii)
uncertainties about the ability to sustainably produce and access sufficient food;
(iii)
uncertainties about the future of world food prices;
(iv)
changes in the economics of fossil based energy use;
(v)
the emergence of new competitors for natural resources;
(vi)
increasing chronic diseases that are partially a consequence of poor nutrition and poor food quality
as well as food safety;
(vii)
changing environmental conditions and the growing awareness of human responsibility for the
maintenance of global ecosystem services (provisioning, regulating, cultural and supporting).
Today there is a world of asymmetric development, unsustainable natural resource use, and continued rural and
urban poverty. Generally the adverse consequences of global changes have the most significant effects on the
poorest and most vulnerable, who historically have had limited entitlements and opportunities for growth.
The pace of formal technology generation and adoption has been highly uneven. Actors within North America
and Europe (NAE) and emerging economies who have CAPTURED significant economies of scale through formal
AKST will continue to dominate agricultural exports and extended value chains. There is an urgent need to diversify and strengthen AKST recognizing differences in agro ecologies and social and cultural conditions. The
need to retool AKST, to reduce poverty and provide improved livelihoods options for the rural poor, especially
landless and peasant communities, urban informal and migrant workers, is a major challenge.
There is an overarching concern in all regions regarding poverty alleviation and the livelihoods options available
to poor people who are faced with intra- and inter-regional inequalities. There is recognition that the mounting
crisis in food security is of a different complexity and potentially different magnitude than the one of the 1960s.
The ability and willingness of different actors, including those in the state, civil society and private sector, to
address fundamental questions of relationships among production, social and environmental systems is affected
by contentious political and economic stances.
The acknowledgement of current challenges and the acceptance of options available for action require a longterm commitment from decision makers that is responsive to the specific needs of a wide range of stakeholders.
A recognition that knowledge systems and human ingenuity in science, technology, practice and policy is needed to meet the challenges, opportunities and uncertainties ahead. This recognition will require a shift to non1
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hierarchical development models. The main challenge of AKST is to increase the productivity of agriculture in a
sustainable manner. AKST must address the needs of small-scale farms in diverse ecosystems and to create realistic opportunities for their development where the potential for improved area productivity is low and where
climate change may have its most adverse consequences. The main challenges for AKST posed by multifunctional agricultural systems include:
• How to improve social welfare and personal livelihoods in the rural sector and enhance multiplier effects of agriculture?
• How to empower marginalized stakeholders to sustain the diversity of agriculture and food systems,
including their cultural dimensions?
• How to provide safe water, maintain biodiversity, sustain the natural resource base and minimize the
adverse impacts of agricultural activities on people and the environment?
• How to maintain and enhance environmental and cultural services while increasing sustainable
productivity and diversity of food, fibre and bio fuel production?
• How to manage effectively the collaborative generation of knowledge among increasingly heterogeneous contributors and the flow of information among diverse public and private AKST organizational
arrangements?
• How to link the outputs from marginalized, rain fed lands into local, national and global markets?
Options for Action
Successfully meeting development and sustainability goals and responding to new priorities and changing circumstances would require a fundamental shift in AKST, including science, technology, policies, institutions, capacity development and investment. Such a shift would recognize and give increased importance to the multifunctionality of agriculture, accounting for the complexity of agricultural systems within diverse social and ecological contexts. It would require new institutional and organizational arrangements to promote an integrated
approach to the development and deployment of AKST. It would also recognize farming communities, farm
households, and farmers as producers and managers of ecosystems. This shift may call for changing the incentive systems for all actors along the value chain to internalize as many externalities as possible. In terms of development and sustainability goals, these policies and institutional changes should be directed primarily at those
who have been served least by previous AKST approaches, i.e., resource-poor farmers, women and ethnic minorities.
Multifunctionality
The term multifunctionality has sometimes been interpreted as having implications for trade and protectionism.
This is not the definition used here. In IAASTD, multifunctionality is used solely to express the inescapable interconnectedness of agriculture’s different roles and functions. The concept of multifunctionality recognizes agriculture as a multi-output activity producing not only commodities (food, feed, fibres, agro fuels, medicinal products and ornamentals), but also non-commodity outputs such as environmental services, landscape amenities
and cultural heritages.
The working definition proposed by OECD, which is used by the IAASTD, associates multifunctionality with the
particular characteristics of the agricultural production process and its outputs; multiple commodity and noncommodity outputs are jointly produced by agriculture; and (ii) some of the non-commodity outputs may exhibit the characteristics of externalities or public goods, such that markets for these goods function poorly or are
non-existent.
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The use of the term has been controversial and contested in global trade negotiations, and it has centred on
whether “trade-distorting” agricultural subsidies are needed for agriculture to perform its many functions. Proponents argue that current patterns of agricultural subsidies, international trade and related policy frameworks
do not stimulate transitions toward equitable agricultural and food trade relation or sustainable food and farming systems and have given rise to perverse impacts on natural resources and agro ecologies as well as on human health and nutrition. Opponents argue that attempts to remedy these outcomes by means of trade-related
instruments will weaken the efficiency of agricultural trade and lead to further undesirable market distortion;
their preferred approach is to address the externalized costs and negative impacts on poverty, the environment,
human health and nutrition by other means.
Development would depend also on the extent to which small-scale farmers can find gainful off farm employment and help fuel general economic growth. Large and middle-size farmers continue to be important and high
pay-off targets of AKST, especially in the area of sustainable land use and food systems.
It will be important to assess the potential environmental, health and social impacts of any technology, and to
implement the appropriate regulatory frameworks. AKST can contribute to radically improving food security and
enhancing the social and economic performance of agricultural systems as a basis for sustainable rural and
community livelihoods and wider economic development. It can help to rehabilitate degraded land, reduce environmental and health risks associated with food production and consumption and sustainably increase production. Success would require increased public and private investment in AKST, the development of supporting
policies and institutions, revalorization of traditional and local knowledge, and an interdisciplinary, holistic and
systems-based approach to knowledge production and sharing. Success also depends on the extent to which
international developments and events drive the priority given to development and sustainability goals and the
extent to which requisite funding and qualified staffare available.
Poverty and livelihoods
Important options for enhancing rural livelihoods include increasing access by small-scale farmers to land and
economic resources and to remunerative local urban and export markets; and increasing local value added and
value CAPTURED by small-scale farmers and rural labourers. A powerful tool for meeting development and sustainability goals resides in empowering farmers to innovatively manage soils, water, biological resources, pests,
disease vectors, genetic diversity, and conserve natural resources in a culturally appropriate manner. Combining
farmers’ and external knowledge would require new partnerships among farmers, scientists and other stakeholders.
Policy options for improving livelihoods include access to microcredit and other financial services; legal frameworks that ensure access and tenure to resources and land; recourse to fair conflict resolution; and progressive
evolution and proactive engagement in Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) regimes and related instruments.2
Developments are needed that build trust and that value farmer knowledge, agricultural and natural biodiversity; farmer-managed medicinal plants, local seed systems and common pool resource management regimes.
Each of these options, when implemented locally, depends on regional and nationally based mechanisms to
ensure accountability. The suite of options to increase domestic farm gate prices for small-scale farmers includes fiscal and competition policies; improved access to AKST; novel business approaches; and enhanced political power.
Food security
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Food security strategies require a combination of AKST approaches, including the development of food stock
management, effective market intelligence and early warning, monitoring, and distribution systems. Production
measures create the conditions for food security, but they need to be looked at in conjunction with people’s
access to food (through own production, exchange and public entitlements) and their ability to absorb nutrients
consumed (through adequate access to water and sanitation, adequate nutrition and nutritional information) in
order to fully achieve food security.
Food security [is] a situation that exists when all people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access
to sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and
healthy life. (FAO, The State of Food Insecurity 2001) Food sovereignty is defined as the right of peoples and
sovereign states to democratically determine their own agricultural and food policies.3
AKST can increase sustainable agricultural production by expanding use of local and formal AKST to develop and
deploy suitable cultivars adaptable to site-specific conditions; improving access to resources; improving soil,
water and nutrient management and conservation; pre- and postharvest pest management; and increasing
small-scale farm diversification. Policy options for addressing food security include developing high-value and
under-utilized crops in rain fed areas; increasing the full range of agricultural exports and imports, including
organic and fair trade products; reducing transaction costs for small-scale producers; strengthening local markets; food safety nets; promoting agro-insurance; and improving food safety and quality. Price shocks and extreme weather events call for a global system of monitoring and intervention for the timely prediction of major
food shortages and price-induced hunger.
AKST investments can increase the sustainable productivity of major subsistence foods including orphan and
underutilized crops, which are often grown or consumed by poor people. Investments could also be targeted for
institutional change and policies that can improve access of poor people to food, land, water, seeds, germplasm
and improved technologies.
Environmental sustainability
AKST systems are needed that enhance sustainability while maintaining productivity in ways that protect the
natural resource base and ecological provisioning of agricultural systems. Options include improving nutrient,
energy, water and land use efficiency; improving the understanding of soil-plant-water dynamics; increasing
farm diversification; supporting agro ecological systems, and enhancing biodiversity conservation and use at
both field and landscape scales; promoting the sustainable management of livestock, forest and fisheries; improving understanding of the agro ecological functioning of mosaics of crop production areas and natural habitats; countering the effects of agriculture on climate change and mitigating the negative impacts of climate
change on agriculture.
Policy options include ending subsidies that encourage unsustainable practices and using market and other
mechanisms to regulate and generate rewards for agro/environmental services, for better natural resource
management and enhanced environmental quality. Examples include incentives to promote IPM and environmentally resilient germplasm management, payments to farmers and local communities for ecosystem services,
facilitating and providing incentives for alternative markets such as green products, certification for sustainable
forest and fisheries practices and organic agriculture and the strengthening of local markets. Long-term land and
water use rights/tenure, risk reduction measures (safety nets, credit, insurance, etc.) and profitability of recommended technologies are prerequisites for adoption of sustainable practices. Common pool resource regimes and modes of governance that emphasize participatory and democratic approaches are needed.
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Investment opportunities in AKST that could improve sustainability and reduce negative environmental effects
include resource conservation technologies, improved techniques for organic and low-input systems; a wide
range of breeding techniques for temperature and pest tolerance; research on relationship of agricultural ecosystem services and human well-being; economic and non-economic valuations of ecosystem services; increasing water use efficiency and reducing water pollution; bio controls of current and emerging pests and pathogens; biological substitutes for agrochemicals; and reducing the dependency of the agricultural sector on fossil
fuels.
Human health and nutrition
Inter-linkages between health, nutrition, agriculture, and AKST affect the ability of individuals, communities, and
nations to reach sustainability goals. These inter-linkages exist within the context of multiple stressors that affect population health. A broad and integrated approach is needed to identify appropriate use of AKST to increase food security and safety, decrease the incidence and prevalence of a range of infectious (including
emerging and re-emerging diseases such as malaria, avian influenza, HIV/AIDS and others) and chronic diseases,
and decrease occupational exposures, injuries and deaths. Robust agricultural, public health, and veterinary
detection, surveillance, monitoring, and response systems can help identify the true burden of ill health and
cost-effective, health-promoting strategies and measures. Addition investments are needed to maintain and
improve current systems and regulations.
• Increasing food security can be facilitated by promoting policies and programs to diversify diets and
improve micronutrient intake; and developing and deploying existing and new technologies for the production, processing, preservation, and distribution of food.
• Increasing food safety can be facilitated by effective, coordinated, and proactive national and international food safety systems to ensure animal, plant, and human health, such as investments in adequate
infrastructure, public health and veterinary capacity, legislative frameworks for identification and control of biological and chemical hazards; and farmer scientist partnerships for the identification, monitoring and evaluation of risks.
• The burden of infectious disease can be decreased by strengthening coordination between and the capacity of agricultural, veterinary, and public health systems, integrating multisectoral policies and programs across the food chain to reduce the spread of infectious diseases, and developing and deploying
new AKST to identify, monitor, control, and treat diseases.
• The burden of chronic disease can be decreased by policies that explicitly recognize the importance of
improving human health and nutrition, including regulation of food product formulation through legislation, international agreements and regulations for food labelling and health claims, and creation of incentives for the production and consumption of health promoting foods.
• Occupational and public health can be improved by development and enforcement of health and safety regulations (including child labour laws and pesticide regulations), enforcement of cross-border issues
such as illegal use of toxic agrochemicals, and conducting health risk assessments that make explicit the
tradeoffs between maximizing livelihood benefits, the environment, and improving health.
Equity
For AKST to contribute to greater equity, investments are required for the development of context-specific
technologies, and expanded access of farmers and other rural people to occupational, non-formal and formal
education. An environment in which formal science and technology and local and traditional knowledge are
seen as part of an integral AKST system can increase equitable access to technologies to a broad range of producers and natural resource managers. Incentives in science, universities and research organizations are needed
to foster different kinds of AKST partnerships. Key options include equitable access to and use of natural re1
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sources (particularly land and water), systems of incentives and rewards for multifunctionality, including ecosystem services, and responding to the vulnerability of farming and farm worker communities.
Reform of the governance of AKST and related organizations is also important for the crucial role they can play
in improving community-level scientific literacy, decentralization of technological opportunities, and the integration of farmer concerns in research priority setting and the design of farmer services. Improving equity requires
synergy among various development actors, including farmers, rural labourers, banks, civil society organizations,
commercial companies, and public agencies. Stakeholder involvement is also crucial in decisions about IPR, infrastructure, tariffs, and the internalization of social and environmental costs. New modes of governance to
develop innovative local networks and decentralized government, focusing on small-scale producers and the
urban poor (urban agriculture; direct links between urban consumers and rural producers) will help create and
strengthen synergistic and complementary capacities.
Preferential investments in equitable development (e.g., literacy, education and training) that contribute to
reducing ethnic, gender, and other inequities would advance development goals. Measurements of returns to
investments require indices that give more information than GDP, and that are sensitive to environmental and
equity gains. The use of inequality indices for screening AKST investments and monitoring outcomes strengthens
accountability. The Ginicoefficient could, for example, become a public criterion for policy assessment, in addition to the more conventional measures of growth, inflation and environment.
Investments
Achieving development and sustainability goals would entail increased funds and more diverse funding mechanisms for agricultural research and development and associated knowledge systems, such as:
• Public investments in global, regional, national and local public goods; food security and safety, climate change and sustainability. More efficient use of increasingly scarce land, water and biological resources requires investment in research and development of legal and management capabilities.
• Public investments in agricultural knowledge systems to promote interactive knowledge networks
(farmers, scientists, industry and actors in other knowledge areas); improved access to ICT; ecological,
evolutionary, food, nutrition, social and complex systems’ sciences; effective interdisciplinarity; capacity
in core agricultural sciences; and improving life-long learning opportunities along the food system.
• Public-private partnerships for improved commercialization of applied knowledge and technologies
and joint funding of AKST, where market risks are high and where options for widespread utilization of
knowledge exist.
• Adequate incentives and rewards to encourage private and civil society investments in AKST contributing to development and sustainability goals. In many developing countries, it may be necessary to
complement these investments with increased and more targeted investments in rural infrastructure,
education and health. In the face of new global challenges, there is an urgent need to strengthen, restructure and possibly establish new intergovernmental, independent science and evidence-based networks to address such issues as climate forecasting for agricultural production; human health risks from
emerging diseases; reorganization of livelihoods in response to changes in agricultural systems (population movements); food security; and global forestry resources.
Themes
The Synthesis Report looked at eight AKST-related themes of critical interest to meeting IAASTD goals: bioenergy, biotechnology, climate change, human health; natural resource management; trade and markets; traditional
and local knowledge and community-based innovation; and women in agriculture.
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Bioenergy
Rising costs of fossil fuels, energy security concerns, increased awareness of climate change and potentially positive effects for economic development have led to considerable public attention to bioenergy. Bioenergy includes traditional bioenergy, biomass to produce electricity, light and heat and first and next generation liquid
bio fuels. The economics and the positive and negative social and environmental externalities differ widely, depending on source of biomass, type of conversion technology and local circumstances.
Primarily due to a lack of affordable alternatives, millions of people in developing countries depend on traditional bioenergy (e.g. wood fuels) for their cooking and heating needs, especially in sub-Saharan Africa and
South Asia. This reliance on traditional bioenergy can pose considerable environmental, health, economic and
social challenges. New efforts are needed to improve traditional bioenergy and accelerate the transition to
more sustainable forms of energy. First generation bio fuels consist predominantly of bio ethanol and biodiesel
produced from agricultural crops (e.g. maize, sugar cane). Production has been growing fast in recent years,
primarily due to bio fuel support policies since they are cost competitive only under particularly favourable circumstances.
The diversion of agricultural crops to fuel can raise food prices and reduce our ability to alleviate hunger
throughout the world. The negative social effects risk being exacerbated in cases where small-scale farmers are
marginalized or displaced from their land. From an environmental perspective, there is considerable variation,
uncertainty and debate over the net energy balance and level of GHG emissions. In the long term, effects on
food prices may be reduced, but environmental effects caused by land and water requirements of large-scale
increases of first generation bio fuels production are likely to persist and will need to be addressed.
Next generation bio fuels such as cellulosic ethanol and biomass-to-liquids technologies allow conversion into
bio fuels of more abundant and cheaper feedstock’s than first generation. This could potentially reduce agricultural land requirements per unit of energy produced and improve lifecycle GHG emissions, potentially mitigating
the environmental pressures from first generation bio fuels. However, next generation bio fuels technologies
are not yet commercially proven and environmental and social effects are still uncertain. For example, the use of
feedstock and farm residues can compete with the need to maintain organic matter in sustainable agro ecosystems. Bioelectricity and bio heat are important forms of renewable energy that are usually more efficient and
produce less GHG emissions than liquid bio fuels and fossil fuels.
Digesters, gasfiers and direct combustion devices can be successfully employed in certain settings, e.g., off-grid
areas.There is potential for expanding these applications but AKST is needed to reduce costs and improve operational reliability. For all forms of bioenergy, decision makers should carefully weigh full social, environmental
and economic costs against realistically achievable benefits and other sustainable energy options.
Biotechnology
The IAASTD definition of biotechnology is based on that in the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Cartagena Protocol on Bio safety. It is a broad term embracing the manipulation of living organisms and spans the
large range of activities from conventional techniques for fermentation and plant and animal breeding to recent
innovations in tissue culture, irradiation, genomics and marker-assisted breeding (MAB) or marker assisted selection (MAS) to augment natural breeding. Some of the latest biotechnologies (‘modern biotechnology’) include the use of in vitro modified DNA or RNA and the fusion of cells from different taxonomic families, techniques that overcome natural physiological reproductive or recombination barriers. Currently the most conten1
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tious issue is the use of recombinant DNA techniques to produce transgenes that are inserted into genomes.
Even newer techniques of modern biotechnology manipulate heritable material without changing DNA.
Biotechnology has always been on the cutting edge of change. Change is rapid, the domains involved are numerous, and there is a significant lack of transparent communication among actors. Hence assessment of modern biotechnology is lagging behind development; information can be anecdotal and contradictory, and uncertainty on benefits and harms is unavoidable. There is a wide range of perspectives on the environmental, human
health and economic risks and benefits of modern biotechnology, many of which are as yet unknown.
Conventional biotechnologies, such as breeding techniques, tissue culture, cultivation practices and fermentation are readily accepted and used. Between 1950 and 1980, prior to the development of GMOs, modern varieties of wheat increased yields up to 33% even in the absence of fertilizer. Modern biotechnologies used in containment have been widely adopted; e.g., the industrial enzyme market reached US$1.5 billion in 2000. The
application of modern biotechnology outside containment, such as the use of GM crops is much more contentious. For example, data based on some years and some GM crops indicate highly variable 10-33% yield gains in
some places and yield declines in others.
Higher level drivers of biotechnology R&D, such as IPR frameworks, determine what products become available.
While this attracts investment in agriculture, it can also concentrate ownership of agricultural resources. An
emphasis on modern biotechnology without ensuring adequate support for other agricultural research can alter
education and training programs and reduce the number of professionals in other core agricultural sciences.
This situation can be self-reinforcing since today’s students define tomorrow’s educational and training opportunities.
The use of patents for transgenes introduces additional issues. In developing countries especially, instruments
such as patents may drive up costs, restrict experimentation by the individual farmer or public researcher while
also potentially undermining local practices that enhance food security and economic sustainability. In this regard, there is particular concern about present IPR instruments eventually inhibiting seed-saving, exchange, sale
and access to proprietary materials necessary for the independent research community to conduct analyses and
long term experimentation on impacts. Farmers face new liabilities: GM farmers may become liable for adventitious presence if it causes loss of market certification and income to neighbouring organic farmers, and conventional farmers may become liable to GM seed producers if transgenes are detected in their crops.
A problem-oriented approach to biotechnology R&D would focus investment on local priorities identified
through participatory and transparent processes, and favour multifunctional solutions to local problems. These
processes require new kinds of support for the public to critically engage in assessments of the technical, social,
political, cultural, gender, legal, environmental and economic impacts of modern biotechnology. Biotechnologies should be used to maintain local expertise and germplasm so that the capacity for further research resides
within the local community. Such R&D would put much needed emphasis onto participatory breeding projects
and agroecology.
Climate change
Climate change, which is taking place at a time of increasing demand for food, feed, fibre and fuel, has the potential to irreversibly damage the natural resource base on which agriculture depends. The relationship between climate change and agriculture is a two-way street; agriculture contributes to climate change in several
major ways and climate change in general adversely affects agriculture.
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In mid- to high latitude regions moderate local increases in temperature can have small beneficial impacts on
crop yields; in low-latitude regions, such moderate temperature increases are likely to have negative yield effects. Some negative impacts are already visible in many parts of the world; additional warming will have increasingly negative impacts in all regions. Water scarcity and the timing of water availability will increasingly
constrain production. Climate change will require a new look at water storage to cope with the impacts of more
and extreme precipitation, higher intra- and inter-seasonal variations, and increased rates of evapotranspiration
in all types of ecosystems.
Extreme climate events (floods and droughts) are increasing and expected to amplify in frequency and severity
and there are likely to be significant consequences in all regions for food and forestry production and food insecurity. There is a serious potential for future conflicts over habitable land and natural resources such as freshwater. Climate change is affecting the distribution of plants, invasive species, pests and disease vectors and the
geographic range and incidence of many human, animal and plant diseases is likely to increase. A comprehensive approach with an equitable regulatory framework, differentiated responsibilities and intermediate targets
are required to reduce GHG emissions.
The earlier and stronger the cuts in emissions, the quicker concentrations will approach stabilization. Emission
reduction measures clearly are essential because they can have an impact due to inertia in the climate system.
However, since further changes in the climate are inevitable adaptation is also imperative. Actions directed at
addressing climate change and promoting sustainable development share some important goals such as equitable access to resources and appropriate technologies.
Some “win-win” mitigation opportunities have already been identified. These include land use approaches such
as lower rates of agricultural expansion into natural habitats; forestation, reforestation, increased efforts to
avoid deforestation, agroforestry, agro ecological systems, and restoration of underutilized or degraded lands
and rangelands and land use options such as carbon sequestration in agricultural soils, reduction and more efficient use of nitrogenous inputs; effective manure management and use of feed that increases livestock digestive
efficiency.
Policy options related to regulations and investment opportunities include financial incentives to maintain and
increase forest area through reduced deforestation and degradation and improved management and the development and utilization of renewable energy sources. The post-2012 regime has to be more inclusive of all agricultural activities such as reduced emission from deforestation and soil degradation to take full advantage of the
opportunities offered by agriculture and forestry sectors.
Human health
Despite the evident and complex links between health, nutrition, agriculture, and AKST, improving human
health is not generally an explicit goal of agricultural policy. Agriculture and AKST can affect a range of health
issues including under nutrition, chronic diseases, infectious diseases, food safety, and environmental and occupational health. Ill heath in the farming community can in turn reduce agricultural productivity and the ability to
develop and deploy appropriate AKST. Ill health can result from under nutrition, as well as over-nutrition. Despite increased global food production over recent decades, under nutrition is still a major global public health
problem, causing over 15% of the global disease burden. Protein energy and micronutrient malnutrition remain
challenges, with high variability between and within countries. Food security can be improved through policies
and programs to increase dietary diversity and through development and deployment of existing and new technologies for production, processing, preservation, and distribution of food.
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AKST policies and practices have increased production and new mechanisms for food processing. Reduced dietary quality and diversity and inexpensive foods with low nutrient density have been associated with increasing
rates of worldwide obesity and chronic disease. Poor diet throughout the life course is a major risk factor for
chronic diseases, which are the leading cause of global deaths. There is a need to focus on consumers and the
importance of dietary quality as main drivers of production, and not merely on quantity or price. Strategies include fiscal policies (taxation, trade regimes) for health-promoting foods and regulation of food product formulation, labelling and commercial information.
Globalization of the food supply, accompanied by concentration of food distribution and processing companies,
and growing consumer awareness increase the need for effective, coordinated, and proactive national food
safety systems. Health concerns that could be addressed by AKST include the presence of pesticide residues,
heavy metals, hormones, antibiotics and various additives in the food system as well as those related to largescale livestock farming.
Strengthened food safety measures are important and necessary in both domestic and export markets and can
impose significant costs. Some countries may need help in meeting food control costs such as monitoring and
inspection, and costs associated with market rejection of contaminated commodities. Taking a broad and integrated agroecosystem and human health approach can facilitate identification of animal, plant, and human
health risks, and appropriate AKST responses.
Worldwide, agriculture accounts for at least 170,000 occupational deaths each year: half of all fatal accidents.
Machinery and equipment, such as tractors and harvesters, account for the highest rates of injury and death,
particularly among rural labourers. Other important health hazards include agrochemical poisoning, transmissible animal diseases, toxic or allergenic agents, and noise, vibration and ergonomic hazards. Improving occupational health requires a greater emphasis on health protection through development and enforcement of health
and safety regulations. Policies should explicitly address tradeoffs between livelihood benefits, and environmental, occupational and public health risks.
The incidence and geographic range of many emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases are influenced by
the intensification of crop and livestock systems. Serious socioeconomic impacts can arise when diseases spread
widely within human or animal populations, or when they spill over from animal reservoirs to human hosts.
Most of the factors that contribute to disease emergence will continue, if not intensify. Integrating policies and
programs across the food chain can help reduce the spread of infectious diseases; robust detection, surveillance, monitoring, and response programs are critical.
Natural resource management
Natural resources, especially those of soil, water, plant and animal diversity, vegetation cover, renewable energy sources, climate, and ecosystem services are fundamental for the structure and function of agricultural systems and for social and environmental sustainability, in support of life on earth. Historically the path of global
agricultural development has been narrowly focused on increased productivity rather than on a more holistic
integration of NRM with food and nutritional security. A holistic, or systems-oriented approach, is preferable
because it can address the difficult issues associated with the complexity of food and other production systems
in different ecologies, locations and cultures.
AKST to resolve NRM exploitation issues, such as the mitigation of soil fertility through synthetic inputs and natural processes, is often available and well understood. Nevertheless, the resolution of natural resource challenges will demand new and creative approaches by stakeholders with diverse backgrounds, skills and priorities.
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Capabilities for working together at multiple scales and across different social and physical environments are not
well developed. For example, there have been few opportunities for two-way learning between farmers and
researchers or policy makers. Consequently farmers and civil society members have seldom been involved in
shaping natural resource management policy. Community-based partnerships with the private sector, now in
their early stages of development, represent a new and promising way forward.
The following high priority NRM options for action are proposed:
• Use existing AKST to identify and address some of the underlying causes of declining productivity embedded in natural resource mismanagement, and develop new AKST based on multidisciplinary approaches for a better understanding of the complexity in NRM. Part of this process will involve the costeffective monitoring of trends in the utilization of natural resource capital.
• Strengthen human resources in the support of natural capital through increased investment (research,
training and education, partnerships, policy) in promoting the awareness of the societal costs of degradation and value of ecosystems services.
• Promote research “centres of AKST-NRM excellence” to facilitate less exploitative NRM and better
strategies for resource resilience, protection and renewal through innovative two-way learning processes in research and development, monitoring and policy formulation.
• Create an enabling environment for building NRM capacity and increasing understanding of NRM among
stakeholders and their organizations in order to shape NRM policy in partnership with public and private
sectors.
• Develop networks of AKST practitioners (farmer organizations, NGOs, government, private sector) to facilitate long-term natural resource management to enhance benefits from natural resources for the collective good.
• Connect globalization and localization pathways that link locally generated NRM knowledge and innovations to public and private AKST.
• When AKST is developed and used creatively with active participation among various stakeholders
across multiple scales, the misuse of natural capital can be reversed and the judicious use and renewal
of water bodies, soils, biodiversity, ecosystems services, fossil fuels and atmospheric quality ensured for
future generations.
Trade and markets
Targeting market and trade policies to enhance the ability of agricultural and AKST systems to drive development, strengthen food security, maximize environmental sustainability, and help make the small-scale farm
sector profitable to spearhead poverty reduction is an immediate challenge around the world.
Agricultural trade can offer opportunities for the poor, but current arrangements have major distributional impacts among, and within, countries that in many cases have not been favourable for small-scale farmers and
rural livelihoods. These distributional impacts call for differentiation in policy frameworks and institutional arrangements if these countries are to benefit from agricultural trade. There is growing concern that opening national agricultural markets to international competition before basic institutions and infrastructure are in place
can undermine the agricultural sector, with long term negative effects for poverty, food security and the environment.6
Trade policy reform to provide a fairer global trading system can make a positive contribution to sustainability
and development goals. Special and differential treatment accorded through trade negotiations can enhance
the ability of developing countries to pursue food security and development goals while minimizing trade related dislocations. Preserving national policy flexibility allows developing countries to balance the needs of poor
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consumers (urban and rural landless) and rural small-scale farmers. Increasing the value CAPTURED by smallscale farmers in global, regional and local markets chains is fundamental to meeting development and sustainability goals. Supportive trade policies can also make new AKST available to the small-scale farm sector and agro
enterprises.
Developing countries would benefit from the removal of barriers for products in which they have a comparative
advantage; reduction of escalating tariffs for processed commodities in industrialized and developing countries;
deeper preferential access to markets for least developed countries; increased public investment in rural infrastructure and the generation of public goods AKST; and improved access to credit, AKST resources and markets
for poor producers. Compensating revenues lost as a result of tariff reductions is essential to advancing development agendas. Agriculture generates large environmental externalities, many of which derive from failure of
markets to value environmental and social harm and provide incentives for sustainability. AKST has great potential to reverse this trend.
Market and trade policies to facilitate the contribution of AKST to reducing the environmental footprint of agriculture include removing resource use distorting subsidies; taxing externalities; better definitions of property
rights; and developing rewards and markets for agro environmental services, including the extension of carbon
financing, to provide incentives for sustainable agriculture. The quality and transparency of governance in the
agricultural sector, including increased participation of stakeholders in AKST decision making is fundamental.
Strengthening developing country trade analysis and negotiation capacity, and providing better tools for assessing tradeoffs in proposed trade agreements are important to improving governance.
Traditional and local knowledge and community-based innovation
Once AKST is directed simultaneously toward production, profitability, ecosystem services and food systems
that are site-specific and evolving, then formal, traditional and local knowledge need to be integrated. Traditional and local knowledge constitutes an extensive realm of accumulated practical knowledge and knowledgegenerating capacity that is needed if sustainability and development goals are to be reached. The traditional
knowledge, identities and practices of indigenous and local communities are recognized under the UN Convention on Biological Diversity as embodying ways of life relevant for conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity; and by others as generated by the purposeful interaction of material and nonmaterial worlds embedded in
place-based cultures and identities. Local knowledge refers to capacities and activities that exist among rural
people in all parts of the world.
Traditional and local knowledge is dynamic; it may sometimes fail but also has had well documented, extensive,
positive impacts. Participatory collaboration in knowledge generation, technology development and innovation
has been shown to add value to science-based technology development, for instance in Farmer-Researcher
groups in the Andes, in Participatory Plant Breeding, the domestication of wild and semi-wild tree species and in
soil and water management.
Options for action with proven contribution to achieving sustainability and development goals include collaboration in the conservation, development and use of local and traditional biological materials; incentives for and
development of capacity among scientists and formal research organizations to work with local and indigenous
people and their organizations; a higher profile in scientific education for indigenous and local knowledge as
well as for professional and community-based archiving and assessment of such knowledge and practices. The
role of modern Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) in achieving effective collaboration is critical to evolving culturally appropriate integration and merits larger investments and support.
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Effective collaboration and integration would be supported by international intellectual property and other regimes that allow more scope for dealing effectively with situations involving traditional knowledge, genetic resources and community-based innovations. Examples of misappropriation of indigenous and local people’s
knowledge and community-based innovations indicate a need for sharing of information about existing national
sui generis and regulatory frameworks.
Women in agriculture
Gender, that is socially constructed relations between men and women, is an organizing element of existing
farming systems worldwide and a determining factor of ongoing agricultural restructuring. Current trends in
agricultural market liberalization and in the reorganization of farm work, as well as the rise of environmental
and sustainability concerns are redefining the links between gender and development. The proportion of women in agricultural production and postharvest activities ranges from 20 to 70%; their involvement is increasing in
many developing countries, particularly with the development of export-oriented irrigated farming, which is
associated with a growing demand for female labour, including migrant workers.
Whereas these dynamics have in some ways brought benefits, in general, the largest proportion of rural women
worldwide continues to face deteriorating health and work conditions, limited access to education and control
over natural resources, insecure employment and low income.
This situation is due to a variety of factors, including the growing competition on agricultural markets which
increases the demand for flexible and cheap labour, growing pressure on and conflicts over natural resources,
the diminishing support by governments for small-scale farms and the reallocation of economic resources in
favour of large agro enterprises. Other factors include increasing exposure to risks related to natural disasters
and environmental changes, worsening access to water, increasing occupational and health risks.
Despite progress made in national and international policies since the first world conference on women in 1975,
urgent action is still necessary to implement gender and social equity in AKST policies and practices if we are to
better address gender issues as integral to development processes. Such action includes strengthening the capacity of public institutions and NGOs to improve the knowledge of women’s changing forms of involvement in
farm and other rural activities in AKST. It also requires giving priority to women’s access to education, information, science and technology, and extension services to enable improving women’s access, ownership and
control of economic and natural resources. To ensure such access, ownership and control legal measures, appropriate credit schemes, support for women’s income generating activities and the reinforcement of women’s
organizations and networks are needed. This, in turn, depends on strengthening women’s ability to benefit from
market-based opportunities by institutions and policies giving explicit priority to women farmer groups in value
chains.
A number of other changes will strengthen women’s contributions to agricultural production and sustainability.
These include support for public services and investment in rural areas in order to improve women’s living and
working conditions; giving priority to technological development policies targeting rural and farm women’s
needs and recognizing their knowledge, skills and experience in the production of food and the conservation of
biodiversity; and assessing the negative effects and risks of farming practices and technology, including pesticides on women’s health, and taking measures to reduce use and exposure. Finally, if we are to better recognize
women as integral to sustainable development, it is critical to ensure gender balance in AKST decision-making at
all levels and provide mechanisms to hold AKST organizations accountable for progress in the above areas.
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7.6 TRANSDISCIPLINARITY – PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
BY BASARAB NICOLESCU
CNRS, University of Paris 6,
Going beyond disciplines
Transdisciplinarity is a relatively young approach: it emerged seven centuries after disciplinarity, in the writings
of the Swiss philosopher and psychologist Jean Piaget (1896-1980). Piaget (1971) indicates that transdisciplinarity ‘will not be limited to the interactions or reciprocities between the specialized researches, but will locate these links inside a total system without stable boundaries between the disciplines.’ (Piaget, 1972: p. 144) This description has been subject to debate and modifications.
I proposed including the meaning ‘beyond disciplines’ in 1985 (Nicolescu, 1985) and I have developed this idea
over the years. Many other researchers over the world have also contributed to this development of transdisciplinarity. A key date in this development is 1994, when the Charter of Transdisciplinarity100 was adopted by the
participants at the First World Congress of Transdisciplinarity.
This idea came from my long practice of quantum physics. For an outsider, it might seem paradoxical that from
the very core of exact sciences we arrive at the idea of the limits of disciplinary knowledge. But there is inside
evidence that disciplinary knowledge has reached its own limitations, which has far-reaching consequences not
only for science, but also for culture and social life. The crucial point here is the status of the Subject.
Modern science was born through a violent break with the ancient vision of the world. It was founded on the
idea – surprising and revolutionary in that era – of a total separation between the Knowing Subject and Reality.
The latter was assumed to be completely independent from the subject who observed it. This break allowed
science to develop independently of theology, philosophy and culture. It was a positive act of freedom. But today it is becoming clear that one of the consequences of this break, the ideology of scientism, is the danger of
the potential self-destruction of our species.
On the spiritual level, the consequences of scientism have been considerable: the only knowledge worthy of this
name must therefore be scientific and objective; the only reality worthy of this name must be objective reality,
ruled by objective laws. All knowledge other than scientific knowledge is thus cast into the inferno of subjectivity, tolerated at most as a meaningless embellishment, or rejected with contempt as a fantasy, an illusion, a regression, or a product of the imagination. Even the word ‘spirituality’ has become suspect and its use has been
practically abandoned.
Objectivity, set up as the supreme criterion of Truth, has one inevitable consequence: the transformation of the
Subject into an Object. The death of the Subject is the price we pay for objective knowledge. The human being
has become an object – an object of the exploitation of man by man, an object of the experiments of ideologies
which are proclaimed scientific, an object of scientific studies to be dissected, formalized, and manipulated. The
relationship Man–God has become a relationship Man–Object, of which the only result can be self-destruction.
The massacres of this century, the multiple local wars, terrorism and environmental degradation are acts of selfdestruction on a global scale.
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In fact, with very few exceptions – Husserl, Heidegger or Cassirer – modern and post-modern thinkers gradually
transformed the Subject in a grammatical subject. The Subject is today just a word in a phrase (Descombes,
2004).
The quantum revolution radically changed this situation. The new scientific and philosophical notions it introduced – the principle of superposition of quantum ‘yes’ and ‘no’ states, discontinuity, non-separability, global
causality, quantum indeterminism – necessarily led the founders of quantum mechanics to rethink the problem
of the complete Object/Subject separation. For example, Werner Heisenberg, winner of the Nobel Prize for
Physics, thought that one must suppress any rigid distinction between the Subject and Object, between objective reality and subjective reality. ‘The concept of ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ designate […] two different aspects
of one reality; however we would make a very crude simplification if we want to divide the world in one objective reality and one subjective reality. Many rigidities of the philosophy of the last centuries are born by this
black and white view of the world.’ (Heisenberg, 1989: p. 269) He also asserts that we have to renounce the
privileged reference to the exteriority of the material world. ‘The too strong insistence on the difference between scientific knowledge and artistic knowledge comes from the wrong idea that concepts describe perfectly
the ‘real things’ […] All true philosophy is situated on the threshold between science and poetry.’ (Ibid: pp. 363364)
My line of thinking is in perfect agreement with that of Heisenberg. For me, ‘beyond disciplines’ precisely signifies the Subject-Object interaction. The transcendence, inherent in transdisciplinarity, is the transcendence of
the Subject. The Subject cannot be CAPTURED in a disciplinary camp.
The meaning ‘beyond disciplines’ leads us to an immense space of new knowledge. The main outcome has been
the formulation of the methodology of transdisciplinarity, which I will analyse in the next section. It allows us
also to clearly distinguish between multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity and transdisciplinarity.
Multidisciplinarity concerns itself with studying a research topic in not just one discipline only, but in several at
the same time. Any topic in question will ultimately be enriched by incorporating the perspectives of several
disciplines. The multidisciplinary approach transgresses disciplinary boundaries while its goal remains limited to
within the framework of disciplinary research.
Interdisciplinarity has a different goal than multidisciplinarity. It concerns the transfer of methods from one
discipline to another. Like multidisciplinarity, interdisciplinarity transgresses the boundaries of disciplines while
its goal still remains within the framework of disciplinary research. Interdisciplinarity even has the capacity to
generate new disciplines, like quantum cosmology and chaos theory.
Transdisciplinarity concerns itself with what is between the disciplines, across the different disciplines, and beyond all disciplines. Its goal is the understanding of the present world, of which one of the imperatives is the
unity of knowledge (Nicolescu, 1996).
As one can see, there is no opposition between disciplinarity (including multidisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity)
and transdisciplinarity, but a fertile complementarity. In fact, there is no transdisciplinarity without disciplinarity. Nevertheless, the above considerations provoked, around 1990, a more a less violent war of definitions. This
war is not yet over.
There is a specific and different approach to transdisciplinarity that is characterised by the refusal to formulate
any methodology and by its exclusive concentration on joint problem-solving of problems pertaining to the science-technology-society triad. This approach is represented by people including Michael Gibbons (1994) and
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Helga Nowotny (1994). The point of view of this transdisciplinary current was largely expressed at the Zürich
Congress, in 2000 (Thompson Klein et al., 2001).
This version of transdisciplinarity does not exclude the meaning ‘beyond disciplines’ but reduces it to the interaction of disciplines with social constraints. The social field necessarily introduces a dimension ‘beyond disciplines’, but the individual human being is conceived of as part of a social system only.
It is difficult for us to understand why ‘joint problem solving’ must be the unique aim of transdisciplinarity. It is
certainly one of the aims, but not the only aim. The use of the singular seems dangerous to us. As in religion, it
would allow for unnecessary wars and unproductive dogmatism. I think that the unconscious barrier to a true
dialogue comes from the inability of certain transdisciplinary researchers to think about discontinuity. For them,
the boundaries between disciplines are like boundaries between countries, continents and oceans on the surface of the Earth. These boundaries fluctuate in time but one fact remains unchanged: the continuity between
territories. We have a different approach to the boundaries between disciplines. For us, they are like the separation between galaxies, solar systems, stars and planets. It is the movement itself that generates the fluctuation
of boundaries. This does not mean that a galaxy intersects another galaxy. When we cross the boundaries we
meet the interplanetary and intergalactic vacuum. This vacuum is far from being empty: it is full of invisible matter and energy. It introduces a clear discontinuity between territories of galaxies, solar systems, stars and planets. Without the interplanetary and intergalactic vacuum there is no Universe.
It is my deep conviction that our formulation of transdisciplinarity is both unified (in the sense of unification of
different transdisciplinary approaches) and diverse: unity in diversity and diversity through unity is inherent to
transdisciplinarity.
Much confusion arises by not recognizing that there is a theoretical transdisciplinarity, a phenomenological
transdisciplinarity and an experimental transdisciplinarity.
The word theory implies a general definition of transdisciplinarity and a well-defined methodology.
The word phenomenology implies building models connecting the theoretical principles with the already observed experimental data, in order to predict further results.
The word experimental implies performing experiments following a well-defined procedure allowing any researcher to obtain the same results when performing the same experiments.
I classify the work done by Michael Gibbons and Helga Nowotny as phenomenological transdisciplinarity, while
my own work (Nicolescu, 1985, 1986, 1991, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002), as well as that of Jean Piaget and Edgar
Morin (1999), I would classify as theoretical transdisciplinarity. In turn, experimental transdisciplinarity concerns
a large amount of experimental data already collected not only within the framework of knowledge production
but also in many fields including education, psychoanalysis, the treatment of pain in terminal diseases, drug
addiction, art, literature, history of religions, etc. The huge potential of transdisciplinarity will never be realised
if we do not accept the simultaneous and rigorous consideration of the three aspects of transdisciplinarity. This
simultaneous consideration of theoretical, phenomenological and experimental transdisciplinarity will allow
both a unified and non-dogmatic treatment of transdisciplinary theory and practice, coexisting with a plurality of
transdisciplinary models. Formulation of the methodology of transdisciplinarity
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The axiomatic character of the methodology of transdisciplinarity
The most important achievement of transdisciplinarity at present is, of course, the formulation of the methodology of transdisciplinarity, accepted and applied by a considerable number of researchers in many countries of
the world.
The axiomatic character of the methodology of transdisciplinarity is an important aspect. It means that the
number of axioms (or principles or pillars) has to be limited to a minimum number. Any axiom that can be derived from the already postulated ones, has to be rejected.
This fact is not new. It arose when disciplinary knowledge acquired its scientific character, due the three axioms
formulated by Galileo Galilee (1956, 1992) in Dialogue on the Great World Systems:
• There are universal laws, of a mathematical character.
• These laws can be discovered by scientific experiment.
• Such experiments can be perfectly replicated.
It should be obvious that if we try to build a mathematical bridge between science and ontology, we will necessarily fail. Galileo himself makes the distinction between human mathematics and divine mathematics (Galileo,
1992: p. 192). Human mathematics constitutes the common language of human beings and God, while divine
mathematics is connected with the direct perception of the totality of all existing laws and phenomena. Transdisciplinarity tries to seriously take this distinction into account. A bridge can be built between science and ontology only by taking into account the totality of human knowledge. This requires a symbolic language, different
from mathematical language and enriched by specific new notions. Mathematics is able to describe repetition of
facts due to scientific laws, but transdisciplinarity is also about the singularity of the human being and human
life. The key-point here is, once again, the irreducible presence of the Subject, which explains why transdisciplinarity cannot be described by a mathematical formalism. The dream of the mathematical formalisation of
transdisciplinarity is just a phantasm, the phantasm induced by centuries of disciplinary knowledge.
We have arrived (Nicolescu, 1996) at the following three axioms of the methodology of transdisciplinarity:
The ontological axiom: In Nature and in our knowledge of Nature, there are different levels of Reality and, correspondingly, different levels of perception.
The logical axiom: The passage from one level of Reality to another is insured by the logic of the included middle.
The complexity axiom: The structure of the totality of levels of Reality or perception is a complex structure: every
level is what it is because all the levels exist at the same time.
The first two axioms derive their experimental evidence from quantum physics, but they go well beyond the
exact sciences. The third axiom has its source not only in quantum physics but also in a variety of other exact
and human sciences. All three are in agreement with traditional thinking, present from the beginning of historical times.
Axioms cannot be demonstrated: they are not theorems. They have their roots in experimental data and theoretical approaches and their validity is judged by the results of their applications. If the consequences of the
given axioms contradict experimental facts, the axioms have to be modified or replaced.
In spite of an almost infinite diversity of methods, theories and models, which run throughout the history of
different scientific disciplines, the three methodological postulates of modern science have remained unchanged from Galileo until the present day. Let us hope that the same will prove to be true for transdisciplinarity and that a large number of transdisciplinary methods, theories and models will appear in the future.
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Only one science has entirely and integrally satisfied the three Galilean postulates: physics. The other scientific
disciplines only partially satisfy the three methodological postulates of modern science. However, the absence
of rigorous mathematical formulation in psychology, psychoanalysis, history of religions, legal theory and a multitude of other disciplines has not led to the elimination of these disciplines from the field of science. Not even
an exact science like molecular biology can claim a mathematical formulation as rigorous as that of physics. In
other words, there are degrees of disciplinarity which can respectively take into account more or less completely
the three methodological postulates of modern science. Likewise, the process of more or less taking completely
into account the three methodological pillars of transdisciplinary research will generate different degrees of
transdisciplinarity. Large avenues are open for rich and diverse transdisciplinary research.
The above three axioms (ontological, logical and complexity) give a precise and rigorous definition of transdisciplinarity. Let me now describe the essentials of these three transdisciplinary axioms.
The ontological axiom: levels of Reality and levels of perception
The key concept of the transdisciplinary approach to Nature and knowledge is the concept of levels of Reality.
Here the meaning we give to the word Reality is pragmatic and ontological at the same time. By Reality we
mean primarily that which resists our experiences, representations, descriptions, images, or even mathematical
formulations.
In so far as Nature participates in the being of the world, one has to also assign an ontological dimension to the
concept of Reality. Reality is not merely a social construction, the consensus of a collectivity, or some intersubjective agreement. It also has a trans-subjective dimension: for example, experimental data can ruin the
most beautiful scientific theory.
Of course, one has to distinguish the words Real and Reality. Real designates that which is, while Reality is connected to resistance in our human experience. The Real is, by definition, veiled forever, while Reality is accessible to our knowledge.
By ‘level of Reality’, I designate a set of systems which are invariant under certain laws: for example, quantum
entities are subordinate to quantum laws, which depart radically from the laws of the macro-physical world.
That is to say, two levels of Reality are different if, while passing from one to the other, there is a break in the
applicable laws and a break in fundamental concepts (e.g. causality). Therefore there is a discontinuity in the
structure of levels of Reality, similar to the discontinuity reigning over the quantum world.
Every level of Reality has its associated space-time, different from one level to the other. For example, the classical notion of reality is associated with 4-dimensional space-time (three dimensions of space and one dimension of time), while the quantum notion of reality is associated with a space-time whose number of dimensions
is greater than four. The introduction of the levels of Reality induces a multidimensional and multireferential
structure of Reality.
A new Principle of Relativity (Nicolescu, 1996, pp. 54-55) emerges from the coexistence of complex plurality and
open unity in our approach: no level of Reality constitutes a privileged place from which one is able to understand all the other levels of Reality. A level of Reality is what it is because all the other levels exist at the same
time. This Principle of Relativity is what creates a new perspective on religion, politics, art, education, and social
life. And when our perspective on the world changes, the world changes.
In other words, our approach is not hierarchical. There is no fundamental level. But its absence does not mean
an anarchical dynamic, but a coherent one, of all levels of Reality, already discovered or which will be discovered
in the future.
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Every level is characterised by its incompleteness: the laws governing this level are just a part of the totality of
laws governing all levels. And even the totality of laws does not exhaust the entire Reality: we also have to consider the Subject and its interaction with the Object.
The zone between two different levels and beyond all levels is a zone of non-resistance to our experiences, representations, descriptions, images and mathematical formulations. Quite simply, the transparency of this zone is
due to the limitations of our bodies and of our sense organs – limitations which apply regardless of the measuring tools that are used to extend these sense organs. We therefore have to conclude that the topological distance between levels is finite. However this finite distance does not mean a finite knowledge. Take, as an image,
a segment of a straight line – it contains an infinite number of points. In a similar manner, a finite topological
distance could contain an infinite number of levels of Reality. We have work to do till the end of time.
The zone of non-resistance corresponds to the sacred – that which does not submit to any rationalisation. Proclaiming that there is a single level of Reality eliminates the sacred, and self-destruction is generated.
The unity of levels of Reality and its complementary zone of non-resistance constitutes what we call the transdisciplinary Object.
Inspired by the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl (1966), I assert that the different levels of Reality are accessible to our knowledge as a result of the different levels of perception which are potentially present in our being. These levels of perception permit an increasingly general, unifying, encompassing vision of Reality, without
ever entirely exhausting it.
As in the case of levels of Reality, the coherence of levels of perception presupposes a zone of non-resistance to
perception.
The unity of levels of perception and this complementary zone of non-resistance constitutes what we call the
transdisciplinary Subject.
In a rigorous way, we see that ‘levels of perception’ are, in fact, levels of Reality of the Subject, while ‘levels of
Reality’ are, in fact, levels of Reality of the Object. Both types of levels imply resistance. Knowledge is neither
exterior nor interior: it is simultaneously exterior and interior. The studies of the universe and of the human
being sustain one another.
The zone of non-resistance plays the role of a third party between the Subject and the Object, an Interaction
term, which acts like a secretly included middle that allows the unification of the transdisciplinary Subject and
the transdisciplinary Object while preserving their difference. In the following I will call this Interaction term the
Hidden Third.
Our ternary partition {Subject, Object, Hidden Third} is, of course, different from the binary partition{Subject vs.
Object} of classical realism.
The emergence of at least three different levels of Reality in the study of natural systems – the macro-physical
level, the microphysical level and cyber-space-time (to which one might add a fourth level – that of superstrings,
unifying all physical interactions) – is a major event in the history of knowledge.
Based upon our definition of levels of Reality, we can identify other levels than the ones in natural systems. For
example, in social systems, we can speak of the individual level, the geographical and historical community level
(family, nation), the cyber-space-time community level and the planetary level.
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Levels of Reality are radically different from levels of organisation as these have been defined in systemic approaches (Camus et al., 1998). Levels of organisation do not presuppose a discontinuity in the fundamental concepts: several levels of organisation can appear at one and the same level of Reality. The levels of organisation
correspond to different structures of the same fundamental laws.
The levels of Reality and the levels of organisation offer the possibility of a new taxonomy of the more than
8000 academic disciplines existing today. Many disciplines coexist at one and the same level of Reality even if
they correspond to different levels of organisation. For example, Marxist economy and classical physics belong
to one level of Reality, while quantum physics and psychoanalysis belong to another level of Reality. The existence of different levels of Reality has been affirmed by different traditions and civilizations, but this affirmation
was founded either on religious dogma or on the exploration of the interior universe only. The transdisciplinary
Object and its levels of Reality, the transdisciplinary Subject and its levels of perception and the Hidden Third
define the transdisciplinary model of Reality. Based on this ternary structure of Reality, we can deduce other
ternaries of levels, which are extremely useful in the analysis of concrete situations:
• Levels of organisation – Levels of structuring – Levels of integration
• Levels of confusion – Levels of language – Levels of interpretation
• Physical levels – Biological levels – Psychical levels
• Levels of ignorance – Levels of intelligence – Levels of contemplation
• Levels of objectivity – Levels of subjectivity – Levels of complexity
• Levels of knowledge – Levels of understanding – Levels of being
• Levels of materiality – Levels of spirituality – Levels of non-duality
In 1998, I was greatly surprised to discover the idea of ‘levels of Reality’, expressed in a book by Werner Heisenberg, Philosophy - The manuscript of 1942 (1998). This book has a quite astonishing history: it was written in
1942 but it was published in German only in 1984. I read the French translation of the book in 1998. There is not
yet, to my knowledge, an English translation of this book.
The philosophy of Heisenberg is based on two main ideas: the first is the notion of levels of Reality corresponding to different modes of embodying objectivity in terms of the respective process of knowledge and the second
is the gradual erasing of the familiar concept of 3-dimensional space and 1-dimensional time.
For Heisenberg, reality is ‘the continuous fluctuation of the experience as CAPTURED by consciousness. In that
sense, it can never be identified to a closed system [...]’ (Heisenberg, 1998: p. 166). By ‘experience’, he understands not only scientific experiments but also the perception of the movement of the soul or of the autonomous truth of symbols. For him, reality is a tissue of connections and of infinite abundance, without any ultimate foundation. ‘One can never reach an exact and complete portrait of reality’, (Ibid., p. 258) writes Heisenberg.
The incompleteness of physical laws is therefore present in his philosophy. Heisenberg asserts many times, in
agreement with Husserl, Heidegger and Cassirer (whom he knew personally), that one has to suppress any rigid
distinction between the Subject and Object. He also writes that one has to renounce the privileged reference to
the exteriority of the material world and that the only way to understand the nature of reality is to accept its
division in regions and levels.
Heisenberg classifies the numerous regions of reality in only three levels, in terms of the different proximity
between the Object and the Subject (Ibid., p. 372). He deduces that the rigid distinction between exact and human sciences has to be abandoned, a fact which sounds very, very transdisciplinary. Heisenberg’s first level of
reality corresponds to fields which embody objectivity independently of the knowledge process. Classical phys1
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ics, electromagnetism and Einstein’s two theories of relativity belong to this level. The second level corresponds
to fields that are inseparable from the knowledge process: quantum mechanics, biology and the sciences of
consciousness (e.g. psychoanalysis).
Finally, the third level corresponds to fields created in connection with the knowledge process. He situates there
philosophy, art, politics, the metaphors concerning God, the religious experience and the artistic creative experience. If the first two levels of Heisenberg totally correspond to my own definition, the third one mixes levels
and non-levels (in other words, the zones of non-resistance). The religious experience and the artistic creative
experience cannot be assimilated to levels of Reality. They merely correspond to crossing levels in the zone of
non-resistance. The absence of resistance and especially the absence of discontinuity in the philosophy of Heisenberg explain the difference between his approach and mine. A rigorous classification of regions in levels cannot be obtained in the absence of discontinuity.
Heisenberg insists on the crucial role of intuition: ‘Only an intuitive thinking could bridge the abyss between old
and new concepts; the formal deduction is impotent in realising this bridge […].’ (Idem, p. 261) But Heisenberg
did not draw the logical conclusion concerning this impotence of formal thinking: only the non-resistance to our
experiences, representations, descriptions, images or mathematical formalisms can bridge the abyss between
two levels. This non-resistance restores the continuity broken by levels.
The logical axiom: the included middle
The incompleteness of the general laws governing a given level of Reality signifies that, at a given moment of
time, one necessarily discovers contradictions in the theory describing the respective level: one has to assert A
and non-A at the same time. This Gödelian feature of the transdisciplinary model of Reality is verified by the
whole of the history of science: a theory leads to contradictions and one has to invent a new theory that solves
these contradictions. This is precisely how we went from classical physics to quantum physics.
However, our habits of mind, scientific or not, are still governed by the classical logic, which does not tolerate
contradictions. The classical logic is founded on three axioms:
• The axiom of identity: A is A.
• The axiom of non-contradiction: A is not non-A.
• The axiom of the excluded middle: There exists no third term T (‘T’ from ‘third’) which is at the same
time A and non-A.
Knowledge of the coexistence of the quantum world and the macro-physical world and the development of
quantum physics have led, at the level of theory and scientific experiment, to pairs of mutually exclusive contradictories (A and non-A): wave and corpuscle, continuity and discontinuity, separability and non-separability,
local causality and global causality, symmetry and breaking of symmetry, reversibility and irreversibility of time,
and so forth.
The intellectual scandal provoked by quantum mechanics consists precisely of the fact that the pairs of contradictories that it generates are actually mutually exclusive when they are analyzed through the interpretive filter
of classical logic. However, the solution is relatively simple: one has to abandon the third axiom of classical logic,
imposing the exclusion of the third, the included middle T. History will credit Stéphane Lupasco (1900-1988)
(Badescu and Nicolescu (ed.), 1999) with having shown that the logic of the included middle is a true logic,
mathematically formalized, multivalent (with three values: A, non-A, and T) and non-contradictory (Lupasco,
1951).
In fact, the logic of the included middle is the very heart of quantum mechanics: it allows us to understand the
basic principle of the superposition of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ quantum states.
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Heisenberg was fully conscious of the necessity of adopting the logic of the included middle. ‘There is a fundamental principle of classical logic which seems to need to be modified: in classical logic, if one assertion has a
meaning, one supposes that either this assertion or its negation has to be true. Only one of the sentences ‘There
is a table here’ and ‘There is no table here’ is true. There is not a third possibility and this is the principle of the
excluded middle. […] In quantum theory, one has to modify this law of the excluded middle.’ Our understanding
of the axiom of the included middle – there exists a third term T which is at the same time A and non-A – is
completely clarified once the notion of ‘levels of Reality’, is introduced.
In order to obtain a clear image of the meaning of the included middle, let us represent the three terms of the
new logic – A, non-A, and T – and the dynamics associated with them by a triangle in which one of the vertices is
situated at one level of Reality and the two other vertices at another level of Reality. The included middle is in
fact an included third. If one remains at a single level of Reality, all manifestation appears as a struggle between
two contradictory elements. The third dynamic, that of the T-state, is exercised at another level of Reality,
where that which appears to be disunited is in fact united, and that which appears contradictory is perceived as
non-contradictory.
It is the projection of the T-state onto the same single level of Reality which produces the appearance of mutually exclusive, antagonistic pairs (A and non-A). A single level of Reality can only create antagonistic oppositions. It
is inherently self-destructive if it is completely separated from all the other levels of Reality. A third term, which
is situated at the same level of Reality as that of the opposites A and non-A, cannot achieve their reconciliation.
Of course, this conciliation is only temporary. We necessarily discover contradictions in the theory of the new
level when this theory confronts new experimental facts. In other words, the action of the logic of the included
middle on the different levels of Reality induces an open structure of the unity of levels of Reality. This structure
has considerable consequences for the theory of knowledge because it implies the impossibility of a selfenclosed complete theory. Knowledge is forever open.
The logic of the included middle does not abolish the logic of the excluded middle: it only constrains its sphere
of validity. The logic of the excluded middle is certainly valid for relatively simple situations, for example, driving
a car on a highway: no one would dream of introducing an included middle in regard to what is permitted and
what is prohibited in such circumstances. On the contrary, the logic of the excluded middle is harmful in complex cases, for example, within the economic, social, cultural, religious or political spheres. In such cases it operates like a genuine logic of exclusion: good or evil, right or left, heaven or hell, alive or dead, women or men, rich
or poor, whites or blacks. It would be revealing to undertake an analysis of xenophobia, racism, apartheid, antiSemitism, or nationalism in the light of the logic of the excluded middle. It would also be very instructive to examine the speeches of politicians through the filter of that logic.
There is certainly coherence among different levels of Reality, at least in the natural world. In fact, an immense
self-consistency – a cosmic bootstrap – seems to govern the evolution of the universe, from the infinitely small
to the infinitely large, from the infinitely brief to the infinitely long. A flow of information is transmitted in a
coherent manner from one level of Reality to another in our physical universe. The included middle logic is a
tool for an integrative process: it allows us to cross two different levels of Reality or of perception and to effectively integrate, not only in thinking but also in our own being, the coherence of the Universe. The use of the
included third is a transformative process. But, at that moment, the included third ceases to be an abstract, logical tool: it becomes a living reality touching all the dimensions of our being. This fact is particularly important in
education and learning.
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It is important to note that the combined action of the ontological and logical axioms engender the notion of
paradox. The paradox is the suspension of the contradictories (A, non-A) in the space between two levels of
Reality. Therefore, there is no need to introduce paradox as a 4th axiom of transdisciplinarity (Paul, 2003).
Recent findings in the physiology of the brain give a particularly deep understanding of the action of the included middle. High technology tools, like single photon emission computed tomography, allow us to rigorously visualise the blood flow patterns in the brain during widely differing activities such as solving a mathematical problem or Zen meditation. Different specialized zones of the brain are now identified. Of course, the notion itself of
‘reality’ is empty without the participation of the brain. This does not necessarily mean that the brain creates
reality. We can merely say that we have inside ourselves an apt apparatus for perceiving reality.
Based on these neurophysiological discoveries, Andrew Newberg and Eugene d’Aquili introduced a series of
cognitive operators, which describe the general functions of the human mind (Newberg et al., 2001). Between
them, of particular interest for us are the binary operator and the holistic operator.
The binary operator means the ‘human brain’s ability to reduce the most complicated relationships of space and
time to simple pairs of opposites – above and below, in and out, left and right, before and after, and so on’ and
it ‘gives the mind a powerful method of analyzing external reality’ (Newberg et al., 2001: p. 63). The brain constructs in such a way, during the evolutionary process, a binary representation of the world, very useful for survival in a hostile environment. However, culture has extended this binary representation, in terms of exclusive
contradictories, to ethical, mythological and metaphysical representations, like good and evil, the space-time
background of such representations being erased. The binary operator describes, in fact, the neurological operations of the inferior parietal lobe (Ibid., p. 51). The classical logic is a product of the inferior parietal lobe.
In its turn, the holistic operator ‘allows us to see the world as a whole. […] The holistic operator most likely rises
from the activity of the parietal lobe in the brain’s right hemisphere.’ (Ibid., p. 48) The holistic view is also a
product of the evolutionary process. When our ancestors were confronted with a wild animal, the binary representations were not sufficient for survival. If our ancestors had spent their time analyzing the different parts of
the wild animal and the associated pairs of the mutually exclusive contradictories, they would simply have been
killed and we would not be here to think about an excluded or included middle. The holistic operator erases
contradictories and therefore is connected with the action of the included middle.
The complexity axiom: the universal interdependence
There are several theories of complexity. Some of them, like the one practised at the Santa Fe Institute, under
the general guidance of Murray Gell-Mann, winner of the Nobel Prize for Physics, are mathematically formalized, while others, like that of Edgar Morin, widely known in Latin America, are not. In the context of our discussion, what is important to understand is that the existing theories of complexity include neither the notion of
levels of Reality nor the notion of zones of non-resistance (Nicolescu, 1996, 1998, 2000). However, some of
them, like the one of Edgar Morin (1977, 1980, 1986, 1991, 2001), are compatible with these notions. It is therefore useful to distinguish between horizontal complexity, which refers to a single level of reality and vertical
complexity, which refers to several levels of Reality. It is also important to note that transversal complexity is
different from vertical, transdisciplinary complexity. Transversal complexity refers to crossing different levels of
organisation at a single level of Reality.
In a paradoxical way, in fundamental physics, complexity is embedded in the very heart of simplicity. Indeed,
popular works state that contemporary physics is a physics where a wonderful simplicity rules (in fact, more
rigorously said, simplexity rules), through fundamental ‘building-blocks’ – quarks, leptons and messengers of
physical interactions. But for physicists working within physics, the situation appears infinitely more complex.
For example, according to the superstring theory in particle physics, physical interactions appear to be very simple, unified, and subordinate to general principles if they are traced within a multidimensional, 11-dimensional
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space–time (10 dimensions of space and 1 dimension of time) and involve an incredible amount of energy, corresponding to Planck’s mass. But complexity appears at the moment of describing our familiar world, which is
characterised by four dimensions and by low energies. Unified theories are at their strongest at the level of general principles, but they are very poor at describing the complexity at our own level of reality.
From a transdisciplinary point of view, complexity is a modern form of the very ancient principle of universal
interdependence. This recognition allows us to avoid the current confusion between complexity and complication. The principle of universal interdependence entails the maximum possible simplicity that the human mind
could imagine, the simplicity of the interaction of all levels of reality. This simplicity cannot be CAPTURED by
mathematical language, but only by symbolic language. Mathematical language addresses exclusively the analytical mind, while symbolic language addresses the totality of the human being, with its thoughts, feelings and
body. It is interesting to note that the combined action of the ontological, logical and complexity axioms engenders values. Therefore, there is no need to introduce values as a 4th axiom (Cicovacki, 2003). The transdisciplinary values are neither objective nor subjective. They result from the Hidden Third, which signifies the interaction of the subjective objectivity of the transdisciplinary Object and the objective subjectivity of the transdisciplinary Subject.

Future paths
After a long hibernation of a quarter of century since Piaget, transdisciplinarity experiencing an accelerated development in the 1990s. Today, transdisciplinary activities are flourishing in many parts of the world (Nicolescu
(ed.), 2005). Transdisciplinary institutes, associations and networks are being created in Brazil, France, Italy,
Canada, Romania, South Africa and Switzerland. Important international conferences have dedicated entire
sessions on transdisciplinarity, in Russia, Turkey, Canada, Austria, the USA, the Netherlands and other countries.
New transdisciplinary magazines are constantly being published in several countries and on the internet. A surprisingly large number of transdisciplinary books have been published in the last few years, covering an amazingly diverse range of subjects, such as education, ‘science and religion’ studies, economics, management, therapy, geography and landscape studies, post-colonialism, nursing, health, social science, storybook activities for
children and even studies of the work of Jacques Derrida from a transdisciplinary point of view. Two publishers
in France, one in Brazil and one in Romania have founded ‘Transdisciplinarity’ series. A quite new phenomenon,
transdisciplinary lectures are now given in several universities in the USA, Spain, Romania, France, Brazil and
even transdisciplinary chairs have been created.
We are now living in a new period of the advancement of transdisciplinarity. The theory of transdisciplinarity is
fully developed. Now the time for action has arrived. In the past, our actions were concentrated in the field of
education, a fact which is natural because of the central role of education in individual and social life. But now
we are obliged ethically to extend our activities in the scientific, social, political and spiritual realms.
Let me describe, in few words, the kind of actions that are, in my opinion, of an urgent nature.
Development of transdisciplinary higher education
Transdisciplinary education, based on the transdisciplinary methodology, allows us to establish links between
persons, facts, images, representations, fields of knowledge and action and to discover the Eros of learning during our entire life. The creativity of the human being is conditioned by permanent questioning and permanent
integration.
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The epistemological aspects of transdisciplinarity presented above were studied on a practical level in 1997 at
the International Congress held in Locarno, ‘What University for tomorrow? Towards the transdisciplinary evolution of education’, sponsored by UNESCO, CIRET and the Government of Ticino (Locarno Declaration, 1997). The
participants adopted the Declaration of Locarno, and experiments conforming to the recommendations of the
Locarno Congress have already been performed in different countries: Brazil, Canada, France, Romania, USA,
Switzerland, Argentina and Spain. The Locarno Congress also stimulated a rich theoretical reflection, in particular on the invention of new methods of education in relation to the new technologies (Harvey and Lemire,
2001). An entire recent issue of the E-zine ‘Transdisciplinary Encounters’ was dedicated to experiences in transdisciplinary education (Bot (ed.), 2005). Similar experiments have also been carried out, independently of the
Locarno Congress, in different countries.
One of the important points is that we have accumulated a lot of useful data from practical work, justifying one
of the basic assumptions of the transdisciplinary education. In transdisciplinarity, we always talk about three
types of intelligences: the analytical intelligence, the feeling’s intelligence and the intelligence of the body. This
idea is similar to the idea of multiple intelligences developed by Howard Gardner (1999). The difference with the
theory of Gardner is that we speak, in fact, about a new type of intelligence, founded upon the equilibrium between mind, body and feelings. Transdisciplinary education is an integral education. A person is therefore not
confined to choose a job connected with his or her own type of intelligence, but he or she is able to exercise his
or her freedom of choice, as a result of the internal flexibility between the three types of intelligence which, in
fact, everybody possesses.
At the beginning, our claims sounded exotic, like a new utopia. It is very encouraging that recent scientific work
in biology, such as that of Antonio Damasio (1999), demonstrates the cognitive dimension of feelings and emotions. Also, in a very stimulating book, Jean-Louis Revardel shows the extraordinary pertinence of the axioms of
transdisciplinarity in studying the universe of affectivity (Revardel, 2003). Another significant point is that important work on the formation of transdisciplinary educators has already been performed, for example in Brazil
(through the persistent and rigorous actions of CETRANS (CETRANS; de Mello, 2000, 2003) and several other
Brazilian organisations and universities), in Romania (Bertea, 2003) and in France, at the University of Tours
(Demol (ed.), 2003; Paul and Pineau (ed.), 2005) and in other French universities.
In fact, networks of transdisciplinary educators are now present in different countries. They enable us to think in
terms of three new stages in transdisciplinary education. First of all, it is important to introduce courses on
transdisciplinarity in as many universities as possible. Of course, transdisciplinary courses are not very rare, but
we know of only one example of a course on transdisciplinarity, i.e. about the epistemological foundations and
practical applications of transdisciplinarity. The Claremont Graduate University (CGU), one of the most highly
rated universities in United States, recently instituted a new transdisciplinary course requirement for all doctoral
students. The mission of CGU is to prepare a diverse group of outstanding individuals to assume leadership roles
in the worldwide community through teaching, research and practice in selected fields.
At Claremont, all PhD students must now take a ‘T course’ (‘T’ for ‘transdisciplinary’) sometime in the first two
years of their programme. A second important development would be the creation of a PhD in transdisciplinary
studies. There are several examples of transdisciplinary PhD theses,101 but they were all performed within a given discipline. There is even a PhD thesis in philosophy, on the foundations of transdisciplinarity (Bambara,
2002). However, the time has now arrived to create a specific PhD in transdisciplinary studies. It will create the
101
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appropriate space for academic studies and also for social action in the field of transdisciplinarity. It will also
allow students with transdisciplinary interests to find an appropriate place to accomplish their research. The
very prestigious Stellenbosch University in South Africa is at an advanced stage of creating such a PhD.
A third important development would be the creation of a Virtual Global Transdisciplinary University. This is
feasible, given the existence of transdisciplinary networks in several countries and the extraordinary advancement of informatics today.
Towards a human model of health
In many contemporary societies, the human being is increasingly becoming a collection of numbers, codes and
electronic files. The physical body itself is seen as a juxtaposition of genes, cells, neurons and internal organs,
each organ and part thereof being under the control of super-specialists who do not communicate between
themselves. Of course, high technology treats these organs, prolonging our life, and nobody can complain about
this positive fact. However, no high technology can treat the entirety of the human being.
In this context, transdisciplinarity can contribute to the emergence of a new health system. One might think that
this is again a utopia, an unnecessary luxury. However, empirical data accumulated show that transdisciplinary
teams, acting in the field of health, can bring about a better quality health care system – a system which succeeds in simultaneously satisfying our bodily, mental and psychical needs whilst, at the same time, reducing the
costs of having to treat all the different maladies and disorders separately.
Very interesting transdisciplinary experiments have been performed in Québec, in Canada, where the Institute
for Health Research of Canada (IRSC) is assisting such initiatives. These include mention the activities of the
transdisciplinary team of Patrick Loisel (2005), Professor of Medicine at the University of Sherbrooke, acting in
the field of workplace handicaps, which affect more than one million of Canadians per year. Another example is
the transdisciplinary team of Daniel Boisvert (2005), Professor at the University of Québec at Trois Rivières, acting in the field of intellectual deficiencies, which affect more than one million persons in Québec and France.
Interestingly enough, these experiences demonstrate very directly, at a very concrete level, the three pillars of
transdisciplinarity.
Scientific studies on consciousness
Only a few years ago, ‘consciousness’ was still a forbidden word in scientific research, being regarded as a kind
of magic reminiscence. However, scientists have slowly started to recognise that there is a missing link between
neurons and the human being. John Eccles, winner of the Nobel Prize for Physiology and Medicine, is amongst
the pioneers in this regard (Eccles, 1989).
Like quantum mechanics, the scientific theory of consciousness will certainly be a collective creation. It is important to create transdisciplinary teams involving neurophysiologists, physicists and other disciplinary specialists of exact and human sciences, animated by a transdisciplinary attitude. Brain and mind, like anything in this
world, involve different levels of Reality and perception. I am personally convinced that consciousness is the
ultimate frontier of science and philosophy in the 21st century and that transdisciplinarity has very much to contribute to this advancement of science.
Dialogue between cultures and between religions
The transdisciplinary model of Reality allows us to define three types of meaning:
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Horizontal meaning: interconnections at one single level of Reality. This is what most of the academic
disciplines do.
Vertical meaning: interconnections involving several levels of Reality. This is what poetry, art or quantum physics do.
Meaning of meaning: interconnections involving all of Reality – the Subject, the Object and the Hidden
Third. This is the ultimate aim of transdisciplinary research.

It may seem paradoxical to speak about cultures and religions in transdisciplinarity, which seems to refer, by the
word itself, to academic disciplines. However, the presence of the Hidden Third explains this fake paradox.
The crucial difference between academic disciplines on the one hand and cultures and religions on the other can
be easily understood in our approach. Cultures and religions are not concerned, as academic disciplines are,
with fragments of levels of Reality only: they simultaneously involve one or several levels of Reality, one or several levels of perception and the non-resistance zone of the Hidden Third.
Technoscience is entirely situated in the zone of the Object, while cultures and religions span all three terms:
the Object, the Subject and the Hidden Third. This asymmetry demonstrates the difficulty of their dialogue: this
dialogue can occur only when there is a conversion of technoscience towards values, i.e. when the technoscientific culture becomes a true culture (Nicolescu, 2004). It is precisely this conversion that transdisciplinarity is
able to perform. This dialogue is methodologically possible, because the Hidden Third crosses all levels of Reality. Technoscience is in quite a paradoxical situation. In itself, is blind to values. However, when it enters into a
dialogue with cultures and religions, it becomes the best mediator for the reconciliation of different cultures
and different religions.
Creating networks of networks
The existence of transdisciplinary networks is today a fact of life. Of course, this process will continue in the
future. The very existence of these networks signifies that the number of transdisciplinary experts is continuously increasing. These researchers are certainly not ‘experts’ in the usual meaning of this word: they are not ultraspecialists in a very narrow discipline. However they are transdisciplinary experts, because they have knowledge
of the methodology of transdisciplinarity, because they are involved in practical applications of transdisciplinarity and because they are socially attached to transdisciplinary values. These transdisciplinary experts constitute
the seeds of transdisciplinary local networks. These networks have to link up in order to form networks of networks, crucially important for action at a national or regional level. In the not too distant future, these different
networks of networks will join in order to form a planetary network of networks, which will be the seed of the
transdisciplinary culture.
The transdisciplinary culture is a necessity of our time, due to two contradictory facts: on one side, the inner
evolution of knowledge and, on the other side, the process of globalisation. The inner evolution of knowledge is
marked by the already mentioned disciplinary big-bang. It is therefore more and more difficult to understand
the complexity of our world today and to take appropriate decisions: an expert in one discipline is ignorant of
thousands and thousands of other disciplines. The decision-makers are confronted with this fact. From another
angle, globalisation requires, by its own dynamics, that bridges be built as well as links between different areas
of knowledge and between different views of the world. If globalisation is to be reduced to only the economic
dimension, it will inevitably lead to new exclusions and a new form of slavery. Globalisation with a human face,
serving the human race, requires a transdisciplinary culture, able to harmonise different fields of knowledge,
different cultures and different views of the world.
Creating examples of living sustainability
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In April 2005, I had the privilege of visiting the Lynedoch EcoVillage Development just outside Stellenbosch in
South Africa where I witnessed an emerging example in sustainable living. Lynedoch EcoVillage Development is
a very good working example of an integrated sustainable development approach where strategies and action
plans are being consciously pursued and implemented to connect social, economic and ecological objectives
whilst incorporating technologies that span the fields of energy, water, waste and sanitation and building materials. Lynedoch is also a learning and educational hub. As a socially mixed community – kept apart by years of
racist policies and practices – it is organised around not only a child-centred learning precinct, but it is also home
to the Sustainability Institute, which offers an MPhil degree in Sustainable Development, where students from
across the African continent can learn about sustainability in action.
From a transdisciplinary point of view, if our aim is to not only understand the world, but to also find solutions
to the complex problems facing us all today, including having to change the systems of reference which produce
these problems, then we simply have no choice but to act decisively in our search for alternative, sustainable
modes of living. In the ‘Planetary Era’ there is no one single, big problem – only series of overlapping, interconnected problems – that Edgar Morin so aptly described as a ‘polycrisis’ (Morin and Kern, 1993: p. 109). How we
as the human species are going to respond to this over the next decade or two might very well be decisive for
our peaceful and continued existence on the Earth. From a transdisciplinary point of view, it is our duty and
responsibility to use all the means at our disposal – spiritual, theoretical and practical – to find sustainable solutions to problems which, if they remain unresolved, will affect each one of us on this beautiful planet ours – rich
and poor, young and old, Muslim and Christian, believer and non-believer, male and female, North and South,
West and East.
Building a new spirituality
‘Spirituality’ is a completely devalued word today, in spite of its etymological meaning as ‘respiration’, in an act
of communion between us and the cosmos. There is great spiritual poverty present on our Earth, manifest as
fear, violence, hate and dogmatism. In a world with more than 10,000 religions and religious movements and
more than 6,000 tongues, how can we dream about mutual understanding and peace? (Welter (Ed.), 2005)
There is an obvious need for a new spirituality, conciliating technoscience and wisdom. Of course, there are
already several spiritualities that have been present on our Earth for centuries and even millennia. One might
ask: why is there a need for a new spirituality if we have them all, here and now?
Before answering to this question, we must face a preliminary question: is a Big Picture still possible in our postmodern times? Radical relativism answers this question in a negative way. However, its arguments are not solid
or logical. They are in fact very poor and obviously linked to the totalitarian aspect of the political and philosophical correctness expressed by the slogan ‘anything goes’. For radical relativists, after the death of God, the
death of Man, the end of ideologies, the end of History (and, perhaps, tomorrow, the end of science and the end
of religion) a Big Picture is no longer possible. For transdisciplinarity, a Big Picture is not only possible but also
vitally necessary, even if it will never be formulated as a closed theory. We are happy that the well-known art
critic Suzi Gablik, in her book Has Modernism Failed? (Gablik, 2004)102, recently joined our point of view. The last
chapter of her book is entitled ‘Transdisciplinarity – Integralism and the New Ethics’. For her, the essential intellectual change of the last two decades is precisely transdisciplinarity.
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This change was anticipated by the great quantum physicist Wolfgang Pauli (1900-1958), winner of the Nobel
Prize for Physics, who wrote fifty years ago: ‘Facing the rigorous division, from the 17th century, of human spirit
in isolated disciplines, I consider the aim of transgressing their opposition […] as the explicit or implicit myth of
our present times.’ (Pauli, 1999)103 The first motivation for a new spirituality is technoscience, with its associated
fabulous economic power, which is simply incompatible with present spiritualities. It drives a hugely irrational
force of efficiency for efficiency’s sake: everything which can be done will be done, for the worst or the best.
The second motivation for a new spirituality is the difficulty of the dialogue between different spiritualities,
which often appear to be antagonistic, as we can testify in our everyday life. The new phenomenon of planetary
terrorism is not foreign to these two problems. In simple words, we need to find a spiritual dimension of democracy. Transdisciplinarity can help with this important advancement of democracy, through its basic notions of
‘transcultural’ and ‘transreligious’ (Nicolescu, 1996).
The transcultural designates the opening of all cultures to that which cuts across them and transcends them,
while the transreligious designates the opening of all religions to that which cuts across them and transcends
them (Nicolescu, 2003). This does not mean the emergence of a unique planetary culture and of a unique planetary religion, but of a new transcultural and transreligious attitude. The old principle ‘unity in diversity and diversity in unity’ is embodied in transdisciplinarity.
Through the transcultural, which leads to the transreligious, the spiritual poverty could be eradicated and therefore render the war of civilizations obsolete. The transcultural and transreligious attitude is not simply a utopian
project – it is engraved in the very depths of our being.

7.6 CHARTER OF TRANSDISCIPLINARITY
(Adopted at the First World Congress of Trandisciplinarity, Convento da Arrábida,
Portugal, November 2-6, 1994)
Preamble
Whereas, the present proliferation of academic and non-academic disciplines is leading to an
exponential increase of knowledge which makes a global view of the human being impossible;
Whereas, only a form of intelligence capable of grasping the cosmic dimension of the present
conflicts is able to confront the complexity of our world and the present challenge of the spiritual
and material self-destruction of the human species;
Whereas, life on earth is seriously threatened by the triumph of a techno-science that obeys only
the terrible logic of productivity for productivity’s sake;
Whereas, the present rupture between increasingly quantitative knowledge and increasingly
impoverished inner identity is leading to the rise of a new brand of obscurantism with incalculable social and personal consequences;
Whereas, an historically unprecedented growth of knowledge is increasing the inequality between those who have and those who do not, thus engendering increasing inequality within and
between the different nations of our planet;
Whereas, at the same time, hope is the counterpart of all the afore-mentioned challenges, a
hope that this extraordinary development of knowledge could eventually lead to an evolution not
Chapter ‘Science and Western Thinking’, p. 178. This chapter was first published in 1955, in Europa – Erbe und Aufgabe,
Internazionaler Gelehrtehkongress, Meinz.
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unlike the development of primates into human beings;
Therefore, in consideration of all the above, the participants of the First World Congress of
Transdisciplinarity (Convento da Arrábida, Portugal, November 2-7, 1994) have adopted the present Charter, which comprises the fundamental principles of the community of transdisciplinary
researchers, and constitutes a personal moral commitment, without any legal or institutional
constraint, on the part of everyone who signs this Charter.
Article 1:
Any attempt to reduce the human being by formally defining what a human being is and subjecting the human being to reductive analyses within a framework of formal structures, no matter
what they are, is incompatible with the transdisciplinary vision.
Article 2:
The recognition of the existence of different levels of reality governed by different types of logic
is inherent in the transdisciplinary attitude. Any attempt to reduce reality to a single level governed by a single form of logic does not lie within the scope of transdisciplinarity.
Article 3:
Transdisciplinarity complements disciplinary approaches. It occasions the emergence of new data
and new interactions from out of the encounter between disciplines. It offers us a new vision of
nature and reality. Transdisciplinarity does not strive for mastery of several disciplines but aims
to open all disciplines to that which they share and to that which lies beyond them.
Article 4:
The keystone of transdisciplinarity is the semantic and practical unification of the meanings that
traverse and lay beyond different disciplines. It presupposes an open-minded rationality by reexamining the concepts of ‘definition’ and ‘objectivity.’ An excess of formalism, rigidity of definitions and a claim to total objectivity, entailing the exclusion of the subject, can only have a lifenegating effect.
Article 5:
The transdisciplinary vision is resolutely open insofar as it goes beyond the field of the exact sciences and demands their dialogue and their reconciliation with the humanities and the social
sciences, as well as with art, literature, poetry and spiritual experience.
Article 6:
In comparison with interdisciplinarity and multidisciplinarity, transdisciplinarity is multireferential
and multidimensional. While taking account of the various approaches to time and history, transdisciplinarity does not exclude a transhistorical horizon.
Article 7:
Transdisciplinarity constitutes neither a new religion, nor a new philosophy, nor a new metaphysics, nor a science of sciences.
Article 8:
The dignity of the human being is of both planetary and cosmic dimensions. The appearance of
human beings on Earth is one of the stages in the history of the Universe. The recognition of the
Earth as our home is one of the imperatives of transdisciplinarity. Every human being is entitled
to a nationality, but as an inhabitant of the Earth is also a transnational being. The acknowledgement by international law of this twofold belonging, to a nation and to the Earth, is one of the
goals of transdisciplinary research.
Article 9:
Transdisciplinarity leads to an open attitude towards myths and religions, and also towards those
who respect them in a transdisciplinary spirit.
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Article 10:
No single culture is privileged over any other culture. The transdisciplinary approach is inherently
transcultural.
Article 11:
Authentic education cannot value abstraction over other forms of knowledge. It must teach contextual, concrete and global approaches. Transdisciplinary education revalues the role of intuition, imagination, sensibility and the body in the transmission of knowledge.
Article 12:
The development of a transdisciplinary economy is based on the postulate that the economy
must serve the human being and not the reverse.
Article 13:
The transdisciplinary ethic rejects any attitude that refuses dialogue and discussion, regardless of
whether the origin of this attitude is ideological, scientific, religious, economic, political or philosophical. Shared knowledge should lead to a shared understanding based on an absolute respect
for the collective and individual Otherness united by our common life on one and the same Earth.
Article 14:
Rigor, openness, and tolerance are the fundamental characteristics of the transdisciplinary attitude and vision. Rigor in argument, taking into account all existing data, is the best defense
against possible distortions. Openness involves an acceptance of the unknown, the unexpected
and the unforeseeable. Tolerance implies acknowledging the right to ideas and truths opposed to
our own.
Article final:
The present Charter of Transdisciplinarity was adopted by the participants of the first World Congress of Transdisciplinarity, with no claim to any authority other than that of their own work and
activity.
In accordance with procedures to be agreed upon by transdisciplinary-minded persons of all
countries, this Charter is open to the signature of anyone who is interested in promoting progressive national, international and transnational measures to ensure the application of these Articles
in everyday life.
Convento da Arrábida, 6th November 1994
Editorial Committee
Lima de Freitas, Edgar Morin and Basarab Nicolescu
Translated from the French by
Karen-Claire Voss

7.7 THE EARTH CHARTER
PREAMBLE
We stand at a critical moment in Earth's history, a time when humanity must choose its future. As the world
becomes increasingly interdependent and fragile, the future at once holds great peril and great promise. To
move forward we must recognize that in the midst of a magnificent diversity of cultures and life forms we are
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one human family and one Earth community with a common destiny. We must join together to bring forth a
sustainable global society founded on respect for nature, universal human rights, economic justice, and a culture of peace. Towards this end, it is imperative that we, the peoples of Earth, declare our responsibility to one
another, to the greater community of life, and to future generations.
Earth, Our Home
Humanity is part of a vast evolving universe. Earth, our home, is alive with a unique community of life. The forces of nature make existence a demanding and uncertain adventure, but Earth has provided the conditions essential to life's evolution. The resilience of the community of life and the well-being of humanity depend upon
preserving a healthy biosphere with all its ecological systems, a rich variety of plants and animals, fertile soils,
pure waters, and clean air. The global environment with its finite resources is a common concern of all peoples.
The protection of Earth's vitality, diversity, and beauty is a sacred trust.
The Global Situation
The dominant patterns of production and consumption are causing environmental devastation, the depletion of
resources, and a massive extinction of species. Communities are being undermined. The benefits of development are not shared equitably and the gap between rich and poor is widening. Injustice, poverty, ignorance, and
violent conflict are widespread and the cause of great suffering. An unprecedented rise in human population has
overburdened ecological and social systems. The foundations of global security are threatened. These trends are
perilous—but not inevitable.
The Challenges Ahead
The choice is ours: form a global partnership to care for Earth and one another or risk the destruction of ourselves and the diversity of life. Fundamental changes are needed in our values, institutions, and ways of living.
We must realize that when basic needs have been met, human development is primarily about being more, not
having more. We have the knowledge and technology to provide for all and to reduce our impacts on the environment. The emergence of a global civil society is creating new opportunities to build a democratic and humane world. Our environmental, economic, political, social, and spiritual challenges are interconnected, and
together we can forge inclusive solutions.
Universal Responsibility
To realize these aspirations, we must decide to live with a sense of universal responsibility, identifying ourselves
with the whole Earth community as well as our local communities. We are at once citizens of different nations
and of one world in which the local and global are linked. Everyone shares responsibility for the present and
future well-being of the human family and the larger living world. The spirit of human solidarity and kinship with
all life is strengthened when we live with reverence for the mystery of being, gratitude for the gift of life, and
humility regarding the human place in nature. We urgently need a shared vision of basic values to provide an
ethical foundation for the emerging world community. Therefore, together in hope we affirm the following interdependent principles for a sustainable way of life as a common standard by which the conduct of all individuals, organizations, businesses, governments, and transnational institutions is to be guided and assessed.

I. PRINCIPLES RESPECT AND CARE FOR THE COMMUNITY OF LIFE
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1. Respect Earth and life in all its diversity.
a. Recognize that all beings are interdependent and every form of life has value regardless of its worth to human
beings.
b. Affirm faith in the inherent dignity of all human beings and in the intellectual, artistic, ethical, and spiritual
potential of humanity.
2. Care for the community of life with understanding, compassion, and love.
a. Accept that with the right to own, manage, and use natural resources comes the duty to prevent environmental harm and to protect the rights of people.
b. Affirm that with increased freedom, knowledge, and power comes increased responsibility to promote the
common good.
3. Build democratic societies that are just, participatory, sustainable, and peaceful.
a. Ensure that communities at all levels guarantee human rights and fundamental freedoms and provide everyone an opportunity to realize his or her full potential.
b. Promote social and economic justice, enabling all to achieve a secure and meaningful livelihood that is ecologically responsible.
4. Secure Earth's bounty and beauty for present and future generations.
a. Recognize that the freedom of action of each generation is qualified by the needs of future generations.
b. Transmit to future generations values, traditions, and institutions that support the long-term flourishing of
Earth's human and ecological communities.
In order to fulfill these four broad commitments, it is necessary to:
II. ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY
5. Protect and restore the integrity of Earth's ecological systems, with special concern for biological diversity
and the natural processes that sustain life.
a. Adopt at all levels sustainable development plans and regulations that make environmental conservation and
rehabilitation integral to all development initiatives.
b. Establish and safeguard viable nature and biosphere reserves, including wild lands and marine areas, to protect Earth's life support systems, maintain biodiversity, and preserve our natural heritage.
c. Promote the recovery of endangered species and ecosystems.
d. Control and eradicate non-native or genetically modified organisms harmful to native species and the environment, and prevent introduction of such harmful organisms.
e. Manage the use of renewable resources such as water, soil, forest products, and marine life in ways that do
not exceed rates of regeneration and that protect the health of ecosystems.
f. Manage the extraction and use of non-renewable resources such as minerals and fossil fuels in ways that minimize depletion and cause no serious environmental damage.
6. Prevent harm as the best method of environmental protection and, when knowledge is limited, apply a
precautionary approach.
a. Take action to avoid the possibility of serious or irreversible environmental harm even when scientific
knowledge is incomplete or inconclusive.
b. Place the burden of proof on those who argue that a proposed activity will not cause significant harm, and
make the responsible parties liable for environmental harm.
c. Ensure that decision making addresses the cumulative, long-term, indirect, long distance, and global conse1
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quences of human activities.
d. Prevent pollution of any part of the environment and allow no build-up of radioactive, toxic, or other hazardous substances.
e. Avoid military activities damaging to the environment.
7. Adopt patterns of production, consumption, and reproduction that safeguard Earth's regenerative capacities, human rights, and community well-being.
a. Reduce, reuse, and recycle the materials used in production and consumption systems, and ensure that residual waste can be assimilated by ecological systems.
b. Act with restraint and efficiency when using energy, and rely increasingly on renewable energy sources such
as solar and wind.
c. Promote the development, adoption, and equitable transfer of environmentally sound technologies.
d. Internalize the full environmental and social costs of goods and services in the selling price, and enable consumers to identify products that meet the highest social and environmental standards.
e. Ensure universal access to health care that fosters reproductive health and responsible reproduction.
f. Adopt lifestyles that emphasize the quality of life and material sufficiency in a finite world.
8. Advance the study of ecological sustainability and promote the open exchange and wide application of the
knowledge acquired.
a. Support international scientific and technical cooperation on sustainability, with special attention to the
needs of developing nations.
b. Recognize and preserve the traditional knowledge and spiritual wisdom in all cultures that contribute to environmental protection and human well-being.
c. Ensure that information of vital importance to human health and environmental protection, including genetic
information, remains available in the public domain.
III. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC JUSTICE
9. Eradicate poverty as an ethical, social, and environmental imperative.
a. Guarantee the right to potable water, clean air, food security, uncontaminated soil, shelter, and safe sanitation, allocating the national and international resources required.
b. Empower every human being with the education and resources to secure a sustainable livelihood, and provide social security and safety nets for those who are unable to support themselves.
c. Recognize the ignored, protect the vulnerable, serve those who suffer, and enable them to develop their capacities and to pursue their aspirations.
10. Ensure that economic activities and institutions at all levels promote human development in an equitable
and sustainable manner.
a. Promote the equitable distribution of wealth within nations and among nations.
b. Enhance the intellectual, financial, technical, and social resources of developing nations, and relieve them of
onerous international debt.
c. Ensure that all trade supports sustainable resource use, environmental protection, and progressive labor
standards.
d. Require multinational corporations and international financial organizations to act transparently in the public
good, and hold them accountable for the consequences of their activities.
11. Affirm gender equality and equity as prerequisites to sustainable development and ensure universal access to education, health care, and economic opportunity.
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a. Secure the human rights of women and girls and end all violence against them.
b. Promote the active participation of women in all aspects of economic, political, civil, social, and cultural life as
full and equal partners, decision makers, leaders, and beneficiaries.
c. Strengthen families and ensure the safety and loving nurture of all family members.
12. Uphold the right of all, without discrimination, to a natural and social environment supportive of human
dignity, bodily health, and spiritual well-being, with special attention to the rights of indigenous peoples and
minorities.
a. Eliminate discrimination in all its forms, such as that based on race, color, sex, sexual orientation, religion,
language, and national, ethnic or social origin.
b. Affirm the right of indigenous peoples to their spirituality, knowledge, lands and resources and to their related practice of sustainable livelihoods.
c. Honor and support the young people of our communities, enabling them to fulfill their essential role in creating sustainable societies.
d. Protect and restore outstanding places of cultural and spiritual significance.
IV. DEMOCRACY, NONVIOLENCE, AND PEACE
13. Strengthen democratic institutions at all levels, and provide transparency and accountability in governance, inclusive participation in decision making, and access to justice.
a. Uphold the right of everyone to receive clear and timely information on environmental matters and all development plans and activities which are likely to affect them or in which they have an interest.
b. Support local, regional and global civil society, and promote the meaningful participation of all interested
individuals and organizations in decision making.
c. Protect the rights to freedom of opinion, expression, peaceful assembly, association, and dissent.
d. Institute effective and efficient access to administrative and independent judicial procedures, including remedies and redress for environmental harm and the threat of such harm.
e. Eliminate corruption in all public and private institutions.
f. Strengthen local communities, enabling them to care for their environments, and assign environmental responsibilities to the levels of government where they can be carried out most effectively.
14. Integrate into formal education and life-long learning the knowledge, values, and skills needed for a sustainable way of life.
a. Provide all, especially children and youth, with educational opportunities that empower them to contribute
actively to sustainable development.
b. Promote the contribution of the arts and humanities as well as the sciences in sustainability education.
c. Enhance the role of the mass media in raising awareness of ecological and social challenges.
d. Recognize the importance of moral and spiritual education for sustainable living.
15. Treat all living beings with respect and consideration.
a. Prevent cruelty to animals kept in human societies and protect them from suffering.
b. Protect wild animals from methods of hunting, trapping, and fishing that cause extreme, prolonged, or avoidable suffering.
c. Avoid or eliminate to the full extent possible the taking or destruction of non-targeted species.
16. Promote a culture of tolerance, nonviolence, and peace.
a. Encourage and support mutual understanding, solidarity, and cooperation among all peoples and within and
among nations.
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b. Implement comprehensive strategies to prevent violent conflict and use collaborative problem solving to
manage and resolve environmental conflicts and other disputes.
c. Demilitarize national security systems to the level of a non-provocative defense posture, and convert military
resources to peaceful purposes, including ecological restoration.
d. Eliminate nuclear, biological, and toxic weapons and other weapons of mass destruction.
e. Ensure that the use of orbital and outer space supports environmental protection and peace.
f. Recognize that peace is the wholeness created by right relationships with oneself, other persons, other cultures, other life, Earth, and the larger whole of which all are a part.
THE WAY FORWARD
As never before in history, common destiny beckons us to seek a new beginning. Such renewal is the promise of
these Earth Charter principles. To fulfill this promise, we must commit ourselves to adopt and promote the values and objectives of the Charter.
This requires a change of mind and heart. It requires a new sense of global interdependence and universal responsibility. We must imaginatively develop and apply the vision of a sustainable way of life locally, nationally,
regionally, and globally. Our cultural diversity is a precious heritage and different cultures will find their own
distinctive ways to realize the vision. We must deepen and expand the global dialogue that generated the Earth
Charter, for we have much to learn from the ongoing collaborative search for truth and wisdom.
Life often involves tensions between important values. This can mean difficult choices. However, we must find
ways to harmonize diversity with unity, the exercise of freedom with the common good, short-term objectives
with long-term goals. Every individual, family, organization, and community has a vital role to play. The arts,
sciences, religions, educational institutions, media, businesses, nongovernmental organizations, and governments are all called to offer creative leadership. The partnership of government, civil society, and business is
essential for effective governance.
In order to build a sustainable global community, the nations of the world must renew their commitment to the
United Nations, fulfill their obligations under existing international agreements, and support the implementation of Earth Charter principles with an international legally binding instrument on environment and development.
Let ours be a time remembered for the awakening of a new reverence for life, the firm resolve to achieve sustainability, the quickening of the struggle for justice and peace, and the joyful celebration of life.
7.8 BOLIVIAN NOTION OF WELLBEING: VIVIR BIEN

The 25 principles to understand “„vivir bien“
The “„vivir bien“” model, which Evo Morales’ government seeks to implement, can be explained as living in harmony with nature, it is a thinking that takes up again the ancient principles of cultures of the region. These cultures consider that the human being passes to the background with regard to the environment.
The Foreign Secretary of Bolivia, David Choquehuanca, one of the aymara specialists of this model and expert in
Andean worldview, talked with “LA RAZÓN”, a national bolivian newspaper, for an hour and a half and explained
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in detail this principles that are recognized in the Political Constitution of the State of Bolivia (CPE, Constitution
Política del Estado) in the Article 8.

We want to have a „vivir bien“ again, which means that we are starting to assess our history, music, dress, culture, language and natural resources. And, after that we will recover everything that is ours, and we will be again
what we were before.
The Article 8 of the CPE states that:" The State assumes and promotes as ethic and moral principles of the plural
society the following: ama qhilla, ama llulla, ama suwa (don’t be lazy, don’t be a liar, don’t be a thief), suma
qamaña („vivir bien“), ñandereko (harmony life), teko kavi (good life), ivi maraei (land free of evil), qhapaj ñan
(noble path or life).
The Foreign Secretary made a difference between this socialism and these principles and even more between
them and capitalism. The first one seeks to satisfy man’s needs. So, the most important for the capitalism is money and capital gain.
According to David Choquehaunca, the „vivir bien“ is a starting process that will be widely adopted little by little.
For those who belong to the culture of life, the most important is not the money nor the gold, nor the man since
he is at the last place. The most important are the rivers, the air, the mountains, the stars, the ants, the butterflies
(…). Man is at the last place. Life is the most important for us.
Through cultures
Aymara • In the past, the dwellers of the aymaras communities in Bolivia aspired to became qamiris (people who
had a good life)
Quechuas • In like manner, the people of this culture aspire to became a qhapaj (people who lives well).
Guarani • The Guarani people always aspire to be a person who lives in harmony with nature so they hope to
became iyambae someday. „Vivir bien“ gives priority first to nature than to human being.
Those are the features that will be implanted by the new Plurinational State of Bolivia little by little.
1 To give priority to life
„vivir bien“ means to look for a community experience where everyone is concerned about everyone. The most
important is not the human being nor the money but life. A more simple life is pretended to be reached in the
way of harmony with nature and life, so we can save the planet and give priority to the human kind.
2 To come a to consensus
The „vivir bien“ is to get everyone to come to a consensus which implies that even people has differences between them, they can agree when they dialogue in order to reach a neutral point of view therefore conflicts can
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be avoided. “We are not against democracy; we want to go even further because there is the word “submission”
as a democratic concept and to subjugate someone is not part or the „vivir bien“.

3 To respect the differences
„vivir bien“ means to respect the others, to know how to listen to everyone who wants to talk, with no discrimination or any type of submission. Tolerance is not proposed but it is the respect because even if each culture
has its own way of thinking, it is necessary to respect the differences in order to have a „vivir bien“ and harmony.
4 To live complimentarily
„vivir bien“ means to give priority to complementarity that postulates that all beings on earth complement to
each other. In the communities, children are complemented by grandparents; man is complemented by woman,
etc. An example given by the Foreign Secretary specifies that man must not kill the plants because they complement man existence and help him to survive.
5 Balance with nature
„vivir bien“ is to have a life in balance with all the beings inside a community. Like democracy, justice is also
considered excluding, according to the Foreign Secretary of the state, David Choquehuanca, because it only
takes into account the people inside a community and leaves aside which is the most important: life and man's
harmony with nature. That is why „vivir bien“ aims to an equal society without exclusion.
6 To protect identity
„vivir bien“ means to assess and recover the identity. Inside the new model, people’s identity is much more
important than dignity. Identity implies to fully enjoy a life based in values that have persisted for more than
500 years (since the spanish conquer) and that has been passed by the families and communities that lived in
harmony with nature and cosmos.
One of the main objectives of the „vivir bien“ is to take up again the unity of all the people. The Foreign Secretary, David Choquehuanca, explained that know how to eat, drink, dance, communicate and work are also some
fundamental aspects.
7 To give priority to the cosmic rights
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„vivir bien“ means to give priority to the cosmic rights instead of Human Rights. When the government talks
about the climate change, it also refers to the cosmic rights, said the Foreign Secretary. “That is why president,
Evo Morales, declared it is going to be more important to talk about mother earth rights than Human Rights”.
8 To know how to eat
„vivir bien“ means to know how to feed oneself, to know how to combine adequate food for the every season
(food according the time of the year). The Foreign Secretary, David Choquehuanca, explained that these instructions must be governed by the ancestors eating practices who used to feed themselves with a particular product
during a whole season.
The Chancellor mentioned that a good diet guarantees a good health.
9 To know how to drink
„vivir bien“ means to know to drink in moderation. In the indigenous communities each holiday has its own
meaning and alcoholic drinks are taken, but these are consumed with no exaggeration and with no intention of
harm anybody. “We have to know how to drink; we used to have real celebrations in our communities related
to seasonal times. These were not about going to the bars and get poisoned with beer and kill our neurons”.
10 To know how to dance
„vivir bien“ is to know how to dance, it is not just dancing. The dance is related to some specific facts like the
harvest and sowing time. Communities still honor “la Pachamama” (mother earth) particularly in farming times.
Nevertheless, in the city native dances are considered like folk expressions. The true meaning of dancing will be
renewed in the new doctrine.
11 To know how to work
„vivir bien“ is to consider work as a celebration. “Work for us is happiness”, said the Chancellor, David Choquehuanca who emphasizes that the ancient thinking about work as a celebration is taken up again in the Plurinational State new model, unlike the capitalism model where work is just paid. It is considered as a way of growing, that is the reason why in indigenous cultures, we work since we are children.
12 To take up again the abya laya
„vivir bien“ is to promote people join together in a big family. As said by the Chancellor, this explains that all the
regions in the country (Bolivia) are restored as one big community as it was considered in ancient times. “This
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has to be expanded through all the countries. That is why we can see good signs from some presidents who are
in the task of join together all the people and go back to the Abya Laya we were once.”
13 To reincorporate agriculture
„vivir bien“ is to reincorporate agriculture to the communities. One part of the new Plurinational State is to recover the ways of living in community like the till in order to grow agricultural products to meet basic needs for
subsistence. To this respect, land will be returned to the communities so they can generate local economies.
14 To know how to communicate
„vivir bien“ is to know how to communicate. The new Plurinational State pretends to take up again the communication that used to exist in the ancient communities. The dialogue is the result of this good communication. As
the Chancellor declares “We have to have a good communication as our parents used to have so problems can
be resolved and conflicts can be avoided. That is something we don't have to loose.”
15 „vivir bien“ is not about “living better” as the capitalism propose.
Among the precepts established by the new Plurinational State model, we can list the social control, the reciprocity and the respect to women and old people.
16 Social Control
„vivir bien“ is to carry out an obligatory control among the inhabitants of a community. “This control is different
to this one proposed by the Popular Participation” which was rejected (by some communities) because it reduces de real peoples’ participation”, said the Chancellor Choquehuanca. In ancient times, “everyone was charged
of the control of their main authorities functions”.
17 To work in reciprocity
„vivir bien“ is to take up again work reciprocity in the communities. This practice is denominated ayni in the
indigenous communities. This means to give back in terms of work the given help by a family in some farming
activity, as the sowing or harvest. “It is one of the principles or codes that guarantee the balance against big
droughts”.
18 Do not steal or lie
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„vivir bien“ means to be based on “ama sua” and “ama qhilla” (Do not still or lie in quechua). Those are some of
the precepts which are also included in the new Political Constitution of the Bolivian State that the president
promised to respect. In the same way, the chancellor stated that it is fundamental the respect of those precepts
inside the communities in order to accomplish peoples well being and confidence.
“All of them are codes that have to be followed so we can achieve to live well in the future”.
19 To protect the seeds
„vivir bien“ is to protect and keep the seeds in order to avoid the use of transgenic products. In the book of the
Bolivian Chancellery “Vivir Bien, como respuesta a la crisis global” (The „vivir bien“, as a response to de global
crisis), it is specified that one of the features of this new model is to preserve the ancient agricultural richness
through the settlement of seeds banks that can help to avoid the transgenic products. So productivity will be
increased. Because it is believed that the mixture of chemical products harms and kills the ancient seeds.
20 To respect women
„vivir bien“ means to respect women because she symbolizes the “Pachamama”, the mother earth that has the
power of giving life and takes care of all her fruits. For these reasons, inside the communities, woman is assessed and she is present in all the activities oriented to life, nursing, education and revitalization of culture. The
settlers of the indigenous communities consider woman as the base of the social organization because she
transfers to her children all the knowledge of culture.
21 „vivir bien“, NOT living better
„vivir bien“ is different to live better. This last one is related to the capitalism. For the new doctrine of the
Plurinational State, live better means selfishness, lack of interest in others, individualism and just think on the
gains. It considers that the capitalist doctrine promotes the exploitation of people to accumulate richness in few
hands. While the „vivir bien“ aims to a simple life that supports a balanced production.
22 To recover resources
„vivir bien“ means to recover the natural richness of the country and to allow everybody to get benefit in a balanced and equitable way. The purpose of the „vivir bien“ is also to nationalize and recover the strategic country
enterprises in the framework of the balance and coexistence between man and nature opposite to an irrational
exploitation of the natural resources. “Above all, nature has to have the priority”, added the Chancellor.
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23 To practice sovereignty
„vivir bien“ is to construct the sovereignty army from the communities. This means, according to the book “Vivir
Bien, como respuesta a la crisis global”, that sovereignty is going to be reached by means of the communal consensus which defines and constructs the unity and the responsibility in favor of the common weal, without excluding anyone.
24 To make wise use of water
„vivir bien“ means to rationally distribute water and make use of it in a proper way. The Foreign Secretary said
that water is like milk to human beings who inhabit the planet. “We have a lot of things, natural resources like
water. For example, France doesn't have the quantity of water nor the amount of earth that we have in our
country, but they don’t have No Land Movements, so we have to assess what we have, this is „vivir bien“”.
25 To listen the old people
„vivir bien“ is to read into the grandparents wrinkles to be able to take up the way. The Chancellor highlighted
that one of the main sources of learning is the old people from the communities who keep the stories and customs that are lost as time goes by. “Our grandparents are living libraries, so we always have to learn from
them”, said the Chancellor. Therefore, old people are respected and consulted in the indigenous communities
in the country.
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